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$5,000.00

Worth

of

IAM goinp to givo away ABSOt-UTELY FURE. moro
than $5.000.00 worth of wonderful prizes. conaisting of
two Automobiles, two l'honographs. a Shetland Pony.
a Radio, a lîicycle. Silverware and many other lïigl»
grade articles of mei i handise—besides Hundreds of Dollars
in Cash. Already wc have given away Thousands of
Dollars in Cash and Valuahle Prizes to advertise oui- business. but Uiis is the most libéral offer we hr.ve ever niade.
First Prize winner will reçoive an 8 Cyl.. 100 Horsepower,

Prizes

Custom Ruilt Studobakcr Pcdan or $2,250.00 in cash; Second Prize Winner will reçoive a Kour-door Chevrolet Sedan or $075.00 in cash: Tbird Prize Winner will reçoive a
Victor Orthophonie Victrola. Model 81, or $235.00 in cash,
etc. Each Prize will be shipped and delivered righl to
the winner's door, ail charges paid. This offer is open to
anyone living in the United States, outside of Chicago,
and is backed by a Big Iteliable Company of many years'
standing.
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Find

5

Objects

Starting with the Letter "C*
There are many objects in tbe pietnre of the circus ahove, such as lion, balloon. Tndian, nntomobile. roostor.
boy. tent. etc. If you can find 5 that start with tbe letter "C." you may win a lîig Prize. .inst think of winning a
wonderful now 8-cylindor Studebaker Sedan or $2.250.00 in cash, ahsolntely Cree. Somebody is hound to win. Why
not you? Cet busy right away. Find five objects starting with the letter "C." fill in the coupon below and sond it to
me at once.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
C.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
11.
15.

List of Prizes
8 Cyllnder Studebaker Sedan.
Four-door Chevrolet Sedan.
Victor Orthophonie Victrola.
Shetland Pony. Saddle and
Brldie.
Seven Tube Console Radio.
Fibre Diving Room Set.
Electric Vacunm CIcaner.
Apolio Motorbike Bicycle.
lOO-Piece Dinner Set.
Endies" or Men's Elgin Watch.
29-Pleco Silverware Set.
S w a n s on K i n g Portable
Phonograph.
New Haven Banjo Clocfc.
VVrought Iron Bridge Lamp.
badlea' Overnight Bag.

$550.00 Given for Promptness
In addition to the Studebaker Sedan, the Chevrolet Sedan, the Victor Orthophonic Victrola. the Shetland Pony and the many other valuable prizes-—besides
Hundreds of Dollars in Cash—I am also guing to give $550.00 in Cash for Promptness. It will pay you to act at once. Any winner may have cash instead of the
prize won and in case of tics, duplicate prizes will ht- nwarded. Thcre are no
tricks or illusions of any kind and neatness or handwriting do not count. You
will not be askcd to write In any sipiares. add up any figures, build words, or
solve any additional puzzles of any kind. Get busy right away. Find 5 objects
starting with the letter "C." fill in the coupon below and send il to me just as soon
as possible. EVERYBODY REWARDED. Address
!.. K. AVlIferd. Mgr., Dept. 10G9 315 So. Pcorin St., ClKcngo. III.
!.. E. Wilford. Mgr., Dent. 1069,
215 So. Pcorin St., Cliieago, ill.
The objects starting with the letter "C" are:

My Namo...
My Address...
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ELECTRICITY

This Amazingly Easy Way
Why spend your life waiting for $5 raises in a dull, hopeless job? Now . . . and
forever . . . say good-bye to 25 and 35 dollars a week. Let me show you how to
qualify for jobs leading to salaries of $50, $60 and up, a week, in Electricity—NOT
by correspondence, but by an amazing way to train, that makes you a practical
electrician in 90 days! Getting into electricity is far easier than you can imagine !

Learn

Sy-Doing in 90 Days

LACK of experience, âge or
advanced éducation bars no
one. I don't care if you
"•'t know an armature
n air brake- .1'oi i pm -» i!

Not a Correspondence ITH rV Employaient Service
School
A AAJKlJCl COYNE is your one great
Lcarnbydoing.. .allreal actual chance to get into electricity. Every obwork... no dull books, no baf- stacle is removed. This school is 29year3
liing charts, but building rcal old—Coyne training is tested—proven bebatteries... windingreal arma- yond ail doubt—endorsed by many large
tures, operating real motors, electrical concerns. You can find out evdynamos and generators, wir- erything absolutely free. Simply mail the
if
ing bouses, etc., teachingyou coupon and let me sond you the big, free
far more than the average or- Coyne book of 150 photographs . . . facts
trs ï Préparé You for Jobs dinaryelectricianever knows. jobs . . . salaries . . . opportunities. Tells
Like Thcse
Hore are open
a fewof
hundreds of That's how we fit you imme- you how many earn expensès while trainpositions
toCoyne-traSncd
to hold Big-Pay elec- ing and how we assist our graduâtes in the
mon.
Ourfreeemployment
bu- diately
...oney reau pi vcs you Hfetime cmploytrical jobs after graduation. field. This does not obligate you. Actnow!
servie .
. of the mcnt
ArmatureExpv
Now In Our New Home
Opéra'$50awk.&up
or, $65 a wk. Many BÎG-PAY Jobs
nave no Substation
Auto Electrician, .c JOa wk. & up
to Suit You
This is our ncw. lireproof, modem
Inventor
Unlimited
whereinis installed thouaands
chan you Maintenance Engineer,
Don't worryabouta job. Coyne home,
dollar's worth of the newest
......
$60 Owner.
a Week and up training settles the job ques- of
.vhy I bave Service
and most modem Electrical
Station
ail kinds.
We
...... $61) a Week and up tion for life. Big demand for Equipment
.ny astonish- Radio
nave
a of
larper
amount
Expert, $60 a week & up Coyne trained men often cx- now
of floor
spuoi)
devoted
to
teachinç of
ceeds supply. Our employ- the exclusive
electricity.
Evment department pives you Hfetime service. Two practical
ery comfort
and convehas been arrancrod tnS
.^•11 whlie you learn weeks after graduation. Clyde F. Hart pot a posi- nienco
mako you happy and
tion as electrician with the Great Western K. R. at to
contcnted
Man-ly of my students earn good part over $100 a week.
training. Uuring your
11 their living expenses and should
you need this assistance we will helpyou.
B,
'"'-en, in 12 brief weeks, in the great roar- Cet this FREE Booli
(J
/
«hops of Coyne, I train you as you
'-eamed you could be trained . . . Si c to SZOO a Week 1"""^""
r
■ of the greatest outlays of electrical
Jobs Not Unusual
| coyne electbïc
,-'"S ever assetnblod . . . rcal dynaSj-, gines, power plants, autos, switch- We can point to many Coyne men mak- a SCHOOL, Dept. 19-02
¥
transmitting stations . . . every- ingup to $600 a month. $60 a week is ? SOO S. Paulina St., Chicago, 111.
from doorbells to farm power and ordy the beginning of your opportu- I Dear Mr. Lewis :
nity. You can go into radio, battery or R
0nting . . . full-sized . . . full opération
obligation send me your big free Book and
every day ! Nowhere else in the world can automotive electrical business for your- j ailWithout
détails of Free EmploymentService. Radioand Automotive
Courses,
and how many "earn while learning."
you get such Big-Pay-Job training!
self—and make $3000 a year and up. I 1 understand I will
not be bothered by any salesman.
Name.
F1 H.C.LEWIS,Près.,Dept.
electrical school
M,
Mmâ
19-02 1| Addrcsà.
;00 S. Paulina Street Estabiisbed 1899 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS | Cit.
. State.
Please
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In Our January Issue;

In Our Next Issue:

The War of the Planets
By Harl Vincent

872

The Sixth Glacier
A Sériai in 2 paris (Part /)
By Marins

900

Cauphul, The City Under the Sea
By George Cookman IVatson

918

Absolute Zéro
By Harold Moorhonse Coller..

937

The Roger Bacon Formula
By Irvin Lester and Fletchcr Pratt..

940

Our Cover
this month dcpicts a scene front "The Sixth Glacier," by
Marins, in which the Woolworth ami Municipal Buildings,
giant prides of New York, are seen giving way to the licrcc
strength of the onrushing masses of ice, rapidly sweeping
over the entire length and hreadlh of the cily, Icaving
nothing but dévastation and ruin in its wake.

THE CAPTURED CROSS-SECTION, by Miles
J. Breuer, M.D. By mathcmatics, one, Simon Newconib, an eminent scientist, proved the impossibility of flying machines. By mathematics, many
a scientific tiicory bas been proved and disproved
equally absolutely. The Fourth Dimension is no
exception. In this story, the scientist not only
does a lot of interesting figuring, but he actually
introduces an entirely nevy -method to supplément
bis figures, which seems quite plausible, and in
the story, at least, proves very effective. Dr.
Breuer knows what he wants to say and knows
how to say it. He keeps the reader in complété
absorption and anxious suspense to the very end.
THE SIXTH GLACIER, by Marius. A sériai in
two parts (Part II). In the
CQji.clu4ir.g chapters,
the author continues iiL- -et- 7 ' ..i the saine engroSbing niannerLvlo
auout the further dévastations
ermç- ;
uie fast oncoming glaciers, while the
earth still moves in the frigid volume of space.
Why and how the world is finally rehabilitatcd is
wcH told, in gripping détail.
PHAGOCYTES, by A. H. Johnson. Until comparatively rccently, or more specifically, until
William Harvey- -ife •.■••ientist, discovered it, we
knew nothing about blooù '
'
This
dcals with just this subject in saci.
you get 99% good information in a n
manner. Perhaps there will b(
telling us what is going on in that f
machine we call "The Human B'mend this unusual "story" hea.
MERNOS, by Henry James. Sevc.
were discovered in 1928. Professer ;
supposed to bave found an extra Neptu
far behind the orbit of Neptune, and h(
diameter, its mass and its orbit, thoug
not yet been found in the telescope.
is a channing interplanetary Extravaganza
a new—thus far undiscovered—planet, whien
delight the reader.
And others.
iniiiiiiiiiiiiinini;
iimiiiiiimiiniin
at spécial reduced club
rates. Send postal for club rate card. Subscripr urrent
:
issue unless otherwlse ordered.
r . nuinber
. ivAto1 it)N
subscrlptlon
we enclose
renewa!weblank
In your
last
you, ofandyour
notlfy
you by mail.
Then,a unless
recelve
remUtanre for a rene\yal. delivery of the magazine la stopped,
«S
ADDRBSS.
Notlfy new
us asonofartoInwhich
advance
as magazines
possible, giving
address
as well
future
arc
»o go.youritoldtakes
scveral
weoksas lothemake
an address change
In our recorda.

HOW TO SUBSCRIBE TO "AMAZING STORIES." Scnd your namo,
addreas and remlttanco to Expérimenter Publishing Co., 230 Flfth Ave.,
New York Cily. Chccks and money order.i should be made payable to
Expérimenter Publishing Co.. Inc. Mention the narae of the magazine you
are ordering inasmuch as we also publish RADIO NEWS, SCIENCE &
INVENTION. RADIO LISTENERS' GUIDE AND CALL LOOK,
AMAZING STORIES QUARTERLY and YOUR BODY. Subscrlptlons
may be made in comblnation wilh the othev publications just mentloned
AMAZING STORIES 1s published on the 5th of oach prereding month.
AMAZING STORIES Monthly. Entered as second class mat ter Marrh 10,
There are 12 numbers per year. Subscrlptlon prlce Is $2.50 a year in
1926, by the Post Office at New York. N. Y., under the act of March 3.
IT. S. and possessions. Canada and forelgn countries $3.00 a year U. 8.
1879. Titlo Registered U. S. Patent Offlce. Copyright, .1927, by E. P.
(oln as well as U. S. stamps accepted (no foreign coin or stamps). Single
Co.. Inc.. New York. The text and Illustrations of this Magazine are
eopies, 25 cents eaoh. AU communications and contributions to this
copyrlghted and musl not be reproduced wilhoul giving full crédit to the
journal should be addressed to Editer AMAZING STORIES. 230 Flfth
publication. AMAZING STORIES is for sale at ail newsstands In the
Ave., New York, N. Y. Unaccepted contributions cannot bo retumed
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ÇuaranteeofaJobandRaise
'-«"larv® î'wts.y ,
OF course j'ou'd like to earn $50 or $75 or $100 a week—you'd like to do
more interesting work—you'd like to get into a line that offcrs a real
future—but do you know how to go about getting these things?
If you have been thinking of "taking a course" but have held back becauseyou wereafraid you didn't have éducation enough tolearn better-paid
work—if you have hesitated to take the risk that it would actually land you
in the better position and increase your salary—then here's the best neivs you
ever heard in your life!
I vvant to tell you about DRAFTING, and show you that it offers you
everything in pay and opportunity that you could hope for. I want to
show you that a fine Drafting job is now easily within your reach. And I
vvant to set before you an amazing plan which vve have vvorked out with
the co-operation of some of the biggest employers and engineers in
America, to préparé you at home, in spare-time, get you the job and raise
your pay—absolutely without risk of a penny on your part.

"Only
othrr Cnlirnn n
and I. ofone
sixtakina
for
Stalr
examinainiaion
forBuara
Arc hited,
passed. Then ! realizedthe
thorough
andbypraclical
irai
ni ng given
merican School.
In 18 Amonths
iChief
have gonefrom
tracer
to
Dro fis ma n, in
charge of ail architectural
and
in
one engineering
of the oldestwork
offices
here."
R. L. WARREM.
Los Ajigclcs. Calif.

2.
?'°u th. ""*. d?r""nt San
Uo,

Get

2

Drafting Lessons
Actually FREE to

I wish I had the room here to tell you ail about DRAFTING—how it bas become the most important branch
of every kind ofmanufacturing and building construction work—howfascinating the work is—the fine bunch
of fcllows you'13 Work with—the big salaries paid—the
wonaerful chances for advancement. How, while Drafting is whitc-collar office work, it is hooked up closely
with big projects and big men, and offers the tbrill that
goes with making plans which govern every move of
the men who do the work. Ail this inside dope takes a
36-page book to describe and l'il
be plad to send you a copy free
whenyou mail the coupon for my
no-risk job and raise plan.

show you how interesting

^When
l Startcd
American School
training
in
the Spring of 19IS I
Vfas working 14 hours n
nighl.
sevenci ninighl.
g ht s a week
for
$1.83
That
Fall
1
gol
a
job
Engineering Dept.inofthea
large firm near here. Today 2 work 5 H days a
week
salary
is
largerand
lhan my
I ever
drearned of 7i'hcn I began thaï
course
in Mechanical
Drafting."
B. H. SEAVERNS,
South Bend, Ind.

and simple Drafting is
Maybf you think DraftinR is "over your head"—that it
takes artistic talent or some ability you baven t got. In that
case you have a plcasant surprise coming to you. For J'U be
glad to send you the first three lessons from our home-training to show you that the drawing of plans is purely mechanical. easily learned and the most interesting kind of work you
ever tacklcd. It takes little enough courage/o look into this
wondcrful opportunity — just mail the coupon and sec for yourself how you
like Drafting and our guarantecd way to get into it.
The American School fj^hltch^gotni!
Please

say

you

saw

it

in

this

No-Risk" Plan!

Corne Into DRAFTING!
Thousands of men—not a bit smarter than you, with no more schooling
or expérience—havcgonefrompoorlypaidpositionsasclerks, mechanics,
building trade vvorkers and laborers into Drafting positions paying 350
to 3100 a week, with our hclp. Now with a job and a raise waiting for
you as soon as you are ready for it, ail it takes is the COURAGE to po
after it—now if yon remain in the rut it's because you choose to, not
because you have to.

r
"
(r,S?,'we

AMAZING

Direclor Extension If'ork.
THE AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept.0-I29lDrexel Ave. and 58th St., Chicago, III.
Please send without cosl or obligation, 3 Drafting
Cessons, 36-page book vyilh the inside dope about
Drafting and your no-risk plan and guarantee to
préparé me. to place me and raise my pay, or no cost.
Namr.
j St. No
.State.
[ City.
J Age
Occupation.
STORIES
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Pr.T.O'Conor Sleane
will

fse^eh

jyovu

CHEMISTRY
Rî^ti4

In yow ^wn Honne

Good Chemists Command
w

À-

Si

3*

•sv.
M

Q

High Salaries

Industrial firms of ail kinds pay tempting salaries to get
the right men. Salaries of $10,000 to $12,000 a year arc not
unusual for chemists of exceptional abilities. Chemistry
oh'ers those who arc ambitious and willing to apply thcmselves conscientiously the greatest opportunities of any vocation. Wby be satisfied with small pay and hard, thankless
work—learn the profession of Chemistry and your salary will
dépend only upon your own efforts and your own abilities.
The work of the chcmist is extremely interesting. If you
arc fond of experimenting, if you like exciting and fasci'nating work, take up Chemistry. To the man who is dissatisfied with his présent job, to the young man just deciding
on his life work, Chemistry holds alluring charms and countless opportunities. If you want lo earn more money, the
way is open through our course in Chemistry.
NOW IS THE TIME TO

T. O'CONOIt SLOANB
A.B., A.M., LL.D.. Ph.D.
Noted Insiructor. Leoturer and
Author.
Formerly
Treasurer
can Chemical
Society
and aAmeripractical chcmist with many well known
achievements
to
his
crédit.
Not
only has Dr. Sloane taught chemistry
in
the
classroom.
but
he
was
for many ycars cngaged in commcrcinl chcmical work.

STUDY

CHEMISTRY

Ne ver before lias the world seen such splendid opportunities for chemists as exist today. The war has awakened
the United States lo the need of trained chemists and chemical engineers. Evcrywhere the demand has sprung up. In
factories. mills, laboratorics, clectrical shops, industrial
plants of ail kinds, chemistry plays a vital part in the continuation and expansion of the business. in every brandi
of human endeavor the need for chemists has arisen. No
profession offers such alluring opportunities, and the next
ton ycars are going to show the greatest development in this science that this country has ever seen.
Those who have the foresight and ambition to learn chemistry now will have the added advantages
and greater opportunities afforded while the chcmical field is growing and expanding.
You Can Learn At Home
Ability to Understand Plain English the Only Requirement
Dr. Sloane will teach you Chemistry in a praclical and intensely interesting way. Our home
sluày course written by Dr. Sloane himself is practical. logical and remarkably simple. It is illustrated by so many experiments that are performed right front the start that anyone, no maltcr
how littlc éducation he may have, can
thoroughly understand every lesson. Dr.
Sloane tcaches you in your own home
Expérimental Equipment Given
with the same individual and painstaking
carc with which he has already taught
to Every Student
thousands in the classroom. Ile will,
in addition, give you any individual help
you may need in your studies. This Personal training will be of inestimable
value to you in your future carcer.

What Well-Known
Authorities Say
About Our Course
From Hudson Maxim:
"Dr.in Sloane
done way
a muoh-nceded
work
a inuchhasbetter
Hian anythlng of tho kind has, hcrctofore, been
donc.
"Dr. Sloano has a remarkablc faculty
of preseming Science for self-Instruction
of tho student in such a clear and understandabic
way as to be most readily
grasped and assimilated,
T.
iliercfore,
unreservedly
recommend
and place my hlghest
Indcrsemcnt
on his
work. "
From
Dr. W.
de Kerlor:your cours© too
"I can
not W.
recommend
bighly and 1 congratulatc both you and
Dr. Sloane on samc."
From John A. Tonnant:
"This is something which has long
been
needed. of Your
long . expérience
In
tho teaching
chemistry
. . assurance
that
the
course
will
be
practical
as
well
as plain lo the untrained sludents."
What the Students Say;
course has been wonh $50,000
to "Your
my concern."
"Tliis
is
juststery."
like readlng some fascinating fiction
"I have just been made assistant rheraist of my concern."
"You may be pleased lo learn that I
have re-entered the laboralory of my former employers as their ebief chemist. The
work uuder my eare involves scveral hundred thousand dollars a year."
"1 am going to keep right at the study,
for il has helpcd me greatly. It is realiy
the knowledgc I have galned from it thaï
made
il possible lo hold the job I have at
présent."
"Lot
rtcî«*position;
that I Uns
have obiained
new andmebetter
r.fih tina
Ilcllcr and Merz Aniline Dye Co. in thclr
main laboralory. Thanks to your course
1 am well prepared and able to hold
same."
"1 like
so much
honestly
wouldthenotlessons
sell them
for that
manyI limes
their price."
"1 am taking this opporfunity to express
my"1satisfaction
yourposition
chcmicalaslessons."
now have with
a line
chemist
at the Du Pont Dye Works. It was thru
your course alono thaï I havo been so
successful."
"1 havo
written and
lo they
différent
about
yoursame."
course
speakpeople
very
highly
of
"If I don't learn It Isn't your fault
for 1 lind that your lessons contain a
wholo lot."
(Xatncs and addresses on reqnest.)

DIPLOMA AWARDED TO EACH GRADUATE
Upon graduation cach student is awarded our Diploma in Chemistry, certifying that hc has successfully completed his studios. Vour name on this
certihcate will be a source of pride to you ail your life, as well as an aid to
obtaining a position in Chemistry.
S

Easy Monthly Payments
'
You do not bave to have even the small price of the course to start.
m
You can pay for it in small monthly amounts or earn it as many others
*
CHEMICAL
are doing. The cost is very low, and includes even the Chemistry a ►
INSTITUTE
outbt—therc arc no extras to buv with our course. Write us and a
OF NEW YORK
let us cxplain how you can qualify for a trained technical posiHome Extension
tion without even giving up your présent employment.
Division 1
i6-18-A-East 30th St.,
New
York, N. Y.
MAIL THE COUPON FOR FREE BOOK
Your name and address on the coupon will bring you
Please send me at once,
without
obligation
on my
We give to every student. uithoul additlonal charge, this
by return mail our interesting free book, "Oppor.
part,
your any
free book.
"OpportuniChemical equipment, including fifty pièces of labovatory aptunites for Chemists" and fnll particulars about the
w
ties
for
Chemists,"
and
full
parparalus and supplies and thirty-ninc différent chemicals and rccourse and what it will do for you. You owe it
f
ticulars about the Expérimental Equipagenis. The fltled heavy wooden boic serves not only as a case
to yourself to get this book. Send the coupon j
ment given to every student. Also please
for the outflt but also as a laboralory acccssory for performing
right now while it is fresh in your raind. Or ^ tell me about your plan of payment.
countless
experiments.
particulars
this "Opporspécial
foature
course arcFull
conlained
in our about
frec book
just write your name and address on a postal
w
tunities offorour
Chcmlils."
and mail it to us. But whatever you do,
f
act today!
^
f NAME.
Don't Wait~-Mail the Coupon NOW!
f ADDRESS....
CHEMICAL INSTITUTE of NEW YORK, Inc.
16-18A EAST 30TH STREET
Home Extension Division 1
NEW YORK, N. Y.
f CITY
STATE.
\f A.S.-X-29
Please sa
a w il in AMAZING S T O R I E S
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IVIien I first starled mukiny reul impdlunl
moncy / used to go donn to the bank, draiv ont
n rolt—and just thumh is over in my office and
grin! That's hoiu good il jelt to gel success and
big moncy, nftcr five y car s at a lons-paid job.

Success
Were

and

For

Big

Moncy

Others, Not

Me
n

Believe
I

It or Not,

Thought

of

m

That IVas What

•

M y self— Just

Twelve Short Months A go
I'M telliiiR yoUj just une year ago Pd never seen a hundred dollar bill
in my life outside of a bank.
You'd think l'in kidding you if you saw the line Radio business. I own now.
But iî's gospel truth. Just twelve months ago I was only a poorly paid clerk, and
I thought success had passed me by.
Ail my crowd in those days—the fellows I met in the pool-hall and at the bowling alleys—said a fellow had to bave money to make moncy. They claimed there
was no chance for a fellow whose family didn't have money or some business to
start him ont in. And J'd decided they must he riglu.
I guess at that time I had just about given up hope. I thought there must bc
some kind of a mystery about making a lot of money. But I was due for a big
aw akening.
Did 1 get it? Oh, boy! Read my story and judge for yourself.
IT ail started one day last summer, when
Helen, the girl I wanted to marry, was
leaving for the seashore. Of course 1 went
to the station to see hcr olî.
As I stepped onto the station platform
Bob Oakes and Wilmcr Pratt had just rolled
up in thcir cars. They climbed ont wilh
their arms full of bundles—books, expensive
candy, flowers, ail sorts of things. Well
sir; i wish I could have swallowed in one
gulp the litlle box of drugstore candy 1 had
bought for Helen—it certainly looked pitiful
beside ail that sluff.
We three stood there talking to Helen
until train-lime, while Helen's mother looked
me up and down. Like any young girl's
mother would, she had my financial standing
already sized up within thirty-five cents.
Cheap suit, cheap hat, she took it ail in.
And you could see on her face ail the lime
what a lot of nerve she thought I had to
give Bob and Wilmer a run for Helen.
Well, to make a long story short, Helen
was nice. but her mother stood there looking
scornful whenever she glanced my way, and
site hardly spoke to me at ail. I felt about
as welcome as the measles, and as uncomfortable as the itch.
I began to wish that I and my cheap suit
and cheap hat could sink through the floor,
but I staved there and stuck it ont.
WHEN' Helen's train finally left, I slunk
home, .ashamed and humiliated. I
went upstairs to my room and sat there with
a lump in my throat, getting hotter and botter and more ashamed of myself. Then I
began to see red and redder.
Finally I jumped up and banged the table.
"TU show 'em," I growled through clenched
teeth. "There mus! bc some way for a man
to make real money!" An idea suddenly
flashed through my head.
Hastily I began thumbing the pages of a
magazine on the table, searching for an
advertisement that l'd seen many times,
but passed up without thinking, an adverP l e a s e sa y

tisement telling of big opporlunities for
trained men to succecd in the great new
Radio field. With the advertisement was a
coupon otfering a big free book full of information. I sent the coupon in, and in a
fevv days received a handsome book, telling
about opportunities in the Radio field and
how a man can préparé quickly and easily at
home to take advantage of these opporlunities. I read the book carcfully and when I
finished it I made my décision.
WHAT's happened in the twelve months
since that day, as Tve already told
you, seems almost like a dream to me now.
For ten of those twelve months Tve had a
Radio business of my own. Al first, of course,
I started it as a little proposition on the side,
under the guidance of the National Radio
Inslitute, the outfit that gave me my Radio
training. It wasn't long before I was getting
so much to do in the Radio line that I quit
my measly little clérical job, and devoted
my full time to my Radio business.
Since that time Tve gone right on up, always under the watchful guidance of my
friends al the National Radio Institute.
They would have given me just as much
help, too, if I had wanted to follow some
other line of Radio besides building my own
retail business—such as broadeasting, manufacturing, experimenting, sea operating, or
any of the score of Unes they préparé for
you. And to think that until that day I sent
for their eye-opening book, Td been wailing
"I never had a chance!"
ow Tm making real money, own a good
N
i N car , stand high in my town, can borrow
money a t the bank any time I want it. Tm
getting some reaj fun and enjoyment ont
of life, not just existing frotn pay-day to
pay-day.
And— just listen to this! Bob was in my
place on ly the other day, and asked me for
a job ! Wilmer is still getting along pretly
well on his father's money, but he'd trade
places w ith me any day.
you saw i t in AMAZING

And Helen? Well—the honeymoon will
be spent in Honolulu, starting two months
from tomorrovv !
HERE'S a real tip. Think It over—are
you satisfied? Are you making enough
money, at worfc that you like?
This new Radio game is a live-wire field
of golden rewards. The work in any of the
20 différent Unes of Radio is fascinating,
absorbing, well paid. The National Radio
Inslitute—oldest and largest Radio homestudy in the world—will train you inexpensively in your own home to know Radio
from A to and to increase your earnings
in the Radio field.
Take another tip—No raatter what your
plans are, no matter how much or how little
you know about Radio—clip the coupon
below and look their free book over. The
information it will give you is worth a few
minutes of anybody's time. You will place
yourself under no obligation—the book is
free, and is gladly sent to anyone who wants
to know about Radio. Just address; J. E.
Smith, Président, National Radio Institute,
Dept. 9-M2, Washington, D. C.
J. E. SMITH, Président,
National Radio Institute,
Dept 9-M2 Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Smith:
Plcnso^ send me your Cet-page free book,
printed in two colors, givins ail information
abonl the opportunities in Radio and how I
can learn quickly and easily at home to take
advantage of them. I nnderstand this request
places me under no obligation, and that no
salesman will call on me.
I Name
Address ..
Town
STORIES

State.
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National Sales
Only tiiis îsn't a bet or a gamble—but a cleancut sure thing business proposition. Read
this guarantee of a million dollar institution.
That we will make you a hard-hitting DYNAMIC Salesman—give you 3150 for learning—under a money-back penalty of satisfaction of which you are judge and jury. Here
is yourone chance tolearn selling andget into
a real selling job without risking a penny!
Ail you
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Average ability
Maybe you vvonder if you can learn the "mysteries" of selling.
Perhaps you think it takes some natural born qualities you lack.
Not a bit of it! Fil set before you the records of hundreds of men
—mechanics, clerks, building trade men—store keepers, farmcrs, laborers, bookkeepers, chauffeurs. Men with no more brains, no more
éducation, no more experience than you have. And l'Il show you in black and white,
with names and addresses and exact figures, how they have doubled and trebled
their incomes with our help! Men JUST LIKE YOU, I tell you. And l'm prepared
to guarantee the same opportunity to you.
Jobs, Good Pay and Selling
S30AMAM
Experience now a part
L .
of this training
fOf\ ÇrtA f
N.S.T.A. announces the most sensational
1v S .xi" t
advance in sales training in ail its 22 year
history. We have arranged with MILLION
DOLLAR companies, in many différent
lines of business to employ our students—
14
in spare-time—give them a chance to apply
their instruction, and get real experience
on the firing line. For 3 months of this
part-time work you must make at least
,Big money—big dcals—the chance
to travel and meet important people
S 150.00, under the money-back agrecment
are yours in the work that's as thrillshown above. You can't beat that for a
ing as a "game"—selling.
winning combination of theory and practice.
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FREE
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Our salesmen put it this way. "Say,
they'repayinR me $9000.00 this year
to have FUN!" No work oiïers the
joy and the freedom and the independence of selling. And the sky's
the lirait for your earning capacity.

BOOK

and

double your pay!
That sounds funny—but here are the sober facts:
That si mply reading this wonder-book bas pro ved
the turning point in the lives of THOUSANDS
of ambitions men. And I promise you it will open
your eyes to the opportunities within your easy
reach in selling that you never dreamod were
possible. That's your end of this $150 bet—the
2c stamp it takcs to send in your namc.

Si■ZSf.
Si,

ATIONAL SALESMEN'
TRAINING ASSOCIATION
Dept. 301A,National Salesmen's Training Ase'n Bldg.
NNORTH DEARBORN al ELM, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Back of this Agreement
Million Dollar Association
Called by noted sales executives the
foremost sales training institution
in America. Now in our 22nd year2
Over 100,000 members. Originators
of the guarantee of 3150 for learning
—of the idea of making actual selling a part of our training.
We take ail the RISK!
Perhaps you have been a/raid to strike out
into a new line and make a new start. Perhaps
you haven't known how to go about getting
yourself a better kind of work and more money.
Now here. ready-made, is the service you need.
The best-paid line you ever dreamed about.
selling. Training good enough to guarantee
with a Double Money-Back Bond. Employment service that means something—calls for
over 50,000salesmen last year. And }5150cash
earnings for learning. The greatest offer ever
made to ambitions men. Certainly not a dime
do you risk. Certainly now you have no
excuse for sticking in the rut of small pay
and hard work. Reach out. right here and
now — put your name and address
on the coupon, and l'Il do the rest.
Président
National Salesmen's Training
Association
Dept. 301A, N. S. T. A. Bldg., Chicago, II!.
Please send FREE and without obligation
your wonder-book "The Secrets of Modem,
Dynamlc Salesmanship"and your guarantee
of $150.00 cash for learning.
.Vu me.
St. No..
City. ..
.State.
Occupation
Age
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AMAZING READING
By HUGO GERNSBACK
written upon it, without ever coming to any satisfactory conHE most surprising as wcll as highly amazing fact
clusion. And what is more marvelous yet, after the words
about human beings is that everything is taken
for granted as far as the functions of their own
THE BIG BLACK CAT have been digested by the brain they
are not immediatcly wiped out ; they stay there. You can go
bodies is concerned.
on reading millions of other words and can at will bring back,
"Familiarity breeds contempt" is a well-known
through that other instrumentality, memory, the printed words
saying, and it is the vcry familiarity of ail of our
that went on before.
bodily functions which makes us look with contempt on what \ve tenu "simple" things. Nevertheless, it is
You have to read a story only once, and if it is sufficiently
precisely the simple things which are so difficult of compréheninteresting you will probably remember it the entire length of
sion that nobody can really understand them completely.
your life. Of course, in this case you do not remember words,
Reading provides a good example of Ihis point. If you ask
or even sentences, but really a "translation," or transformation
the man in the street hoiv he reads, he vvill probably tell you
of it, in other words, the "sense" of the story.
that he knows ail about it. The fact is, he doesn't know five
Ail these complications, however, are child's play and simple
per cent, of this most amazing function which is found nowhere
when you contemplate what happens when you begiu to read
in the animal kingdom, exccpt in human beings. How do we
aloud what you sce on the page. It becomes still more difficult
read? Do wc read letters, words, Unes, paragraphs? No
when you play the piano or viol in and read the notes and sing
exact answer can be given. The child, being trained, spells
at the same time. So many actions and so many things happen
ont the différent characters. Latcr on, through experience, a
in such a so-called simple process that it staggers the imaginaword is read as a symbol. After further experience, the eye
tion if you try to puzzle out how it ail cornes about and what
îake in practically an entire line, and some individuals actually
really happens to make it possible. In the latter case, for
taken in entire paragraphs, whercas a few less, who are known
instance, the eye has to read notes and printed words simultaneto have a so-called photographie mind, can remember an entire
ously, and to send a message through the optical nerve to the
page just by looking at it once.
brain. Here the brain has to translate and unscramble the
The average person believes that when you read, your eye
message and operate a number of functions at the same time:
starts from the left-hand side of the printed line and then
first, the voice control enabling you to sing ; second, the muscles
scans continually to the right. and jumps back to the next line
of your hand, ordering you to play the violin ; this is an inand so forth. This is not true. The next time you watch
finitcly complicated action, because both hands do not do the
someone reading, you will find, if you actually observe the eye,
same thing, but act independently. In addition to this, the car
that it moves in little jerks. There is no straight continuity.
is now brought into play, because you must hear what you
The niovement is always in jerks.
play. and if you play a wrong note, the aurai nerve will immeAil this sounds simple enough, but we are stîll miles away
diatcly send a message to the brain to correct the mistake.
from the final act of reading. The eye may be termed a
These things reveal to us some of the truly marvelous mechphotographie apparatus, which sees what is put before it, comanisms
of the human brain ; and we arc only on the threshold
parable to a photographie caméra. The impulses are then reof things. A few hundred years ago, people did not read and
corded on the retina and from thencc on_ practically nothing is
write. If they did. it was in a sort of spelling out method,
known of how we read. Ail this is an incomplète theory, for
without the rapid continuity. As in a few years the human
very few facts are known. We note that the light-impulses as race
has been elevated to this point, it would be difficult to
they reach the retina are now "conveyed" in somemanner through say what
is in store for humanity in the years to corne.
the optic nerve toward the rear part of the brain center which
is known as the occipital lobes. And this is about ail we know.
It would not be surprising at ail, if sometime in the future
children were taught in school to read three languages at the
We have a number of différent functions which make the
same time, by having each line printed in three différent
reading act most complicated. Suppose that we admit that the
words THE BIG BLACK CAT, let us say, after having been
languages. This is only a slight step forward and is only one
of the wonderful things in store for the human race ahead of
impressed on the retina, are now "sent" to the brain. But long
us. As a sample, I have reproduced a single line herewith,
before that occurs, something amazing and most marvclous
printed in three languages, spaced close together. the meaning
happens. The light impulses spelling the words THE BIG
being idcntical ; the languages, first English, second French, third
BLACK CAT are not really registered at ail in the brain as
Gcrman.
letters and words, but a most astonishing transformation takes
place somewhere in our brain. whereby the letters and words
If this sort of thing were practiced long enough, I am quite
are translated into something entirely new. Whether this is a
certain that many children could be taught three languages
picture of a big black cat or whether it is something else, no
simultaneously, after having been acquainted with the fundaone can tell.
mentals of the respective languages. Take the sample :
If you read a printed page of a book, you do not think in
pictures; you think in meanings. This, itself, is something that
The night is still, the streets are resting.
is abstract and vcry difficult to explain. This single action is,
La nuit est tranquille, les rues se reposent.
as a matter of fact, so complicated, that volumes could be
Still ist die Nacht, es ruhen die Gassen.
Mr Hugo Gcrusback speaks every Tucsday at 9.30 P. M. from ll'RXV (297 meters) and IV2XAL (30.91 meters) on varions scicntiKc snbfects.
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Sequel to: "The Golden GirI of Munan.'
"Walter dear," she replied, as she sat erect and
|X a large airy room, handsomely furnished
smoothed back her tumbled golden locks, "It is a happy
11
and decorated in the prevailing style of the awakening from happy dreams of the past to find you
bettcr class apartments of the twenty- at my side.
•
fifth century, sat a beautiful woman.
"But what brings you in so obviously wrought up,
The chair in which she reposed was deepWalter?"
cushioned, and the luxuriousness of its upholstery had
"Oh mother, there is the most interesting news," said
lured her to doze in its seductive embrace. Her eyes
the boy, as he stooped for a hasty kiss and immediately
were closed, the long lashes sweeping cheeks of ivory.
rushed to a nearby table where reposed the videoThe rosy lips curved in a smile that bespoke contented phone.
dreams. A mass of red-gold hair tumbled about her
He turned a small lever labelled "General News,"
head and shoulders in enchanting disarray, presenting
and immediately the voice of a news announcer filled
an altogether beautiful picture.
the room while the dise of the instrument lighted
Her dreams were happy indeed, dating back two brilliantly.
décades to the year 2406 when she was but a young
The scene in the dise was that of the dome room of
girl. The most frequently recurring theme was a pana large observatory, where the astronomer could be
orama of the trip to New York in Professer Nilsson's
seen at the eyepiece of his telescope.
aero, the Pioneer, leaving the watery grave of the is"Now," spoke the voice of the announcer, "we have
land of Munan with Roy Hamilton at her side—dear
transferred ourselves to Castle Mountain Observatory,
Roy, who soon became her beloved husband and the
near Banff. It was from here that the first news of
father of their son Walter, now a fine upstanding young
the strange manifestations in the heavens was given
man of nineteen. Visions of their welcome in the
ont, and the astronomer is now training his telescope on
metropolis of the world ; of the happiness of her dearthe locus of the phenomenon, so that adjustments can
est friend Zora in the love of that other new-found
be made to permit the world to see for itself through the
companion, the professer—of the wonderment of the
médium of the videophone dise.
rest of their group at the new environment—ail found
Please stand by until the necessary connections are
a place in the fantasy.
made."
This. was Thelda, the "golden girl" of Munan, whose
"What is it ail about, son?" asked Thelda in snppris&r
voice had called Roy and the professer to her far"No one seems to know, mother. But, as near as I
off home and whose action in so doing had resulted in
can make ont from the public news video on the square,
the annihilation of that terrible island and the conséa large group of spherical objects lias been sighted in
quent salvation of the outside world'from the horrible
the heavens about a hundred thousand miles from the
destruction which had been planned by the Munanese.
earth. These are progressing in our direction at great
The years had dealt kindly with Thelda. Her life speed and noue of our astronomers are agreed as to
had been so supremely
their nature. The public
happy since her escape from
" ways are packed with people
the island of hate, that not
T~TERE is a story of the future which we zvant to recom- and everyone is greatly
a wrinkle of care marred
mcnJ to otir rcaders. It is one of those storics just concerned."
chock full of action, cxcitcment, adventure and hero worshif.
that beautiful face. Her
"That is strange, isn t
Once you gel going, the action fairly viakes every fibre
contentment in the love of
it?" responded his mother.
in you tinglc and viakcs your blood run faster. You zvon't
her husband and of their
"But if these bodies are albe satisfied untU the story lias conte to ifs conclusion; and
splendid son had served to
Ihen, as likely as not. you zvill mark vp the magazine and ready close to our earth.
enhance the loveliness which
you zvill find y ourse!f dr if tin g back to the story a gain, before
vvhy is it that they were not
you knozv it. and zvill rcad it once more, at leisure.
had first enthralled Roy.
seen before?"
Indeed, to see her with her
•
'T dont know mother,
son, one would be conunless it is because they
strained to think of them as sister and brother, rather
came from an infinité distance and could not be seen
than as mother and son.
by our most powerful telescopes while much farther
The smile on her face became even more happy as
away. And, though the first reports are most contraher dreams carried her along later years of the twenty dictory, everyone fears the worst. The people on the
that followed her marriage.
northbound moving ways are pushing and jostling and
"Mother !" excitedly called ont the voice of a clearfighting to be first to get out-of the city. As if it would
eyed, strapping youth who rushed pell-mell into the
do them any good to be in the open country if any
room. "Oh. l'm so sorry," he continued, observing her
calamity threatens our world from the heavens!" The
quick start, "I didn't know you were napping."
boy's voice was scornful.
872

The movement continuée! until the electrodes became tangents to the circle formed by the three, ail pointing in the same direction ol rotation. The great blue flaming arc now became a whirling vortex, ever curving downward to the doomed city as the
spheres tilted slowly, pointing their now whlte-hot electrodes toward the earth at an angle ol about forty-five degrees.
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AT that moment the news announcer's voice burst
forth from the videophone:
"Connections have now been established with the
great reflector at Castle Mountain. If you darken your
rooms, you will find that the newly discovered phenomenon is dimly visible in the dise of your instrument."
Walter switched off the lights and drew two chairs
close t.o the videophone.
Thelda joined him there and the two gazed intently
at the dise.
The view was very indistinct at first, but, as their
eyes hecame accustomed to the darkness, a small group
of weird objects hecame visible in the center of the
dise. These appeared to he a mass of closely associated
spherical organisrrts. more like fish eggs than anything
else to which they could he compared. Howevcr, they
were not as closely packed. A noticeahle space separated each globule from its fellows and, after watching for some little time, they ohserved that the positions of each were constantly shifting with relation to
the others. They seemed to he floating in a mass, but
aimlessly as regards formation—drifting hither and
yon as if blown ahout hy errant winds. The size of a
single globe as seen in the dise of the video was less
than a quarter inch in diameter.
The voice of the announccr droned endlessly as the
two watched and listened in amazement :
"Measurements taken at this ohservatory show that
each of these objects is four to five hundred feet in
diameter. Were it not for the extreme power of this,
the world's greatest reflector, the objects would scarcely
have been located for another tvventy-four hours. Their
speed has been estimated as one thousand miles an hour
and the présent distance from the earth one hundred
and eight thousand miles. If nothing occurs to alter
their velocity or to deflect them from their présent
course, they will reach our earth in four and one half
days. Spéculation is rife as to what will happen if this
transpires, but no satisfactory conclusion can he reached
until it has been determined what the objects are. It
is not considered probable that they are fragments of
larger celestial bodies on account of their uniformity
in size and their true spherical shape. Nothing definite
can be said about it yet."
At this juncture their individual call sounded from
the videophone and Walter flipped back the news lever
to permit the incoming personal call to be made. The
dise flashed brightly and the face of his father appeared.
"Hello, folks," spoke the cheery voice of the man
they both loved, "Why in the world are you sitting in
the darkness? Oh. I know—you have been listening
to the absurd reports of some menace from the skies.
Don't pay any attention to them. There is nothing
to be alarmed about. But, what T called for was to
tell you that I am leaving for home right away and
that good old Prof. Nilsson is coming for dinner and
is bringing Zora and Dorothy with him. That will
please you I know, Walter," he concluded with a wink
at Thelda.
"Why, that is lovely, Daddy," spoke Thelda, "1
shall make arrangements at once."

"Ail right, dear. Pli be home in ten minutes, but
Fin afraid we're going to have to keep an eye on that
son of ours this evening," grinned Roj, "So long."
The dise went dark and the voice was gone.
Thelda snapped on the lights and when she turned
to look at Walter she saw that he was blushing like a
girl. She smiled inwardly, knowing that Walter's
fondness for Dorothy, the daughter of Zora and the
professer, had ripened into real love. Well, they would
be a fine couple, a good match when the time came, she
thought ; this line, black-haired, firm-jawed son of hers,
and the petite, vivacious, blonde Dorothy would bc
very happy together.
II
WHEN Roy Hamilton left his studio that night
he started for home with grave misgivings.
He too had seen and heard of the strange happening that had suddenly been forced upon the attention of a peaceful and happy world. He had noue of
the confidence he had displayed when conversing with
his family. But he resolved that he would do ail in
his power to keep Thelda from worrying. His son, he
knew, would be intensely interested and no power on
earth could keep him from learning ail about whatever
was going on. But Thelda, his 'golden girl' these
twenty years, he would keep happy and contented—
would shelter lier from ail harm with his own life, if
need be.
During the swift trip uptown on the moving way, he
considered some of the possibilities of the situation,
What if these strange manifestations betokened the
destruction of his world? If that was the case—well,
they would ail go together and probably nothing could
bcydone aboùt it. But, suppose the approaching objects were some sort of engines of warfare from another planet? This possibility had been suggested by
the professer during their conversation a few minutes before, but Roy had scouted the idea. Why, scientists and astronomers were almost universally agreed
that life on anjl' planet in the solar System, other than
the earth, was impossible. But, if they were wrong—
then what? If it were conceivable that some such
beings did exist and that they could make war on the
world, what a defenseless planet they would find !
Since 1950 ail efforts of his world had been expgnded
in peaceful pursuits. Ail weapons of warfare had been
scrapped, ail organized armies disbanded. It had been
a happy period of four and a half centuries and more.
He could not convince himself that such a thing was
possible or even probable, but he had a vague uneasy
feeling that could not be shaken off. And, for some
unaccountable reason, he kept associating with the présent happenings the event of twenty years before—the
destruction of Munan and his own part in its accomplishment. But that was absurd ! What possible connection could there be in the two circumstances, so
widely separated? Resolutely he threw off this mood as
he left the moving way and proceeded to the entrance
of his own apartments.
"Hello, dear," he cheerily greeted his wife, as she
welcomcd him with a warm embrace at the door, "Have
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the Nilssins arrivcd yet? They should be here by now."
"No, they haven't. But Zora just spoke with me and
she said they would be ovcr in a very short time. I am
awfully glad they are coming."
"So am I. Nils and I have not had a talk for a
long time now and I am anxious to discuss Walter's
future with him. By the way—where is Walter?"
Thelda smiled and pointcd to the boy's own room.
"He's in there. fixing himself up." she whispered,
"And, do you know. Daddy. I shouldn't be greatly surprised if he proposes to Dorothy tonight. I have been
watching them for some time and the signs are unmistakable."
"Well. nothing would please me more, dear. Of
course they are quite young, but that is no objection in
this day and âge. They are undoubtedly in love with
one another—have been since childhood—and their
Board of Eugenics records are perfect. Between Nils
and myself we could fix them fairly well to start their
home and Walter could carry on with his studies as at
présent."
"Yes, Roy. I agree with you. In perhaps a year they
should marry. But I must hurry and make my arrangements with the community commissariat so we can have
our dinner in time."
She patted him on the arm and wcnt into the next
room to place her order over the videophone.
ROY looked grave for a moment, then stepped to the
door of Walter's room and tappcd on it softly.
"May I corne in, son?" he asked.
"Sure thing, Dad," sang ont the voice of the boy.
He entered. closing the door softly behind him.
Walter was before the mirror, putting the finishing
touc.ies on his sleek black hair. Roy grinned understandingly as he crossed the room and put his hand
on the boy's shoulder.
"Gce ! l'm glad to see you to-night, Dad." said
Walter, taking his father's hand in his own equally
capable ones, "Fin much worried about this thing that's
being reported by the General News Bureau."
"So am I. son. That is what lias been bothering me
too, and is the very thing I came to talk with you about.
\Ve mustn't speak too loudly. as I do not wish to alarm
your mother."
"Neither do I. Dad. I hate to think of her worrying
over so intangible a thing as this. And you know she
will worry, not about herself but about you and me."
"That's just it. Walter. my boy. And, for no good
reason at ail. I have a strange feeling about the whole
business. I fear it bodes no good."
"Me too." said the son. "But how are we going
to kcep mother from getting the news as it cornes
ont?"
"1 have thought of that and have already spoken
with George Cox, who is président of the New York
Théâtres Company. Ile tells me that ail news will be
barred from the places of amusement in the entire city.
So we are going to send your mother to the theatre
to-night with Zora and Dorothy. You and I and the
professer shall have the place to ourselves to talk things
over."
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Walter's face fell in disappointment but brightened
at once as he realized the necessity of this move.
"That's a good idea. Dad." he said. and while they
are ont we can listen to the reports and discuss it with
Professor Nilsson. He may have some théories himself."
"Yes, I believe he lias," replied his father soberly,
"But, let us join your mother now."
The two men—the son as tall and straight and handsome as the father—left the room and engaged Thelda
in light conversation. She was in excellent spirits and
evidently had forgotten ail about the discomforting
news of the early evening.
Dinner had been prepared by the servants from the
commissariat, and soon their guests arrived.
Zora and Thelda embraced as only two such dear
friçnds could greet each other. Roy took his old friend's
hand in his and gazed deep into his solemn gray eyes.
They gripped hard : harder than they had since the
days of Munan. Dorothy and Walter were shy with
the shyness that cornes up suddenly between childhood
sweethearts when they learn that love has corne to
them—real. grown-up love. Immediately the rooms
echoed with the pleasantries and laughter of the six.
During dinner, at the first convenient lull in the
conversation, Roy spoke up, "Well girls, I have a pleasant surprise for you. My friend. George Cox, presented me with three passes for "Thunder," the best
show in town. Nils and Walter and I wish to have a
little talk to-night about Walter's work in the laboratory, so you three are to take the tickets and enjoy yourselves in the theatre while we three discuss détails that
would be very dry and uninteresting to you."
This announcement met with instant approva! by
Thelda and Zora. though Dorothy blushed and stole a
sly glance at Walter. who was staring fixedly at his
plate. The two mothers observed this and exchanged
meaning smiles.
III
WHEN the ladies were safely on their way to
the theatre. the three men sat for a time before
the videophone and listened to the latest reports. The view from Castle Mountain was very little
différent from that which had been observed two hours
previously. Of course the strange objects were about
two thousand miles doser to the earth, but this was so
small a proportion of the total distance that no appréciable increase in the size of the little globes was seen.
However, they seenréd to have taken on a sort of sheen
in the deeper darkness. This was not like the reflected
light from planets and planetoids in the field of vision,
but was rather an irridescence, a gleam of shifting colors foreign to anything else observable in the sky.
The announcer now dwelt mainly on the disorders
which had broken ont in many cities ail over the world.
He spoke of rioting in Denver. Buffalo, Copenhagen,
and Alcxandria, cautioning the people of the world to
calm themselves and to remain in their homes for news,
rather than crowding the public squares to listen to the
reports over the public videos.
By this time the rotation of the earth had carried
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the position of the traveling niass so close to the horizon
that soon the Castle Mountain reflector would no
longer be able to follow it. But the announcer reported
that, as soon as connections could be made at another
observatory where a view could be obtained, it would
again be transmitted over the terrestrial videophone
System.
Soon it was necessary to discontinue the view, but
the voice of the announcer continued, tonelessly and
tiresomely.
The professer gave a grunt of disgust and savagely
bit the end from a fresh cigar. He sat up suddcnly in
his chair and exploded :
"Pools ! They will have the whole world in an uproar. Why don't some of our efficient news censors
put a stop to this travesty. Roy, if it isn't too much to
ask, will you turn the darn thing off?"
Roy laughed, "My sentiments exactly, Nils. I was
just going to propose that very thing. Let's do some
talking instead. l'd like to hear your théories."
Pie touched the news lever and the video was silent.
After turning on the lights, he returned to his chair
and looked inquiringly at the professer.
"Well, how about it, Nils?" he asked.
Walter hung breathlessly on the professor's words as
the reply came in measured voice :
"I am very much disfurbed, Roy. And you, Walter,
I wish you would listen very closely to what I have to
say. Your work in my laboratory lias prepared you
to a great extent to appreciate and understand science
and scientific reasoning, and I have a feeling that you
are going (o learn many things, during the next few
days or weeks or months, which I could not possibly
teach you myself. Of course I am merely going
to theorize, but it seems to me that if our great astronomers would do a litlle more theorizing and a little
less looking through their telescopes at this stage of the
game when the objects can scarcely be seen, they would
arrive at the same conclusion as I have.
"Don't laugh when I tell you I honestly believe that
these seemingly small spheres now seen approaching
our earth are space-traversing machines of some sort
and that they are coming to us from another planet,
quite probably with no good intentions."
"But, Professor," objected Walter, "the theory that
life exists on other planets in our solar System has beén
opposed by our most eminent scientists for many
centuries."
"1 know it has. Walter. Neverthcless, that does not
make the thing impossible. From your reading you
must know that, as far back as the nineteenth century,
some of the savants, notably Lowell, really believed that
Mars was inhabited. Others said that this was extremely unlikely, but that there was a possibility of the
existence of life on Venus. Later, as more and more
power in optical instruments was attained, our astronomers began to think they were observing such detailed
formations and making such careful and accurate déterminations of atmospheric densities and constituents
that they had definitely proved the non-existence of
life on any of the other planets. Still I daim they can
be wrong. What does the Castle Mountain reflector,

the largest in existence, tell us of the possibility of
life on a planet many millions of miles from us when
it appears as a speck not over a quarter inch across,
like an object that is four or five hundred feet in
diameter and a mere hundred thousand miles away?"
"Corne now. Nils," interjected Roy, "Surely you don't
believe that créatures similar to ourselves can exist.
say in the atmosphère of Mars? If I remember rightly,
the gravity at the surface of Mars is only about onethird that of the earth, and the atmosphère extremely
rare. Surely any beings existing there would be misshapen and entirely unlike ourselves or any earthly
forms of life."
"Another fallacy," said the professor, settling back
for a long talk. "That has been the reasoning of
stridents for âges, but again I say they are quite possibly wrong in their conclusions. Not that it would
make any différence in the présent instance what the
créatures look like, provided they possess a high order
of intelligence. In fact, being warred upon by ugly,
unspeakable monsters from another world, would be
even more horrible to contemplate than if they resembled human beings.
"TjE that as it may, I still maintain that life is posJDsible on any of the planets—any of them. The
two most likely ones are Mars and Venus, and I see no
reason that has been or can be advanced which makes
it impossible for beings, similar to us in ail outward
appearances, to live on either. Take Mars, for instance. Science has proved that its atmosphère is
extremely rare, that its gravity constant is, as you say,
about one-third that of the earth. Centuries ago this
Icd to the conclusion that, if any higher form oT life
existed, the créatures must necessarily be of large
size, with atrophied leg muscles ; that they must be
provided with huge barrels of chests to permit breathing the attenuated atmosphère : that their ears must be
enormously large to permit of hearing sounds which
are not readily conducted by an atmosphère of extremely low density. They tended to show that. with the
scarcity of water on the planet, plant life was practically impossible and that living beings could not possibly contrive to get along in any great numbers, due
to this scarcity.
"Again I say, they may be wrong. We ail believe
in God.
Science has never disproved the essentials
of His Word. We have ail read that He created man
in His own image. Many believe that the word 'image'
here does not mean a physical likeness. Possibly it
docsn't. But. suppose it does? Is there any reason He
could not create, by a process of évolution, if you
choose, a physical likeness under any possible condition ?
The likeness might be only extcrnal. it is true. But
why the oversize limgs and chest? Why the spindly
legs, the huge ears? A body cast in the same mold as
yours or mine could easily have entirely différent density. différent spécifie gravity as a whole. Why could
not the bones be larger in proportion, mere shells, so
as to weigh much less with relation to the entire body?
The very cells comprising flesh, muscle, skin, might
well be larger—contain more air, less water. The den-
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sity of thc body might easily be a third ot ours,- did
environment make it necessary. Lungs identical in
size with our own could readily extract sufficient oxygen from any reasonable rarity of atmosphère werc thc
rate of respiration increased proportionately. Or, even
with the same rate of respiration, sufficient could be
provided for a blood of différent characteristics trom
our own—blood that would not require as much oxygen
to perform its fonctions in a body with suitably altered
chemical changes. Auditory nerves of vastly greater
sensitivity than ours would eliminate the necessity for
the grotesque ears. Xo, I claim that beings exactly similar to humans in appearance, with as great or greater
brain power, can and probably do inhabit the planet
Mars. In fact, their mental development is likely to
exceed our own greatly, since Mars is a far more
ancient planet and lias had much more time for the
évolution and éducation of its peuples, if such exist."
Walter listened attentively. Roy laughcd, "Why
Nils, I haven't heard you hold forth like this in years.
I am almost tempted to start calling you Prof again.
But go on. It is extremely interesting."
Unheeding, the professer continued, "As regards
Venus, there are no such objections. Its size is almost
exactly the same as that of our earth. Its atmosphère
is similar in composition and density and is known to
contain water vapor. Its gravity constant is about seveneighths of our. Centuries ago there was some doubt
as to its period of rotation about its axis. Now we
know for a certainty that it rotâtes once in about twentyfour hours—that its day is almost exactly the same
length as our own. The plane of the equator inclines
to that 6f its orbit. Thus its seasons are similar to
'ihose on earth, though of shorter duration, since its
year is but 224 days in length. The surface température averages about ten degrees higher than that of our
earth, but that is not serions. AU in ail, it seems very
simple to conclude that life does exist on Venus and
that it is inhabitée! by an intelligent race of beings
very similar to ourselves.
"Now, if we accept the hypothesis that life exists
in intelligent form on one or both of these planets and
that beings from one or the other are on their way to
visit our earth, what may we expect? If these spheres
approaching us are space fliers, peopled by such beings, _
they will be here in a very few days. If their mission
is a peaceful one ail will be well and we may benefit by
it greatly. But if it is a warlike invasion—I shudder
to think of the resuit. Still, 'Necessity is the mother
of invention' and we might not fare so badly after ail.
However, they would surely cause great damage and
loss of life before means could be found to conquer
them."
The professor became silent.
Thoughtfully he
lapped the arm of his chair with his finger-tips.
"Do you really think there is the possibility of an
actual 'War of the Worlds?'" eagerly asked WalteV.
"Yes I do, Walter," answered the professor. "I
cannot fully explain why I feel this way, but I have
the most uncanny prémonition of disaster from such a
source that I simply cannot rid my mind of it."
Roy bent forward. startled. "Why Nils, I had the
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same sort of feeling this afternoon when I first heard
the news," he said. "It is a strange coincidence."
The professor seemed much interested. "And did
you think of Munan at the same time?" he asked.
"1 did, and I thought it very peculiar."
The two gazed at each other in wonderment. They
were remembering the télépathie faculties of certain
of the Munanese. But Walter could not understand.
For two hours they discussed the problem—considered it from every angle—and when they had exhausted
their ideas they were no nearer a definite conclusion
than they were at the beginning. Walter could see
only adventure in any of the possibilitics that were suggested, but the older men viewed it with deep concern.
Shortly before midnight the ladies returned and thc
subject was dropped. The news lever of the videophone was not touched again that night.
Walter managed to get Dorothy aside and engage
her in an earnest conversation. What was said at this
time will never be known to any but themselves, but
when they returned to the rest of the group, they were
strangely silent.
The party broke up within an hour and cheerful and
affectionate adieux were made. No further mention
was made of the strange news of the day and, when
they retired, Walter and his father congratulated themselves that they had kept from Thelda any hint of
impending trouble.
IV
TWO nights later the same group was again gathered together, this time in the Nilsson apartments. And now there was no effort at concealment. There could be noue; since the whole world was
now apprised of the fact that some unknown danger
threatened and that whatever happened "would occur
within the next sixty hours.
Thelda had laughed gleefully when she found that
Roy and Walter had conspired to keep the thing from
her.
"Why, Daddy dear," she had said, rumpling Roy's
hair with both hands, "You forget my highly developed
faculty of thought-reading. It is truc that I have held
it in abeyance since coming from Munan, but when
you are troubled by anything, it always cornes back
to me. You were a dear for sending us ont the other
night, but I knew just how it was and how concerned
you were. You should be punished, though, for thinking so poorly of my courage. Do you not remember
the days in the cavern under Leyris, when ail was in
doubt, when we never knew from one day to the next
whether we should leave Munan alive, whether we
could save the world or not? Did I lack courage
then?"
"Indeed you did not," replied Roy, contrijely, "You
were marvelous then, and still are. I was a fool to
think that you would not take this heroically also."
"But I must confess that I am somewhat worried
at that. If this thing does develop, as you and the
professor seem to fear, it will mean a bloody war.
Will it not?"
"T'm afraid it will, sweetheart. And probably a
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more terrible war than lias ever been fought on this
earth—as horrible as would have been the vengeance of
the Munanese. Having absolutely no weapons of défense, we should.be at their mercy and if they wished
to utterly destroy us they could undoubtedly do so."
Thelda sighed. "Then you, my dear, and our Walter
also, would be compelled to engage in combat," she said
with fear clutching at lier heart.
"No doubt we would. But do not fret yourself
about it—yet. We have no certain knowlcdge that our
fears are to be realized."
The Videophone spoke: "NY-14-328, NY-14-328."
The professer hurried in from the next room as a
stern but kindly face appeared in the dise.
"Professor Nilsson?"
queried this gentleman;
when he observed the professor approaching the instrument.
"Yes, Mr. Secrctary. Can I be of service to you?"
"1 believe you can. We have received a radio message at Washington from the invaders, and you arc
already involved. Can you leave for Washington at
once and bring Roy Hamilton with you?"
"Yes sir," he responded, as he noted Roy's vigorous
nod of acquiescence, "We will leave in the Pioneer
within ten minutes and can be in Washington in about
one hour."
"Excellent," approved the voice from Washington.
"We shall await you in the Research building. Thank
you for your prompt compliance-."
The voice broke off and the face disappeared from
the dise. This was the Secretary of Terrestrial Scientific Research, whose features were at once recognized by ail présent.
"Oh Dad, may I go?" asked Walter, at once.
The faces of the two women, Thelda and Zora,
paled. They gazed at each other with stricken countenances. Dorothy rushed to Walter and buried lier
head on his shoulder.
Roy turned slowly toward Thelda and she answered
his questioning look with a barely perceptible nod.
"Very well, son," he replied. "Make ready at once."
Tearfully hurried leave was taken and the three
men rushed for the professor's laboratory, where his
aero reposed in its cradle on the top floor. The Pioneer
had been used very little since the trip to ami from
Munan in 2406, but the professor had worked on it
from time to time, making altérations and improvements. Walter had never seen it and was highly elated
at the prospect of traveling in the craft which had
carricd his father and the professor on their perilous
mission so many years before.
The laboratory was rcached in a few minutes and
the men clambered through the entrance manhole into
the ship and on to the control room. Everything was
exactly as Roy had seen it for the first time twenty
years before and he thrilled to the same old excitement
when the professor clambered into the pilot's seat and
turned the switch that started the sphere revolving.
Walter watched in amazement as he followed the professor's movements at the controls and saw the electron-collecling cone swing around to a point under
the rapidly revolving sphere to direct upon its surface

the stream of waste energy which was to raise them
from their position and carry them on their journey.
THE roof of the room in which the vessel rested
had been slid back and, as the rotating sphere gathcred speed, the Pioneer rose vertically. majestically soaring into the night above the great city of New York.
Walter did not even go to the floor port-hole to watch
the city slide away beneath them as they headed southward. He had seen this wonder too many times from
the regular beam-lane liners and from his own small
flyabout. Now he was far more interested in the
mechanism of the Pioneer, which had always been
such a mystery to him. For three years he had worked
in this same laboratory with the professor but never
until this night had he set eyes on the craft in which
he was now being carried. Vaguely he understood that
this ship did not dépend on the energy carried by the
regular bcams whidi radiated to ail points of the globe
from his city, but obtained its power from stray électrons liberated by the losses of the regular energy Systems. He had never understood the need for this but
now he saw more clearly its advantages. They were
absolutely free lances! Nobody could control their
comings and goings and they would still have their
source of power if something happened to eut off the
regular energy.
While his father and the professor speculated on
the contents of the radiogram and the reason for their
call to Washington, Walter spent his time examining
the méchanism of the ship and investigating her appointments from stem to stern. Although the professor had always maintained great secrecy regarding
the Pioneer and had never cxplained its workings to
Walter, he did not now deter him from pursuing his
investigatory ramblings.
Traveling at a speed of five hundred miles an hour,
it did not take them long to reach Washington, and the
three stepped into the anteroom of the Secretary's
office at the exact time promised by the professor.
They were admitted almost immediately to a
large room where sat eight men before the screen of a
standard news video. These were the Secretary and
his advisory council of seven. Here the approaching
objects in the heavens appeared much larger and more
distinct than when they had iast seen them. There
seemed to be fully as many as one hundred and nine
which had been counted by the astronomers. Now they
looked like nothing so much as soap bubbles, truly
spherical, and glistening with myriad shifting and
shimmering hues. Beautiful they were, but in some
unaccountable way awe-inspiring too.
One could
almost feel, in the air of the room, the menace of the
weird objccts.
Following mutual introductions, the Secrctary handed
tq the professor a sheet of paper bearing the well
known insignia of the Terrestrial Videophone Company. The three visitors read the message in silence.
It was addressed to the Président of the Terrestrial
Government and read as follows :
"This is a formai déclaration of war against the
peoples of the world by the peoples of Venus. Munan
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shall be avenged." The signature was a single word,
"Mador."
Roy and the professer gasped when they read this.
"Now you see why I sent for you two gentlemen,"
spoke the Sccrctary, "The reference to Munan decidcd me."
"And a very good reason it was," replied the professer, "but let us think this over. What can be the
meaningî^that last sentence ? And the signature seems
to have a familiar sound, too."
"Why, Nils," Roy burst out, "Mador was the name
often mentioncd by the Munanese. He was one of
their most noted scientists and was very close to the Zar.
Ile was known to be working on some highly secret
problem while we were there. But it could not possibly be the same, because none escaped when the
island was destroyed."
The professer paled, his fine features taking on an
expression of compréhension and consternation.
"It must be the same, my boy," he said haltingly,
"I see it ail now. Ouite probably this scientist was
working on the construction of a space flier while we
were engaged in our plans to destroy the island and
rid the world of its menace. It muât be that he had
started on this trial trip of the contrivance and was
away at the time the island was annihilated. If that
is the case he undoubtedly had a number of Munanese
with him and when they returned to find their island
gone they would quite naturally set out for one of
the other planets. Reaching Venus, they set about to
make allies of its inhabitants and to plan a war of conquest against us. Hundreds of duplicate fiiers could
well have been construcled during the intervening
twenty years and this is the resuit. You see I was right
in my discussion the other evening. Life does exist on
Venus and we are to learn more about it, to our
sorrow."
WALTER was bright-eyed with excitement, but
his father shook his head gravely.
The Secretary spoke, "From your words I infer that
this means a great deal to you : that you are greatly
concerned. That is why I called you. Of course the
entire world knows the story of the heroic efforts put
fbrth by you and Mr. Hamilton in the Munan affair,
but détails are more or less forgotten in as long a time
as bas elapsed sincc that historié event. Now, with the
knowledge possessed by you two regarding the activities of the Munanese, what can you offer in the way of
suggestions as to a means of defense?"
"Mr. Sccrctary," the professer answered slowly,
"That is a question that requires serions thought. Will
you grant me until tomorrow morning to consider it?"
"Yes indeed, Professer. But do not forget that our
enemies will be upon us at noon of the third day from
this. You will have but little more than forty-eight
hours in which to work. Possibly the world will again
be compelled to rely upon you two to save it from
disaster."
"We shall not forget the short time, Mr. Secretary.
Roy Hamilton and I will do ail within our power. On
the face of it, it looks pretty hopeless, but we shall see.
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I do not have a single idea as yet but it is certain that,
whatever may be donc, it will have to be worked out
in the laboratory. In order to be prepared, I should like
to request that you place one of the officiai laboratories
at my disposai with a corps of experts to assist me.
Is this possible?"
"Most assuredly," agreed the Secretary, "The entire resources of my department arid staff are yours.
But there is one other question. Should I not order
the videophone System discontinued on account of the
possibility of the enemy overhearing conversations relative to the expected attack and to any defense plans
which may be made?"
"Not at ail," replied the professer, "Although we did
receive a radiogram from Mador, you must remember
that it was by the old code method and that he lias no
means of intercepting the standard videophone waves."
"But, Professor," queried the Secretary, "if the
enemy can transmit radio messages, even though they
be of the code variety, why can they not intercept our
video, which, after ail, is a means of radio communication, however advaneed it may be over the ancient Systems?"
The professor smiled. "1 do not believe you have
given that point the considération it deserves, Mr. Secretary," he replied, "It is true that the videophone
opérâtes through the médium of high frequency radio
vibrations but, as you know, the sound waves imposed
on the carrier emitted from each individual video are
distorted so as to be received on an ordinary radio as
a garbled sequence of sounds. which have no resemblance to the human voice. As you are also aware,
each video, though transmitting distorted sounds of a
nature différent from those of any other video, makes
its connections through a central retransmitting office,
where the individual distorted wave is rectified and
'undistorted,' so as to be properly received by the
video to which the call is being made. Otherwise there
would be no assurance at ail of secrecy in any videophone calls between individuals. The only exception
is the General News video which transmits a highly
complicated distorted wave having such a characteristic as to be receivable by al! individual videos. This
tod could not be rectified by any receiver not having the
proper rectifying equipment. It is extremely unlikely,
in fact I might say practically impossible, that the
enemy is able to rectify these distorted waves and make
them understandable. as there are an unlimited
number of combinations possible in the distorting
mechanisms. No. I think there is no likelihood of
danger from that source."
"Professor," answered the Secretary, "1 am absolutely chagrined at my failure to grasp so simple a
problem as this, but in this time of stress and danger,
I fcar my mind is not working as it should. You are
absolutely right about this as you have proved to be
about many other things. Now, you will need a headquarters for your considération of the main problem,
and I wish to offer my home to you and your companions. Let us adjourn and leave for my résidence at
once."
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THE Secretary conveyed the visitors in his small,
speedy, private aero to his home in the outskirts
of the city.
Washington was one of the few cities in the world
that still retained the old arrangement of wide streets,
spacious detached dwellings, and pedestrian traffic. Of
course, there were landing stages on ail buildings for
the aeros, but there was noue of the closely raassed, continuons building construction with roofed-over multiple
moving ways and artificial température control and
ventilation encountered almost everywhere else in the
world. Here one could look at the stars without taking
a long elevator journey to the roof-tops of a completely
covered city.
Roy, Walter and the professer were escorted to a
spacious suite of rooms and there left to their own
devices. The first thing they did was to establish a
videophone connection with the professor's apartments
in New York. Ail three spoke to their loved ones
and were deeply moved by the expressions of fear in
the gentle faces that appeared in the dise. The ladies
begged to be allowed to join them in Washington, but
Roy and the professer steadfastly refused, since they
feared that the initial-attack would be aimed at Washington, the seat of the Ter restriai Government.
Far into the night the three men talked.Walter being thrilled to the core at his thus having a hand in
world affairs of such great moment. Finally the professer requested that the other two retire and leave him
to his own thoughts. This they did reluctantly, though
they fully realized that the professor's analytical mind
could function much better in private.
V
NEXT morning Walter rose far earlier than was
his wont and rushed into his father's room.
There he found Roy already in the shower
and in much better spirits.
"Walter, my boy," spoke Roy, after their good
mornings had been exchanged, "I have already talked
with the professer and he scems to be hatching a plan.
He has not slept at ail and bas been working that
wonderful mind of his to some advantage, I am sure."
"Oh, that's great, Dad," enthused the boy. "Won't
it be marvelous if he can figure out some way of repulsing them?"
"It sure will," sputtered his father from the midst
of the shower. "And somehow I can't help having
confidence in good old Nils. Things looked just as
black in Munan, but he solved the problem there. He
is a wonder."
By the time Roy was dressed, they heard voices in
the sitting room and they entered it to find the professer in conférence with the Secretary and two of his
aides. The professer had taken full control of the
situation and a relieved expression on the Secretary's
face had replaced his gloomy one of the night before.
The professer was speaking:
"Yes gentlemen, we are going to meet the enemy
and see if we can discover the nature of their craft and
the means of offense they are going to use."
"But how will you go?" asked the Secretary.

"In my aero, the Pioneer, the one from which we
destroycd the island of Munan."
"But you may be shot down by the enemy before
you can learn anything of value," the Secretary objected.
A mysterious smile wreathed the face of the professer. "I think not," he said, "And if you gentlemen
are ready, let us go to the landing stage on the Research building and I will show you why."
They left at once in the little aero atop the roof of
the Secretary's house. Soon they landed on the spacious stage on the Research building.
Walter cried out in astonishment when they landed,
"Why, the Pioneer is gone!"
"Steady boy, steady," said the professor, with a
triomphant laugh, "It's not gone. Don't worry."
He walked a few paces forward and stopped, beckoning the others to follow. When they reached his
side he said, "Stretch forth your hands."
Ail did so, and reacted alarmedly as their fingers encountered a solid métal wall directly before them—a
wall that could not be seen, though ail objects on its
other side were plainly observed, as if nothing intervened.
"This is the Pioneer," announced the professor
dramatically.
"But we saw it last night," spoke Roy and Walter
as one.
"Not its exterior," replied the professor. "If you
remember, it was in darkness that we entered the craft.
We felt our way to its manhole and it was not until we
had lights inside that you saw anything. It was just
as invisible last night as it is at this moment."
"Wonderful ! Incredible ! Astounding !" were the-remarks of the Secretary and his aides.
"And now, let us enter," spoke the professor. "I
will explain when we reach the control room."
He felt along the invisible hull of the ship with hisfingers until he located the manhole, through which,
one by one, he assisted the other members of the party.
As soon as they were inside, they could see ail détails
of the vessel as clearly as if there was nothing out of
the ordinary about it at ail.
"^Jow about our trip to meet the enemy," the professor began, when ail were gathered in the control
room. "As you have observed, this ship is absolutely
invisible to the eye of man when viewed from the outside. Likewise, nothing that it contains can be seen
unless you are within. Under such conditions I am
sure we can safely go out to meet our attackers without
their knowledge."
"But how on earth was this marvel accomplished ?"
asked the Secretary.
"You have undoubtedly read 'The History of Munan,' by Toros, one of the Munanese I brought back
from the island?" queried the professor.
"Yes—years ago," was the reply.
"Well, in this book, as well as in my own writings,
mention was made of the fact that Zar's aeros could be
made invisible. This was accomplished by constructing the hulls from the métal munium, which was then
coated with a secret substance applied like paint."
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"Correct," the Secretary agreed in chagrin, "I had
completely forgotten. That goes to show how soon one
forgets the really important things of life. It is not
very complimentary to your efforts, is it?"
"Merely human nature," commented the professer,
"And to accompiish the same resuit as they did I have
reconstructed the Pioneer since our return from Munan, making her hull from the same métal and coating
it vvith the same compound. I had no particular reason
for doing this, so must have been guided by good fortune. But you see I had brought samples of the métal
and the coating compound vvith me. and I found that
I was able to duplicate them in the laboratory. So
here vve arc—fully prepared for our journey, excepting
that vve have no means of attacking our enemy. Unluckily, I have never been able to duplicate the liquid
vvith which the crysinum bombs of the Munanese vvere
filled. Some of its constituents vvere evidently available only on their island. Had vve some of those bombs
novv. vve could demoralize our foes in a fevv hours."
THE mechanism of the vessel was explained in détail and Walter drank in this information vvith as
avid interest as did the Secretary's party. The fact
of the stray électrons filling ail space for thousands of
miles around the surface of the earth impressed them
ail greatly—stray électrons lost from the energy Systems of the vvorld for centuries and available for use
only by the professor's vessel. His invention of the
peculiar métal alloy that made it possible to collect this
lost energy and put it to vvork, gave them such a high
opinion of his ability that their confidence in him increased each minute. As the crovvning proof, came the
cîever adaptation of the principle of Flettner of the
tvventieth century—the collecting of streams of électrons and directing them on the surface of a rotating
sphere, instead of using the vvinds on rotating cylinders
as had Flettner.
"There is one feature of this attack which puzzles
me." the professer continucd, "And that is the comparatively slow rate of speed at which the enemy is approaching. I have not chccked the position of Venus
vvith the astronomers but I do knovv that it is about
26 millions of miles from us at inferior conjunction and
160 millions of miles at superior conjunction. If vve
assume that it is novv, say 80 millions of miles away,
the speed of 1,000 miles an hour vvould make the journey one of nearly ten years in length. This is obviously out of the question, so I assume that these space
fliers are capable of much greater speed, probably as
great a^one hundred thousand miles an hour, or even
more, v/hy then they are approaching at the slower
speed is beyond me, unless it may be that they have
figured on terrorizing our vvorld pretty thoroughly before actually attacking. The radiogram seems to bear
out this theory. What they probably did was this ; they
made the major portion of their journey in fifteen or
tvventy days ; then, vvhen vvithin sight of our largest
telescopes. they slowed down to the présent speed
vvith the idea of giving us four or five days in which
to become utterly demoralized. And that is just about
what vve have become, judging from the reports of
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the General News Bureau—thoroughly demoralized."
"I believe your reasoning is Sound, Professer," said
the Secretary, "But novv, if I may interrupt, what are
your immédiate plans?"
"Well, Mr. Secretary, I should like to leave at once
vvith my tvvo companions and some of your men and
make a quick trip to look over this fleet. Possibly vve
can learn something of value. At least vve shall knovv
something of the nature of the approaching craft. We
have provisions aboard, a videophone vvith the call
"Spécial 28-A" and a beam transmitter—the one vvith
which Munan was destroyed. The last will probably
be of no value against this foe since it was designed
to émit the proper frequency for setting off the crysinum bombs. However, we may just be fortunate
enough to make a landing on one of the enemy craft.
vvhen our ancient hand vveapons might be of some use.
The main purpose of the trip though, is to reconnoiter."
"But can you make the trip quickly enough, and do
your stray energies extend far enough into space?"
the Secretary interrogated.
"Yes, indeed. Our maximum speed. after leaving
the earth's atmosphère, is terrifie. We should be able
to meet them in about three hours and will then be
something like fifty thousand miles from the earth.
As far as the storage of stray electronic energy is concerned, F have calculated that this has novv extended to
a distance of no less than 300 thousand miles from the
earth. In other words, it has filled space to a point
some fifty thousand miles beyond our moon."
"Very well then," the Secretary decided. "Go ahead,
Professer. And you may take my tvvo aides vvith you.
Will that be enough, or shall I send more of my men?"
"They will be quite enough," said the professor,
"And I thank you. Mr. Secretary. We will keep in
touch vvith you by videophone and report whatever of
interest occurs. In the meanvvhile, it is my suggestion
that the général news reports be censored in order that
the confusion and disorder novv spreading over the earth
be kept down to a minimum. You might even order
the news people to use my name and that of Roy Hamilton. Sprcad a little propaganda. Recall the story
of Munan and tell them that vve are on our way to
meet the enemy. I am not so egotistic as to fecl that
vve are bound to be successful, but the effect of such
propaganda will be bénéficiai, anyvvay."
"Your suggestion is very good," agreed the Secretary.
"I will have it put into effect at once. Well, I can see
you are anxious to be off. Here's my hand, and good
luck to you. The whole vvorld and its resources are
behind you."
They gripped hands and the Secretary hastened to
the manhole. When the final farewell was said and
the manhole bolted shut, the professor returned to the
control room where the rest of the group was gathered.
Walter was impatiently awaiting the start. The tvvo
aides, Fred and George Bacon, brothers, vvere examining the machinery of the Pioneer vvith great interest.
Both vvere scientists of vvorld repute.
The professor's first action was to eall the Castle
Mountain observatory and obtain the exact position of
the approaching fleet. He then pulled the starting
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switch, adjusted the controls, and headed the Pioneer
skyward.
Again they were off !
VI
WHEN the novelty of rising from the earth's
surface at tremendous speed and of watching
it change gradually to a huge bowl with the
horizon as a rim, had somewhat worn off, Waltcr made
for the videophone. "NY-14-328," he called.
Soon the voice of Zora ansvvered and Walter spent
several minutes apprising lier of their plans. She took
it ail cpiite stoically and was particularly pleased that
they would be able to keep in touch with the voyagers
by videophone. Aftcr a few minutes conversation with
the mothcr, Walter shyly requcsted that Dorothy be
called to the instrument. When he viewed lier sweet
face in the dise, he experienced a sinking sensation and
had his first doubts as to whether he quite liked this trip
after ail. His conversation with Dorothy will not be
recorded, but be it said that he was a more solemn
youth when he returned, albeit his eyes shone with an
excitement other than that of adventure.
When he rejoined the rest of the Pioneer's crew they
were more than three hundred miles from the surface
of the earth and the speed had accelerated to nearly
two thousand miles an hour. The upper limits of the
atmosphère had long since been passed. No one spoke
—ail eyes were glued to the screen of the périscope.
The only sounds were the slight hissing of the oxygen
apparatus and the ever increasing whine of the revolving sphere. The needle of the speed indicator nioved
steadily to the right. Within ten more minutes it
pointée! to the figure 8—eight thousand miles an hour
was their speed. And, less than an hour out, they had
traveled 3,500 miles of their journey. The earth beneath them now showed as a true globe, a tremendous
sphere showing the vast expanses of continents and
océans in splendid relief. When one and a half hours
-had passed, the speed of the Pioneer had increased to
the incredible rate of eighty thousand miles an hour—
more than twenty-two miles a second! Their journey
was half over and the change in the whine of the sphere
told the watchers that the professer had started the
décélération of velocity. The interior of the craft
was uncomfortably warm, though the réfrigération apparatus was working to full capacity.
At this point the professer requested that Roy make
a report to the Sccrctary and to their families. Walter
followed his father in to the saloon, where the videophone was installed. It required but a few seconds
to obtain the connection with the Department and when
the Secretary's face appeared in the dise they saw he
was smiling broadly.
"Well, I certainly am relieved to hear from you,"
he said, "We have been somewhat anxious, as we are
ail aware that the Pioneer has never actually traveled
at the speeds necessary in this case. How are things
goîng?"
"Fine. Mr. Secretary," was Roy's enthusiastic reply,
"Professer Nilsson asked me to report that we are now
28,000 miles from the earth and that ail is well."

"Excellent, Mr. Hamilton. And you may report to
the professer that the video is spreading the news to
the four quarters of the globe. The effect on the population has been elcctric. Rioting, which had rcachcd
serions proportions in some localities, has now entirely
ceased. The people are clamoring for news from the
Pioneer and I wish you would speak to them through
the News Bureau. I will transfer the connection from
here."
Almost at once the view in the dise changed, the face
of Secretary Miller giving place to the view of a large
room where sat several operators at control boards
and where multitudes of microphones were grouped
about a receiving videophone instrument. This was the
first time Roy had spoken to the entire world and he
was considerably embarrassed. Mastering his feelings,
he was able to speak a few words:
"People of the World," he began, "I am speaking
from the Pioneer, about thirty thousand miles from
you. We are speeding towards the enemy at the rate
of nearly twelve hundred miles a minute. Professer
Nilsson is at the controls and if you could ail know
him as I have known him for twenty-five or more
years, you would have the saine confidence in him that
I have. Remember, he saved the world once before.
I was with him in Munan and have seen him at work
on as bad a problem. I know he has the détermination
to win this time too and wish to assure you that if there
is a man in the world who can ward off the impending
calamity, he is that man. Keep up your courage as we
are keeping up ours. We shall advise you of developments. Thank you."
The operators applauded in that control room thousands of miles away and immediately the scene shifted
to again picture the smiling countenance of Secretary
Miller.
"Fine, Mr. Hamilton," he said. "You could not have
said anything more appropriate. Why, you have even
instilled confidence in me. Good work."
"Thank you," answered Roy. "And now I should
like to get in touch with my family."
"That's the thing to do," agreed the Secretary,
"Don't let your wife worry. Good-bye."
THE next connection established was with Roy's
own apartment and they found that Zora and
Dorothy had joined Thelda there to keep her company
during these trying hours.
"Hello, Roy," spoke Thelda's golden voice as the
connection was completed and her loved face appeared
in the dise. "Is everything ail right with you and
Walter?"
"Everything is fine," answered Roy, drawing Walter
over so that he could also be viewed by his mother.
"So far the trip has been a great experience, more particularly for Walter. He is enjoying every minute of
it. And you know there is absolutely no danger in
this expédition, since we can not possibly be seen by
our foes."
"How long will it be until you reach them?"
"About an hour and a half, according to the professor's statement. The sensations when traveling at our
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"Whatever he lias up his sleeve," remarked Roy,
terrifie pace are very novel and almost breath-taking,
"you can be sure it is going to be good. I have seen
The effect of gravity bas decreased so that we are
him work before, you know."
nioving about the ship like feathers in a breeze."
Walter's excitement was contagious.
Fred and
"It must be very interesting. But when you near
George Bacon could scarcely contain themselves either.
the enemy fleet, be sure and keep close watch over our
Walter, won't you?"
SOON the professer returned and the group let out a
"You know I will, dear. And you folks take good
chorus of astonished exclamations when they saw
care of yourselves while we are gone, too."
him. He was accoutred almost exactly like the créaWalter then spoke to bis mother and to Dorothy,
ture on the platform beneath them, excepting that he
after which the two returned to the control room and
reported to the professer. There were no further calls had not as yet screwed the helmet to the top ring of his
air-tight suit.
and finally they sighted the enemy fleet far ahead.
"Roy," he said to the amazed pilot, "1 am going to
The Pioneer was slowed down and the professer made
a wide détour to allow the mass of rapidly traveling board that machine and see what I can learn."
enemy machines to pass on their earthward journey.
"But Nils," objected Roy, "you will be killed and
then what shall we do? Don't risk your life. It is the
They passed so quickly that none of the voyagers had
a chance to get a good look at them and it was not until
most important life in our world right now. Let me
they had completely circled about and headed earth- g0
"
ward in the rear of the fleet that they were able to ex"Nonsense," said the professer, somewhat testily,
"I can take care of myself. And besides, I have this."
amine the attacking craft closely.
He displayed a small pistol-like contrivance which
The speed of the Pioneer was reduced to but slightly
more than that of the huge spherical ships and they apv Roy at once recognized as one of the little disintegraproached the rearmost of these very slowly. Each tion-ray projectors which had proved so effective at
Munan.
globe reflected lights of ever shifting hue and the
"Well, that makes some différence," Roy admitted,
similarity to immense soap bubbles became more apgrudgingly, "But you must be very careful. Rememparent. The motion was absolutely steady and, for
ber, the safety of the world is in your hands. Why,
ail its rapidity, seemed almost deliberate in comparI am not even sure that I could pilot the Eioneer safely
ison with the speed at which they had been traveling.
No sign of life was visible at the distance of something back to earth if anything happened to you."
less than a mile but, as they drew doser, the observers
"Oh yes you could, my boy. And now, will you
were able to make out a flat, railed-off sort of platform
please maneuver the ship to a point about twenty-five
atop each of the globes. Aside from these the surfaces
feet above that deck?"
were absolutely smooth, showing no démarcations which
As Roy complied, the professer gave his final inwould indicate that they were built up from separate
structions and soon revealed that the Pioneer was
sections. They appeared to be cast solid from some
equipped with a number of features of which Roy had
irridescent, highly polished material of unknown nature.
not previously known.
A light line was dropped to the craft beneath them
When they were within five hundred feet of one of
the huge spheres which lagged somewhat behind the and a hook at the end gripped the railing behind the
rest of the fleet, the professer carefully adjusted the sole occupant of the platform. After adjusting his
helmet, the professor entered an air lock and the watchspeed of the Pioneer so that they seemed to be hovering directly over the observation platform below. Ail
ers again returned to the porthole. They did not know
members of the party now clustered about the glass
what to expect next.
covered porthole in the floor of the control room, examFor a minute or more they watched the movements
ining the curions craft closely. While they watched,
of the figure beneath them in anxiety, momentarily
a black spot appeared in the center of the platform.
expecting him to wheel about and discover the hook
This immediately resolved itself into a circular openand line which to him would appear to extend from the
ing and from it emerged a strange looking créature.
nothingness of space above his head. But the man.
At first they took it'for some monster of inhuman mold,
for he was undoubtedly that, was busy taking obserbut it was soon apparent that this was a man, or a liv- - valions with a sextant and suspected nothing.
ing being greatly resembling one. clad in a heavy suit
Suddenly a thin pencil of purplish light shot out
of armor like a deep sea diver's equipment, even to the
from the direction of the air lock and this struck the
huge helmet surmounting the ensemble and the knapobserver squarely between the shoulders. The travelsack to furnish oxygen to the helmet.
ers on the Pioneer, excepting Roy who knew what to
Upon observing this, the professer grunted an exexpect. gasped in surprise when they saw the figure in
clamation.
the air-tight uniform wilt and crumple before their
"Roy," he said, "Take the controls, will you? I have eyes. In less time than it takes to tell, the figure was
an idea."
entirely gone—disappeared into thin air, or rather into
"Sure thing, Nils," agreed Roy, nothing loath. He the vacuum of space, leaving nothing on the platform
took the seat just quitted by the prof essor.
excepting the métal helmet, the sextant, and the heavy
Without further explanation, the professer disap- métal shoe soles. Bones, flesh, clothing—ail but the
peared intd the rear compartment of the vessel and métal parts—had been entirely disintegrated by the
the group looked at one another inquiringly.
wonderful weapon aimed by the professor.
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Tn a moment they saw a rope laclder slowly unfurl
and leisurely descend to the deck of the great sphere.
Fortunate it was for them that the enemy machine was
of such huge size, for it had sufficient attraction for
smaller objects in its vicinity to give them enongh
weight to be drawn to its surface. The professer then
descended the ladder slowly and carefully, the watchers keeping anxious eyes on the opening into the strange
flier in fearful expectation of another figure emerging
from its depths.
Soon the professer reached the platform and his
first act was to kick the helmet and the métal soles over
the edge. These slithered slowly over the smooth
spherical surface of the vessel and floated off into space.
The professer then picked up the sextant and waved
it as a cheerful signal to those above, though he could
not see them.
He then peered into the dark circle which opened
into the enemy vessel and, after a moment's considération, descended into its maw.
"Well," said Roy. "Let's hope that everything goes
well with him. He is, of course, a man of great
resource and is armed with a marvelous weapon. The
crew of the enemy vessel will undoubtedly be tmarmed,
since they could not possibly expect an attack from
the rear. He should have a good chance, provided
there are not too many of them."
Nevertheless the little group around the porthole
spent an extremely anxious half hour awaiting his
reappearance. Then came a shock.
The Pioneer
lurched and careened at a sharp angle. The vessel to
which they were anchored had started off in a direction
away from its fellows, and at high speed ! They were
being towed with it !
Not knowing what else to do, Roy threw the controls
into neutral and let the Pioneer follow. When they
had trailed thus for another twenty minutes and the
remainder of the fleet was completely lost to view, the
motion gradually decreased until they were floating in
space, absolutely stationary. The Pioneer drifted at
the end of the light line like a kite.
••"VJOW, what?" said Walter, nervously.
1.^1
The others laughed. There was not much
mirth in those hollow laughs though and, with white
faces, they continucd to watch the manhole below.
Soon a huge, metal-encased head appeared at the
opening and a figure clambered laboriously to the deck.
It was not the professer! The watchers groaned as
one man. Ail was lost !
But no ! Another figure emerged and this figure, for
ail the disguise of the uniform it wore, could be recognized as that of the professer. In his hand was the
ray pistol, which he kept steadily trained on the broad
back of the figure preceding him. A cheer went up
from the four on the Pioneer as the professer waved
his arm to indicate that ail was well. He prodded his
captive in the back with the pistol and directed him to
the rope ladder. Keeping at his heels, he forced him
to climb towards the Pioneer and the two made their
way slowly upward until they were out of sight of
the porthole. Roy rushed to the stern compartment

where there were stored a number of the weapons like
that used by the professer, and he armed himself with
one of these also. The four voyagers stood at the inner
door of the air lock and Roy trained his weapon on it
when it opened to admit the professer and his captive.
He kept the prisoner covered while the professer removed his own helmet and then assisted in removing the
helmet and air-tight suit from the now unresisting
enemy.
The prisoner was led to a chair in the saloon, where
they were astonished to hear the professer converse
with him in English.
"And now, my man, what is your name?" asked the
professer.
"1 know not of what advantage the knowledge is to
you," haughtily replied the stranger, who was a heavyset, broad-shouldered. blonde giant of a man, "but you
may call me Kardos."
"AU right, Kardos," snapped the professer, "You
understand that you are a prisoner of war. Mr. Hamilton here, will keep close watch over you while I make
the necessary arrangements to take your vessel to our
earth."
"You're right I will, Nils," spoke Roy. "Just go
ahead with whatever you have to do and I will blow
this big boy to kingdom corne, if he as much as moves
a finger."
The professer busied himself in the storage coinpartments while Roy kept guard over the prisoner.
The other three passengers sat gazing, with mixed
hate and admiration, at the splendid specimen who sat
now with his head bowed in his hands.
With a large coil of wire, a fair sized steel cable, and
two ancient téléphoné instruments in his hands, the
professer returned. He refastened his helmet and
started for the air lock. With the exception of Roy,
who remained with the prisoner, ail returned to the
porthole where they watched the professer make his
way back to the enemy vessel.
He now made the connection between the two vessels
more secure by means of the steel cable. There now
extended the two tie lines and the téléphoné wires
from the hull of the Pioneer to the huge sphere beneath
them? and the professer disappeared once more into
the interior of the enemy machine, carrying the end
of the wires and one of the téléphoné instruments with
him. It was probably fifteen minutes before he reappeared and this time his hands were empty. After he
clambered up the ladder it was withdrawn and slowly
the great. glistening globe receded from them as the
cables and the téléphoné wires were paid out from
above. The professer continued to let out the lines
until some two hundred feet separated the two vessels and not until then did he reappear in the saloon.
After divesting himself of Tus unwieldv costume, he
connectcd the remaining téléphoné instrument to the
ends of the wires he had brought through sealed openings in the door of the air lock. This instrument was a
curio, but the professer had a way of collecting and
keeping such things, as he always figured that some
time he might find use for them. however ancient their
origin. The instrument, which comprised microphone
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and receiver mounted on one curved handle, he thrust
unceremoniously into the hand of Kardos, showing him
how to hold the mouthpiece and receiver in their proper
positions.
"Now Kardos," he ordered, "You will command your
pilot to proceed earthward, accelerating gradually to a
speed of seventy-five thousand miles an hour, then
decelerating when further instructed."
Kardos glowered, but finally started to speak into the
mouthpiece in a guttural, foreign tongue. The professer stopped him at about the third word with a sudden jab in the ribs from the ray-pistol, with which he
had again armed himself.
"None of that," he rasped. "Speak English. You
and your pilot both know it very well. There are going
to be no conversations in your own language."
There was nothing for Kardos to do but comply,
which he did with poor grâce. His orders were obeyed
at once, as was evidenced by a gentle tug at the Pioneer
and a lifting of its occupants from their seats due to
the accélération.
With both the efficient hand weapons trained on
the prisoner, who seemed to be taking his position more
stoically now, the professer regaled his passengers with
the story of what had transpired on board the enemy
ship. They listened in amazement and were jubilant
over the signal victory he had won, single-handed.
VIT
BACK in Washington, Secretary Miller paced the
floor of his office. About him sat a dozen or
more of his men and the videophone had been
constantly busy with calls from varions other governmental Departments. He hesitated to call the Pioneer
as he feared he might interrupt some of the professor's
proceedings. But the voyagers were now gone nearly
four hours and the world was getting impatient for
word from them. The assembled company was almost
in a turmoil, great men as they were.
The videophone spoke. Professer Nilsson's face
appeared in the dise and the company was electrified
into close attention. The Secretary answered with
relief in his voice :
"What have you to report, Professer?" he asked.
"We have captured one of the enemy ships with ail
of its crew and will have it in Washington inside of
three hours."
"What?" gasped the Secretary, "You have captured
one of these huge fliers? How on earth did you do
it?"
"Improbable as it may seem," responded the professer, "it was, in actuality, quite a simple matter. After
passing the enemy fleet, we found that one of the vessels was somewhat behind the others and we approached
this vessel closcly. Our craft being invisible, we were
able to do this unseen, although there was an enemy observer on a small circular deck on the upper surface of
the sphere. To this small deck I dropped a line and a
rope ladder from the Pioneer, which was kept in position by Roy Hamilton. It was necessary to do this
very carefully so as not to arouse the observer and I
was obliged to make away with him before crawling
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down the ladder and entering the ship through the airlocked manhole from which he had emerged. This
was accomplished by means of an ancient weapon—
the obsolète ray-pistol, you know—and this same
weapon later enabled me to get control of the entire
vessel."
"But," interrupted the Secretary, "how were you
able to pass from one vessel to the other when both
were in the vacuum of outer space?"
"1 was enclosed in an air-tight suit with an oxygen
supply System as was the observer on the deck of the
enemy ship," the professer replied, "and fortunate it
was too, since I was mistaken for the observer when
I entered the ship and mingled with the crew. When
I did show my true colors and turned the ray-pistol
on the commander and his aides, they were so taken by
surprise that I had little difficulty in getting the upper
hand. Two or three of the crew endeavored to rush
me, but, being entirely unsuspicious of any possible
attack from the rear, they were unarmed, and after I
had caused several of their number to disintegrate and
vanish, the rest were so terrified by the ray-pistol as to
be entirely tractable.
"It occurred to me at once that the commander-inchief of the fleet would undoubtedly expect periodic
reports from each of his vessels by radio, so, after locking ail of the crew securely in their metal-walled quarters, with the exception of the commander and one of
his pilots, I forced the commander to report that his
ship was out of control and would he unable to keep
up with the rest of the fleet. Fortunately the orders
sent back from the flag-ship were to the effect that he
should do the best he could and follow slowly, if necessary remaining in position until. the fleet could return
from its mission and salvage the disabled vessel.
"I then ordered them to slacken speed and the main
body of the fleet was soon lost to view. The pilot I left
on his own ship. after disabling the radio so that no
further communication could be had with the flag-ship
and, at the point of the ray-pistol, I forced the commander to return to the Pioneer with me. Leaving him
under the guard of Roy Hamilton, I revisited the enemy
ship and made steel cable and téléphoné connections between it and the Pioneer: I strapped the téléphoné
receiver to the head of the pilot, who was so utterly
cowed by the ray-pistol that he obeyed my every order,
and returned to my own vessel. Then I forced the
commander, Kardos by name. to communicate with
his own pilot over my téléphoné connection and order
him to proceed to our earth over a différent route than
that being followed by the rest of his fleet.
"This is now being done and the enemy vessel is
towing us earthward. In order that the pilot of the
enemy ship should have no opportunity of becoming
unmanageable, I have sent your two men to the vessel
and have equipped them with ray-pistols which they are
keeping trained on him constantly. It is another fortunate circumstance that these spherical vessels of the
enemy do not requ'ire the attention of the crew at the
propelling machinery and can be operated by a single
man from a central control room. We have had a little
trouble with Kardos, but he has now resigned himself
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to his capture and is as meek as the rest of the crew.
"We shall arrive at Washington at about two P. M.
and I intend to take immédiate steps to investigate the
construction and armament of the great sphere in détail.
With this machine in our possession, we shall be in a
much better position and should be able to déterminé
some means of combatting the others when they arrive."
"Wonderful! Professer, wonderful !" Secretary
Miller said, with enthusiasm. "We shall inform the
world at once. And now you had better get in communication with your families. No doubt they are as
worried as we have been."
"We shall do that at once. Thank you, Mr. Secretary."
WHEN the professor's face vanished from the
dise, the Secretary turned to the astonished assemblage.
"Why, this man is a marvel of courage and resourcefulness," he exclaimed. "lie was never adequately
honored for his wonderful work in saving our world
from the Munanese, but I swear before you ail that he
shall be given his full measure of récognition this
time. I have a feeling he is going to succeed again,
too."
Murmurs of approval came from the prominent men
présent. The reaction from their recent gloom was
slow in coming. It ail seemed too impossible to be true.
But they had seen the professor's face as he told them
of his victory. They could not doubt his sincerity and,
as quickly as the truth of his statements became impressed on their stunned minds, a great hubbub of triomphant exultation swept the room.
"Quiet, gentlemen, quiet," spoke the Secretary. "We
have work to do. The peoples of the world must be
apprised at once of the eventful happenings. It will
keep them from further disorder and rioting, at least
until the Pioneer returns with its war prize."
Immédiate connection was made with the General
News Bureau and the Secretary spoke to the world
audience. He told in glowing tenus of what had been
donc in the skies, fifty thousand miles away. So great
was his own confidence now that, when he had warmed
to his subject, he was able to communicate much of it
to his billions of listeners. Where hope and despair
had previously alternated, carrying the populace to
hitherto unknown heights and depths, now only hope
remained. Possibly he made them too optimistic, but
the général resuit was excellent.
Thelda still entertained Zora and Dorothy in her
apartments and the three women had also spent a very
anxious three hours. The two mothers were calm
through these trying hours. but Dorothy was inconsolable. After two hours had passed with no word
from father or sweetheart she had buried herself in
a divan and wept unrestrainedly. Time and again she
begged permission to use the videophone and to call
"Spécial 85-A" but the older women restrained her,
fearing, as had the Secretary, that some serious plans
of the adventurers might be interfered with. Just as
they were about to give in to Dorothy's tearful pleading, having become more and more worried themselves

as time passed, their own call was repeated and ail
three rushed to the videophone.
Dorothy was first to reach it and she laughed and
cried in turn when the cheerful visage of her father
appeared in the dise.
Ail three listened in wonder to his taie, as had the
listeners in Washington a short time previously. Roy
and Walter were called to the instrument of the Pioneer
and the conversation took on the gladness of a reunion.
Dorothy's conversation with Walter was frankly
that of a maid deeply in love. Neither seemed to care
whether their elders overheard or not. Walter rather
shamefacedly admitted that he had, so far, taken absolutely no hand in the 'big doings,' as he called them.
But Dorothy would have none of his self-belittlement
and assured him that he would yet be the hero of the
whole affair. How near she was to the truth none of
them realized at the time. When the connection was
broken, the three women joyfully set out for one of
the public squares. They felt the need of rubbing elbows with the people of the crowds which packed ail
such places, watching the public videos for reports.
They found the southbound moving ways unusually
jammed for the time of day and a holiday spirit prevailed. Everyone wore a smile and the names of Roy
Hamilton and Professer Nilsson were on the lips of
ail. They left the moving platform at 125th crossing
and mingled with the crowd in Square T-17 on the
sixth level. Here was a huge videophone screen, fully
thirty feet in diameter, and the voice of a news announcer filled the entire area with natural distinetness,
but amplified to such an extent that it completely ovcicame the crowd noises. Still it was not painful to the
ear, but seemed rather to corne fom a point immediately
adjacent to the individual listener in ordinary speaking
volume. The scene in the dise was again that through
the Castle Mountain reflector and the three women
thrilled with secret pride as they watched the drifting.
weaving convolutions of the approaching fleet and
realized that their men had recently left the vicinity of
the menacing mass with a victory to their crédit.
After a while the scene shifted to Washington, where
the watchers were afïorded views of the buildings and
laboratories of the Research Department where préparations were being made for the arrivai of the Pioneer
and its prize.
Occasionally the view of a threatening radiogram
frorh the enemy was flashed on the screen. Mador
still persisted in his effort to terrorize the world in
advance. But these messages, ail signed by him, were
greeted by hoots and jeers. The world simply refused
to be further terrified since receiving the news from
the Pioneer.
Impatiently as the crowd awaited the arrivai of the
adventurers in Washington, the time passed al! too
quickly for those most immediately concerned—Thelda,
Zora, and Dorothy. The reactions of the crowd interested them more than the news. Their pride knew
no bounds, though they remained unrecognized by those
about them. This was a new experience for Dorothy
and thrilled her to the depths of her girlish being. Slie
had never been this far downtown in a public place
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and, to her, it symbolized her parents' récognition of
her grown-upness. No longer was she the school girl.
to be pampered and sheltered, but a grown woman with
a sweetheart, who was ont there in the skies helping
to make history.
Eventually the great moment arrived and the crowds
in the square grew hysterical with excitement. The
great sphere, behind which the tiny Pioneer was known
to be trailing, had been sighted ! The view in the screen
was now that of an immense landing stage and soon
the watchers could make ont the approaching enemy
vessel. The Pioneer was of course invisible but a brilliantly scintillating soap bubble seemed to be drifting
in toward the stage. Larger and larger it loomed
until its hugeness in proportion to the buildings and
human figures in the scene became évident.
A resounding cheer rose from the crowd when the
sphere settlcd to a landing and was blocked into position by scurrying figures of men who seemed like bees
around a hive in comparison with its great bulk. Then,
when a close-up was shown of the professer and lus
companions being greeted by the Secretary and his
party, the crowds went absolutely insane with joy.
The three women had had enough. Elbowing their
way through the crowd, they made for the northbound
moving way and were soon following the news in the
comfort of the Hamilton apartments. The excitement had been almost too mttch for them and, womanlike, they indulged in a good cry together. But they
were happier than they had been in many hours.
vm
IN Washington there commenced a period of activity, the like of which had not been seen in the
world capital for many years. Dense crowds
packed the vicinity of the stage where the vessel from
Venus had landed. It was necessary to rope off a
large area to keep the crowds from interfering with
the removal of the crcw of the captured ship. These
were conveyed by fast aeros to Barranquilla, the sole
remaining prison city in the western hemisphere.
Kardos, the commander of the vessel, was held in
Washington for further questioning, but it was soon
found that no information of value could be obtained
from him. In fact his replies to the questions of his
captors were so misleading as to be of less than no
value. The professer therefore decided that personal
examination of the mechanism of the space Hier was
the only means of learning its workings and of discovering what weapons the attackers would employ in
warring upon the world.
With a corps of Research Department men and with
Roy and Walter as his lieutenants, he set about the
difficult task. When the last of the crew had been
removed, they entered the vessel and started a minute
examination of its machinery and of the materials of
construction.
Measurements showed the sphere to be 481.6 feet in
diameter and the thickness of its shell 13.2 feet. It
appeared to have been built in one piece from some
tough, strong material, a section of which was eut ont
for analysis. The inner surface of the shell was lined
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throughout with an unknown métal of the thickness of
three-tenths of an irich. The purpose of this lining
was not immediately évident, since it was not of sufficient thickness to add anything of strength to the
tremendoirsly thick outer shell. At the lowermost portion of the vessel was the control room. This contained a complex arrangement of electrical controls
and seemed to be the center of ail activities necessary
for the opération of the ship and of its offensive weapons, whatever they might be. The crew's quarters occupied the level directly above the control room. the
rest of the huge sphere being crammed with floor after
floor of electrical machinery and mechanisms of a nature entirely unknown to the scientists now on board.
Though opaque and apparently of the same material
as the remainder of the sphere when viewed from outside, the entire outer wall of the control room was
transparent from the inside. giving an unobstructed
view to the pilot.
Careful tracing of the wiring disclosed which of the
mechanisms provided the motive power. These were
not examinée! at once, since the important thing was to
déterminé the means of offensive warfare to be encountered. It was soon apparent that the driving mechanism was but a small part of the machinery of the
vessel and this seemed to incorporate some simple
means of nullifying gravity in any direction with elaborate control of this effect to provide for steering. The
rest of the vessel was a huge power plant for generating electricity at tremendous voltage, but the method
of application of this power could not be discovered.
The means of starting and bringing this immense
power plant to speed was soon determined but, when
the scientists had accomplished this much and found
that the voltage generated was of the order of three
million, they could not discover how this great potential was handled or applicd. True, they traced the
output connections but this did not prove of much help,
for one terminal of the great transformers was connected with the metallic lining of the hull, while the
other terminal connected with one great métal cylinder
about fifteen feet in diameter. The métal cylinder was
solid and was set in the hull through an insulating
bushing with its axis mounted radially with reference
to the vessel itself. Further examination revealed that
this métal cylinder could be moved in or ont by means
of a motor-driven rack and pinion mechanism. W hen
moved forward to its greatest extent it was found to
project some seventy feet outside the hull, exactly at
the equator of the immense bail. But when the power
was full on there was absolutely no indication of electrical discharge from the electrode, though the voltage
differential between it and the lining of the vessel was
found to agrée with that shown on the meters in the
control room. Tremendous power there was here, but
neither the professer nor any of the other scientists
were able to learn how it could be applied as a means
of destroying life or property.
The remainder of the day was spent in futile research
along these fines and, late in the evening, the professer
left the Research Department experts on board the
vessel and repaired to one of the laboratories with the
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samples of varions materials of which the ship was
constructed. He was considerably discouraged, and
asked Roy and Walter to remain with him during the
experiments which he was about to conduct. This
they were only too glad to do and Walter eagerly set
about to help. As an assistant to the professer he was
almost perfect, the carefulness and accuracy of his
work having been always noted and approved by that
great scientist.
Far into the night they worked and many of the
materials had been completely analyzed and classified.
The most surprising thing to the professer was the
composition of the hull. This proved to be built up
of thin fibrous sheets, similar to ordinary pulp paper,
impregnated with a phenol-resin compound and united
in a solid mass under heat and tremendous pressure.
This was nothing more nor less than an insulating
material used extensively on earth and designated by
various trade names such as Bakelite and Micarta.
THE following morning, with the world clamonng
for news, the professer had nothing of interest to
report beyond the général détails of construction of
the enemy vessel. His efforts at seeming cheerful
were successful, however, and there was as yet no relie wal of the widespread discouragement and alarm
that had followed the first news of the approaching
enemy.
His next experiments were with available destructive
agcncies and their effect on the huge bulk that reposed
on the landing stage. The world was sadly lacking
in such resources, ail arms and ammunition of any
size having been scrapped and gone these many centuries. However, there were the energy beams by
means of which ail power was transmitted and these
were the first to be tried. Centuries ago, when the
transmission of power through the ether had been perfected, it was possible to destroy battleships of the
océan and air by merely directing beams of great energy
into their machinery which thereby became paralyzed,
making the engine of war useless. This had been one
of the primary reasons for abolishing ail war from the
face of the earth.
It was quite reasonable to suppose that the same
procédure might be successful against these warships
from another world, but the professer had his doubts.
He knew that the Munanese were fully aware of this
ancient method of disabling combatants and, as Mador
had been one of their best known scientists, he would
undoubtedly be prepared for the use of energy beams
bv the otherwise unprepared peoples of the earth. He
was not wrong in this assumption, as the first experiment showed.
From the Thomas Energy Company was obtained the
use of the most power fui beam transmitter in Washington and, with ail the machinery of the enemy vessel
in full opération, the energy of this beam was directed
into the ship's vitals. There was no effect whatever,
the high speed machinery of the vessel continuing to
hum musically—the many electrical instruments in the
control room being unaffected in their indications.
"Just as I feared," the professer muttered, "The

metallic lining evidently forms a protective shield,
though our ancestors were never able to find a material which would successfully defy these same energy
beams. And now, gentlemen, we must get busy in
earnest. I must make a hurried trip to New York to
bring certain materials from my own laboratory. I
shall be gone no longer than two or three hours. In
the meantime Roy and Walter will remain with the
rest of you and assist in a thorough search through
the enemy ship. Possibly you may find printed instructions somewhere among the effects of the officers,
and even if they should be in the language of the
Venerians, we should be able to have them translated
in time to be of some value. We have enough experts
here in Washington."
Before he left, he called for Walter to give him instructions as to his part in the work, but Walter was
nowhere to be found. Abandoning the search after a
few minutes, the professer started for his own laboratory without giving the matter much serious thought.
IX
THAT day was a very trying and discouraging one.
When the professer returned from New York
with a load of his own paraphernalia, he found
that nothing of value had been found on board the enemy ship. Not only that, but Walter was still missing.
Roy and he were much alarmed but it was necessary to
keep on with the work. They could not let up for a minute now—the time was getting too short. By noon of
the morrow the enemy would be upon them and nothing
had yet been accomplished.
Roy and the professer spent ail that day and night
in the laboratory, conducting experiments with the various materials from the space flier, but still had nothing
to report on the following morning. When day broke
and the News Bureau could tell of no progress, the
public again became clamorous. Castle Mountain reportée! the fleet only six thousand miles away and
still maintaining the speed of one thousand miles an
hour. They would arrive before noon ! And the
world was still helpless !
More of the threatening radiograms began pouring in from Mador. Public excitement again increased
to fever pitch and, as the morning wore on, the great
cities of the world began to take on the appearance of
ant hills. With fear overcoming ail reasoning power,
the people lost their heads and started a disordered
flight to the open country. This was the worst possible
course they could pursue, though it was quite certain
that the larger cities would be the first points attacked.
However, the open country presented no opportunities
for shelter or for obtaining food. AU population being
now concentrated in the cities. and ail foodstuffs being
synthetically produced therein, the countryside was
deserted and wild—the farms of the ancients gone and
now overrun with wilderness and wild beasts. Still
the exodus grew in importance and extent, spreading
to ail the cities in the world.
Secretary Miller had been called to account by the
Président and soon hunted out the professer to learn
what was being donc. He found the professer in a
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state of deep gloom. He had been entirely unsuccessful and vvas compelled to report that he could hold ont
no hope. Further than this, Walter was still missing
and the professor's heart was also heavy on this account. Thelda had learned of the fact and had just
communicated with Roy, displaying great fear and
nervousness. It was indeed a trying situation.
In a few hours videophone reports began to corne
in from ail over North America. The enemy fleet had
spread ont in groups of three spheres each and these
groups had appeared over many of the principal cities.
Thcy dritted at an altitude of about five thousand feet
and showered the varions localities with radiograms.
Their own radios were unable to rectify the distorted
waves of the videophone beams—they could communicate only in the now little used code radio. Fortunate
this was, for they were thus unaware of the capture
of one of their ships and had no knowledge of what
was transpiring on earth.
But the campaign of terror was effective. The people were absolutely unmanageable and the casualty lists
lengthened rapidly. Where Professer Nillson had,
but a few hours before, been a world hero, now curses
and invectives were heaped on him by the unreasoning mobs. Roy was unswerving in his loyalty and the
Secretary and lus entire department continued to back
him. Feverishly they worked on board the enemy ship
and in the laboratories.
At one P. M. came news of the first hostile attack.
Cincinnati had been completely wiped ont of existence,
inhabitants and ail. The few who had escaped to the
open country would surely starve or be destroyed by
wild beasts. Reports of the catastrophe were eut off
short before any détails could be given, for the local
videos went the way of everything else in the city.
The ncxt radiogram from Mador warned that
Youngstown would next be destroyed. The inhabitants of that city fought and struggled to reach the
country and many fatalities resulted before the enemy
even arrived.
Thelda had been prostrated by the continued absence of news from Walter and it was with dragging
feet that Roy followecl the professer to the Pioneer.
It was decided that they should make a rapid trip to
Youngstown to watch the enemy at work and learn
how the destruction was accomplished. A dozen scientists from the Research Department embarked with
them. as did Secretary Miller.
CLIMBIXG rapidly to an altitude of ten thousand
feet, the Pioneer headed for Youngstown with
the driving sphere whining in ever-rising crescendo. So
rapid was the accélération that they had not been in the
air more than ten minutes when the interior of the
vessel became so bot they could scarcely bear it. Fifteen minutes, and with the prespiration pouring from
his face and body, the professer reversed the sphere.
Ten more minutes and they were stationary, far above
the doomed city. This was the fastest trip the Pioneer
had ever made in the lower atmosphère and its réfrigération System had been taxed to the utmost. So
iiad the stamina of its passengers.
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In silence the professer uncovered the floor ports
of the Pioneer and in silence the fifteen passengers
knelt about these glass covered openings. Far below
them spread the industrial city, with the forms of the
spherical ships about half way between. They had
huddled together like Milliard halls set up in equilateral
triangle formation. The hulls seemed to contact momentarily. As they did, from each there slowly projected a dark object, cylindrical in shape. These objects approached each other in the open space enclosed
by the three vessels. They contacted and a blinding blue
flame spouted at the point of contact. At this, the
three ships rapidly receded from one another, but the
arc which had formed between the three electrodes
continued. spreading to a huge, sputtering, roaring
flame as the distance increased.
The roar of the tremendous arc increased to such an
intensity that it became audible even through the
double hull of the Pioneer. The passengers watched in
awed silence as the three enemy ships, still maintaining their triangular formation, receded to three points
equally spaced about a circle enclosing the city. Still
the terrifie arc was maintained between the electrodes.
When the outermost limits of the city had been
reached, the three vessels started to turn slowly on
their vertical axes. This movement continued until the
electrodes became tangent to the circle represented by
the three. ail pointing in the same direction of rotation.
The great blue flaming arc now became a whirling vortex, ever curving downward to the doomed city as the
spheres tilted slowly, pointing their now white-hot
electrodes toward the earth at an angle of about fortyfive degrees. The ground below was completely obscured from view. but the din of a roaring cyclone and
the rending of solid masonry and steel girders came
plainly to the ears of the spectators. It was a whitefaced group that stared wonderingly at each other
when the arc abruptly ceased and the désolation of a
city completely wiped ont of existence was presented
below. The three enemy vessels rejoined and made off
towards the north in a leisurely manner.
The professer jumped to his feet. "The atomic
storm!" he shouted, "Why did I not think of it before?
It was produced on a miniature scale in the laboratory
as far back as the twentieth century, and in an electric
arc, too. But what are we going to do to fight it?"
The scientists were still too much shaken by what
they had witnessed to even think clearly, much less
to discuss the problem.. Roy's worry over Walter's
disappearance kept him mute and downeast, also. So
it was a gloomy party that disembarked from the
Pioneer at the Research building in Washington forty
minutes later. They repaired to the Secretary's office
at once.
X
ZORA and Dorothy had remained with Thelda,
and were doing their best to comfort her, though
Dorothy was in almost as hysterical a condition
as the mother. They had just received news of the
loss of the city of Youngstown when the videophone
again spoke. In fear and trembling Dorothy answered
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but lier fear changée! to joy when Walter's face appeared in the dise. Thelda swooned when Dorothy
shouted ont the good news.
"Oh, Walter," said Dorothy, with a sob in her voice,
"\\ e bave been so worried about you.
hy didn t you
let us know where you were?"
"l'm awfully sorry, darling," he replied, "but I am
al! right. I am in the Muséum of Ancient History
here in New York and have been so absorbed in what
I was doing that I did not even note the passing of
time. And I must rush back to Washington. I think
{ have found the way to repuise the enemy."
"Oh, Walter dear. That is marvelous. Do hurry.
I will advise Washington right away that you are coming."
"Ail right, darling. TU rush to the aero terminal
while you do that. Tell mother not to worry, won't
you ?"
"Yes dear. And l'm sure she'll recover now right
away. And sweetheart," she continued, shyly, 'Tm
awfully proud of you. I just knew you would do
something wonderful."
Walter laughed boyishly and with a cheerful farewell was gone. Dorothy spread the glad news through
the apartment and the tonic effect on Thelda was immédiate and complété. She laughed aloud in her relief
and joy, as Dorothy returned to the video to spread the
news still further.
Secretary Mdler sat at his desk in conférence with
Roy and the professer when the call came from Dorothy. They had just about given tip hope of coping
with this terrible enemy. Reports had corne in of the
destruction of two other cities, Houston and San Diego.
The whole world was in chaos. Ail had given up hope.
But the videophone System had been kept intact, the
operators remaining heroically at their posts. The
beam lane aero 'lines still maintained service, though
few cared to travel. Otherwise ail business and industry was at a standstill. The cities were gradually
becoming deserted, great numbers of the population
streaming out into the wilderness with what few belongings they could carry and with no attempt to hide
their fear and utter demoralization. Reversion to Savage instincts had already begun to crop out in certain
sections.
Roy and the professer shouted with joy when Dorothy's sweet face appeared in the dise, and the room
echoed with rejoicings when her news of Walter was
repeated. The group of scientists babbled excitedly
when they learned that Walter was on his way to Washington and claimed to have solved the problem with
which the world had been so suddenly confronted.
"But can it be possible that this mere boy is right
in his statements?" queried the Secretary.
"It would not surprise me at ail," the professer replied, "He is a great student and lias a marvelous
memory. He lias worked with me for some time, you
know, and, although still very young, he has already
made several important scientific discoveries. What he
has donc, no doubt, is to pore over some ancient volumes in the muséum to see what he could learn of the
old arts of warfare. and has stumbîed on to something."

An hour and a half remained before Walter would
arrive and the group in the Secretary's office waitcd
anxiously. No further news there was of further destruction wrought by the enemy, but a constant stream
of Mador's haughty radiograms poured in. Ail of
these referred to the final vengeance of Munan. Ail
pointed to a long drawn war in which the enemy intended to take their own sweet time and to make the destruction of the earth's civilization as leisurely and harrowing as possible.
Finally Walter burst into the room and, unceremoniously, rushed to the Secretary's desk. The professer rose to his feet and clasped the hand of the
flushed and panting youth. Roy hugged him to his
broad breast in sheer delight at knowing he was safe.
"TT 7ELL," asked the professer, "What have you
VV found, my boy?"
"The secret—and no mistake," answered Walter,
proudly, "Your discovery that the hull of the enemy
ship is made from phenol-resin impregnated fibre set
my mind to work. I remembered dimly having read
something regarding certain old experiments with the
material Micarta, so I rushed to New York and started
looking for the information. It was necessary for me
to read completely through sixteen musty tomes, but I
found it. Here it is."
Dramatically he laid a sheet of white paper on the
desk.
With trembling fingers the professer picked this up
and read aloud the copy made in Walter's careful hand:
"During recent years it was found in the research
laboratories of the large electrical manufacturers that
micarta and asbestos could be made to explode violently when subjected to high frequency current. The
time required varied from one-half a second to about
thirty seconds. These experiments were discontinucd,
since no particular value was attached to the discovery,
it being one for which no practical use could be found."
The professer looked up solemnly.
"He has found it ail right," he stated. "This boy
has donc what noue of us have been able to do and the
world surely will owe him a debt of gratitude. But we
must hasten. There is still much to be donc. We
must experiment this very night on the three enemy
craft now hovering so menacingly over Washington.
Have I your permission to proceed, Mr. Secretary?"
"Indeed you have," replied that officiai wearily, but
with new hope évident in his voice. "Go the limit."
The professer again became the human dynamo. Ile
issued his orders with celerity and décision. The scientists started on their several missions-eagerly. None
questioned the superior knowledge and ability of this
man, who had once before saved the world from as
great disaster as now threatened.
The Pioneer again was the scene of activity. The
professer with Roy. Walter, and Secretary Miller,
reached the staunch craft just as one of the aeros of the
Thomas Energy Company landed on the stage of the
Research building. From this aero two of the Secretary's men emerged and with them were half a
dozen of the Thomas men carrying between them two
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small but complicated electrical mechanisms. These
were hustled into the Pioneer and placed in accordance
with the professor's instructions. While supervising
the work he talked incessantly, as was his habit when
working out the détails of some problem.
"These, gentlemen," he commenced, "you will recognize as standard beam transmitters. We shall place
one in the stern compartment and one in the control
room. With these we shall be able to project two
beams in any desired direction, each beam capable of
ionizing the air for a distance of at least ten miles.
Since we have no collector on the enemy craft tuned
to the proper frequency we shall have to set up our
own current in the material of their shells. We do not
even know the exact frequency required, but that will
be easy to ascertain.
"We are soon to receive a generator capable of producing supersonic frequencies as high as half a billion
cycles per second, and we shall simply run it through
its range of frequencies until we find the proper one.
With our two beams of ionized air we have two electrical conductors over which we can transmit the high
frequency current and with both beams in contact with
one of the sph'eres we shall have a complété circuit.
When the proper frequency is determined we shall be
able to subject the micarta-like shells to a continuons
current of this frequency. The very dielectric losses of
the material will prove its undoing. Molecular friction. You see, the molécules become charged first
positively, then negatively, with the reversais of current and shift their positions in the mass correspondingly. When the frequencies of the reversais becomes
so great as to set up a terrifie internai beat due to the
friction between the rapidly shifting molécules, the
resulting expansion is so sudden that disruption is
bound to occur. I hope that a tremendously violent
explosion will resuit."
He was like a boy in his enthusiasm and when the
high frequency generator arrived he personally supervised its installation. By nine that evening ail was in
readiness and the Pioneer took off. The moon was very
brilliant and they could plainly see the three menacing
globes hovering high in the sky. One of these they
passed so closely that they were able to hear the throb
of its machinery. But they continued straight up until
about ten thousand feet above the nearest of the invaders. Here the professor stabilized the Pioneer and
left it hovering while he proceeded to the business at
hand.
THE enemy ship, though nearly two miles beneath
them, still appeared as a great bail, reflecting the
moonlight in myriad hues and tints. It was with keen
satisfaction that the professor observed Walter's excitement as he was given charge of one of the beam
transmitters and was instructed in its use. This one was
tested first and the faint purple haze marking its pencil-like beam was observed to move over the landscape
below at the will of the operator. The second one likewise tested out satisfactorily and Roy was stationed at
this.
At the professor's direction, both rays were trained
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on the globular ship below and two small purple spots
felt their way over the upper surface until they reached
opposite sides of the bail somewhere near the equator.
There they rested, ail unknown to the beings within.
Not until then did the professor start the high frequency generator and impose its current on the two
conducting beams, but when this was accomplished to
his satisfaction ail on board held their breath in eager
anticipation. What if the experiment were to prove a
failure after ail?
The hum of the generator increased gradually in
pitch. gliding smoothly up the scale of musical frequencies until it became a thin, fading scream. Then
it disappeared entirely and the silence was so intense
that each of the watchers became aware of the throbbing of his own puise. The frequency indicator
mounted to greater values and still there was no resuit
below. As time passed and nothing happened. one of
the men groaned. At that moment Walter exclaimed
excitedly ;
"Professor! The purple spots are changing color.
Hold the frequency at this point."
The professor adjusted the control to maintain constant frequency and he marked the spot on the indicator so as to be able to return to it again. Ail watched
breathlessly as the two tiny purple spots changed to a
bright orange, spreading rapidly in size. In less than
ten seconds the great bail was a beautiful pyrotechnie
display. Silently, majestically, it spread into a magnificent sunburst, lighting the countryside for miles
around and showering it with numberless incandescent
fragments. Seven seconds it took for the sound to
reach them—then the Pioneer was rocked by the force
of such a détonation as had never been heard by any
of the passengers. The sound was as of a terrifie
thunderclap, dose by, and the commotion in the atmosphère threatened to upset the vessel. Then ail was
again silent.
Cheers shook the Pioneer anew and its occupants behaved like so many school children, capering and slapping each other on the back in their glee.
But the professor proceeded immediately to the control room and set out after the other two spheres. One
by one these were done away with in the manner of the
first and it was a triumphant party that returned to the
landing stage of the Research building. They had been
away but thirty minutes.
XI
THAT night there was great rejoicing in Washington and in every city on the face of the earth.
The General News Bureau kept the videophone
going ail night and. as news of the destruction of the
three ships and of the rapid formation of defense plans
was spread to the wilderness by fast aeros, the panicstricken refugees gradually took heart and started a
straggling return to their own homes. Shamefacedly
they entered the cities. tired, dirty and bedraggled.
Stealthily they left the public ways and hid themselves
in their own quarters.
The professor organized the forces of the Department of Research. Ail night long he and his helpers
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Xr. less than ten seconds the great bail was a beautiful pyrotechnie display. Silently, majesîically, it spread into a magnificent
sunburst, lighting the countryside for miles around and showering it with numberless incandescent fragments.
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labored to have complété plans lor the defense of the
world put into effect before daybreak. The Thomas
Energy people collahorated to the utmost and by four
A. M. reports began coming in from ail over the world
announcing the completion of the tandem beam transmitters. It was very fortunate that standard apparatus
could be utilized; that every single city had the resources and spare equipment of the Thomas Energy
Company to draw from. When the first pink of dawn
colored the sky every last city had reported the completion of at least onc of the défensive weapons and
most of the largest cities had prepared as many as
ten. An improvement over the apparatus so hastily
put together on the Pioneer had been devised by the
professer and this, by his instruction, was incorporated
in' all of those constructed on land and in the acros
that were being fitted ont. The two separate beam
transmitters were now coupled together so as to produce parallel rays four hundred and seventy-five feet
apart, to exactly embrace one of the enemy ships and
to permit of one-man directing. A telescopic sight was
installed central to the two beams and this was provided with cross hairs to be centered on the sphères
when in the field of vision. Ail of the high frequency
generators were set to produce exactly the proper frequency as determined in the initial experiment.
No sooner had the sun showed its glowing rim above
the horizon than a radiogram was received, from the
enemy. It was évident from this that the rest of the
fleet had no knowledge of the loss of the three vessels
over Washington, also that the leader and instigator of
the expédition was still in command. The message
read :
"This is the great day. Our next blow is to be
directed at your City of New York. Remember Munan. Mador."
In rapid succession came other messages advising the
cities of Buffalo, Kansas City, New Orléans, and Montréal to préparé for their doom. No foreign cities were
mentioned, so it was presumed that the enemy intended
to destroy North America first before proceeding elsewhere.
"Now that we are prepared," said the professer in
a weary voice, as he arose stiff-kneed from the table
where he had worked for eight long hours, "we had
better set ont in the Pioneer to sort of supervise the
defense and give aid wherever it might be required.
First we shall go to New York and see what can be
donc there."
"That is a good idea, Professor," said Secretary
Miller. "We will keep in touch with you constantly
by video and I will have any instructions carried ont
that you might deem necessary."
Roy, Walter, and a picked force of the Research
men left at once in the professor's ship with him and
a very speedy trip was made to New York. They traveled at a high altitude—about twenty thousand feet—
and in less than thirty minutes were over Manhattan
Island. Far beneath them was a group of three of the
enemy ships and they were approaching close formation preparatory to starting the atomic storm. Since
the conducting beams could not be seen in daylight, the
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occupants of the Pioneer did not know whether or not
any were being trained on the sphères from the city
below. To make certain, the professor started his own
beam projectors and high frequency generator. With
the Pioneer left hovering he directed the twin beams
on one of the cluster of three globes, just as the sputtering of the starting arc became visible. As the frequency indicator reached the mark made on its scale the
preceding night, two of the spheres exploded simultaneously. The city defenders had been successful also !
THOSE of you who witnessed the destruction of
any of these monster ships from Venus will never
forget the terrifie force with .which they were blown to
atoms by the high frequency currents set up from above
or below. The violence of these explosions was so
great that seldom was even the tiniest fragment of vessel or occupant found. This was another piece of good
luck, since great harm must have resulted had any
portions of considérable size remained to be hurled to
the earth.
In this case the explosion of the first two actually
blastcd the third into the océan. It landed just outside
Sandy Hook with such a splasli that the resulting
waves swamped a number of seashorc resorts along the
coast. Manhattan was momentarily obscured from
view of the Pioneer by swirling clouds of minute fragments which were ail that remained of the destroyed
vessels. Dwellers in the city afterward reported that
the shock below was so great, though the explosion
occurred a mile overhead, that pictures were thrown
from the walls and glassware broken on the tables.
"That third one must not escape !" shouted the professor, as he dashed into the control room and headed
in the direction in which it. had been thrown.
In a few minutes he had reached the great globe,
now bobbing about on the surface of the océan, a few
miles ofï shore ncar Seabright. A giant rubber bail it
seemed to be, bounced about by the hands of unseen
Brobdingnagian bathers. But, for ail its destructive nature, it was a beautiful thing to behold and the watchers exclaimed in admiration as it rose from its watery
berth with the multi-colored, polished surface reflecting the light of the morning sun in blinding magnificence.
It was almost with sadness that the professor directed
the rays and pulled the switch which sent fhe high frequency current on its message of death and destruction. The great sphere was hardly five hundred feet
in the air when it exploded as had its predecessors.
The resulting concussion laid bare the bottom of the
océan for a space of several times the diameter of the
sphère, and it seemed to the observers that the piled-up
waters held their position for enough time to swallow
up the powdered remnants of the destroyed ship. Then
they rushed together with a crash that was heard foimiles and the resulting turbulence produced a waterspout which continued for fnlly ten minutes.
The videophone was speaking and while the professor swung the nose of his ship toward Long Island the
crew was advised from Washington of the successful
repuise of the enemy at Buffalo and Kansas City with
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the loss of six more of the enemy craft. That made
twclve so far—and one captured !
Another of the atomic-storm-producing arcs had jnst
been started over the western end of Long Island when
the Pioneer arrived. But it had not much more than
started when one of the enemy ships was blown to
bits by impulses from below. The othcr two were carried about a mile in différent directions by the force
of the explosion and the Pioneer headed after one of
these just as a huge air liner rose from the shore of
Brooklyn in pursuit of the other. These two put on
speed and started for parts unknown. But, with their
speed retarded by the density of the earth's atmosphère,
there was no escaping. A few seconds and ail was over
with them. That made sixteen !
The crew of the Pioneer was jubilant and the reports
coming in from Washington made them even more so.
New Orléans saved—Montréal—Détroit—Los Angeles
—Tampico. Fifteen more of the enemy vessels accounted for ! Now there remained but seventy-eight,
and the morning not half gone!
BUT suddenly came a cry for help. The Pioneer
was twenty thousand feet up and not an enemy
ship was in sight when the Secretary's voice excitedly
called :
"Professer ! Something has gone wrong with the
defense at Scranton and they report three of the enemy
craft approaching. Can you get there in time?"
"1 hope so. We'll try," answered the professor as
he returned to the controls, swinging his ship around
and heading westward with maximum accélération. In
five minutes they were within sight of the city and could
make out the three spherical shapes in close formation
as if about to start their work of destruction.
"Walter," called the professer, "Do you think you
can get one of them on the fly?"
"PII try, sir," rcplicd Walter. He rushed to the
telescopic sight and grasped the controls, rapidly swinging it around to the proper direction. With his eye
glued to the eyepiece he called to his father :
"Give her the juice, Dad !"
Roy pulled the switch. The boy's aim had been accurate, for a cloud of bursting particles obscured the
vision of the distant spheres. At least one of them had
been accounted for!
Walter was so impatient he could hardly wait until
the Pioneer was directly overhead. Then, without
further instruction from the professor. he trained the
deadly beams on first one and then the other of the
fleeing survivors. Three more ! And Walter had accounted for these three himself. He felt like a conqueror of old as he arose, shaking, from his position
at the sighting control. Thirty-four gone !
"Fine-work, my boy," the professor complimented
him, "I was afraid we would be too latc here. But
you saved the city ail right."
Walter was no more elated than was Roy, who secretly gloated over this achievement of his boy. He was
morally certain that he could not have accomplished this
thing himself at the speed at which the Pioneer was
traveling at the time. A great boy! he thought.

Hour by hour the reports continued from cities ail
over North America of attacks by the invaders and the
destruction of the great globes. Radiograms continued
to corne in from Mador and from the tone of these it
was quite évident he was puzzled. though it was also
apparent that he had not the slightest idea of how
unsuccessful the attacks of his fleet had been and of
the number of his ships destroyed. Evidently these
were so completely taken by surprise and so quickly did
they meet their fate that they had no time to apprise
Mador of what was going on. But he was becoming
suspicions on account of the lack of reports and, at
five P. M., announced in a message that he was going
to tour the North American continent and speed up the
work of destruction. By the time this message was
received it was calculated from reports received at
Washington that eighty-one of the enemy craft had
been accounted for. This, with the ship captured, left
only twenty-seven with which to cope.
What a surprise Mador was to receive when he made
the rounds !
For an hour or so no further news was received other
than reports from a few cities that the enemy ships
hovering in their locality had withdrawn and were no
longer in view. As time went on it appeared that no
further attacks were to be made that day, so the professor decided to return to Washington for the time
being.
In the Research Building great excitement prevailed.
The success of the battles against the enemy had keyed
everyone up to a spirit of jubilation that was as intense
as had been the préviens despair. Reports showed that
most of the cities had nearly resumed their normal activités, though there were still missing some of the
people who had fled to the wilderness. Many of these
would probably never return, since they were ttnequipped to cope with the dangers of the wild country
they had so rashly entered.
No further messages came from Mador and it was
beginning to be thought that the remaining twentyseven of his ships had quitted the earth's atmosphère
and started a retreat to their own planet. This theory
had gained such credence by six-thirty P. M. that the
news announcers were proclaiming it as an almost assured fact. Then it was suddenly upset by the announcement from the observatory of Washington that the
remains of the fleet had been sighted about five hundred miles above the earth's surface. The astronomers
had counted ail twenty-seven of them huddled together
as if in close conférence. There was considérable oï
an uproar again when it was determined that the fleet
was heading for the earth en masse, but this time it was
in anticipation of the complété annihilation of the fleet
which ail citizens now felt confident would resuit.
The fleet came at a rapid pace and it soon appeared that they were intending to attack in the hope
of overpowering the cities of the earth by sheer concentration of numbers. It was no doubt Mador's idea
that the defenders had only a very few of the défensive
weapons, since in ail cases except one his ships had been
destroyed one at a time. The course of the fleet was
determined as being directed at the city of New York
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and, as soon as this was assured, the professer again
nianned the Pioneer and started for his home city with
the same crew as before. Advices to the defense committee in New York started them in fnll préparation for
a décisive engagement with the entire body of the
enemy.
XII
THE enemy fleet had been sighted by the time the
Pioneer reached New York and the roof-tops of
the city swarmed with millions of people who had
assembled to witness the last great battle. The three
New Yorkers aboard the Pioneer were greatly concerned at seeing this, since they feared their own loved
ones might have joined the throng and woukl be subject
to danger in case any three of the enemy vessels succeeded in producing one of the atomic storms while
the defenders were engaged elsewhere. This fear was
fnrther increased when two hurried videophone calls
made by Waltcr resulted in no answer, either at his
own home or that oi the professer.
But the enemy was coming and they had little time
to consider the danger. Advice from the Bureau
showed that there were now eleven of the beam transmitters set up at varions points in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens, and Staten Island. In addition,
four huge air liners had been fitted ont and were in
their berths prepared for instant flight. The Thomas
Energy people had provided spécial beam energy for
each of these liners, the individual beams being so arranged that each could follow its own ship in any direction through any complicated maneuvers it might be
required to make, and still furnish uninterrupted
power.
The Pioneer, being invisible, was enabled to risc
straight up through the enemy fleet and take its position
about ten thousand feet above them.
Mador's plan of action was immediately apparent.
He first dispatched nine of his ships, in groups of three,
to the altitude of four thousand feet. One group centered over Manhattan, one over Brooklyn, and one
over Bronx borough. No sooner was this accomplished
than each group of three was backed up by three more
at an altitude of five thousand feet. The idea was evidently to start two arcs at each point simultaneously,
hoping to successfully produce an atomic storm with
the upper group in case the lower group was broken
up from below by the defenders. Mador did not reckon
with the Pioneer! But the Pioneer woukl indeed be
kept busy if it hoped to upset Mador's plan, since it
could not possibly be in more than one location at a
time.
"Walter," said the professer, "Your young eyes arc
quite evidently superior to my old ones in sighting our
weapon. So I am going to appoint you our gunner
for the rest of the fight."
"Thanks, Professer," said Walter, "Fil do my best."
His heart pounded madly at thought of the responsibility which was to be his. But he did not flinch. He
felt sure he could duplicate his previous success at
Scranton.
"I shall maneuver the ship," continued the profes-
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ser, "And 3-011, Roy, will please man the high frequency
switch and provide current to our little beams when
Walter gives the word."
"Righto, Nils," responded Roy. He was nearly as
enthusiastic as was his son.
At that moment the two arcs were simultaneously
started by the six ships beneath them.
"Now Walter," said the professer, "Get one of the
upper ones. We shall have to dépend on the defenders
of the city to get the lower ones.''
"Right, sir," said Walter as he peered through the
shilling length of the telescopic sight, manipulating the
two control wheels as he spoke.
"Shoot, Dad," he called breathlessly, as the cross
hairs intersected the exact center of one of the spheres
ton thousand feet below.
Roy closed the switch and ail watched eagerly. Less
than a half second intervened. Then the great bail
with its sputtering electrode went crashing into infinitely small bits. At almost the same instant one of
the lower ships went the same way—then a second
one. The defenders below were on the job, too ! Both
arcs were broken before they were well started.
As rapidly as he could sight the beams, Walter
shifted to the second of the upper spheres. It went the
way of the first and immediately afterward the third
of the lower ones exploded also.
WALTER was just about to train his sight on the
last of the six when one of the Research men
gave a startled exclamation :
"Look!" he shouted, "Staten Island is in trouble!"
It was true. Two groups of three globes each had
gotten into action over the island. One of the lower
ships had already been destroyed from below but the
arc from the upper three was widening in scope as they
retreated from each other. The survivors of the lower
group were scurrying out of range of the down-sweeping arc. The flare of the rapidly spreading vortex hid
from view of those on the ground the three ships producing it. But not so the Pioneer. Her crew had an
unobstructed view of the three upper ships. There
was no time to lose so the Pioneer was kept in its
position and Walter trained his sight on the nearest
of the distant spheres. By the time he shouted,
"Shoot !" to Roy the storm had commenced below
and a gaping hole appeared in the roof structure of the
city where the tip of the funnel had contacted. This
was exactly like a Kansas "twister," magnified in intensity a thousand times.
But once more Walter's eye was good and the atomic
storm ceased as abruptly as it had begun. One of the
ships producing it was gone. The second and third
followed at once as the clearing of the air gave those
below a clear view.
The Pioneer again turned its attention to the nearer
boroughs of the city. Manhattan was clear of the invaders, but over Brooklyn there appeared a new formation of six ships, with the upper arc well started
and the lower one just broken up by the destruction of
one of the three ships producing it, which was accomplished from below as they watched.
Walter had
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already trained his sight on one of the upper ships
vvhen a shout came from the stern compartment :
"Look !" called one of the Research men from his
look-out at that point, "The air liners have taken ofï !"
Sure enough, the four great ships had left their
berths on the south shore of Long Island and vvere
headed skyward at great speed. Each was a thousand
feet long—their length more than twice the diameter of
the enemy ships. But these ships, which normally carried three thousand passengers, were slender cylindrical
affairs of great beauty, vvith hlunt noses and long tapering tails.
They had ohserved the same thing as had heen évident to those on the Pioneer—that the upper group of
attackers was obscured from view below by the flaming
arc produced by the lower group, however brief its
duration. The four were heading toward a point above
the attackers now over Brooklyn and three of them
soon reached a stratégie position for putting their beams
into use. The fourth, however, came in a little too close
to one of the ships of the upper group where the huge
arc had started. Not realizing the tremendous power
released by these machines, they did not fear the resuit
of passing so closely. But the professer knew they
were headed for disaster and he cried aloud in impotent warning.
Just then, when the liner was not a thousand feet
from the nearest sphere, it seemed to hait in mid-air.
Slowly it poised a moment, then like a plummet dropped
sickeningly for the city far beneath. Swifter and
swifter it fell until it plunged with a great crash into
the roof structure of the city and disappeared in the
midst of falling débris, leaving a great black canyon
in the crowded upper surface of Brooklyn.
The
watchers in the Pioneer almost wept in the realization
of the hundreds of lives lost at this point. But nothing
could be done about it now. And the three remaining
liners had already accounted for two of the upper
enemy ships, thus breaking the arc and its threatening
atomic storm.
Another group, this time of only three, was forming
over Manhattan when the videophone spoke;
"Professer," came the voice of Secretary Miller,
"Three of the enemy ships have withdrawn and are
leaving. It is believed that one of them contains the
leader, Mador. We must get them or they will return
to Venus and organize another and more terrible expédition against us. Start for them immediately."
"Very well, Mr. Secretary," he replied, and at once
searched the skies for the departing ships.
He soon sighted them and the Pioneer started upward at an angle so sharp and with such an accélération
that its occupants were mostly thrown to the floor.
Fortunately the speed of the bulky enemy craft was not
so great in the denseness of the lower atmosphère and
the Pioneer rapidly drew near enough for the first shot.
Walter held to the sight like a leech and was soon rewarded by the great spreading puff that told of the end
of one of the machines. Still the speed of the remaining two increased and they were many miles above the
earth when the second one was hit. The third was still

more difficult and the professer was almost doubtful of
succcss. They had traveled so far that the air was now
extremely rare, and, when ionized by the tvvin beams,
was a very poor conductor of the high frequency current. But just when Walter likewise had about given
up hope—for the beams had been trained on their mark
for a full minute—success came.
With this one,
though, there was not the violent explosion that had
marked the destruction of its fellows. It was moré of
a fusing action, the great sphere slowly changing shape
and commencing to melt and drip like a lighted candie.
Leisurely the hull dissolved and fell away in huge,
bubbling streamers. The interior was exposed to view
and the crew could be seen rushing about in despair
and gasping for breath in the thin air as the ship took
fire and lost headway. Soon the great, smouldering,
teetering cage tilted sharply and started its earthward
descent.
THE Pioneer was close enough for ail on board to
see the figure of a man on the remnants of the control platform shaking his fists at the earth in a violent
gesture of futile rage.
"That's Mador, as sure as you're a foot high," said
the professer, "And watch him. He's going to jump."
Jump he did, with a last despairing, strangling gesture. The war was over !
"Great Scott !" groaned Roy, with sudden realization
of the possibilities, "They'll fall in the city and kill
many more of our people."
"I think not." the professer reassured him, "For it
seems to me that we have progressed in an eastward
direction and should now be well out over the Atlantic.
But we'll follow them and see."
The Pioneer dropped in the vvake of the wrecked
ship, which, having reached denser air, was now flaming violently. They arrived at a safe altitude just in
time to see the remaining twisted mass of structural
métal work and machinery vanish in the depths of the
océan with a cloud of steam and bbiling water marking the spot. Sighs of relief were breathed as they
headed for New York.
When they arrived over the city everything was quiet
and the roof tops were deserted except for groups of
workmen who were clearing up the débris around the
great gaps in the upper surfaces of Staten Island and
Brooklyn.
"Now to see that our folks are safe," said the professer. He headed the Pioneer for his own laboratory
and she was soon cradled in her own berth. "Sorry
to leave you fellows to your own resources," he apologized to the Research men, "But we simply must find
out how things are at our homes. And you can take
the next air liner to Washington, so you will not lose
much time getting back."
The men assured him that this arrangement was entirely to their satisfaction and. knowîng his anxîéty and
that of his companions, did not delay them farther with
the congratulations and praise they wîshed to bestow.
The group parted company at the northbound movîng
way.
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xm
WHEN the three adventurers burst into Roy's
apartment they foimd three solemn-faced
women sitting before the videophone; But, on
seening them. the three women rose as one and, with
cries of joy, rushed to the arms of their men. It was
a joyous sextet that evening and tears gave way to
laughter and merriment. The happiness of the parents
was no greater than that of the two younger members
of the party. And then and there consent was given
and arrangements madc for the marriage of Walter
and Dorothy.
^
Secretary Miller cailed the professer to the videophone and advised him that the Président wished him
to appear in Washington on thé following day with
his two companions. He hinted at a reward for their
services, but the professer laughingly protested and
asked only to be left alone with his family and friends
until the next day. This was agreed to with good
natured hanter on the part of the Secretary, and the
professer returned to the rest of the group.
The women's description of the battle as seen from
the city roofs was exceedingly interesting to the men,
who had viewed it only from above. The concussions
had been so terrifie when experienced from below that
many of the thick skylights over the upper ways were
broken by the numerous shocks. The three air liners
destroyed five of the enemy craft altogether and returned safely to their berths. But where the fourth
had fallen, its machiner}' paralyzed by the power radiated from the enemy ship it had neared, great damage
was donc. The apartments of fully five hundred families were destroyed in its crash down through the city
structure and the lives of six hundred citizens in addition to those of its own crew of one hundred and fifty
had been snuffcd ont. On Staten Island nearly eight
hundred had lost their lives during the brief time in
which that portion of the city was subjected to the
atomic storm. And the destruction of property in
those few seconds was widespread. an area over a thousand feet in diameter having been torn down through
fully fifteen of the upper levcls of the city. Six levcls
of moving ways had been entirely paralyzed and were
still not in opération.
After but little more than an hour's conversation the
men became so wearied that they could scarcely remain
awake. The réaction had set in and it was agreed that
they must obtain sleep and plenty of it. Small wonder
there was too. for the three had slept only in brief
snatches during the preceding five days. So the party
broke up at an early hour. the professer taking Zora
and Dorothy with him to their own apartment.
Next day the professer was advised by Secretary
Miller that the Président expected him at the capitol
at three P. M. with his two companions and their famibes. The professor notified Roy and the six met at
the Washington Air Line terminal at one o'clock.
There they were escorted with considérable ccrcmony
and célébration to the great beam-Iane ship that was to
rush them to the world capitol.
At two fortv-five they disembarked in Washington
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and were immediatcly ushered into the presence of the
Terrestrial Président in his own private office. He
personally thanked the men for their work and told
them of the meeting that was cailed for three o'clock
in the assembly hall of the Capitol building. They left
for this meeting, not knowing what to expect, and were
completely astonished when the Président led them
ont to the center of the platform facing an audience
of fully fifty thousand people.
Upon their entrance the audience jumped to its feet
and the auditorium resounded to the din of the clapping, cheering, and whistling. Ali about them on the
stage were the high officiais of the Terrestrial Government, including the Secretaries of ail Dcpartments and
the Vice-Presidents of the European, Asian, African,
and South American Divisions. It was a great réception and it was with much confusion for them and with
many more cheers from the crowd that the visitors
were led to their seats.
WHEN order was restored, the Président stepped
to the speaker's desk before the General News
Bureau videophone and addressed the two audiences,
those présent in the auditorium and the vastly greater
audience watching and listening to the proceedings in
private and public videos ail over the world:
"People of the world," he began. "We bave assembled today to give honor and thanks to Professor Nilsson and his able assistants, Roy and Walter Hamilton,
for their work in saving our civilization from untold
disaster—possibly from complété destruction. It is
just twenty years since the professor and Roy Hamilton saved the world from the equally serions menace of
the inhabitants of Munan. They were not sufficientlv
recognized or honored at that time. but it is our intention to make up for it now as well as is possible. I will
ask the three heroes of the War of the Planets to step
to the desk so that you can ail view them at dose range."
Roy, Walter, and the professor approached the Président in great embarrassment. standing beside the large
dise of the videophone and dircctly facing the visible
audience. Again the hall rang with the plaudits of
those within. The professor fidgeted and fussed. Roy
and Walter appeared nervous and ill at ease. But
Dorothy hugged her mother and Thelda in lier glee.
"Now. ladies and gentlemen," the Président continued, "1 shall get down to cases. Kardos, the commander of the captured enemy ship, lias finally been
inducéd to talk. He lias told us'many things and from
his révélations it is certain that further warlike moves
against us are planned by the people of Venus. His
story of the machinations and plottings of Mador and
the Munanese he brought with him to Venus would
make your blood curdle. Further than this Kardos
assures us that Mars is inhabited by intelligent créatures and that they are also in league with the people
of Venus and are planning an expédition of conquest
to our fair planet.
"For nearly five centuries there lias been no war on
our earth. Therefore no Department of War lias been
necessary in our unified government. But we have
today organized a new Department of Defénse—a de-
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partment to investigate conditions on the two planets
named and to préparé our world for defending itself
against any attacks which might be made by them. I
hereby appoint Professer Nilsson as Secretary of Terrestrial Defense."
The professer gazed in open-mouthed wonder, while
the crowd again went wild with joy.
"Do voit accept, Professer?" askcd the Président.
"Why—I guess so—and thank you for the unexpected honor," he stammered.
Zora beamed with pride and Dorothy could scarcely
be kept to her seat, so great was lier enthusiasm and
anticipation.
"Xext we come to that brave lad, Walter Hamilton,"
continued the Président, "He it was who thought of the
old book wherein he had read of the ancient experiments with material similar to that of which the hulls
of the enemy vessels were composed. He it was who
obtained this information for the professer, thus making possible the development of the apparatus with
which those vessels were destroyed. I hereby présent
Walter with the highest honor which our Terrestrial
Government can bestow upon a private citizen, the
Medal of Distinguished Accomplishment."

Once more the hall rang with applause as Walter,
flushing to the roots of bis hair, stood close while the
Président pinned to the breast of bis coat the coveted
décoration. Needless to say, Dorothy was starry-eyed
in her joy at this présentation.
"Thank you, Mr. Président," said Walter, suddenly
finding that his hands had grown unaccountably large
and very much in the way. Thrusting them into his
pockets, he grinned and shifted from one foot to the
other.
"And last, but by no means least," said the Président, "we come to Roy Hamilton, Walter's father.
It was he who was called to Munan a score of years ago
by the golden voice of the woman who is now his
helpmate and the mother of his son, whom we have
just honored. His work with Professer—I should
say, Secretary—Nilsson at that time, as in the présent
case of the War of the Planets showed great courage
and the spirit of the soklier. I hereby présent him also
with the D. A. medal and, in addition, commission him
to supervise the art work to be carried out in the
building which is to be erected in Washington in memory of those who lost their lives in this, the first interplanetarian war."
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THE WAR OF THE PLANETS
It was Roy's turn to be surprised and hc stammered
and flushed even more than had Walter. The commission was a big one and would makc him independent for
lifc in addition to increasing bis prestige greatly.
"Thank you sir," he said simply.
The Président again spoke: "To conclude tins ceremony 1 wish to extend the sincere gratitude of our
entire workl to these three. As to Secretary Nilsson—
his discretionary powers in the administration of the
new Depaitment are to be absolute and he has the
entire resources of the Department of Scientific Research at his disposai, as well as the jtaptured enemy
ship. I do not wish to make any definite recommendations as to the personnel of his Department, but I
feel that it will be greatly to his advantage if he retains Walter Hamilton as his personal assistant in the
great work he is to carry ont. No doubt he will also
find Roy Hamilton as loyal an ally and supporter in
his new work as he has in the past."
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The professer nodded vigorously. "You bave taken
the words out of my mouth, Mr. Président," he said.
"I had intended to ask your advice on the very point.
My two dear friends shall always be with me."
He grasped the hands of both as pandemonium broke
loose in the hall.
Dorothy's pride was manifest to everyone on the
platform and when Walter returned to his seat lier
enthusiastic hugging and kissing of the much flustered
youth sent ail those dignified officiais into raptures of
delight.
When, a little later, the meeting broke up with
wild démonstrations, Roy and the professor, with
Thelda and Zora at their sides. stood in the wings,
watching. Walter and Dorothy, ail unmindful of the
great men crowding about them. stood hand in hand.
talking earnestly of the future. Pride in these two
filled the hearts of the parents as they too spoke of the
future and what it might hold in store for them ail.

THE END
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By A. HYATT VERRILL
Ç<TORIES about nuls are no longer a novelly in fiction.
•A S cicntifiction si or les about ants hâve been written
before.
Dut zce iinbesitalingly sfate that this nezo si or y, by
the zccll-knozvn wrilcr. is no doubt the great est ant si or y
that has ever been conceivcd.
The editor of Ibis magasine, in a lolk zvith Mr. Verrill,
zvho is not nnly an author of note, but a noled explorer as
zvell. usked him to do a spécial ant story for this magasine.
Il is interesting la note, that praclically the entire story
zous zvrillen in the South American ' jungle, during Mr.
Verrill's lalcsl expédition.
Reader s zeill rcmember that Mr. Verrill discovered a
neze race of bearded Indians ncar the Pcruz-ian zcilds in
South America. Onlsiilc of tins, Mr. Verrill has for many
ycars been making a deep study of ants and their habits,
and the things that he tells us of them in this story are
not al ail exaggerated. If you magnify the usual ant. you
zaill h ave cxaclly zvhal Mr. Verrill gtves us in this notable
document.
We zvîsh to impress upon the reader. the important facl
that the habits of the ants as described in this story are
scienlifically accurate. in praclically ail respects.

Î-JERE is a story that no doubt zcill arouse a good deal
-*■ of controversy. It probably zcill be denounced in many
quart ers, zvhile in olhcrs il zcill be praiscd lo the skies.
H'e liz'C in a machine âge. On!y efficiency and accomplishmcnl is of any Importance in our présent schcme of
life. Everything zvorks a Ion g the stencil line nozeadays.
Il'e zccar the saine clolhes, of zehich several Ihousand are
cul zvith the saine die ; zve zvear the saine sort of shoes, ail
made by the saine machines and ail alike. including the
po/ish ; zve eat the saine sort of fond, coming oui of the
saine cans. by the million; zve read the saine kind of lileralure, prinlcd by the Ihousand and the hundred-thousand.
The slamp of the machine is upon our bodies and upon
our minds. IVe ail act alike. and corne prclly near thinking alike. fl sccms to be quile the Ihing for ail of us In
be as cxaclly alike as zve possihly eau be. If zve Z'ary this
formula, ever so Utile, zve hecomc conspicuous al once,
zvhich is not alzvays lo our liking.
And zvhen II cornes to the great indnslrial inlerests, the
big employers nalurally expert to have efficiency. zvhich
apparenlly they can on!y get by having their zvorkers ail
perform a Ion g certain mechanical Unes. Ail mus! zvork
alike in certain endeavors and ail mus! perform alike if
resulls are lo be had.

Fezv people are inferested enough to study a dry scientific zvork of anl-life. but here zce are given the greatest
scientifiction story of ants and the zvay they live, mode
parlicularly interesting because il is in fiction forni.

What is the logical end? Read Dr. Keller's most absorbing story. Il zvill open your eyes. !' zvill probably
Ihrill you. or perhaps you zvill zvax hot zvith indignation—
ail depending upon your tempérament.

In nrder lo cnhance the z'alue of the story, the editor
has taken the liberty lo bring in a number of illustrations
taken from zcell-knozim scientific zvorks.

At any rate, this is one of Dr. Keller's best efforts
so far.
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Author of: "Vandals from the Moon."
CHAPTER I

a periodical were rarer yet. His youngest son. the family's pride, had been my roommate at Princeton durInterview a Man With a Hobby
ing our student days, and the friendship that later
developed between his father and me. put me on the
i.HE Sciciitific News was a semi-technical
________________ staff of the Sciciitific News.
jmonthly which
Bulger, Bernard Ilmore
catered to the
NT01' sincc "The Second Ddugc'' lias there heen a story
Bulger
was his whole name.
scienti
f
i
cal
ly
* that can bc coniparcd al ail tvilh "The Si.vth Glacier."
S
was
the
editor-in-chief. A
minded laymen
Gcologists tel! us that the carth lias heen visited by five
glacial periods in the d'un past, running bock over an ne tuai
dried-up and garrulous litas much as it did to the sciperiod of millions of years. IVhy Ihese glaciers appeared tle old man with an abentists to whom mechanics,
periodically and dc-castatcd the earlh is nol ter// knoivn. It
normally large head, a vétchemistry, or astronomy
is certain, that if there terre glacier periods, there te/// bc
éran of the éditorial desk
meant bread and board.
■more glacier periods in the future.
and
one to whom the very
Old Hillsboro had founded
In any event, the author is using this thème for the basis
of
a
most
extraordinary
story.
IVc
confcss
ter
hâve
never
air that he breathed meant
the paper nearly a quarter
read the llke of it before. And for imagination, sound sciciino more than did the black
of a century ago when scitific reasoning and the inclusion of important détail. Marins
and
white pages of the Scientific periodicals were rarer
ccrtainly de serve s high crédit. In addition to ail of Ihis, the
enti fie News. To the littlc
than they are now and
story makes excellent rcading. It ccrtainly is onc of the
oulstanding stories of the y car.
that he ever deigned to
laymen, who had a prédilecwrite, for he delved in scition for the perusal of such
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Eut the glacier heeded nothing. It mercly moved on, bayward, a jagged field of ice. It brushed the tall Statue of Liberty to one side
. . . hurling huge cakes of ice high into the air . . . It tore the long bridges from their stony foundations
and then crushed theni to pièces underneath its icy feet.
ence Imt feebly. lie signed himself as Btiî. Yesterday T
stood face to face with him in the untidy, paperlittered inner recess of liis sanctum. He glanted up at
me from beneath his green eye-shade, as he slowly
chewed the wet stub of an uniit cigar. his blue Nordic
eyes twinkling merrily behind the powerful glasses of
his spectacles.
"You here at last, eh?" he said rather a bit cnrtly,
I thought. His voice was dry and raspy. the words
snapping oui of his mouth in a staccato-fashion, like
the bullets ont of a machine-gun. Then. without allowing me time for a reply, he continued, "Care to see
Dunraven. eh? You know Dunraven?"
"I—which—who—Dunraven?" I began a bit unccrtain and hesitating.
"Oh. corne, corne." snapped the little man, a bit irritated. "Dunraven the old street-car magnate. Stephen
Reynard Dunraven who lives in the big white house on
West Eighty-third Street. You know the place well,
or at least you ought to know it. you've been chasing up
and down there ever since last Christmas. Take a
run up there now, eh ?" He stopped short.
"TTyTHAT am I to see this Mr. Dunraven. streetVV car magnate, about?" I asked. taking advantage
of the pause in his Niagara of words.
"About a hobby which he's got."
"A hobby. I see."

"Yes. he's" nuls over some kind of a science study—
Polontogy, or something. I know very little of such
stulï. Ont of my line entircly. l'm clectricity. you
know. pure and simple. Was raiscd on it. Suckled on
the love of volts and amperes with my mothcr's milk.
Pa was one of Bell's first disciples and I drink carrent
ont of a storage battery, so to speak."
"Paleontology, the science of the long ago," I interrupted him. "I see. So 1 am to interview him on
paleontology. But what is this hobby of his that you
speak of ?"
"That's it. Paleontology. as you call it. That's his
hobby. That and keeping mum. Heavens, but that
man. when he wants to get way back into his shell,
lias ail the qualitics of an oyster. But you run along
now and interview him. You know a thing or two
about this paleontology. At least young Hillsboro used
to take it quite to heart at collège—bones and fossils
and such things, and you roomed with him. Something
of it. ought to have stuck to you. So run along now
and try to get a writc-up for the next issue. You had
better hurry."
His desk-chair tilted forward to its natural position
with a squeak and his huge head fell down.
"One moment please. What's old Dunraven and his
hobby been doing? Anything ont of the way?
"Oh yes." The eyes twinkled and his walnut-face
pcered up at me once more, and again the big chair
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squeaked a protest as he leaned backwards. "Ile's been
running about the country for a year or so now making
lots of noise about a change in wcather that is soon
to come. A—"
"It is kind of warm for spring."
"Warm? No, no. Good hcavens, man. no. Not
warm. Cold. Cold is what he wants, and lots of it.
and don't you forget that whcn you're on West Eightythird street. Much cold. A coming glacier that is
even now on its way. ready to freeze up the world.
A new ice âge, the pre-historic glacial period of the
post-Pliocene of a hundred-thousand years ago ail over
again. Snow and ice to be as far south as Arizona.
Sleigh-riding on Palm Beach."
He gave vent to a hen-cackle of a laugh at this bit
of witticism. His face became redder. Then once
again a wrinkled countenance and a pair of boyish
cyes were confronting me.
"You see. he's been ont paleontology-izing somewhere
in north Mexico where he ran across some old Indian
ruins. Aztec or something—very old. Well, he got
together a Greaser pick-and-shovel crew and started
digging. Pretty soon they unearthed a city, a very
ancient citj'. mostly dust. It proved to be the abode
of a hitherto unheard of civilization that flourished in
ils prime, about the time when you and I were jumping about on the tree-tops and cracking each others'
skulls whenever the fight was on. A nation lived there
when the Neanderthal man ran wild ail over Europe.
To make a long story short, he daims that he found
a mouldcd and time-defaced tablet of gold in the ruins
of one of the ancient buildings, and after a crowd of
Egyptologists and experts on hieroglyphic picture-writing got through with it. up pops the old fellow with
a warning of another ice-age soon to come, just like
the one the world had a thousand centuries ago. New
York. London. Paris, Tokio. ail of them are to be
crushed and buried underneath a mile of ice. Pretty
good story, eh ? He wrote to practically every scientibc and pseudo-scientific papcr in this country and in
England. He wrote to many papers that are not scientific. These rich men with hobbies never stop at
anything. And he became much peeved because no one
paid any attention to him. Regular sore-head. Earle
of the Scicnce-Uiiioii, a weekly, was one of the few
who took him up. He wrote Dunraven, asking for a
brief statement of facts. Earle himself told me that
Dunraven's reply required quires of paper to print.
It was at least fifty-thousand words long. He condcnsed it into four columns of print and let his readers
bave it. together with the old man's picture, whereupon
Dunraven wrote him again—a long letter—telling him
just what kind of an éditorial ass he was. Then he shut
up shop altogether and refused to talk paleontology to
anvone. He's still sore. Pretty vain, eh?"
"And I am to interview him about—"
"About this discovery of his. the coming ice-age.
the sixth one. We've had five already, and now. so
says Dunraven. a new glacier is due. And who can
tell but that the old bird may be right? But be careful. The old fellow. so T hear, is down with the gout
and not very cheerful. and his temper was never oî

the best. But \ou're big enough to look ont for yourself, though I hardl\- believe he would be violent. At
least while he is suffering front the gout. You ought
to be able to handle him ail right. You've been running around with his daughter ever since lier dress
caught fire at that poor children's fund Christmas tree
])artv last year. when you played hero. Well, noue of
the other boys are any too anxious. At any rate get a
line on it by hook or crook. May be more to it than we
suspect and it pays to be first. Anything is legitimate
in this game, you know. We're the one's responsible.
Now git."
STEPHEN REYNARD DUNRAVEN. practically
sole owner of the Seaboard Rapid Transit, had
never played true to the rich man hero oî fiction. He
had not come over in the steerage, a poor immigrant
boy, had never been a bare-footed country lad. nor a
ragged city street Arab nor had he worked himself
to riches and famé by his own efforts and ability. On
the contrary, he was the pampered only son of wcalthy
Sir Cecil Dunraven. an English nobleman, who came,
saw, and conquered on this side of the Atlantic. His
youth. just as his early manhood, was spent with the
complété abandon of those to w'nom lime and expense
are nothing. When his father. the old British peer.
died, he left ail of his worldly goods to his only heir
and so. though nominal!}- only, Stephen Reynard became the guiding hand of an entire traction trust. In
rcality, however, the gaylights claimed him as their own,
and though later years had tended to sober him down,
he still retained much of the colorful attire and the
love of the adventurous. that marks the gay-blade.
Then. when an unrelenting nature began to insist upoh~
tolls long overdue and gout and asthma laid heavy
hands upon him. he ceased to offer further worship at
the gay altar of Bacchus and the energy which once
upon a time had been expanded on Broadway, in Dcauville. and a't iMonte Carlo was now given vent more
sedately in the realms of science. In the clay with
which he was moulded had been mixed a quantitv of
that stuff which the world knows as stick-to-it-iveness.
He had the virtue, the blind virtue, of perseverance,
the bulldog's grit for hanging on. Just as pleasures had
claimed him in his youth with a force which an outraged nature alone was able to tear asunder. so in
later and more sober years, that which took the place
of the gay, white lights held this never quiet man.
Paleontology became such a hobby to him as photography is to the inveterate Kodak fi end or stamp-collecting to the incurable, rabid chaser after old postage
stamps. And just as at one time he lived his life in
an atmosphère filled with wine, music. and laughter, so
now he dwelled in a primordial atmosphère of musty
catacombs. dusty ruins. and ancient cities, the inhabitants of which had long ago become one with the
éléments from which they had sprung, a fanatical worshipper at the altar of dry mummies. resurrected
dinosaurs. and Piltdown skull alike.
AN immaculate and time-ravaged butler, a héritage
of the Dunraven estate, ushered me into the
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presence of thc prematurcly ageiî traction-niagnate.
He was in his study—sunk deep in the soft depths of
a plush chair, one of his feet propped up on a stack of
vclvet cushions and a baskctful of tiny, fragile bits of
bones spread over on his lap.
'Lo. Bender," he grumbled, when he caught sight
of nie; then more softly, "Clara will be back soon.
Corne here and sit down next to me." His tone implied
thaï lie was not in the best of moods.
"Been having a messy lot of trouble lately with some
of these periodicals that call themselves scientific," he
opened the conversation abruptly, as was his habit.
"I see." I was preparing for an opening and had
to be careful.
"Of course you've heard of my little 'find' in Mexico.
An ancient ruin, very ancient. a city a thousand centuries old. A city that was old when man was still
in the tree-tops and the caves, The dailies and a few
of your scientific sheets gave it a write-up, but very
little, indeed. Yet, Bender, the future of ail civilization
hangs on it as if by a thread. l'm not exaggerating a
bit. Ail civilized lifc."
He paused meditatively enthralled in his bones. I
broke into the silence.
"That is the very reason why I am here, Mr. Dunraven," I began in almost apologetic tone. "I am, as
you know, connected with a periodica! that—"
I stoppcd short, for he had started to snort like an
angry bison.
"Uh-huh. Oh. yes. The Scientific News, a sheet
that caters to those who want their science eut and
dried, and made up in pill form. energyless ones who
lack the spine to fight or the brain to reason ont a
thing for themselves. Make-believe Pasteurs, milksop
Galileos, parrot Marconis. So thcy've given me a
tumble at last, ch. Even send their hound-pups on my
trail. Getting scarcd. or what? Too cold already? The
ice is on its way, eh? Or maybe the prospects of a
golden harvest to lie reaped on the scientific back of
old Steve Dunraven? No? Then can it really be thât
the glacier story lias finally penetrated even a submediocre cranium and tliat this is the first yelp for
help ont of the scared pups? Ont with it, young fcllow.
What's stirring in the éditorial circle?"
His manner, though brusque, had the tone of the
curions man behind it, and I felt somewhat reassured.
Emboldened I opened my mouth as if to speak but he
stopped me with a gesture. He was vain and to him
this was the sweet nectar of revenge. I allowed him
to proceed uninterrupted and was a silent listener to
a half hour of déclamations directed at the heads of a
score of editors.
"Your own paper. the Scientific News, he wound up"
his tirade, glaring at me, "is the best of this sordid lot,
but even so it falls short of the mark. Nets the tiny
fish but lets the big ones go—the important ones which
really count."
He had lost ail of his former heat and fury which
I feared would develop into apoplexy, and was now
more of the lecturer or the teacher before the class.
He rang a bel! and almost instantly a noiseless Jap
serving-man appeartd. entering on feline feet. He took
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a brief order for refreshments with dark, immobile
features, and then retired as silently as he had corne.
"Ido," remarked the stout amateur of science, "an
Oriental relie as silent and as expressionless as any
Budelha statuette of his native East. Strange peoplc
these Orientais—at least, strange to us."
The Jap serving-man came and went again, cat-like,
silent.
"Now." said the scientist, settling back on his soft
seat and raising his glass, "1 will tell you a story."
CHAPTER H
Thc Man With a Hobby Tells a Story
'♦A BOUT a year ago and despite my gout, which is
f-\ bothering me now." continued the talker amid
-L
the clinking of chipped ice against fragile glass,
"1 decided to ramble to and fro in the sandy wastelands of Mexico in pursuit of my hobby. Mexico,
abounding in remains historié, pre-historic, savage,
semi-savage, and primordial, is a véritable Paradise for
the archeologist and the paleontologist. as well as for
the seeker after historical facts. It is a fertile and still
only slightly explored field for every science, from
Zoology to sociology. It had civilizations when Rome
was young. Square mile after square mile even to-day
lies unexplorcd between our border and that of Central
America and no discovery above or beneath that soil
would surprise me one whit."
"Near a little railroad town on the Sur Pacifico de!
Mejico, named Hermosillo. Dame Fortune so twisted
the webs of my iife that I had the luck to run into
a young mining engineer who had just returned from an
unfortunate gold-seeking venture along the Yaqui
River. He had barely escaped with his life from that
aîmost forbidden territory of America's most savage
of redmen. His partner, an aged metallurgist and a
man of scientific inclinations, had been killed bv the
Yaquis and among his scanty belongings, the youthful
engineer and gold-hunter had found a crude map hastily
drawn with pencil on a brown paper bag. Time and
rough usage had acted to obliterate thc map and as the
young man was not possessed of much patience, the
decîphering was a failure and so on the following day
the unfortunate gold-hunter started back for his native
England.
"By ail means this should have been the natural
end of my story. yet the twists of chance were such
that the disappointed. Englishman left his map behind
him and on the following night, not having anything
more ttseful at hand, curiosity, that virtue of vîrtues
of the scientific mind. tenqited me to ponder over the
roughly sketched map on the Manila paper bag.
"It showed roughly the sketch of a hill or mound.
A hillock such as are common among high mountains,
was set at one end of it like a tiny nodule on a very
round potato. A poorly sketched cabin with the almost
obliterated words 'house' and 'ancient ruins' was
indicated at the foot of this nodule. The rest of it
was measurements and names, ont of which I could
make nothing. Upon a close scrutiny I managed to
decipher the ail but obliterated word 'Magdalena' and
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an indicating arrow at the extreme right of the map.
It was the key to the puzzle.
course it is needless for me to tell you that I
V_^ allowed very litlle time to pass ere I was at
the scene so obscurely depicted on the map. A bloodhound of science must follow even the remotest of
dues, and so one day later the little town of Magdalena
became my home and headquarters. On the morning
of the second day I went forth to investigate. The
third day found me wild with excitement.
"The mound was there. The map had not lied nor
was it the idle offspring of some over-imaginative mind
in search of something to do, and my chase had not
been empty. At one end of it. as indicated, was the
mound and at the foot of this stood a ramshackle
apology for a cabin. Years ago, probably. some gypsy
peon had stopped long enough in his vagabondage to
taise a crop of corn or beans there and had built this
little abode for the shelter of himself and his family.
Beside it appeared what at one time undoubtedly had
been the entrance to a shaft or excavation. Upon examination this proved to be about ten or twelve feet
deep and about five feet wide, and had ail the appearances of a very old well which had gone unused for
many years. I decided to investigate.
"With the help of a hired peon, I started to dig and
we dug laboriously to a depth of about twenty feet
into the soft bowels of the earth and then the bottom
caved in beneath us, and we fell an extra ten feet.
My half-breed helper was badly scared but this newest
discovery only augmented my ardor. I decided to go
deeper yet and, despite the pleas and warnings of
Pancho, recommenced digging. I was rewarded amply,
for after a very few strokes of my pick I struck rock,
or rather brick. I cleared away some loose earth and
you can imagine my surprise when I picked up the
fragment of a time-hallowed wall. A minute later, with
throbbing heart, I was contemplating a part of some
very ancient structure made up of bricks of a dull red
hue. I shouted a 'Eurêka' which almost scared the
wits ont of Pancho who. armed with a shovel, retreated
to one end of the gloomy pit as if expecting an immédiate attack from a madman.
"The short twilight was now in the skies overhead,
and so deciding to follow up this bizarre due on the
morrow. I made use of dangling rope. and together with
Pancho. emerged to safety and mediocrity.
"The next day I returned to Magdalena for additional assistance.
"The taie that the post-Pliocene strata into which I
had dug unfolded to me was one which no man had
ever been told before. The record, ever so ancient,
that Time as it passed had left behind it beneath the
mound, to let the world know of its slow but sure
predatory raids, was set before me awaiting only the
translation which the geologist and the archeolgist alone
can give. The entire story of the re-elevation of the
continents and the restoration of milder climates that
so marked the post-glacial years and brought on the
advent of true man, was open before my eyes in this
little excavation.

««T T 7"ELL, Fil not go into any détails of the excavaVV tion work itself. Suffice it to say that it was
within the comparatively short period of three months
that our picks, shovels, and bars had cleared away
enough of Natures ancient deposits to reveal to daylight a new long lost city. or rather a long lost civilization, a civilization which soon proved itself to hâve been
hoary with years. at the period when the flat-skulled
ape man was Nature's highest bid toward humanity.
Now fat lizards warmed themselves on the bot sands
that covered it. Further clearing revealed ruins of
walls and caved-in cellars where the dust heaps of Time
reigned suprême. Flere and there remained a part of
a tower or fragile wall, still erect, which gave mute
testimony of bygone days of pomp and grandeur, and
over it ail. like some Time-ravaged sentincl. a tall,
broad-based édifice, almost intact, raised its head. It
was the brick balustrade on the top of this that my
inquisitive pick had struck. Starting ont as a pyramid
and almost solid the tall tower went up heavenward
to about one-fifth of its intended height only to become
a slender, flat-roofed octagon-shaped steeple, which
resembled a very tall lighthouse set on a pyramid rock,
or a gigantic cluirch tower overlooking the plains. The
pyramid part of it was of solid masonry. roughly
hewed stones placed one on top of the other in the
manner of the tombs of old Egypt's kings. Its sole
interior was a single passageway full of débris,- about
two feet wide and about five feet high. The tower was
of small rust-colored bricks, and reinforccd with crude
iron girders as are the towers of the modéra skyscraper.
"It was to this mammoth tower and ail of its indications toward sdentific rémunérations, that I hencefortrrgave ail of my time and attention. With the aid of
two savants, whom I had hurriedly summoned to the
spot, and an extra large crew of intrinsically indolent
peon day-laborers, we had cleared away, in two wceks,
practically ail of the débris that for so long a time
had remained untouched. As dust. stone, and earth
reluctantly left their ancient homes there was revealed
to our astonished eyes the unmistakable outlined likenesses of galleries, laboratories, and classrooms. Even
Time, through its slow and silent raids of countless
years. was unable to obliterate entirely the traces and
outlines that shelves, test-tubes, and books had left
behind them as ghosts of a bygone glory. Even the
unpracticed eye of the layman was able to see as much.
Brown rags that semed to melt beneath the touch told
mute taies of age-old volumes, tiny bits of vitreous
matter of glass tubes and jars, and moulded métal told
of bench and shelf.
"And now cornes the pinnacle of my taie. Without
it, in fact. there would have been no taie at ail. Searching for further scientific data, I found the gold-plated
tablet which warned of the glacier—the sixth glaciation
period of the last ice-age, which is on us even to-day.
It was set in stone. cracked, moulded stone.—roughhewn granité. It was encrusted with such accumulation as a thousand centuries alone can give and required
three whole days of slow and careful washing and
scraping to bring forth to light the hieroglyphics that
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toid of the ice to come—the impending sixth glacier.
«<T T OW the world greetcd my vvarning you know
JTivery well. Where it was not indifférence, it
ridiculed with base, cheap ridicule, in which I suspect
that envy took no small part. Men werc too busy
chasing pennies, lying, stealing, killing, for thcm to
pay any heed to a scientist. who shouted silly taies,
of the north-pole coming down and crushing their
fitty centuries of gatherings and accumulations beneath
a mile thickness of ice and snow. I gave voice to my
warnings of danger through that moulder of public
opinion—the daily press. and through pcriodicals which
claimed science as their fetish. Because I was 'old
man' Steve Dunraven. ex-street-car magnate. political
power, one time Broadway cut-up, and a very rich man
with a queer scicntific eccentricity, up popped the
éditorial ears for a while. Every daily had a column
or two and every magazine printed my picture. But
it was too much to ask for more. Lost in a maze of
scandais politics and other juicy tit-bits of lasciviousness, an occasional word or two did appear
in one sheet or the other, but not for very long, you
may be sure. True, a scientifically inclined editor or
two did take up my story, but, soraehow or other, it
seemed too harsh, too dreadful to ponder long upon.
People hate to know of dangerous things, even when
they are near. Some one invented a new type of nonrefillable sodawater bottlc and the spaces which should
have belonged to the Sixth Glacier were given over to
mediocrity and sodawater bottles, and a mediocreminded reading public had gotten its demands. But
what's the différence? They'Il know soon enough that
it's here when it arrives.
"Would you care to see the plate I found ?"
I did care. In fact, I was eager to see il. A young
and ambitions writcr on the staff of an esteemed scicntific publication. I hungered after something like this,
a chance to show the stuff of which each and every
one of us thinks that he or she is ma'de of. Like a
Carnivore mad with appetite, I pounced upon this
juicy meat handed ont by Chance. W'hat an opportunity ! W'hat a biow at those supercilious ones above
me, my senior wise-acres. A multi-millionaire and
trust-head, a by no means unworthy amateur of science,
and a possible world-saviour taking me, poor little me,
into his confidences.
CHAPTER III
Out of the Long Ago
BEARIXG with it the musty aura of an epoch of
bygone eons, the plate, in size like the top of
the average kitchen table, seemed to tell mute
stories of civilizations now dira and distant in the
oblivion of the past, of peoples now long ago dead,
who.se historiés were in the mould when man was
young. Time had dealt roughly with it as it does with
ail else. It had fringed its métal edges and through
countless centuries had torn gaps in its surface. Yet
Time plays freakish pranks and so much of the
hieroglyphics were legible, that even I, an entire
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ignoramus as far as Egyptology was concerned, was
able to discern that this plate would never be out of
place among the many stone and métal echoes from
the past which Egypt, and the entire Levant have given
forth from cave, excavation and ruin. W'e grâce our
muséums with them at the same time they allow the
scientist to look behind the mistiest curtains of the past.
"Well," grumbled my host, assuming an indiffèrent,
almost hostile air, which was belied by the satisfied
look on his face.
"It's great. wonderful," I answered, and a moment
later the door of the big room was swept open on almost
noiseless hinges and Clara entered silently and nimbly,
like a kitten. She broke a very awkward silence.
Clara was tall, of the Juno type, a bit too tall for
a woman, I often thought. Yet such types did the
sculptors of old love to let live on in marble form.
She carried her weight grâcefnily, like a gigantic
ocean-grayhound or a tall grenadier. lier featurcs,
a bit small, told of northland forebears, while her
sky-blue eyes sang merry sagas of Arctic seas. on which
rode the storms of the boréal lords. Tben too. if one
looked close enough, one could observe, behind that
pétulant, girlish mask. a bit of the bulldog and of the
tiger that was her father. Clara was a Dunraven, no
mistake about that.
During the meal that followed the girl's arrivai, the
rich amateur of science was still very voluble concerning his Mexican discovery. He told of the varions
scicntific définitions of the causes of the five previous
glacial periods ; and the theory of polar earthquakes,
great and fierce enough to elevate the northernmost
and southernmost régions of this globe and send
millions upon millions of tons of Arctic ice on a wicked
errand to the temperate zones, was described by him.
He told of the theory which lias it that approximately
once every twenty-one thousand years the coincidence
of a northern hemispheric winter through the precession of the equinoxes, with an Ephelion of the earth
and thus the greater distance and the longer wintry
absence of our solar life-giver causing a longer, more
rigid, and more rigorous winter. which of course was
that much Greek to me—of the theory of interfering
atmospheric agencies and a conséquent shifting of the
sea's cold water currents, and he finished with a theory
or two of his own, to ail of which I gave a politcly
attentive ear.
"But." he continued, laying down his napkin with
a thud, "we were ail wrong, every mother's son of us,
scientists and ail, and every theory is but so much
nonsense. No earthquake. since this bit of an ore
started to solidify, could be big enough, no winter
harsh enough, and no shifting of a score of Gulf
Streams effective enough to cause a world of ice and
snow to leave its polar home and come down as glaciers
toward the warmer dîmes. Bigger agencies must prevaii—outside agencies. How about a frigid space in
this endless cosmos, for instance? Imagine a huge
frigid belt in interstellar space. this unbounded vastness that holds ail. and through which frigid area our
tenth rate sun with its escort of tiny halls must pass
periodically, to freeze our water to solid ice, as we
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rusli hiiher and thither through etcrnity and orbit space.
•

plate,"' he resumcd after a huge draught of
JL hot cotïee, "was a puzzler froni the start. The
half-baked Egyptologists and hieroglyphic experts at
my service could do but little with it, though crédit is
due them that they tried. Of course, some concessions
must be made to the tact that it is not such a one as
the average hieroglyphic expert is at ail likely to encounter. Although it told its ancient story in direct
form. just as those ancient historians of Babylon and
Chaldea recorded their battles, sieges, hunts, and feasts
on the stones. which once upon a time graced their
palaces and now fill our muséums, tins story was such
a one that no expert who had expended a lifetime in
delving into the lives of Pharaohs or the wars of the
ancient Cretans could be expected to comprehend it.
Accustomed as they were to picture-writings, which
depicted historical events. religions cérémonies, deaths,
and such, what chance could they possibly have had
with the représentation of a bail or sphere surrounded
entircly by a hazy, cloud-like aura, and covered ail
over with cone-shaped upheavals? Then there is also
a sériés of very puzzling "chicken scratches" or markings on it. The experts had already given it up as a
had job. but it was just where they left ofî. baffled, that
1 began. Armed as I was with my knowledge of
paleontology, which as you know is like a hobby to me,
I could break my way into the puzzling strongholds of
the crypt which their wisdom in the reading of historical pictures never allowed them to enter. I knew
well that the tablet had to do with events that took place
in its hey-day of a thousand centuries ago. The Egyptologist does not doive into the past for one-tenth of
that time. He draws his conclusions from what, to the
delver into the primordial, would seem but the modem
world. The picture of an ice-covered world in the
throes of a gigantic frigid epoch spent in frigid space,
could not be solved by men. who could see no farther
back into our past than ten centuries, the tail end of
the Xeolithic Time where the paleontologist generally
leaves off. To them it was a mystery. A few even
put it down to a primitive practical joke. I alone saw
its worth and later its terrible meaning. Luckily the
warning had corne in time.
"One night as I pondered over the tablet which I
had obtained ont of the long ago. the thought of its
great âge came suddenly into my mind and would not
allow itself to be dislodged. It was over a hundredthousand years ago. the day of the flat-skulled X'eanderthal man and the jaw-bone war-club, that it first
saw light. I mused on this tusked and hirsute forebear
of ours, who because of a nobler brain lived to propagate its race while the stronger ones died. Too slow
to catch the contemporary animais smaller than himself,
too weak to give combat to the bigger ones, he in his
hyena-Iike existence was more often the hunted than
the hunter. They were hard, tough days, those early
days when our race was still in the crucible. To-day
your neighbor was your friend, tomorrow he might
be a hungry enemy. And then, I mused to myself,
came the ice, the fifth glacier of the last ice-age. In

an instant I was ont of my reverie. The key to the
puzzle had been found. The bail was our own globe,
this tenth rate handful of dirt which we call our own.
Pool that I had been not to notice that before, with
its seven sister planets around it, its tiny satellite
nearby, and the rays of the sun cutting into one corner
of the picture and only to disperse and lose themselves,
as though they were powerless, in the icy cloud which
surrounded the rotund earth. One of my experts had
even remarked it as being an astronomical or even an
astrological study, but of no importance to science. The
jagged protubérances were hills of ice, highly magnified so as to give them their worldly import, that left
only the most torrid part of our globe out of the realms
of the glaciers. There the hot sun of the equator proved
a barrier to the cyclopean ficlds of ice which vise-like
held the central strip of the earth in their chilly jaws.
The cloudy aura around the globe could show only one
thing—that we had run into a vast frigid ncbula in
space as our tiny solar caravcl floatcd on this endless
océan of eternity. Another glaciation was close at
hand and perhaps was even now upon us.
""VJOW, as you have probably noticed already on the
i.
plate are five sets of horizontal crisscross figures. one beneath the other, just like so many "lien
scratches" in barnyard sand, and in indicating arrow
points from each one of these to the frozen globe. At
first they puzzled me greatly. Six vertical Unes, each
one of them about four inches long and as straight as
any arrow. Across the first five is drawn a number of
horizontally placée! cross lines one on the first, two on
the second, three on the third, eight on the fourth.
and five on the fifth. The last one is bereft of any
crossings. After hours of pondering, during which
time I became a grizzly bear to my household, I came
upon the happy solution that this was the numerical
System of those people who passed a way centuries
before we came and left behind them the warning of
the ice. Each crossed vertical bar was to them what
a numerical figure is to us. A blank bar meant zéro,
one cross a one, two crosses a two, and so on, each
numerical unit in its proper place, units. tens, hundreds,
thousands. The five numbers on the plate, one below
the other, were the samc, one, two, three, eight, five,
zéro, one-hundred and twenty-three thousand, eighthundred and fifty. A long number of years; a long,
long time. To pass through so vast a history, the
space of the five periods of glaciation of the fifth
ice-age. each one separated by more than a thousand
centuries, almost one million years in ail, their civilization must indeed have been a hoary one. Five glacial
inroads with their relentless icy fury, came and went
through the âges of their history, each one left destruction in its wake, and yet these people still lived on.
lived on long enough to warn us of the sixth. Came
the troglodyte, tusked and hairy, only to disappear in
the darkness of the past, leaving behind him his handleless flints to show that he had been a being in this
grand scheme of things. Yet these people continued
to carry on their civilization. Where, or who their
remuants are, who can say?"
a
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He stoppecl abruptly and glared at me. I thought
it high time for me to give voice to something. Fortunately a question occurrcd.
"Hovv," I asked, "did you deduce that the necessary
one hundred and tvventy-three thousand odd years are
gone by and the time for the sixth glacier is here?"
"Geology, my dear young fellow, told me as plainly
as a calendar could have donc, the approximate âge of
the buried ruins. The post-Pliocene strata had covered
thcm entirely. That they were pre-historic, paléontologie, I was certain beyond a doubt. Skeletel remains,
flat-headed. thick-boned, tusked skulls, long bones of
ape-like arms and short, crooked legs, gave me so much
mute testimony and corroborated my guesswork.
I
was viewing the remnants of a city which at the most
conservative of estimâtes was well over a thousand
centuries oid. What business the ape man had there
I am still at a loss to understand. The brains that
were able to erect so grand a city were by no means
enclosed in flat, thick-boned skulls. A nobler race,
surely, once upon a time had lived, wrought, and died
there.
Geologically I was able to discern that this
spectre of a city was of the early part of the postPliocene, in round numbers about a hundred thousand
years ago. This much was certain for the story of
the strata is a faultless diagram of the earth's early
history. And that was the time of the last glacial era.
"Of course, it might not have been due for ten
thousand years yet to corne ; but then again, I thought,
it might be on its way even now, silently hurrying
southward to destroy us. I did not care to disturb a
satisfied world from its complacency with the taie of
a probable ice âge, perhaps ten thousand years hence.
Such far off things would not interest most of us. Oh,
if I could only be certain enough to bring it close to
home.
4<

/"\NE day nearly half a yèar after I had first sunk
pick into the sandy soil of Mexico and unearthed
this warning. I happened to be talking with Professer
Roane. the old man on Mt. Hamilton who lias spent
most of his lifetime at the eyepiece of a huge telescope.
He lias a few brochures and an astronomical treatise or
two to his crédit, and is an unquestioned authority on
anything in the skies. During our conversation, he
happened to remark in the most off-hand way possible,
that a hazy nebula. almost invisible, had suddenly
popped up in the direction of Orion. It appeared as
if a very light mist had floated in front of his telescope,
and like an ethereal pall it hung suspended in space
about a billion miles away. As days went by it became
larger and drew nearer. Ncxt it was found that it was
not traveling at ail ; that. on the contrary. it was fixed
and rigid in space. Instead. our entire solar System,
was moving toward it at many million miles a day on
our grand journey through orbit space. 'Eurêka,' I
cried, for at last I had found my frigid belt in space,
the cloud of coldness of the golden plate, the cloud
that was to bring the ice and usher in a reign of Death.
The hundred and twenty-three thousand eight hundred
and fifty years were up. and the northern ice was free
again and even now was on its way. The warning had
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not been found too late. There was stili time for action.
"Well. for a time I foolishly nursed the asinine notion
that a grateful world would be polite enough to give
me at least a bit of attention. But, bah ! Look at tliem
now !"
ILEFT a half hour later. A newer world had opened
up before me and in the dimness of it I saw the
stout amateur paleontologist and multi-millionaire traction man and his pretty daughter. I gazed for a while
at the sky. It was inky black. for the moon had not
yet arisen, but the ebon monotony was broken in a
hundred million places by so many tinv pin-pricks
which scintillated like fairy magie lanterns in the void
above me. No sign. no trace of the ice-cloud of the
warning plate from the hoary past. Even the air of
the night was too warm for springtime. yet I shivered
instinctive!}' for I knew only too well that the man
had not talked without cause.
CHAPTER IV
The First Warning Gry
ONE day the news from Copenhagen came by
the International News service, that the Arctic
exploring auxilliary ship Svcn Hcdiit, had sein
a wireless to lier home port. Copenhagen, the Danish
capital, telling of immense ice floes in the vicinity of
83e N.L. Twenty-four hours later lier commander,
Captain Martin Jensen. wirelessed his home office that
the Svcn Hcdin had been entirely locked in by a sudden
freeze and an inexplicable rush of ice-floes from the
north. He commented on the strangeness of such a
situation at that season of the year. and reported that
as far as he was able to observe, a rugged. peaked icefield was the suprême monarch. An hour later he sent
ont his danger call which at the same time was his farewell. A terrifie boréal snow-storm was even then in
progress and rigorous Arctic winter was being ushered
in in June. This was the last ever heard of Captain
Jensen or the Sven Hedin.
It was only then that I realized at last that the glacier
had really come. I looked ont of my window and down
on the street below. People were walking by unconcernedly : none of them seemed to be in a hurry. Some
little children were playing a game on the sidewalk.
two larger boys were catching bail in the center of the
street. while a small group of bobbed haired school girls
were coming merrily from school. No one appeared
to heed the warning of the ice, yet the crack of doom
was even now upon them. Could it. after ail. really
be so? I questioned myself. and then I thought of
the little news item from Denmark and saw a mental
picture of the ill-starred exploring ship crushed in the
icy embraces of the boréal deluge. far off in the north.
For a moment Nature's first law. that of self-préservation, gained the upper hand, and I had a vague notion
of a tropical flight. Clara played a big part in it. A
fleeting cinéma display of a bamboo bungalow on some
sandy shore beneath the blazing sun of the equator. and
Stephen Dunraven's pretty daughter near-by, passed
before my mental eyes. lingering but for a second. It
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was instantly followed by that of a northern world
locked in the cruel throes of snow and ice, ragged,
cold mountains that seemed to press against the leaden
sky, covering in its dcpths, that which at one time had
been a civilization, and I shuddercd involuntarily. With
Clara (for some reason or othcr I could never get
her ont of my mental pictures) I was living in a snow
igloo, hunting walrus and eating blubber. I wore a
furry Eskimo tamiak and walked on wide unwieldy
snow-shoes, racket-like frames filled with reindeer
sinews. The téléphoné bell rang sharply, a very prosaic
every day occurrence, far from dreams and reveries.
Stephen Dunraven was at the other end of the wire
and his gruff voice invited me to corne over immediately. He had something very important to tell me.
He was witty a bit—something about a trip to Panama
and having reserved scats on the boat before the rush.
An hour later I was on West Eighty-third Street.
"1 am in touch with the 'Land's End' of the world,"
he let me know even before I had entered the door of
his den, "and have just received word from Spitzbergen, far away off northernmost Russia. A wireless
to Leningrad bas it that a huge drop in température lias
pervaded the entire northern part of the country and
goes on to tell of immense ice floes in the seas around
Spitzbergen and Franz-Josef Land. This was three
days ago. No more news has corne from there since.
But things have progressed there rapidly. That land
was the first one to go and is even now under a hundred
feet of ice. The glacier is on its way.
He paused and drew himself erect, a silent way of
saying, "I told you so."
HUDSON BAY was heard from next, as it too
entered the cold fringes of the frigid belt. and in
two days it was silent. I awaited the glacier with a
feeling that was not unmixed with bodily fear. At
last we had entered the area of the cold spot in space
which had thinned ont into invisibility when we approached it.
The Sciciilific Nczvs was the first to warn the world,
and combined its cry of danger with an apology and
•appréciation for the man whose early warning went
unheeded. And the crics of distress from beyond the
Arctic Circle did not go unheeded. The presses of ail
the world soon took it up and a deluge of reporters soon
flooded the big house on West Eighty-third Street.
Thcn one day the température of New York City
took a sudden drop of eighteen degrees. One noon it
was seventy-two, the next noon it was fifty-four. The
metropolitan cities of ail the world sent in similar messages telling of similar woes. The coming cold was
beginning to show its crue! teeth.
It was at this time that the rich amateur of science
became irritated. The belated halo did not seem to
fit him when revenge was so much sweeter. Almost
overnight his home had become the much sought after
Mecca of scared men and women and of enterprising
reporters. To those few of the frightened ones to
whom he deigned to give audience, his sarcastic advice
was to buy land in Yucatan. "What to do here? Wish
he knew. Why worry, what have you to lose? How

much? Huh, what about myself with a street car line
at stake? Oh, you'll build yourself another house
farther south. Lots of vacant land in Brazil and the
Argentine. How should hc know where the frigid
zone came from? Well, it can't be helped. It's not
my fault, so please don't look at me like that. Nonsense,
there was still ample time. The glacier will not be
here to-morrow. No he couldn't say just how long it
would stay or what it would do. He was no prophet.
Well, then stick it ont if you feel that way. Certainly
it would destroy New York City. Othcr cities too—
plenty of them." And so on and so forth.
Then came the news from Alaska, which brought the
glacier doser to home. Juneau was under a hundred
feet of ice. A huge moving sheet that extended for
many miles over land and sea had suddenly popped
up overnight and crushed the town, leaving no survivors to tell the taie. Alaska shipping, southward
bound, was overcrowded and from the half dozen large
seaports on the Pacific, three-score steamers were
heading swiftly toward the land beyond the Bering
Sea. A hundred thousand terrified refuges were even
now moving southward overland or awaiting succor
by the sea. killing, fighting, mobbing for life. Also
much of the population of Canada and of the northernmost United States was alrcady moving south. The
southern cities were expecting a huge influx from the
north and were preparing for it. So too were Mexico
and the rest of the Latin-American countries, ail of
them getting in readiness for a vast and undisciplined
army of terrified and desperate fugitives from the
north.
In Europe and in Asia the situation was no différent.
From London to Moscow and Tokio every city reported
tremendous climatic changes and Stockholm had a
snowstorm in July. Berlin told of huge ice-cakes in the
River Sprec and the harbor of Leningrad was entirely
frozen, locking in its icy embraces scores of ships of
ail nationalities. There had been severe riotings in both
Copenhagen and Amsterdam, in which troops let loose
machine-guns upon desperate mobs of citizens. Tokio
reported a drop of twenty degrees and Pékin of twentysix. The harbor of Vladivostok in Siberia had long
ago become ice-bound and a séries of huge blizzards
had stopped ail traffic on the trans-Siberian Railroad.
Ail this happened only one week after the first call
of distress from Captain Jensen and his luckless ship.
a prisoner in the Arctic Circle. The Sixth Glacier was
knocking on mankind's door.
LIKE ail of the northern and the far southern world,
i the population of the British Isles, Scandinavia,
north Russia. the Teutonic countries, Japan, Siberia,
and northern China were flecing towards the equator
before the icy menace from the pôle. Towns became
evacuated overnight, cities were deserted in a week's
time. In London rioting and looting were rampant
and armored cars, artillery. and tear-bombs were freely
used by both the police and military. Spain and Italy
had suddenly enacted very drastic immigration laws
and a newest war-cloud was once more hanging ominously low over Europe. Every English seaport town
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was over-crowded with mad and excited people, anxious
to leave theii little island trap. Shipping was accompanied by bedlam-Iike scenes and several hnge holocausts broke ont on the wharves. Chinese soldiers in
Pékin and in other Chinese cities were killing panicstricken Chinamen, whb were mobbing government
offices demanding free transportation to the sonth.
Tnrkey very wisely opened up her doors to ail newcomers and then went south herself. Budapest's slum
districts were afire. There were révolutions in Roumania, in Bulgaria, in Armenia, in Poland, and the
Don Cossacks were demanding something or other.
A queer race, this race of ours. News from overseas
told of a heterogeneous jumble of terrifie accounts of
fires, murders, mobs, pillagings, riots, revolts, and
mad attempts to flee the icy fury from the pôle.
The day before the burning of London, and the subséquent fighting between armed mobs and the soldiers,
fourni me once again a guest in West Eighty-third
Street. Edinburg had just told of a blizzard and Liverpool reported that the Mersey was almost solid and
shipping circles were at their wit's end.
Due to their locations so much farther to the north
than the cities of the western hemisphere, the countries
of northern Europe and Asia suffered the advent of the
glacier a good while before we did. India's torrid
land is on one latitude with the central part of the
United States, while Labrador and London are almost
face to face. The Gulf Stream going north with its
hotter waters from the equatorial régions, brings with
it the heat that makes a temperatc land out of the
British Isles and the countries of northern Europe, and
then as this stream turns south again and becomes the
=Côld Arctic Current. its frigid waters from the polar
zones help to make the rigid winters of our otherwise
warmer Atlantic seaboard.

corne north. That is they will expand because of the
cold, as we enter the more frigid core of the nebula.
It isn't cold yet. It hasn't really begun yet. We're only
on the fringe of the belt. I cannot say exactly how
far the glaciers will extend, though at a wanton guess
I would put the latitudes of Buenos Aires and of, well
let's say Los Angeles, as their respective border fines.
Certainly not into the tropics. Those régions will be
our sole refuge from the glacier and maybe our future
homes, where our future years spent in the frigid belt,
will be cool ones, while the northern and southern parts
of our globe will be uninhabitable, maybe even unapproachable. I base my conclusions on the extent of
the glaciers of the past, but don't let that keep you from
moving to Brazil."
"Isn't this the end of the world?" broke in one of
the civilians of the seated trio, a short, pudgy city
officiai of advanced years and a very bald head. He
appeared to be badly frightened.
"How should I know ?" snapped out the hero of the
times. "Am I a prophet."
1 he little man reddened and said no more. The
army officer glared at him.
"Aly advice, gentlemen," continued the erstwhile
speaker, "would be a hurried southern flight for ail of
us. There is plenty of room in the tropics for everybody and the change will do lots of people good. Of
course, those countries will not be as torrid as they are
to-day. The frigid belt and the neighboring Arctic
countries will see to that. The world lias had its
equatorial palm-gardens but their setting sun is even
now at hand. The tropics will be temperate. with
snowy winters and cool summers, lands of fir and pine.
The temperate zones will be Arctic, and Lord knows
what the Arctic zones will be. Yes, gentlemen, our
winter days are here."

ATHROXG of people oiu of every walk in life
had so surroundcd the white mansion that a
spécial cordon of police was fourni to be necessary. The
amateur scientist, who had become internationally fanions in one fortnight, had given strict orders to allow
no one who had corne without an invitation, into his
home, and a big force of spécial détectives rigidly
observed orders. A bullet-headed police-sergeant. wide
of shouklers and huge of feet, accepted with a look
of suspicion the story. that my invitation had been given
over the téléphoné and thereby was of necessity, a
verbal one. A minute later I was behind the huge
door and in the presence of the amateur-scientific multimillionaire. Three other men, one of them very stiff
in an army officer's uniform, were also seated.
"How are you, Bender?" said the man of science in a
somewhat gruff voice and without arising from his
plush arm-chair. That over, lie turned to the trio before
me, as I slunk without noise into a rather unobstrusive
part of the room and took the rôle of the silent though
interested listener. The talker's voice implied a mixture of sarcasm and impatience. His mood seemed
to verge on boredom.
"Of course" (lie was eying the khaki-clad man, a
major-general in the army) "the Antarctic régions will

"DUT what about the population, the people?" The
.D military man was speaking.
"Well, what about them?"
'"1 hey'll freeze." In an anxious tone of voice.
"They can get out, couldn't they? I see no one
chained."
"Yes, yes, but—" a pause. "Imagine the exodus.
Here in New York for instance, a city of five million
of every class on earth—millions of men, women, and
children, babes in amis, in a mad stampede toward
the south. Riots, disaster, looting, murdering. Think
of it. Washington lias alrcady ordered every available régiment northward. What would our meagre
transportation facilities amount to in the face of so
huge an émigration ? And the lands through which they
need pass! Think of them. Barren, sir, that's what
they'll be. People will fight for food. Tear one another to pièces. It means war to the hilt.
"Trampled children, tired women falling by the roadside, the aged, the crippled abandoned" (here I noticed
that the corpulent city officiai was nervously fingering
his derby hat) "to a cruel fate. The terror-stricken
people will rise against their superiors, upon whom they
had learned to rely." (The corpulent one gave a sudden
twitch and dropped his derby). "The southern states
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will become overcrowcled and the resuit shall be war,
because the refugees will be desperate men and
women." "
"I guess they will be," the scientist interrupted him.
The général had just opened his mouth to continue
his tirade, when the city officiai interrupted again.
"Can't you help, sir?" he began in a very weak
voice. "Can you suggest something?"
"Move to Cuba." (In an offhand raanner).
"But the people?"
"Let theni move to Cuba, too."
"There'll be mobs," the soldier resumed. "terrible
fighting caused by hunger and fear, and they'll stop
at nothing."
"Oh, they'll fin.d a way ont, général. Of course,
many will die, but just as many will be saved. Everyone can't be lucky."
The third man of the trio surrounding the scientist
had spoken, and though his back was turned toward
me. I immediately recognized the voice to be that of
young Paul Ebcrle. an old friend of the Dunraven
family, whose father at one time had been the partner
in business and pleasure with the ex-traction head. I
felt ill at ease, for I knew only too wcll that Paul
Eberle had left his Chicago home for but one reasou,
and that reason was Clara.

a long grimmace and showed a row of lacteal white
teeth.
"Plenty warm in Nagasaki," he answered in a low
tone, never moving from where he stood. "I go
Nagasaki when cold ice corne here."
"Plenty cold in Nagasaki too, Ido." responded the
former speaker. "Soon ice everywhere. Better go
Panama."
The Jap grinned once more, bowed, and then passed
noiselessly through the door, where the gloom of the
long hall way took him from our view.

THE feline-footed Jap serving-man entered, as
silent as a tomb, and without noticing the présence of any of us, and with an expression like a vacuum,
handed his employer a telegram. Stcphen Dunraven
read it very rapidly.
"News from the Antarctic, gentlemen," he said in a
thrilled voice and with a slight sideway glance at the
tall man in khaki. "Eve been right again. Listen to
this. 'Huge ice-fields bave covered Wilkesland entirely. a mile thick.' Wilkesland. by the way, is that
part of the Antarctic which lies dircctly south of Australia. Falkland Island is a second South Pôle. The
température of Buenos Aires is 14° F., and three inches
of snow fell last night in Rosario. three hundred miles
up river. Also there is fear for the Schwentner Antarctic Expédition, and that fear is only too well founded.
Karl Schwentner lias made his last exploring trip, rest
assured. You see, gentlemen. I am well connccted with
the outside world even if I do but seldom leave my
little castle on West Eighty-third."
An uncomfortable silence followed. Paul yawned
audibly. Obviously he was very indiffèrent to the conversation. The général was humbled. but he remained
stifï and soldierly. The little city officiai (I think he
was an alderman) was still nervously toying with his
derby. Stephen Dunraven glared into empty space.
The little Jap, a coffee-colored statuette from the
Orient, had stood immobile behind the corpulent magnate's chair, ever since he had brought in the telegram
with its cataclysmic news.
"Better get your overcoat ready, Ido," said his employer. "Cold days are ahead of us. Winter soon. A
big hill of ice is coming and it's coming fast. Yea. cold
days soon."
The little dark-skinned fellow spread his mouth into

CHAPTER V

AN hour later I was alone with the rich man whose
hobby was science. A wild, rash idea entered my
mind and I found myself unable to dislodge it. Paul
Eberle's presence had put it there. I cannot recollect
what I said, how I said it, or how much there was to
it. but totaled up it amounted to a plea for Clara's
hand. I have a faint recollection that it was as cloquent and as pathetic as it was lengthy, jet somehow
or other it never affected the older man.
"See lier about that. Bender, not me." he answered
my fifteen minute speech in the most off-hand of tones
and without looking up. As I left the house, I decided to take Iris advice. Faint heart ne'er won fair
lady and a proposai by proxy is no proposai at ail.

The Fury From the Pôle
ICELAND had become as its name implied, a land
of ice.
Newfoundland and Leningrad voiced
their final cries of distress at one time and three
days later both Scotland and Sweden reported the firsi.—
sight of the moving fields of ice. and Nonvaj- followed
in a belated message, a day after them. The transAtlantic routes had become a death-trap of floating
icebergs, Brobdingnagian mounds of ice that glittered
like immense jewels in the sunlight. Airplane bombs of
thermite proved ineffective in the face of this newest
menace.
The southward migration of the vast hordes of
northern Europe had alreadv attained a prodigious
magnitude with the stricken nations carrying to safety
their priceless treasures of art. Military guards on the
Swiss-Italian frontier had fired upon a caravan of
scared burghers from Germany and Holland, killing
many. \\rar seemed imminent. A small fleet of British
steamers loaded down to capacitj- with their human
freight. were refused port at Barcelona. whereupon
British warships opened fire upon that luckless Spanish
town : the results were several beached vessels and a
huge conflagration. North and south China were at
one another's throats and the Japs disregarded openly
the warnings from Washington that any further attempts to land emigrants on the shores of Hawaii or the
Philippines would be considercd an overt act of war.
Every nation wanted to fight for what it considered its
rights, if only for a few days.
On this side of the Atlantic, the situation was very
similar. On the day following the Scotch message,
the state of Alabama, alreadv plethoric with northern
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relugees and an unhappy victim of every manner of
vandalism, decidcd to shut her doors. The militia
was quickly mobilized and artillery and hiachine-guns
were placed along ail highways, railroads, and rivers.
Sanguinary fighting took place between the guardsmen and the refugees. Other southern states soon
followed suit and added fresh fuel to the already
livcly fracas.
NEW YORK CITY was in the grip of terror and
uproar. Her East Side ghetto districts were a
sériés of noisy madhouses day and night with which
police and militia both were unable to cope. The inhérent emotional trait of the peasant manifestcd itself
in wild orgies, mad religions revivais which bordered
on insanity, and desperate riots which always terminated in the shedding of blood of overworked policenien and of fire-brigades. The other districts, however, were more sober. Viewing it ail in retrospect,
it appears to me to have been just like an angry beehive that had been disturbed by rude hands; bees flying about everywhere, buzzing madly and bent on
wicked errands, yet in a hodge-podge, aimless, and
crazy way, combating one another in an effort to
evade the foc of ail. Nobody appeared to have any
direction save a hazy tendency to the south, and no one
had any idea how to go or what to do there. Wrecks
of cars lined the roadsides unheeded by anybody, and
here and there a gruesome funeral pyre of shattered
wood and twisted steel told its mute story of what
scared ipen can do. Railroad service was irregular
and congested to an overflow. Wrecks were innumerable and the death list is a long one. The sixth Glacier
-avas imleod bcginning to take its toll of lives long before it came upon the scene.
ON the eleventh day of July, England reported a
very severe blizzard, which was accompanied by
a prodigious drop in the thermometer. The same report told also how northern Scotland had finally been
reached by the advancing fields of ice. Christiana now
Oslo. Norway's capital city, told of six feet of snow
within her city limits on the day following the English
message. Other reports came next, terrible reports
that told of deaths, fires, panics, and battles. Edinburgh and Glasgow had succumbed almost simultaneously. one London wire said. A monstrous wall of ice
that advanced southward at the rate of about three miles
a day crushing everything relentlessly before it, fell
upon them and found them bereft of living créatures.
Denmark was the next victim. Copenhagen reports
had it that about half a day before the face of the
glacier appeared, the thermometer fell very noticeably ;
this was attended by strong northern winds and a
heavy snowfall out of a sky that was as lead. Huge
cakes of ice battercd themselves together on the waves
in the harbor, finally to corne to rest in one unbroken
layer, jagged and peaked, that covered the water as
far as the eye could see. Then like a wolf gone mad
with days of hunger, a ragged wall of ice, fully fifty
feet high, suddenly came from behind the curtain of
falling snow in from the sea and threw itself without
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mercy upon the doomed city. In one day's time Copenhagen became one with Babylon and Troy, a crushed
city under thousands of tons of jagged peaked ice.
London. blazing in the snow-storm, held out stalwartly for nearly two whole days, her final message
to the world being a report by wircless that told of
three feet of ice in Trafalgar Square. Stories were
told later—stories too gruesome to report—of forsaken mcn and women who waded into the cold waters
of the Channel with voiccs wailing, and amis extended
toward the last of the vessels that were moving pitilessly out to sea, braving the huge bergs that were
everywhere—of sieve-like boats never heard from
again that took to sea their mad human cargoes, who
feared the glacier more than they did the deep—of
desperate mobs fighting madly, crushing one another
on piers and docks, and floating bodies that icy waves
cast back upon the shores—of futile last attempts, wild
bids for life, huge bonfires built, walls erected, ditches
dug to stem the fury from the pôle. Stories came of
mad fatalists, who died with fanatical eyes looking
toward the sky, many cursing their native England
that had proved so terrible a death-trap to so vast a
number of her sons and daughters. And the background of this picture was a burning city.
GERMANY came next and France followed not
far behind her. But from Berlin or Paris, the
news was the same. Cold winds, snows, a blizzard, and
then a day or two later a huge wall of ice, a moving
plateau behind the descending curtain of white, an icefield that seemed to have no end and that mounted
higher and higher as it advanced and crushed underneath it five thousand years of civilized labor. Those
who had fled to the hill-tops saw the terrible scenes
in the valleys below them and some of them survived
to tell the taie.
In Asia, after the bleak tundra lands of Siberia had
been made short work of, the big, overcrowded cities
of northern China were the first to bow before the
polar king. Oriental fatalism coupled with the intrinsic
secretiveness of the dwellers of the East has kept us
from an exact knowledge of what really took place in
the Chinese cities when the glacier came. From the
few stories that have filtered through and have by
now become history, the destruction seemed the same
as elsewhere.
Of ail our states, Maine was the first victim of the
boréal foe. Canada had just been covered, her cities
crushed and her eight million population dead or scattered. and ail of northern Europe and Asia was one
vast ice field when the United States first felt the
shock. But the glacial vanguard found a land bereft
of humanity, when it crossed the Canadian border and
entered Maine. The evening of this same day found
me supping at the Dunraven table in the old white
mansion on West Eighty-third Street.
The amateur scientist was jubilant. The formerly
inattentive press had not only vindicated him, but had
actually thrown themselves at his feet. craving pardon
and begging advice. He was the most sought after
person in a madman's world and to him, revenge was
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sweet indeed. "Let 'em freeze" was his favorite phrase.
"Boston is getting colder" my host remarked, his
eyes glued to a long telegram. "There is half a foot
of snow on the Coinmon and more coming down fast.
The harbor is frozen in places and the N.Y..N.H. &
H. R. R. service lias been curtailed due to man-shortage.
"Ha—what's this? Uh. a plea from Chicago to come
quick and save their city. 'For God's sake,' it says.
So they've pricked tip their ears at last and are beginning to listen. They've thrown aside their scandai
sheets and are looking to science for something more
than inventions of soda bottles and safety pins, eh?
Oh, well, folks, sorry, but I cannot help. I can do
no more to keep the glacier off your town than you
can. Cet ont. is my only advice. You had plenty of
time to beat it. You were warned months ahead."
ON my way back to the hôtel, I encountered a long
procession of shouting paraders. Cries to hcaven
were coming from a hundred vociférons throats. To
them. excited Seventh Day Adventists, it was the end
of the world, Christ's second coming. On a corner,
a bit farther down the street, a rabid, shouting revivalist
was exhorting to penitence a shivering crowd. part of
which was kneeling in the snow. Across the way from
him a Salvation Army group was holding a big throng
witb music and song. Many of the men were bareheaded and a few excited ones were shouting. Still
farther down, a little elderly lady was standing on the
rear of a text-besmeared Ford truck and with tears
in lier eyes. talked of Armageddon, the end of the
wofld, and of preparedness. A few steps from my
hôtel an excited young man asked me if I was prepared and then without awaiting an answer, thrust a
paper into my hand and hurried away. It was an
invitation to hear one Reverend Armitage explain
"the true cause of these terrible times that show that
worldliness is rewarded only with death, and to tell
the results that are soon to come." The world had
suddenly awakened to the fact that their worship had
been but church-adorning, conventional, and parrot-like
lip-scrvice, and now that fear had become their master,
like drowning men grasping at straws, they turned
toward the unknowable.
AND the snow fell and the sun was never strong
enough to melt it and so it became ice and the
rivers froze and the seas also. and pushed by its own
weight, this became the glacier, and the world shivered
in the biting winds that hurried from the ice-fields
to warmer lands. North and south the tall, icy skyscrapers-from the pôle lifted their heads and a blizzard-mown plateau of ice stood at their back.
CHAPTER VI
The Panic
NEW YORK CITY, white with the snow. had
dwindled down to a mcre half-million population in two months' time. Rioting had abated
and no police was necessary to keep in order the
foredoomed metropolis.
Détroit. Denver, Chicago,
Omaha and Philadelphia ail reported the same. Silent,

dead cities where men and women walked the streets
like so many ghosts, as if expecting the fall of the
dreaded doom at any moment. Seattle, Portland, and
San Francisco felt a bit secure on their warmer Pacific
coast, while Los Angeles was boastful and jubilant.
The exodus was still going on. the tail end of a gigantic,
mad parade. The Dunraven domicile was still the last
court of appeals to the ones to whom hope was a thing
alive. Once, as I entcred its high, wide portai reminiscent of a gateway into some médiéval stronghold, I
almost collided with the pudgy figure of the little baldheadcd city alderman. whom I had remarked before.
He apologized meekly and still twitching his derby
bat in a nervous manner. hurried down the stairs.
"Damned fool," commented Dunraven, before the
little man had time to reach the sidewalk. "What does
he think I am? A second Aladdin with a magie lamp?
I can't see what he's so excited about. Wants me to
engineer a plan, a long line of big furnaces or heaters
from coast to cdast to melt the glacier as it arrives.
What do you think of that for an asinine idea? If
they want furnaces let them build furnaces. F m going
where it's warm. This winter climate doesn't quite
agree with my gout." That night I shook his hand at the Mineola air-field.
CLARA was with a maiden aunt in south Texas.
Paul was in Panama. I was in cold New York
City, a worried man. The periodical with which I
was connectcd and which gave me bread and board
was preparing for an aerial voyage to Tampa, Florida,
and I. unhappily, was destined to remain in the north
and send down the reports of my observations as the
glacier advanced. I felt like a lost child in a forest ojU
very tall trees.
Chicago, Denver, Omaha, Philadelphia. Kansas City,
and New York felt the chilly grasps of the Sixth
Glacier at about the same time. Détroit and Minneapolis had long ago succumbed. The high altitude of
the states of the midwestern plateau did not prove to
be a barrier. The Rockies, that tall backbone of the
continent, hekl the glacier back in place for a brief
time but soon the oncoming wall of ice merely divided
itself upon the mountains' crest and like a litige tidal
wave swept away everything in its path. On the
fourteenth day of August, a big snowstorm raged over
the Atlantic seaboard from the Potomac northward and
east from the Appalachians. New York City became
as Montana in mid-winter and a curtain of flaky white
fell like a milky pall over everything and left behind
it a two foot depth of snow. A strong north wind prevailed and the thermometer dropped to eight below the
zéro mark. The Hudson River was one solid ribbon
of ice covered with twenty-four inches of frozen snow.
Two river boats, appearing for ail the world like a
couple of very squat, white toads in the misty, snowbound distance, were locked fast in the chilly embrace
of the frozen stream. From the dock of one of the
Hoboken ferries, I was able to make out the dim smoke
of a burning town on the Jersey side curl up toward
the leaden sky like a gigantic ostrich feather waving in
the wind and snow.
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THEN one clay Nature mocked the barriers that
she herselt had erected, and crossing the tall Carpathians and the taller Alps, entered the flatlands of
southern Europe. The news fell like a crack of doom
upon a hopeful mankind and once again there was a
stampede of madmen toward the south. The cold
Mediterranean Sea hecame the graveyard of countless
unfortunates.
London lay crushed under a thousand feet of ice.
Paris was daily awaiting a similar fate. Rome was
freezing. Madrid reported fourteen degrees below the
zéro mark on the same day that the glacier crossed
the Alps. Tokio and Pékin were both in the throes
of an Arctic blizzard whilé our own Pacilîc cities began
to fear the worst> despite the warm currents from the
tropics.
Day and night I remained within the warm confines
of the red brick édifice which housed the offices of the
Scie n fi fie Union, eating and sleeping within arm's length
of the improvised wireless set which alone kept me
linked with the small portion of the outer vvorld that
was unfrozen. However. now that I knew that I too
must soon follow, a happy man indeed was I to know
that in the shed below a high-powered automobile sied
was even now awaiting my disposition.
I think back to those last few terrible days, as I jet
down these facts, which I observed, and I can recall
how the blizzard grew in its might, how a deep white
blanket became hourly ever deeper, and how the final
remuant of a stricken five and a half million awaited
in fear and silence the crack of doom.
Europe and Asia had ceased to send out their messages of woe. South America and south Africa. however. continued to tell their taies of the other glacier
which came from the south. Once my set received the
pitiful S. O. S. call of a Jap fleet of over fifty men
of war that had suddenly been caught in a net of icehills in the région of Sekhelin. But those messages
did not last long. In my mind's eye I was able to see
fifty ships, big and small, in an océan full o£ icebergs
struggling vainly and gallantly in the face of their
relentless and unconquerable foe. And then came a
huge. solid wave that moved slowlv yet terribly. When
that passed the ships were gone. Onlv a jagged field
of ice remained. immense in its solitude, each peak
capped with the snows that were to remain for years
and a blizzard played furiously upon its breast.
A last word came from Boston before that old city
of patriots went down, a cry of warning. Albany.
Buffalo, Cleveland and some other nearby cities kept in
hourly touch with me. each one of us exchanging reports. Now the last of the Great Lakes had frozen
solid, a motionless body of ice; now Niagara Falls
roared no longer, and then Chicago reported the glacier
onlv fifty miles away. The wind had abated and with it the blizzard died—
died venting.its fury on the ice-bound land below. Onlv
a steady white stream of falling snow-flakes remained
as ushers of the Juggernaut of ice that would corne on
silent feet and crush everything in its path. I took
advantage of the lull and wandering about a bit came
in front of the tall Woolworth building, that mammoth
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tower among mammoth towers. A. sudden impulse
overtook me and a half hour later I was on its top.
Below me stretched a landscape as white as milk, as
silent as the grave, while above me the falling snow
hid a lead-hued sky. My eyes pierced the curtain of
white and dimly made out the snow-covered Statue of
Liberty, a forlorn lady, still holding the guiding light
in one bronze hand. The Brooklyn Bridge across the
East River appeared like a long white ribbon, losing
itself in a distant drift. In the distance and across the
frozen Hudson I saw a pink speck and a hazy column
of taupe colored smoke that wafted heavenward from
it. The town of Paterson was afire.
NIGHT found me safe home again. The snow
continued to fall and to deepen the soft, white
carpet that was everywhere. A solitary message out
of the air broke into my slumbers at about midnight.
A confederacy of scattered European nations had
established a temporary group capital at Buluwayo in
the state of South Rhodesia, Equatorial Africa. Woe
unto the poor black man, I thought, the white man lias
come to stay. With that I went back to bed and a
dreamless sleep.
When morning came the snow had stopped falling.
But the sky was the color of old, used canvas. The
thermometer stood at twenty degrees below the zéro
mark and a strong north wind was blowing. No more
messages came from Albany, Rochester, or Buffalo.
The northern part of the state was silent. During
breakfast Chicago spoke—two words : "It's here."
CHAPTER VII
New York City Under the Ice
FOR the sixth time since life on earth first sprang
into existence in the torrid mud seas of its early
Paleozic days, the polar ice was slowly coming
down again, upon the unsuspecting world, crushing
everything in its frozen path. Peace and quiet reigned
save for our ubiquitous bickerings, such petty affairs
in this grand scheme of things, and then came the
glacier. Once again Nature had won and was eveq
now gathering in the stakes, cruelly, relentlessly.
rUNDER the cover of the ebony of a starless night,
like a wolf upon a sheep fold. silently came the
glacier upon fearful New York City. Only the noon
before a fur-clad individual, bewhiskered and very
excited, a telegraph operator from Poughkeepsie, dropped in to see me. He had stuck valiantly to his post
to the last, and left only a few hours before the ice
came behind a curtain of storm. I welcomed him
heartily, for he was the first human being that I had
seen in many a day. He lingered only a few minutes,
told me in an excited voice that the glacier was even
now battering at the portais of the city, and then with
a hasty adieu, commenced his long sied journey to the
southlands. An hour later I, too. was speeding across
the snow covered. lifcless Jersey plains.
Ncar Trenton I encountered a group of government
aviators on observation duty and a wild idea entered
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my head. Anyhow. I was still a reporter, a représentative of a periodical, put here on tlie scenes of disaster
to observe and report the transpiring events. Why
should I not get onc last glimpse of the big metropolis,
which for over a quarter of a century had Iteen hearth
and home to me, the place which had harborcd my
loves, my hâtes, my hopes. I must defy this relentless
boréal fury. Ye gods, what a scoop ! What a headliner !
And ail my own.
I went up in the airplane. The sky was low and
leaden. a dull unbroken canopy of grey clouds that
obscured the blue of the firmament, but the snow on
the ground below was as a mirror and thus there was
no dearth of light. New York City lay beneath me
swaying to and fro as the plane wavered in the gale,
an octopus of a city. milk-white, tomb-like. Everything
was quiet and dead.
We hovered a littlc over a thousand feet above the
city. I could clearly make ont each individual building
below me. In the distant north snow was falling. It
was the curtain behind which the icewall slunk. The
long, thread-like, streets below bobbed up and down
before me as my aerial charge, like a light craft on a
choppy sea. bounced about in midair. I did not dare
venture too far into the teeth of the gale. I had to be
satisfied to watch it from a safe distance as it drove before its fury huge clouds of snow. I saw the havoc of
the wind beneath me. I saw the leaden mantle of the
sky above me, and to the north of me the curtain of
snow. Even as I looked this curtain seemed to be rent
asunder. And then. like the high prow of some Cyclopean ship, the icy nose of the glacier tore through the
storm. Into the residential part of the city it tore—with
the roar of a thousand Niagaras, the fury of a thousand
miles, and before its might man's handicraft gave way
and was crushed and plowed under by ice.
IT was a wonderful and terrible sight. A solid mass
of glittering. -cintillating ice. a huge chilling plottghshare nearly one hundred feet high that bore behind it
the weight of a frozen continent, eut a wide gap into
the scene below and house after house, block after
block was hopelessly shatterech In an échelon formation,
like the battle-phalanx of Alexander's conquering
Greeks. it paved a way for the newest ice-age. Somewhere far in the rear. perhaps hundreds of miles behind. a grand npheaval must undoubtedly have taken
place and hurled suddenly and unexpectedly upon its
wretched victim this pointed mass that was supposed
to corne in a more leisurely fashion. a huge field of ice
that rose in height as it stretched northward, peak
after peak, vale after vale, and lost itself in the mist
of the falling snow. With the speed of an express
train it burst ont of the curtain that fcll thickly from
the massed, gray clouds. The glacier that so far had
advanced so slowly and had behaved so well had suddenly burst its gyves and spread rapid destruction in its
wake. A second sufficed it to cross the narrow Harlem
River and fix itself on the main part of the gigantic
city. Then through the once thickly populated heart
of Gotham, it swiftly swept, spreading a landscape of
tail. spired peaks white with freshly fallen snow, crush-

ing, tearing, rending asunder. Like the prow of a
speed-boat the tail apex oCthe phalanx struck the congested, world fanions business district of New York.
For one awful moment the huge buildings, marvels of
the engineers' genius, held their own nobly. Then they
wavered a bit, some of the exterior masonry coverings
fcll off and buried themselves in the three feet deep
snow on the ground below and exposed the steel girder
skeleton framework from underneath the brick and
stone, then as a hundred-billion tons of ice pressed
irresistibly forward, the big édifices crumpled up and
became one with the past. One big, slender tower, a
finger of steel and stone pointing at the sky. broke into
two and fell. A row of huge office buildings, mighty
structures of concrète and steel, were brushed helplessly
to one side and crushed one upon the other as the ice
advanced. The sturdy Municipal Building, hardiest of
them ail, valiantly held its head high until one side of
the icy échelon brushed along it, tearing away much of
its lower concrète. Huge pièces of ice broke off the
main body of the cold plow-share and piled themselves
up talus-like, almost to one half of the height of the
tail édifice. Even when the greater part of one wall
was already gone, steel-work and ail. and the building
itself was slanting awry, the ice continued to pile up
around. Still it stood. And then it was pushed to
one side. indifferently, just as some obtrusive clod of
earth is pushed ont of the path by a plow. For a
moment the gigantic structure struggled as though it
were a living thing. From a bird's-eye-view, it seemed
a huge, antediluvian. unearthly living thing. Uprooted
from its solid base of deeply sunk caissons, falling to
pièces bit by bit. I watched it as it traveled for a
hundred yards or more with the swiftly moving ice- prow of the glacier, a skeleton of a building, shatîering
its smaller neighbors in its final bid for existence. Its
naked dome toppled grotesquely to one side like a
drunkard's hat. Then like a house of cards it fell to
pièces, hundreds of tons of steel and stone. But the
glacier heedcd nothing. It merely moved on. bayward,
southward, a jagged field of ice that stretched for miles
toward the pôle. It brushed the tail Statue of Liberty
to onc side. and threw it heavily into the ice-covered
water. hurling huge cakes of ice high into the air, and
then lifted little Bedlo's Island bodily ont of the bay. It
tore the long bridges, from their stoney foundations
and then crushed them to pièces underneath its icy
feet. New York City had become one with Nineveh
and the hoariest. of pasts in fifteen minutes. In the
distance and toward the north the snow still fell.
ARIGID Arctic winter had set in. The sun shone
feebly. a weak spot of light in an opaque sky. No
Aurora told of the sunrise, no gory skies afire told of
the death of day. A brazen sky alone roofed the
northern world, stretching from one horizon to the
other.
We flew along the ice-bound coast, through the white
state of New Jersey, over Delaware, and high above
snow-bound Maryland. On the land below us the
glacier never resting, advanced more slowly now. On
the sea great cliffs of ice. hundreds of feet high and as
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irregular as the waves that made them and thick with
snow, faced the rolling waters and occasionally shed
their giant bergs seaward—tall peaks with hoary heads
that touched the gray canopy that blanketed the sky as
they rode southward on the waves' crest. Here and
there. on the whiteness below us lay motionless black
^pots. those of the retreating army that were unable to
carry on. At one place a huge Red Cross sign, darkly
outlined in the snow. told of succor and mercy, an
outpost harbinger of solace in a land which knew of
it but faintly. Once we passed low over a straggling
caravan, a tail end of a mad stampede, hurrying before
the icy lash of Nature as only those hurry, who know
well that Death is the pacemaker. We flew low over
Baltimore, deeply covered with snow, a mute city,
silent and deserted, awaiting the doom of the inévitable.
The snow held sway as far south as Washington,
D. C. In the Potomac huge cakes of ice, floated languidly while on its southern shore a small steamer was
stranded and afire. The big Capitol building, a squat,
milky monster, merged its whiteness with that of the
snow. I saw the first sunshine in many a day in this
doomed capital city of a scattered nation, a welcome
orb that reflected its light on the white mirror beneath
it and played havoc with the eyes.
We landed in Richmond, Virginia's fair capital, a
city as old as the south—now a Richmond overcrowded
with madmen. Festered with disease, hunger, and
crime, with a homeless, terror-stricken populace, it
awaited the glacier's coming sedately and with dignity,
like an aristocrat.
Galveston harbor was a sea of naked masts, long,
skinny fingcrs pointing arrow-like to the sky, like so
-- many dead and scorched pine-trunks after a forest
fire. Clara was in Galveston, living with a maiden
aunt. Her father was in northern Mexico busy within
the depths of his ruins. For my part our meeting
was a happy one, though what impression my month's
growth of beard and my unkempt person made on the
girl, I could not say.
Washington went to lier icy doom five days after
New York City had met the same fate. It did not go
with the sudden unexpected onrush of a sea of ice that
wrote "finis" to the three-hundred year history of the
greater city; it went slowly, like a huge pachyderm
pushing its way through a forest of tender saplings,
irresistibly and yet without concern. The huge Capitol
torn from its age old base, was pushed along for about
a mile by a fifty feet high ice-wall, crumpling to pièces
as it went, its magnificent cupola falling to the ground
at one half of that distance; and finally the thick masonry gave way and fcll to pièces before the weight and
ponderosity of the glacier. The tall Washington Monument, so eyewitnesses claim, broke into three pièces
at the first impact and buried each piece in the deep
snow at its feet.
IHAD scarcely been in Galveston for two days when
an order from the new office of the Scicntific News
at Tampa reached me. I was to be there as soon as
possible. A quarter of an hour later I was at Clara's
house again for another farewell. Paul was there too.
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fresh from Panama, a merry sunburnt Paul, eager
and furtive—in contrast to my haggard, care-worn
self. He was endeavoring to induce Clara and her
aunt to return with him to the tropics, now, alas,
grown very temperate. indeed. I was a very happy
man when I heard them refuse.
CHAPTER VHI
"Bender, We Must Do Something"
ONCE again I was looking down upon a sparsely
covered pink scalp immediately above a pair of
narrow shoulders
"Have a chair, Bender," said the little editor wearily.
Undoubtedly he had been up late the night before.
"Had a jolly cold time in New York, didn't you? Your
story was excellent. Congratulations. You've certainly
got the stuff in you and if the glacier doesn't force us
back into the pre-Neolithic days I prophesy a great
future for you. Mark my words."
I answered something or other in reply, almost inaudibly—a thanks, I believe. Pie seemed not to hear
me.
"The world is panic stricken, Bender," he continued.
"1 too am beginning to see only the worst. To me it
is the end. Yes, Bender, the finish. The last chapter
of our civilization lias been written and the Grand
Author is even now putting the period in the final line ;
the book is complété and finished. Yes, Bender, we
must do something; something to stop the ice. Do
you think old Dunraven could help? A real big wall.
a deep ditch, perhaps. A billion hands are ready to
help. The Italians, so I hear, are taking advantage of
the internai volcanic heat with which their little peninsula home is at one time blcssed and cursed.
"We ought to be ont of the frigid area soon. Good
Lord, it can't last forever, and once ont, the ice will
go quick. The last glacier, if ail indications are true.
did not go farther south than Ohio and on this I rest
much hope. It is not the thought that the glacier will
cover up the entire surface of the globe that puts fear
into my heart and makes me cry dismally that ail is
lost. It is the sadly terrible sight of humanity wiping
itself out. When the sun shines again some day and
we are free of the icy marauders from the pôles, what
a tiny wretched remuant will be saved. It will hardly
be worth saving."
He paused for a moment and regarded me, but
noting that I made no comments, continued.
"You see, Bender, it's like this. So long as we
are in the cold belt, the sun's heat is nil, for the atmosphère no longer holds the heat. The seas and the
inland waters freeze, and expanding, spread the frigid
température. Like a snowball growing bigger and
bigger as it rolls down-hill, the glacier feeds on itself
as it goes. using its victims to garner in more. There
is little news from Europe now. Spain and France
both breathed their last a week ago ; thousands perished
on the ice sea which was once the Mediterranean. Italy
is still holding out in her lowlands, but it is only a
question of time. Greece is hit, though Turkey, as
far as I know now, is still untouched, while Egypt
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bas had its first snow-storm in its sixty centuries of
history. A white night-cap of ice and snow rests on
the top of the world and is growing bigger every day.
Yes, Bender, we must do something."
THE Himalayas proved to be no Carriers. The
glacier went through them like a bot knife tbrougb
l)Utter. tearing everytbing to pièces as it went. I
pictured it in my mind's eye. the tall Indo-Chinese
range, niajcstic, serene, invincible, défiant of time and
of élément, tbose hoary Asiatic pillars of the f>lue
firmament of the Far East bowing down before the
polar foe. Nature's mightiest rampart scaled at last
and the sunny plains below at the mercy of the ice.
Like a cinéma display, a scene that in reality took
weeks to enact, passed in a rapid review before my
mental eye. 1 saw the slow advance of the tall ice-wall
behind the curtain of falling snow. Sibcria long ago
conquered. China just surrendered, slowîy, ponderously,
a living. relentless entity twenty-thousand miles long,
a thousand billion tons behind it. I saw it creep, hour
by hour, into the arid foot-hills of the skyscraping
mountain chain, swallow them overnight, and then
push farther on. I saw it pile itself high over the deepest of chasms and the widest of gorges, and at the
feet of the tallcst peaks as the king of mountain ranges
made its-final stand. I saw it creep up slowly, through
one mountain pass, another, into a valley and then
swiftly across a plain, hurling itself forward with the
weight of a world behind it, surrounding giant peak
after giant peak like a living. crawling, many-armed
hydra, mercilessly crushing the mountain villages that
stood in its way. I saw the fight on the timberline as
the ice arose. the big pines giving way like so much
brushwood, up. up, until only the tallest peaks remained
above the ice. tiny, peaked islands covered with snow
and losing themselves in a gray blanket of clouds.
Xorth Texas and the mid-west plateau states felt
the grip of the glacier at about the same time that Sait
Lake City did. Big bergs floated down the Mississippi,
and jamming into one solid mass, made of the Father
of Waters a river of ice. Those refugees who had
only so recently been driven to seek newer homes in
the southlands were beginning to feel uneasy again.
On the first day of October Los Angeles was unanimously decided on as the capital of the United States.
It snowed many inches deep that day ail along the
Pacific coast as far south as the Mexican border;
nevertheless the Los Angelites turned ont en masse to
welcome the nation "s noblest.
OF course the glacier's advance was not a matter
of speed. except in the case of the destruction of
New York City, whose unlucky remuant of once proud
millions died in a trap suddenly sprung. Ordinarily the
Ue-fields moved toward the corpulent equator of the
earth at the rate of about five miles a day, ample time
for flight. though it would take longer in mountainous
régions.
The admixture of homeless peoples who pressed
madly into the iceless places of the world had very
unwisely sought the seasides and the big cities instead

of the more open plains and the jungle's almost unlimited terrains. The gregariousness of the herd animal,
of which man too is a species, manifested itself in
overcrowded cities where death, disease. and vice was
rife. Others, however, were made of sterner stuff.
Tent cities and long, even avenues of hastily constructed
shanties sprang up as if by the rub of an Aladdin's
lamp in valleys, in forests, and by the brinks of rivers
and seas. These were the nuclei of newer nations to
corne. Forests were cleared and streams bridged, and
prairies once given over entirely to wild grasses and
wilder winds were plowed and tilled. Everytbing was
donc to cover freezing bodies and fil! hungry mouths.
At first showing signs of belligerency, the countries of
the tropics, however, soon bowed before the inévitable,
and powerlcss in the face of a billion desperate invaders
either ofFered aid or assumée! an indifférence that verged
on fatalism. It soon became a case of nations within
nations, immense ghettos in foreign lands. Temporary
seats of governments were erected and armed vigilantes
maintained order without scruple or hésitation. Strict
laws rivaling those of Lycurgus of ancient history were
the immédiate and natural offspring of those terrible
times and death was the penalty for infringement.
People desperately combated the baser éléments of man
which corne to the surface when be is scared or otherwise caught unawares.
CHAPTER IX•
The World at Bay
THE tall arboreal mammoths of our northwestern
vvoods bowed before the titanic fields of ice. yet
they had dared Nature's grimmest dangers for a
half-score of centuries. California was invaded; the
tall Sierra Nevadas were traversed by the glacier, and
the southern deserts became its bed. And stiil the
northern fury kept coming on—creeping slowly, mile
by mile. One day Tokio sent a message that ail was
over. The next day Manila had a snow-storm.
On this side of the globe a wedge-shaped world of
ice, like the prow of a Cyclopean ship, five thousand
miles long, held in its grasp the biggest part of the
land. Its point was north Texas, high and cold, and
thence it ran in a more or less irregular line as far
north as San Francisco on the west coast and northeast
as far as the Virginia hills. South of it was a cold
land of refugees driven from their homes. North of
it a colder land of boréal storms. The Los Angeles
vicinity was fast becoming an Arctic country and the
prospects of hunting a newer national capital were
becoming more imminent daily. Gray clouds hid the
one time azuré sky of the California city and huge
ice-cakes covered lier distant harbor. For one solid
week the snow never ceased to fall and the streets were
carpeted with a foot of soft, white flakes. Her huge
population, swelled to overflowing by the influx of a
myriad of homeless ones, was moving desertward hour
by hour. Atlanta received her baptism of ice simultaneously with San Francisco and both natives and
fugitives suddenly quit their erstwhile bellicose desires
and became an army of stragglers toward the Gulf.
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allow me no more." He passed over the glacier simply
by stating that he thought he had a remedy. Clara,
he mentioned, was in Mexico City.
The next day I started toward Mexico and two days
later was in Magdalena, a city of the living dead, where
a million starving men and wonten eyed one another
greedily, in constant fear that someone might want a
bite to eat. Martial law reigned with an iron hand, a
Mexican martial law that was bereft of scruples and
knew how to be swift. A food-issue rule had been
in existence for a long tinte and hoarders were shot.
Dead bodies were daily carted out to the sandy edge
of the overgrown town and there cremated. A pair
of gibbets, gruesonte reminders of the power of the
law, graced the main plaza, and daily they bore the
bitterest of fruits. Armed soldiers, with bayonets fixed.
guarded the streets and lurked in every ally, so that
Magdalena was akin to a military post or an invaded
city. The laws were of iron and it was necessary that
it should be so.
Now as I write reviewing those awful days, so hectic
and eventful, and so terrible, it seems to me like some
bad dreant that existed only in the imagination. An
ancient ruin found by a rich old man with a penchant
toward science, a warning never heeded, the first cries
of distress, two huge glaciers coming relentlessly, like
the two jaws of a vise, front the two pôles, a stampede.
of scared humans made desperate by their plight, a
world of fugitives, and a world of ice and storms.
To-day, in retrospect, it appears more like a nightmare
of many years ago than the terrible reality that it really
ONE day I found a letter awaiting me at the new
was. I recall the day upon which I arrivée! in Magdalena
office of the Scicntific Nczi.'s. In places the postal
and
immediately sought Stephen Dunraven. An hour
service was still in existence. The envelope bore the
later
I found him in a dirty khaki-tent which evidently
stantp of Mexico and even before I opened it the
had seen better days, at the edge of the town, distant
neat, almost girlish hand appraised me of the fact
front the turmoil of humanity. The little Jap serving
that the writer was noue other than nty scientifically
man,. immobile as ever, was still at bis elbow, bowing
inclined friend. He was very brief. A few lines
and very polite, just as he had been before.
(light green ink on pink paper, sccntedl), he thought,
"How are you, Bender?" Dunraven greeted me in
would suffice to tell me that he was at présent at the
site of Itis archeological "find" near Magdalena. He the gruff tone of a "bucko" second-mate ordering a
surly sailor aloft. A hearty handshake gave immédiate
had discovered soniething new and desired my immédilie to the contparison. "Sit down next to me on this
ate presence. "Just a few lines for your sheet that
cot.
Easy, it's broke. Ido, soniething to drink."
will do it good," he wrote. And "1 know that they'll
END OF PART i
In Europe, Rome and Madrid were both under the
glacier. Athens was a deserted city in the power of a
raging blizzard solemnly awaiting an icy death. Practically ail of Europe was covered before the Hellenes
were reached. Constantinople was full of refugees and
very cold. Cairo had been burning for a week, and
Fez, Tuns, and Algiers were shambles. Buluways was
made the temporary capital of the nascent European
Confederacy, extending its boundaries, and primeval
jungle and native bamboo village had to give way.
Fighting with the blacks was a daily affair and the
prey-birds of the air feasted and gorged well on human
flesh.
Front Asia came no news. India was one vast
uninterrupted battlefield where yellow man and brown
fought tooth and claw, one to find a haven front the
glacier's cruel menace, the other to hold back front
hearth and home a Mongol tide. The islands of the
South Seas proved hell-holes for millions. Japan alone
showed any signs of sanity. Site took possession of
the Phlippines, Hawaii and Guant and htoved the
strickcn reninaitt of the iMikado's population there. The
little island kingdont of the rising suit had proved to
be like Britain on the globe's opposite side. a death-trap
to lier overcrowded millions. New Zealand was under
and Australia was breathing lier last. Sydney and
Melbourne both reported snow while Ballarat was
covered with ice. The southern glacier was coming to
meet its northern ally, the jaws of the vise were closing.
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READERS of Amazing Stories bave freqwently commented upon the fact that there is more actual knowledge
to be gained through reading its pages than from many a textbook. Moreover, most of the stories are
written in a popular vein, making it possible for any one to grasp important facts.
The questions which we give below are ail answered on the pages as listed at the end of the questions, Pleasc
see if you can answer the questions without looking for the answer, and see how well you check up on your général
knowledge.
7. What is the naine of a very fierce tribe of Indians
1. Why do planets shinc at night? (See page 875.)
in Mexico? (See page 903.)
2. What planets were believed to be inhabited? (See
8. What action of the Gulf Stream affects England
page 875.)
and the countries of northern Europe? (See page
3. What astronomer upheld this beliefr (See page
909.)
876.)
9. What is the length of the "stadium," a unit of
4. What is the force of gravitv on Mars? (See page
measurc used by the Greeks? (See page 927.)
876.)
10. What is the more familiar name of God Poséidon?
5. How does Venus compare with the Earth? (See
(See page 927.)
page 877.)
11. Can a reaction motor operate in a vacuum or does
6. What are the distances of Venus from the earth at
its action dépend on the presence of air? (See
inferior and superior conjunction? (See page 881.)
page 950.)
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Ti}' George Coo\man Watson

|HE Président of the Algonquin Trust &
months ago. He had just closed the deal whcrcby he
had disposed of his oil properties for several millions
Deposit Company lias authorized me to
announce that on the 24th inst., the Ross
of dollars, and. naturally, this had brought him someParty Relief Expédition will leave on its
what into the limelight. Darby Ross was then just
mission from an eastern port. I am sure
past thirty, unmarried, and possessed of traits that
that the relatives and friends of the men who, with
are worth mentioning. The first was that he had an
insatiable thirst for kuowledge—knowledge of the earth.
Mr. Darby Ross, are the subjects of this expédition,
will be greatly cheered and comforted by this aunounccthe sky and the sea—and he often told me after our
association that his greatest desire in life was to acment. It has been deemed advisable not to disclose
complish something that would be of benefit and inthe sailing point at this time, owing to the usual delay
terest, not only to the présent génération, but to posand confusion that accompanies such a venture. After
terity and science. As it is problematical whether we
many weeks of investigation and conférences, an opinion has been handed down ;» re Algonquin, Trust &
shall ever see Darby Ross again, I do not think I am
violating a confidence when I state that he is a man
Deposit Company vs. Ross Trust Fund that makes it
. possible for the vast sum of money that has been held
who is financing the digging of a well into the earth for
the purpose of scientific study and investigation, vvhich
under this trust to be released for this purpose, and
upon me has been conferred the honor of leading the
is now under development. and which will be driven to
the depth of 30 miles. He is also the nian that has
relief expédition.
secured the data for the highest known élévations so
It is hardly necessary to state that I shall use every
far achieved by airplanes : and his invention, the specpossible means to accomplish our purpose, and I desire
trophone. which will enable one to see the party with
at this time to express my thanks and appréciation to
whom he is speaking over the téléphoné, will soon be
the" many societies and governments that have kindly
placed in every-day use.
offered their services. Owing to the fact that so many
If I recall correctly, I was asked to take a hand in
wild and distorted rumors have been circulated regarda bridge game with Darby Ross the first evening I met
ing Mr. Ross and his associâtes, and the varions spécuhim. He was very fond of auction, and I can testify
lations that have been carried on in our press since our
to his marvelous ability at playing this game. After
disappearance beneath the waves from the deck of the
yacht Jean l'aljcan some six or seven months ago.
we had played a few rubbers, the other two members
of our game were called away, and it was then that
it has been deemed advisable by ail parties interested.
Mr. Ross and myself had a
that I make a brief report
■
conversation that resulted
as to what we found. This
—^
in his employing me as his
report will be released after
/J TLANTIS stories have akrays been a favorite subjcct
private
secretary. I cannot
the expédition is under way.
Si ïi'ilh aulliors and II is quite possible that a thonsand difforget the impression he
I will not burden the pubférent versions of a City muter the Sea viight be svritten
Zi'i Ihoul duplication.
made upon me. or the earnlic with the many extravaThe présent story illustrâtes this point, and furnishes extra- est manner in which he
gant stories that have been
ordinarlly i/ood reading. It contains a great deal more good
stated that life was so full
published regarding our
science perhaps than many other Atlanlis stories that have
of sham and frivolity, and
first exploration, but in
been presenled in the pasl.
Il has the additional fealure of holding yonr attention to
that there were so many big
passing will inform the
the las! Une. Indeed. zve hope that the nezv author zcill préthings to be donc, yet the
Tiincs-Dispatch that I am
sent our readers with some more scientificlion from his peu.
average person was content
not confined in an insane
only with what concerned
asylum in Illinois, as they
—
his own little sphere.
stated. and would call to
The next mornîng. when I reported to his office, he
the attention of the Post-IntcUigcnccr that my wife is
opencd the conversation by saying ; "It is my intention.
very much alive and enjoyed hugely reading the account
Gregden. to gather around me a body of men, each a
that she was a spirit, clothed only in ethereal robes, and
specialist in his départaient, and to make a scientific
had corne down from a distant planet. I shall give this
investigation of the ancient and buried temples of Yucareport in the form of a narrative, and shall try to the
tan. and also to collect what data we can upon the Maya
best of my ability to do it as correctly as possible. But
Race. I have here a list," handing me a paper. "of
my readers will appreciate the fact that I only have a
men that I wish you would get into Communication with
small notebook of data, and that I shall be compelled to
for this expédition. I leave it entirely to you," he said,
draw upon my memorv as well as upon the information
"to arrange everything for the comfort, safety and
that can be given to me by my wife. Nesta.
maintenance of this expédition, and I have opened up
I met Mr. Darby Ross at the Alumni Club some ten
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After penetrating a few inches, we came upon a bronze-like substance, which being cleared, proved to be a reflector. . . . At une
side of the mound we discovered what appeared to be an opening into its interlor, and much to our surprise in a few moments
we had raised this shell.
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for you an account with the Pacific National Bank for
whatever funds you may need. I shall be ont of the
city for about ten days or two weeks, and upon my return I trust you will bave the détails ail satisfactorily
arranged." After I had gone with him to the bank
and arranged about the signing of checks. etc., he bid
me goodbye, and I returned to the office to carry out
his instructions.
I made ail the necessary arrangements for this expédition, and was fortunate enough to secure the men whose
names he had given me. Upon his return to the city,
we had our first conférence in his apartments. The
names of these men, who were destined to go down in
history as the greatest explorers and discoverers of ail
times, are as follows: Prof, van de Gould, Professor
of Ancient Languages, Mid-Continent University; Johann Corot, chemist and author : Howard Sayre, expert
electrician ; Dr. Wm. Forn, physician, late of the University of Charleston. These four men, together with
myself, Sidney Gregden, were selected by Mr. Ross as
his advisers, counsellors and friends for his intended
explorations.
There is another that I must mention at this time,
who, though not known to the scientific world, yet
played a most important part in our subséquent explorations—John Kelly, able-bodied seaman. marvelous
cook, and général man-of-all work, who elected hitnself the personal bodyguard of Darby Ross. It seems
Ross had released him from the clutches of an ©verenthusiastic landlady and, attracted by the man's appearance and disposition, had employed him.
AT our first conférence, Prof, van de Gould stated
that he had just heard, through a friend of his,
Professor Earl Crayon, the eminent anthropologist,
and a brother teachcr with him at the University. that
some astounding discoveries had just been made in the
Cliff Dwellers Région of Arizona, and suggested that
we investigate them before proceeding to Yucatan.
"Can you get Professor Crayon to join this party?"
asked Darby Ross.
"Yes, I think I can," replied Professor van de
Gould.
"Well, then," Ross continuée!, turning to me. "send
him a day letter asking him to join our expédition;
and if you," turning to van de Gould. "think it worth
while. we will investigate the Cliff Dwellers first."
Within the week. Professor Crayon had joined our
party. and ten days later, fully equipped with ail of the
paraphernalia necessary for such an expédition, we
started for Arizona. I need not dwell on the results
of this trip, and shall only mention the salient feature,
which was this :
During the last day of our stay there. no discoveries
of moment having been found, we were scated under
the shade of a projecting rock, waiting for Kelly to
préparé lunch. As is ahvays the case in parties of this
kind, when men of diversified professions and opinions
are thrown together constantly. a great dea! of badinage
is passcd back and forth. and on this occasion Sayre
was twitting Professor Crayon on not having discovered any good prehistoric skeletons. 'T think it's ail

a matter of luck. anyway," he stated, slowly rolling a
cigarette. "You don't knovv where these old dead boys
are buried, but you can pick and poke about, and if
you stumble upon a skeleton that lias been peacefully
slumbering for some thousands of years, you get ail
het up about it, and have his boues named after you,
and get written up in the scientific journals, and think
you are some guy."
Professor Crayon, somevvhat peeved at the resuit of
the expédition, testily replied, "AU right, Brother
Sa\ re, suppose we let you try. I think there is enough
time left before Kelly announces lunch for you to discover a very good spccimen."
"Fil just do that little thing," cried Sayre. Jumping
up and grabbing a pick, he started ofî toward the cliffs.
"Hold on a minute." cried Ross. "Don't waste your
strength in this hot sun digging arotind anywhere; let
me show you a good place," and gravely walking out
into the center of an ancient court, he made several
mysterious motions with his arms, squinted up and
down, then finally walking over to a spot which, if
anything, was hotter and more bleak and desolatelooking than anything around, said, tapping his foot
upon the ground, "Dig here, Howard, and great shall
be your reward."
As he returned to us, mopping his forehead, Crayon
said, "What on earth have you got him digging there
for? You know as well as I do that they never buried
their dead in the open Hke that, in the court, but up
along the side."
"Oh, well, let him alone," said Ross. "The exercise will do him good," and, dropping upon the ground,
he turned to observe the patient Sayre, who was slowly
but care fully digging away.
We were having great fun laughing at him, and at
Kelly's call for lunch we ail arose, when just at that
moment Sayre started up. "Hey, you fellows, l've
found one !" and stooping, he picked out of the shallow
excavation a skull, which he held up to our inspection.
"Impossible !" muttered Crayon, striding forward.
"Why. such a discovery there is out of the question."
We were ail soon gathered around the spot, and
there, much to our surprise, and to the delight of Sayre,
lay a perfect human skeleton. about six feet long.
Eagerly we bent over it. Needless to say, Professor
Crayon was in his élément.
WHILE we were ail engaged in removing the skeleton and some pottery and utensils that had been
buried with it, Ross picked up a small dise. "Well,
what do you know about this?" he exclaimed, looking
at it closely on both sides. then handing it to Prof,
van de Gould. The professor immediately looked at it
on both sides through his pocket magnifying lens. and
in a voice tense with émotion, stated, "This is indeed
a wonderful discovery." The métal was a peculiar
substance, not known to any of us. Later we ascertained it was orichalcum*. It was about the size of a
silver dollar, and about half as thick. On one side it
bore this emblem : and the reverse side showed this :
*A yellow alloy, perhaps like brass, esteemed precious by
the Greeks and Romans.
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"What do you think it is, van de Gould?" Ross
asked.
"Pardon me," interrupted Sayre, "but I think \ve
are ail very much interested in this discovery. I suggest we return to the shade."
The two brother professors carefully picked up the
skeleton. while Ross and njyself collected the varions
articles found with it. We then ail returned to our
camp, Kelly greeting our approach with a pathetic
appeal that we proceed at once to lunch or his spécial
omelet would be entirely ruined.
During the course of the meal, Ross asked Prof,
van de Gould to give us the meaning of the inscriptions found upon the dise.
"This dise," he said, holding it up in his hand, "to
the best of my knowledge, is an emblem which conferred upon the wearer the rights now imposed on an
ambassador. This sign you see," pointing to the figure
representing a boot, "is the ancient Maya letter 'A,' or
the sign of the god Ad, the suprême ruler. and indicates
that the wearer thereof is one of his messengers.
"We have also found," he continued. "a similar design in the ancient Phoenician alphabet, while some
siiidents of languages hold that it is from the Arian,
and others that it was common to the early Mediterranean civilization. However, I think we can safely
rely upon the fact that Landa's interprétation is correct. that it is pure Maya, or, more correctly. Colhuas.
to whose civilization the Mayas succeeded about 1.000
years B.C. The reverse side," turning it over, "is almost the universal sign of both early eastern and western civilizations of the universe. the four angles representing the différent points of the world. This, in
my opinion," he continued. "would be pure Phoenician
if. in the center, was the symbol 'X,' which would signify the sun."
"This. then, in yottr, opinion. Professer," interrupted
Ross, "would prove that the Mayas were not only themselves sun-worshippers, but that they were endeavoring
to spread their religion among these northern tribes."
"This -would seem to indicate it." replied the Professer. "Perhaps our friend Crayon can slied some
lîght upon the skeleton."
Crayon leaned back, and lighting a cigarette, stated :
"I have no doubt, gentlemen, but that the skeleton just
discovered. thanks to the efforts of our good friend
Sayre." bowing to him. "clearly demonstrates the fact.
that van de Gould is correct in his supposition that
lie was an ambassador to these tribes. It is a wellknown fact," he continued. "that the Maya civilization
was of the highest order. We also have authentic historical knowledge of the fact that they endeavored to
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spread the doctrine of sun-worshjp among the then
northern tribes of North America."
"Well, Professer," I asked, "would you say that he
had been received among these people in a friendly
manner, or that he had been put to death?"
"1 would ccrtainly maintain the theory," he answered
me, "that he had been received among them with great
honor, and that at his death, which would appear to
be untimely, they had confcrred upon him the highest
honor they could bestow—burial in the Garden of the
Sun."
THE discussion then continued back and forth between us, and we were j.ust about to return to the
skeleton, where the professors desired to make certain
measurements, when Kelly, who had by this time completed his culinary services, came up to Mr. Ross.
"Would you please . . ." he said, "May I see it?" indicating the dise.
"With plcasure," and he handed it to Kelly.
Kelly looked at it intently for a few moments, and
then, handing it back, stated, "Now, how in the name
of the saints do you suppose that one of these things
ever got way over here? Sure, if it doesn't look strange
to me."
"Why, what do you mean?" interrupted Ross.
'Beggin' your pardon, I have one of the self-same
things mesilf."
"The dickens you have !" exclaimed van de Gould,
scrambling to his feet. "Where is it?"
"It's over here in my dunnage -bag. Pli fetch it
for you if you'd like to see it."
"Well, I should say we would," cried Ross. "Go
and get it at once."
"Do you suppose that old Irishman has been doing
some exploration on his own account?" quizzed Sayre.
"It begins to look," interrupted Crayon, "as though
we've stumbled upon quite a find."
"1 am more interested in where the man found it,"
continued van de Gould.
Kelly returned in a few moments and handed to Ross
a dise, similar to the one that Sayre had just discovered. We eagerly crowded around him, and as the
markings on it were somewhat indistinct, he handed it
to van de Gould, who instantly gave it a searching
study under his pocket glass.
"Ha!" he exclaimed, 'the very thing I have been
looking for. See this !" excitedly indicating the center
of the reverse side. "Here you will note the cross that
I mentioned. This, gentlemen," he continued, excitedly,
proves absolutely that the Mayas are direct descendants
of the early Mediterranean races, and their civilization
was acquired from the early Phoenician, or, I might
say, Berber."
"Whereabouts around here did you find that, Kelly?"
queried Ross.
"Sure, now. and if you good gentlemen think that
I waste me time in prowling around dead men's bones,
you have another guess comin' to ye. 'Tis mesilf that
would let the dead rest in peace."
"Well, corne on," Ross continued. "where did you
find it?"
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"Keep aisy, gentlemen, and l'il tell yon the whole
story." Seating himself upon the ground, he indicated
that we should do likewise. Disregarding our impatience, he leisurely lighted his pipe, and crossed his
hands behind his head, leaned back against a boulder,
and then spoke.
•

grandfather was a sailor lad, and when he
IVX was a youngster, about 18 years of âge, he was
in the British navy. On one of his trips he was with
Capt. Tillard, and many's the time he's told me this
taie. It was in the month of June, 1811, and they were
olï the island of St. Michaels, which, as you gentlemen
know, is one of the Azores. They were cruising along
under a fair wind when they saw flame and smoke and
water shootin' up ont of the océan. Sure, me grandfather lias told me many a time that he thought the
old boy himself was after them. Well," he continued,
"they landed at St. Michaels, and the captain and a
few of the crew, among which was me granddad, went
up on a hill and saw the smoke comin' right ont of
the sea and the waves ail ripplin', and just at this time
they had several earthquakes, and the old man said
that he thought sure his tinte had conte. Well, about
a fortnight afterwards, having made the tour of the
island, he started to return to England. While he was
on lookouf one morning, as the fog arose he saw a
brand-new island, where a few days before they had
seen the Devil's Whirlpool. He told me that the crew
was for crowding on sail and getting away front the
place, but Capt. Tillard was determined to find out
something about the new island, so he lowered his gig,
and my grandfather was ordered into the boat. He
says they landed on an island about a mile in diameter,
and in one place, he heard the captain state front his
observations, that it was 240 feet high. They found
several boiling springs, and the old gentleman says that
he nearly burned his hand off tryin' to get the température of one of them. He remembers that the captain
said that it was a volcanic éruption, and that it would
soon disappear just as it had corne up. They returned
to the boat, and on the way back the old gentleman saw
a piece of métal, which he picked up and slipped into
his pocket for good luck. Sure, it's a fact, if you find
a piece of money in the Devil's Garden, it's a sign of
good luck, and good luck he had from that day on.
Just before I took me first trip to sea, the old gentleman gave me the piece of métal and told me it would
always bring me good luck. That's the end of the taie,
sirs," he said. "But how in the name of the saints
another one just like it got over here is beyond me."
Just at this moment, Sayre, who had been going
over the contents of the grave, unfolded a small parchment. This he handed to Crayon, who quickly unwound it. It was about eight inches long and four
wide and covered with strange letterings, quite faint
but of unmistakable fineness and delicate design. The
professer at once subjected it to his pocket glass and
with the assistance of the glossary of ancient languages
he always carried with him, and assisted by van de
Gould, he read the translation as follows :

6 Kan 11 Mulac Elab Molo 8th. To Rulers,
peoples and Gods of the Western Arc Welcome
we ask for TROAN bearer of our message By
the sign of the Gods receive him as known to you
by KOKOZ
Ar—Kor scribe.
There was a dead silence when he stopped. The two
professors looked at each other and then at the disks.
ROSS broke the silence. "Gentlemen," he said, his
voice suppressed with émotion, "1 don't know what
you think about it, but I am of the opinion that this
day we have the indisputable proof that, not only did
the eastern civilization establish that of the west, but
that Plato was correct ; the continent of Atlantis was not
a myth; it was a definite fact."
Professer van de Gould hastily went to his portfolio and quickly returned with a map of the Atlantic
Océan. "Mr. Ross," he said, "my brother professer
here," indicating Crayon, "and myself have long been
subject to criticism and dérision for our firm belief in
the lost continent and civilization of Atlantis. The discoveries of the moment have firmly established in my
mind that it only remains to re-discover this lost continent."
"May I interrupt a moment. Professer?" said Crayon.
"Mr. Ross, I have heard that it is your ambition to
make some discovery worth while. Allow me to be the
first to ofifer you my time, my service, and, yes, my
life, in an endeavor to discover the lost continent."
"Count me in on that, Ross," interrupted van de
Gould.
"And me," quickly assented Sayre.
"Don't count me out," cried Dr. Forn, "Fm with you
to the death."
"You know me, AI," I smiled, gripping his hand.
Ross's eyes sparkled, as he cried, "Gentlemen, the die
is cast ; today we organize the Ross Expédition for the
discovery of Atlantis ; tomorrow we start préparations
for our journey."
That evening, after a prolonged discussion, the following was décidée! : we would give no information to
anyone regarding the proposée! adventure ; Darhy Ross
would furnish ail necessary funds for the equipment
of the expédition ; that we would charter a steam yacht
and fully equip it with everything necessary for deepsea diving and exploration ; that we would make our
start at Joscphine's Bank, which bank had been discovereel in the '70s by the U.S.S. Dolphin, and later
charted as to soundings by the British ship Challenger,
whose soundings indicated that bottom had been
touched at the depth of 32 fathoms. At this depth it
was quite possible to work in diving suits, and under
diving bells.
I will not go into the détails of the organizing and
equipping of the expédition, beyond the fact that an
expédition was formed by Darby Ross for the ostensible
purpose of collecting data from the ocean's bed, and
that we secured the yacht Jean Valjcan from a French
concern, whose crew was selected under the personal
direction of Kelly, who made it a point that men well
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versed in deep-sea diving. sounding and dredging were
included. During the time necessary for the equipping
of the vessel, ail possible information and data relative to this portion of the sea and to the lost Atlantis,
together with the ancient hieroglyphics of the Meditcrranean peoples, including Arian, Berbcr. Phoenician.
early Hebrew, as well as those of the ancient Peruvians and Mayas, were carefully gone over, while Professer van de Gould made a hurried trip to London
to consult the priceless records of the British Muséum
to secure additional information.
To Professer Crayon was given the task of providing and equipping the expédition with ail of the data
and information at his disposai.
Mr. Sayre was given a free hand in the way of electrical equipments, storage batteries, coils, lights. wiring,
etc.
To our chemist, Mr. Corot, was entrusted the complété stocking of the yacht with everything necessary
in his line for the purpose of testing, analyzing and assorting; also a full supply of flasks, beakers, reagents,
test tubes and other paraphernalia.
Dr. Forn, our physician, was instructed to make his
department as modem as money and science could provide.
Mr. Ross, as leader of the expédition, secured the
latest diving equipments, consisting of suits and diving
hells, together with ail necessary equipment for undersca exploration ; while I was made général utility man
and had charge of the storing of the ship with a little
bit of everything I could possibly think of that might
be called into use.
We worked quickly, and, with unlimitcd capital at
our command. were soon able to have the Jean Valjean
ready for sailing.
The day before our departure, Mr. Ross and myself
went to the Algonquin Trust & Deposit Company, and
there, in pursuance of his previous instructions, he
signed a trust agreement that provided, in the event of
our not returning within a stated length of time, that
the monies so entrusted should be spent in a relief expédition ; he also deposited certain sealed letters and
documents to well-known scientific societies and organizations, as well as to the heads of the departments
of several nations.
WE made a speedy trip to France, and as Prox.
Corot was well connected with the French Government. he secured from the Minister of Marine the
use of Torpédo Boat O-139-B, under the command of
Capt. Minde, which was to accompany us under sealed
orders. A week later we quitted the shores of France,
and one morning, a few days later. we dropped anchor
on Joséphine Bank, located in Lat. 36 29' N. Lon. 11
33' \V. with the torpédo boat anchored a short distance
a way.
Outside of our original party who had made the discovcry in the deserts of Arizona, no one else knew
the exact purpose of this expédition. Our own men
on the Jean Valjean were given to understand that we
were in search of flora and fauna on the bed of the
Atlantic, and to stimulate interest, Mr. Ross had read,
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both fore and aft, the promise of a reward of $1,000.00
to any man, be he commander or common seaman, who
should. during the testings, soundings and divings,
make any discoveries of any importance.
As soon as we had cast anchor, préparations were
immediately begun for a descent. At the council table
it was decided that we work in shifts, and that at ail
times either Mr. Ross, Professor van de Gould. ITofessor Crayon, Mr. Corot or myself should be with the
divers. It was necessary. therefore. for us to take
some lessons in deep-sea diving, and under the able
direction of the officers of the torpédo boat. as well as
of our own men who were experts in that line, we
were soon able to don our diving suits. descend to
the bed of the océan and accustom ourselves to wofking and exploring under water.
For ten days we searched carefully every square yard
that we were able to reach. and found nothing beyond
coral and traces of pumice stone and other indications
of a volcanic éruption some time in the distant past.
Every morning we started ont full of hope. and each
evening we would gather around the council table dejected and perplexed.
On the eleventh day, Ross made the descent at 9:55
A. M., accompanied by Kelly, Sven Jensen, sailor on
the Jean Valjean, and Ensign Troya, of the torpédo
boat. At 12:22 the signal came to hoist up. When they
were released from their diving suits, we immediately
perceived on the countenance of Darby Ross that he
had made a discovery. We at once went into session,
and Ross told us that he had found, at a depth of 39
fathoms, in a direction southwest of the vessel. a mound
-some 12 feet high and whose diameter he estimated
to be about 60 feet. He stated that this was cylindrical
in shape, and had the appearance of being a formation not due to Nature, but to the hand of man.
The Jean Valjean was immediately moved into position over this mound. The diving bell was brought
ont, and it was decided that ail the members of our
immédiate party should make a descent.
We had three of the latest designs of diving hells,
the largest of which, when lowered into position, would
enable several men to work without their diving suits.
as the fresh air was pumped directly into the bell. We
ail know the principles of the diving bell. a bell-shaped
vessel, narrowed at the top and wide at the bottom.
where it is open : the air excludes the water and being
electrically lighted, it facilitâtes our working upon the
cylinder.
In the morning we descended, and with two diving
hells suspended directly over the top of the mound,
commenccd removing the coral and other substance.
After penetrating a few inches. we came upon a bronzelike substance, which being cleared. proved to be a reflector about 20 feet square. One side of this was
supported by a métal screw and jack, which would permit it to be raised or lowered and also turned from
side to side to catch the sun's rays. At one side of the
mound we discovered what appeared to be an opening
into its interior, and. much to our surprise, we raised
this shell in a few moments. It did not seem iogical
that the task should be so simple.
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is a very remarkable coincidence," said
X Crayon. "If this cylinder was erected thousands
of years ago, how is it possible that this covering should
be so easily discovered and raised?"
Sayre, in the meantime. was examining the opening
very carefully with a small. powerful electric flashlight.
"Gentlemen, this bas been used at least within the past
fifty years, and possibly twerity."
"What is the matter." interrupted Ross, "with its
having been used within the past two years r"
At that remark we ail looked up.
"Well. shall we investigate further or stop here?"
"I think, gentlemen," said Ross, "that it would be
prudent for us to return to the yacht and equip ourselves, for we cannot tell what will be our fortune, descending into this tube." We regained the surface and
spent the rest of the day and evening in préparation
for the descent the following morning.
When we descended to the column, as we shall call
it, we were equipped as follows:
To Ross were entrusted somc instruments, two flasks
of water, notebook, flashlight with extra batteries, and
pocket téléphoné and 2,000 feet of wire, which connected with his private téléphoné on the Jean Valjcan,
and was to be left in charge of the doctor, who was
to be our représentative while we made the first descent.
Van de Gould had a small but compact glossary of
the early Mediterranean people's languages, together
with a dictionary of the Phoenician. Maya, early Egyption symbols, together with notebook and ancient words
and symbols of ail languages for such words as "sun,"
"god," "day," "light," "king," etc.
Crayon was equipped with flashlight fuses, water, a
silk rope 500 feet in length, caméra, scaled biscuits,
and compressed méats.
Sayre carried a tiny small wireless outfit, together
with sundry electric equipment and ten charges of
T. N. T. enclosed in water-tight capsules, with wires
and fuses for blasting purposes; while I suppliée! myself with food, water. and an extra supply of compressed oxygen and five helmets." in the event that it
became necessary to put them on. for, you will understand. the diving bell protectcd the opening, and we
ascertained the day before that the column was full of
pure air. In addition to this,- èach man took an automatic and 50 rounds of ammunition. while Dr. Forn
insisted on giving each man a first-aid kit.
Before donning our helmets and descending to the
column, Ross tokl Kelly, in the hearing of several of
the crew, that we were going to work under the diving
bell for some time, and that ho might ask him to bring
us some refreshments that afternoon or evening.
My watch showed 10:55 A. M. when we descended
to the column once more. After carefully adjusting
the wires of the téléphoné, the electric light was fixed
at an angle to throw its rays directly down the tube,
and one by one we clambcred through the opening and
commenced the descent.
If we had not known where we were, we would have
thought that we were descending the steps from the
top of the Washington Monument, at our national
capital. The marble was of great beauty, and built in

remarkable style, while the banisters were artistically
carvcd and Grecian in design. We had gone down
about 600 or 700 feet, I suppose, when we noticed a
break in the sides of the cylinder, which appeared to be
a métal band encircling the interior. We had scarcely
gone 10 steps beyond this when suddenly, above our
heads, two portions of this band quickly came out from
the sides and closed with a short click, throwing us
suddenly into darkness. We stopped dead in our
tracks, and for several seconds stood in expectation.
Sayre then produced his flashlight. and it showed each
one of us nervously grasping his automatic. But therc
was not a sound from below. Above appeared a roof
similar to bronze that covered the entire space over
our heads. We quickly went up and tapped it. but it
gave no sound. Our téléphoné wire had been snapped
when the jaws of this gâte had closed about us.
"Well, gentlemen, here we are," said Ross, philosophically. "What are we going to do about it?"
"1 am going to sit down and think a minute." said
van de Gould, pulling out his water flask and taking
a drink.
Sayre was busily working with his wireless, and in
a few minutes was trying to get the Doctor on the
Jean Valjcan. We watched him anxiously for several
moments. "Can't get them," he said. "There must
be something in that confounded covering or in the
atmosphère that kills the ether vibrations. I guess
we're in for it gentlemen," he said, after a few more
minutes of vain endeavor to establish communications.
"Ail right. then let's go ahead," said Ross. "Sayre,
you're the leader of this outfit as long as we're in the
dark, so you lead the way."
So Sayre. with two powerful flashlights, led the"
way, step by step. down the column. I remember that
I counted the steps mechanically as we descended. and
it seemed that we should never reach the bottom. I
had counted over 1,600, when suddenly the column was
lighted up with a pale greenish light, which gradually
grew brighter until the flashlights were not needed. At
the l/lOth step, we reachecl bottom. where, much to our
surprise, we found an open door, and two men waiting
to receive us. Sayre, who was leading, naturally put
himself on the défensive and raised his automatic. One
of the strangers, pointing to the automatic. waved his
hand back and forth, as if to say, "Put it away." In
the greenish light we observed them closely. They appeared to be men of about 40 years of âge, clean shaven,
light in complexion. with high foreheads, prominent
noses and wide cheek bones. They were dressed in
tunics, apparently of linen. and golden in color, which
reached to their knees. The calves of their legs were
bare, and upon their feet they wore sandals. Around
his neck, each wore a golden band, in the center of
which appeared an emblem of silver.
AS we stood gazing at each other for a moment, one
of the, strangers, apparently the leader, stepped
to one side, and bowing. with a wave of his hand invited us to come out. We did so, but now at a whispered word from Ross, Professer van de Gould took
the lead. Our guides conducted us through a marvel-
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ously beautiful, abandoned temple. Huge columns arose
on ail sides of us, while broken pillars and vast slabs
of marble blocked many a court. Wonderful fountains, without water, appeared on either side of us,
and for some time we walked through the grandeur of
what appeared to be an ancient panthéon. We proceeded about two miles, always descending, and along
a path some eight or ten feet wide that had an appearance of being traveled for centuries. Overhead, at
a height of from 50 to 200 feet, was the ocean-bed
roof, while ail around us, seemingly coming from no
|)articular spot, was the soft greenish light. We continued in silence until suddenly we came to the opening of what appeared to be a pit. One of our guides
opened a door, and we observed a small car, with a
scating capacity of about twelve people. This car
appeared to be a cicular conduit, and we were invited to be seated. \\re complied, our guides taking
their station, one in front and one behind. The door
closed, and we fclt a small shock, as of starting.
Sayre told me afterwards that he counted fourteen
seconds, when we experienced another slight shock.
Then one of our guides opened another door and the
place was once more flooded with light. We stepped
out upon a platform. Sayre stop|)ed a moment to examine the cylinder and carriage, but before he coukl
make much of an examination, one of our guides motioned him to go on. "Compressed air tube," he whispered, as he came up to me.
We ascended a small stairway, and there before our
view was the most magnificent spectacle it has ever
been my fortune to behold. Words are inadec|uate
to express the marvelous beauty unfolded before ouigaze, but I will try to give you the view. Imagine,
if you please, a city of white, blue, gold and brown
marble, with wonderful towers, minarets and spires,
each one throwing off most brilliant colors under a soft
greenish light that pervaded every place. Above, at
a height of about 1,000 feet, was the earth's crust.
Behind as was a solid wall, extending hundreds of
feet above us, till it met the crust. To our right, stretching away in the distance, we observed canals and rivers,
-while to our left, the view was obstructed by reason
of a magnificent building, with marble columns at
least 300 feet high, and extending fully a mile across.
- The leading guide waved his hand across this splendor,
and said, "CauphuI,"
"Cauphul ! gasped van de Gould, "The Royal City !"
T caniiot give the pronunciation of the guide, but the
professer imitated the pronunciation.
As we stood gazing over this wondrous sccne. Ross
touched van de Gould's arm, and. pointing to the marvelous building at our left, said, "Is that the Xeocpia
or Incula?"
The Professer, pronouncing them differently, turned
to our guide, and repeated the question, pointing to the
building. "Xeoqua? Incula?" as if asking a question.
A look of astonishment came upon our guide's face
as he immediately repeated, "Xeoqua," and grasped the
Professor by the hand.
Turning to us, who were much puzzled by this conversation, the Professor said, "That. gentlemen, is Xeo-
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qua. the Collège of Scientists of Atlantis, the most
celebrated university the world has ever known, and
within whose archives I soon hope tb have the pleasure
of examining records dating back beyond the dreams
of mankind."
One of our guides at this moment stepped a few
paces to the left, and was joined by several men. These
men were more severely dressed than our guides. There
were five of them, one dressed in white, one in black,
one in purple, one in blue, and one in silver, while
around the neck of each one was a band similar to
those worn by our guides, but theirs were studded with
precious stones. Our other guide went over to them,
and carried on a low-toned conversation with them. 1
heard the words, "Incula," "Cauphul" and "Xeoqua,-"
and noticed the pleasure and surprise that lit up their
faces, as he undoubtedly related to them his report of
the conduct of Professor van de Gould. They now
came over to us, and politely but firmly began to examine our equipment and clothing.
"Offer no résistance," cried van de Gould. "Our
lives hinge on this moment. Do as you are requested."
EACH one of us in turn was divested of his equipment and apparel, down to his underwear. We
were then given gray tunics to slip on, and each was
handed a pair of sandals. We were allowed to individually remove our shoes and hose, and found the
sandals most comfortable. The température was very
even, and we experienced no discomforts along that
line.
We were led down a winding stairs into a large chamber, where, as if expecting our arrivai, was spread a
meal. We were motioned to take our seats and eat.
The food consisted of milk, and a species of fish
baked with a most wonderful sauce. In lieu of bread,
we had round cakes, which tasted like cornmeal. We
also had two vegetables, one resembling stewed celery,
but of a very delicate composition and marvelous taste
and we were served a beverage, which tasted like a
Rhenish wine. We were waited upon by two men,
short in stature, and of a darker hue than those we had
met. They were dressed in tan colored tunics and
appeared to be of a lower order.
After we had finished our meal, one of our former
guides returned and beckoned to us to accompany
him. We followed him through several corridors, and
were ushered into a room that was literally filled with
the most marvelous statuary it has ever been my pleasure to behold, though I have traveled ail over the world.
After leading us through this chamber for about 50
or 60 feet, we made a sudden turn to the right, where
before us was a man sitting behind a bronze table, upon
which was burning a white candie, and before whom
was spread, much to our astonishment and surprise, the
notebooks, dictionary, and glossary of Professor van
de Gould. He was dressed in a white and gold tunic,
and upon his head there appeared a golden emblem,
in the center of which, directly above his forehead,
was the mystic sign found upon the reverse sides of
the dises, except that a great diamond blazed in rhe
center.
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After we were presentecl to him, our guide withdrevv and left us with this personage. Imagine ouisurprise when he calmly addressed us in English, as
follows :—
"I believe I have the pleasure of addressing Professer van de Gould, Professer Crayon, Mr. Darby
Ross, Mr. Sayre and Mr. Gregden. You, gentlemen,
are doubtless surprised that I address you in English.
Though for the time being, your curiosity cannot be
satisfied, permit me to say this : \Ve have been expecting you for a long time. The only inexplicable thing,
to our minds is the fact that you have not corne before.
Permit me to say also, gentlemen, that it appears from
the evidence at hand," indicating the Professor's books
before him, and also glancing to the right, wherc we
observed the rest of our equipment and apparel lay
in array, '"that you came prepared and expecting to
find our domain and did not, by mere chance or accident. stumble upon it. For if you gentlemen had corne
by accident, you would never have penetrated the Pyramid to the Sun." He lifted his forefinger above his
head and continued, "you would have perished, and
none would have known how you died." Rising, he
said, "You can remain here with us, and we shall be
pleased to entertain you, upon the following conditions :
First, that you immediately, under the direction of
proper tutelage. learn our language: second, that you
make no endeavors to go beyond certain bounds and
limits which will be prescribed for you. If you gentlemen will accept these conditions, which, I am sure are
fair, and if 3011 prove willing and apt pupils, you shall
each and ever)r one of you lie more than repaid in what
we have to show you. You will now, gentlemen, be
re-conducted to the outer portais, and there will find
the proper instructors, who will provide for your daily
needs and will teach you according to 1113- directions.
I will ask. for the time being, that Professer van de
Gould be 3-our spokesman, and if you are willing to
accept my proposition, I will be pleased to hear from
the Professor."
The Professor asked for a moment of consultation
with us. which was granted, and we readily acceptcd
the conditions.
t.
It is hard to describe our feelings, and as events of
such momentous importance were pccurring constantly,
to me writing this now, it appears as a wonderful dream.
At any rate, the Professor talking for us. consented
to the conditions and we were re-conducted to the
outer portais, from which we were taken to the Inn
of the Idosa. a brandi of the Collège Numea. which,
in turn. was the Department of Elementary Learning
in the Universit3' of Xeoqua.
IT will be practicalh- impossible, as 1113- rcaders must
know, to give at this time a full and detailed report
of everything I saw and learned during 1113' sojourn
with the Atlantians. I will, however, brieflv mention
from time to time, though not in am- order of events,
the wonderful and niarvclous conditions, arts and
sciences, which brought forcibly to our attention, the
fact that we who dwell upon the earth, have onhscratched the outer surface in the many arts and sci-

ences that await inventive genius to bring them forth.
At the Inn of the Idosa we were each given a separate room, and also assigned an instructor whose duty
it was to teach us the Atlantian language. The suite
of rooms occupied b3- us at the Inn of the Idosa was
opening upon an enclosed court, in the center of which
were baths. These baths were of three différent depths
and températures. The art of bathing, which the
Pompeians had developed extensively, was here carried
ont to great lengths. In fact. we soon learned that
bathing was one of the tenets of their religion.
Professor van de Gould had been appointed our
chief, and to him was communicated our mode of life
during our terni of study. Briefly, it was as follows :
we arose at 6:30 A. M., went to the baths until 7.15.
breakfasted at 8.30. We comnienced our studies at 9.00
o'clock in the morning, pursued them until noon, at
which time we had luncheon together. From 1.00 p. ni.
to 2.00 was given to rest. From 2.00 until 3.00 we were
at the baths, where I had the most delightful massage
I had ever experienced. From 3.00 until 5.00 we were
at our studies again. From 5.00 until 6.00 was our
loafing hour, which we spent together in going over
our work and discussing plans for the future. Dinner
was served at 6.30. From 7.30 until 9.00 we again
spent in study. Baths again at 10.30 and bed at 11.00.
I use the tenns "day" and "night.for the reason that,
though the city was lighted artificially, we had dusk,
darkness and dawn artificially also, the same being produced by the wonderful lighting effects employed,
We were given to understand that. until we had
sufficient knowledge of the language to enable us to
carr3' on a conversation and appreciate what we heard
and read, we would not be allowed to make 3113- further
investigations, so 3-011 can appreciate how diligently we
applied ourselves to the task. In learning the language.
Professor van de Gould was of great assistance to us,
and under the tutelage of the instructors and his advice,
in less than three weeks we were able to understand
conversation, and to read and interpret the writings a
littlc, at least. Brieflv, the Atlantian language was a
combination of the Early Phoenician, Old Hebrew and
Maya. Their alphabet consisted of twcnty-five letters.
there being 110 "w." Thcy also had a lettcr pronounced
"gay," which was used a great deal instead of "g" the
letter, "gay" being used for the "gh" sound. For ex- •
ample, the word "gold," instead of "g-o-I-d," tliey
spelled it "gh (gay) -o-l-d." In the writings, they used
a combination of the Archaic Phoenician and Old Greek.
but these were simplified to such an extent that a single
charactcr would often mean a sentence, as for example,
the expression, "Is this yours?" when spoken "Is this
yours?" would simply be the character "Yours?" when
written.
Our life was very pleasant and wonderfully interesting, for ail of us were naturally on the qui vive as
to what was in store for us to learn. I remember, however. that Sayre. during our hour of mutual intercourse one evening, with a troubled look on his face,
said: "I wonder!"
"Wonder what?" queried Professor van de Gould.
"1 wonder how we're going to get back."
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"Back?" cried the Professer, starting up. "Don't
Ict nie hear anyone say anything about going back.
W hy, we're on the threshold of such astounding discoveries that a nian would be a fool to want to go
back now. What say you, gentlemen?" he questioned,
looking at us. We ail heartily assented that it was our
firm desire now to carry on and see the thing through.
Ross, especially, was enthusiastic about going ahead
with our investigations.
ONE morning, about three weeks later, we werc
infonned that we had reached that degree of
proficiency that would enable us to take our places with
the citizens. Up to this time, we had lived strictly by
ourselves, with the exception of our instructors, who,
we learned, were assistant professors from the Universities of Xcoqua and Incula—Incula being the university or collège of the priesthood, with many departnients and ramifications. On the morning that we were
infonned of our eligibility to become résidents, we were
introduced to several gentlemen, clad in purple and
white, and each bearing around bis right wrist a golden
band, set with a beautiful pearl, which gentlemen took
us through the Royal City of Cauphul. After we left
our dwelling, we were conducted down an avenue about
one-third of a mile. This avenue was one of ten. each
starting from a point one mile from the center and
meeting in the center of the city in a vast cnclosed circular temple. This was the holy temple dedicated to
Cleito and Poséidon, (Neptune) which rcmained inaccessible, and was surrounded by an enclosure of gold.
This was the spot in which the Atlantians were originally boni—the race of the ten princes—and here annuaily they brought the fruits of the carth in their scasons,
from ail ten provinces, each province having an avenue
of ils own. and performed a sacrifice to each of them.
Here was Poseidon's temple, a stadium (607 feet)
in length, half a stadium in width. and one-fifth stadium
in height. Ail the outside of this temple, with the
exception of the pinnacles, was covered with silver,
the pinnacles with gold. The interior of Poseidon's
temple was of ivory. while the over-coverings were of
a métal long since lost to us, orichalcum. In the temple
were statues of gold. with one of the god himself standing in a chariot, with six horses, and of such a size
that he touched the roof of the building with his head.
Around him were one hundred Nereids riding on dolphins ; and around the temple on the outside were
statues in gold, ivory and orichalcum of ten kings and
their wives, which ten kings were said to be the founders of Atlantis. Each avenue was about 150 feet in
width, and down the center of each was a canal some
25 feet in width. the waters of which met in a common
pool under the temple of Poséidon. Ornamental trees
resembling Oregon pine, and about 20 feet high, Hncd
each avenue, while around the temple were many trees
that we did not recognize. However, we found two
friends among them. the orange and the magnolia. We
spent several hours within the temple of Poséidon, but
we were naturally refused permission to enter the holy
temple of Cleito and Poséidon, as no one was allowed
into this Holy of Holies except the priests, who en-
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tered once a year, or at the coronation of a new prmee.
As we came ont from the outer temple, we were
introduced to the keeper, whose name was Gauch, of
the temple archives. They used last names only. He
was a most pre-possessing looking man of about 60,
with keen steel-blue eyes and silvered hair that hung
around his neck. His tunîc was pure white, slashed
across the left breast with gold. He was at least 6
feet 3 incites in height, and a splendid specimen. He
infonned us that he had been commissioned by the
fourth prince, whose day it was to rule, to invite us
for the noon meal, and that during this meal we would
be given a brief history of Atlantis. He then conducted us through several marvelously columned corridors to the Prince's apartments. During the walk
he told us that Atlantis was ruled by ten princes, each
prince ruling a day. When the ten days have elapsed,
each prince having ruled one day. the eleventh day was
the King's day, or the day ofjrlelios, (Sun) and dcvotcd to the worship of the Sun, which day corresponded to our Sunday. Time was divided into a year
of 300 days, and each ten years was combined into
a circle, and five circles, or 50 years, was called a
bundle. This, we were afterwards told by Professer
van de Gould, differed from the ancient custom of
the Mayas, which combined every 13 years into a circle,
and every 52 years into a bundle, at which time they
started in a new cycle.
When we reached the Prince's apartments, we were
conducted into the banquet room with little ceremony,
as the princes were very démocratie and went freely
among their people. However. we were careful to
obey Gauch's instructions, and when the Prince entered the room, we each raised our forefinger to the
top of our head—their mark of salutation. We did
not learn the Prince's name ; he was simply introduced
as the Prince of the day. The Prince seated himself
first, and we, including Gauch, in turn seated ourselves
around him. After an invocation to the sun, we were
served with the following luncheon : A clear soup of
delicious taste ; a meat that resembled rabbit, combined
with lobster, well-seasoned, which was served upon a
sweet-tasting sea grass. reposing in a beautifully colored shell ; Delicate brown cakes, resembling cookies,
and light-colored wine. Seated at the table, the Prince
gave us a brief history of Atlantis, which I will condense, as it is my intention, if ever T return from the
Relief Expédition, to devote several volumes, each one
dealing with our discoveries in proper order.
ACCORDING to their history, Atlantis wasfounded
by god Atlas, about 30,000 years, B. C. The
Atlantians waxed strong and great in the arts and
sciences. Their commerce extended over the whole
known world. When in their glory. withoitt warning,
they were suddenly effaced from history. They were
submerged in a sériés of earthquakes and cataclysms
that lasted two days and three nights, 9604 years B. G.,
during which time 64,000,000 people were killed. Many
escaped, however. by seeking refuge in the vast catacombs that had been used for hundreds of centuries
far beneath the surface. In these catacombs. some
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90,000 men, women and children escaped death ; where,
after the inundation, they started their lives over again
beneath the surface of the waves. Air and light was
received from a number of extinct volcanos. And
the Atlantians at the inundation were well versed in the
art of rcflcctors. By the use of these rcflcctors, similar
to the one we had discovered upon the colurnn, which,
we learned, were composed of the métal orichalcum,
they had no dilïiculty in flooding the vast subterranean
caverns with light. In time, as these volcanos were
submerged, a new method of securing air had to be
devised. Their scientists invented a process which
consisted of sifting the oxygen ont of the océan water..
This, in turn. as their science advanced, was succeeded
by piercing the crust between them and the océan and
running to the surface of the water huge tubes, pliable,
and made of hemp, through which the fresh air was
drawn down into vast réservoirs and then distributed.
During the past centuries, he informed us, they had
made wonderful stride's, and were now able, by the
use of heliography, to collect in huge réservoirs, callcd
solariums, not only the heat from the sun, but its
light as well. Aidcd further by marvelous electrical
apparatus, they were able to produce a most wonderful
lighting effect. Their kingdom at the présent time extended until the uttermost parts were under the Andes,
in South America. Not ail of this, however, was open
for space, light and air, but whenever they had found
a vast underground cavern, they had immediately proceedcd to develop it. We were informed that the population at this time did not exceed 1.000,000, as the
necessity of keeping down their inhabitants to conform
to their présent living spaces made it imperative that
they keep down the birth rate.
Questions asked bv us, which the Prince did not
care to answer, were answered simply by the one word,
"Wait."
Gauch was asked by Professer Crayon if he would
tell us his âge. "Certainly, Professer. ■ I suppose you
desire it in the length of years as you compute time."
The Professer bowed. 'T am 142 years old."
"Impossible," cried van de Gould. rising from his
seat. But quickly appreciating his position, he rc-seated
himself, stating, "I beg your pardon, sir, but it seems
incredible."
"Yes," smiled Gauch, "it would seem incredible to
you, but remember that we have found a way to prolong life."
"And that is?" questioned Ross.
"By simply taking care of our bodies," continued
Gauch. with a smile. "1 shall have the ])leasure, gentlemen, of introducing to you one of our oldest inhabitants, a man who \vas a youth at the time your George
Washington was boni. Ile is an exception, of course,
as he is the third oldest man in the domain of Atlantis,
but many of our prof essors and priests are over 160
years of âge."
After a discussion of this point, the Prince stated
that he, personally, would be pleased to conduct us
to the great temples of learning, one of which we had
seen upon our first arrivai. As we started out, Sayre,
seemingly much embarrassed, asked the Prince: "Par-

don me, Your Highness, but I am quite interested to
know, if I may ask the question, how you travel from
one end of your domain to the other. if ail of it is
not open ? Is the method similar to that which was
employed to bring us from the Colurnn of the Sun
to your city?"
"It is," replied the Prince. "We have constructed
air tubes ail over our domain. These work with such
précision and accuracy that it is possible to makc many
miles per second in them."
"What impressed me, Your Highness," continued
Sayre, "is that. while we were only thirteen or fourteen
seconds in the cylinder coming herc, I fclt that we
travelcd a number of miles."
"It is 114 miles from the Temple of the Sun to this
city," quietly supplemcnted Gauch, "but corne, gentlemen, the Prince is waiting," and we started up the
avenue of the Ninth Prince to the Collège of Xeoqua.
AS we leisurely walked down the avenue, Professer
van de Gould rccalled to the Prince's attention a
part of the conversation at luncheon, and said:
"You stated, I believe, Prince, that if we had stumbled accidentally upon the Colurnn to the Sun and thus
found our way to your domains, that we would not
have been received in as friendly a way as we were.
May I ask why ?"
"Yes." replied the Prince, and his face grew dark.
"We. of Atlantis, are a proud people. We are direct
lineal descendants of the gods. We can trace in unbroken lineage our descent for hundreds of centuries,
and of ail the pcoples of this and other planets, we
are the most learned. and yet," his lip curled scomfully, "we understand that you surface people daim
great strides in science and discoveries. That being
the case, pray tell me why have you let century after
century pass without making at least an attempt to
find us?"
"Pardon me, Prince," quietly interrupted Ross, "but
if I recall correctly, an attempt was made in the tenth
century."
"Yes, we know that," replied the Prince, "but it
seems to us that, with a people claiming the civilization that you do. more than one expédition every thousand years would have been undertaken."
"I am sure. Prince," spoke Crayon, "that many of
us would have undertaken this expédition long ago if
we had known where to make the start."
"You are wrong there, Professor," replied the Prince.
"Since 1876 you have known that a portion of the
ocean's bed was accessible to man in diving suits for
explorations. Why, then. this lapse of many years?
And I dare say," he continued, "that your expédition
was brought about by chance, rather than by scientific
study. Am I not riglit?" he continued, turning to me.
I humbly admitted that it was the truth and, at a
nod from Professor van de Gould, rclated to him the
finding of the disks, also telling him that many of
our scientific men firmly believe that the continent of
Atlantis did exist, though where they do not know.
We walked silently for a few moments, when our
companion, the electrician, asked Gauch. "Do you not
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expect that our friends from the Jean Valjcan and the
government boat will discover the Colunm of tlte Sun
and descend as \ve did?"
"No," he rcplied, "for the simple rcason that when
the bronze gâtes were closcd over your heads, the
whole top of the colunin was destroyed by an explosion of cynite, which doubtless shook the water under
your vessel somewhat. They believe you perished in
a submarine earthquake."
At this startling statement, Ross suddenly stopped.
"Do you mean that you wilfully destroyed the boats?"
he asked.
"No, your vessels are uninjured. I might further
say," he continued, smiling. "that they arc novv in
France and the report lias been published throughout
the civilized world that you gentlemen perished in a
submarine earthquake, and scientific journals have devoted much space and eulogy in your behalf."
"Is it not a fact," queried Sayre. "that the Temple
to the Sun lias been used for ascent or descent within
the past few years?"
"Yes" the Prince replied, "such is the fact.
"A little over fifty years ago, while some of our
scientists were niaking certain tests, they used the Temple of the Sun to gain the surface of the water, and
while engaged in making their experiments, they experienced a break in their line of communication. While
they were endeavoring to repair the same, a threemasted sailing barque hove in sight and bore down upon
them. It stopped about two cables length avvay, and the
captain's gig came over to the float upon which our men
were working, believing that they had found a shipwrecked crew. They were much surprised when they
found such was not the case, and the captain. who was
in the gig. immcdiately proclaimed them as the lost
Atlantians. We did not care to have this report become
known in the upper world. and as the repairs by this
time were complcted, by an artifice, ail of the crew
and passengers of the sailing vessel were induced to
corne aboard the float. and later were conveyed to this
city."
"Did you ascertain the name of the vessel?" asked
Ross.
"Yes," he replied. "it was the Marie Cclesfe."
"And the name of lier captain was S. B. Briggs,"
stated Sayre. in an agitated voice.
"The same," replied Gauch, bowing.
Thus, after a lapse of some forty-two years, the
greatest marine mystery was cleared up.
AS many of the readers of this narrative are not
familiar with the facts above stated, I will give a
brief résumé of the same.
The three-masted barque, Marie Cclesfe. B. S. Briggs,
Captain, sailed from an American port about the middle
of 1873, with a cargo of alcohol. bound for Genoa,
Italy. On board the Marie Cclesfe were the Captain's
wife and small child. two mates and the crew of seamen. On the 24th of November, the ship Dci Gratia
found the Marie Cclesfe idly floating near the Azotes,
and. noticing lier peculiar movements. boarded lier.
Everything on shipboard was found in order. There

was no appearance or indication of a disturbance of
any kind. The remains of a meal was found upon the
cabin table, and some baby clothes were found with a
portable sewing machine in the Captain's room. The
Captain's gig was found hoisted in place, but the tarpaulin covering it had been removed, and the indications were that it had been lately used.
"May I ask if any other persons have been received
in Atlantis?" questioned van de Gould.
"Yes," replied Gauch, "we were involved in a problem of chemistry about thirty years ago, and through
a secret arrangement, we received through the Colunin
of the Sun, Johann Salvator, son of Leopold II, and
a nephew to the Queen of Spain."
"That explains another mystery," I cried, for the
whole civilized world for years has wondered and
speculated upon the strange disappearance of the Archduke, sometimes known as John Orth, from the
Marghcrita.
"And from these," said Ross, "you doubtlessly made
a study of our languages."
"Oh, we had a working knowledge of your languages
for centuries, but when the Council of Ninety met in
next session, it was deemed advisable to have certain
of us learn the leading languages of you surface people
so that, should we again receive a visit from any of
you, we would be able to communicate with you."
"And are these people still living among you?" said
Sayre.
"That question I am not at liberty to answer," replied Gauch, "and you will please discontinue the
subject."
When we reached the Collège of Xeoqua, we were
received with quiet dignity and respect by a number of
the professors and scientists. We were conducted into
a large antechamber, and after seating ourselves, the
Prince made an address, in which he stated that he
desired the professors and scientists of the collège to
give us a général idea of the work that had been accomplished and was being donc now by them in their différent departments, and expressed the wish that we
might find it interesting and profitable. He also stated
that he would be pleased to see us at his palace on the
next day of the sun, which was then iîve days distant,
at which time he would provide entertainment for us.
At the conclusion of his remarks, and at a sign from
Gauch, we ail arose, gave him the sainte, and he
withdrew.
Gauch then told us that he had arrangée! for us to
attend the short school of semi-lectures, at which we
would be briefly told of the arts and sciences, and be
given a général outline of the laws, history, religion
and departments of commerce, so that we could appreciate better what we saw and heard. He then introduced us to Archa, the third assistant Professer of
Archaeology of the University, and withdrew.
Archa was a very energetic, brisk individual, a man
of about 45 or 50, with roving, jet black eyes, and a
mass of raven hair that fell down to his shoulders, and
through which he was continually running his hands.
"Pray be seated, gentlemen," he said, "I am indeed
fortunate to have been chosen for this office, and it
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affords me great pleasure to welcome you, on behalf
of the Collège of Xeoqua. I shall niake my remarks
brief, but to the point, I trust.
HE Collège of Xeoqua, or University of ScienA tists, was founded about 22,000 years ago.
Though we lost many of our priceless instruments
and parchments during our almost total destruction,
yct, fortunately, we were able to re-discover many of
them, and bave now a fair working laboratory. Our
records are preserved by burning into tablets of orichalcum with electric torches what we desire to préservé. The originals of these are kept in impregnable
vaults, while copies are reproduced upon parchment
for everyday use.
"Students are admitted to this Collège at the âge
of 16, upon the proper recommendation from their
school principals, and after they have passée! a rudimentary examination by the under-professors. Their
tuition is paid by the State, and they-follow our school
of instruction here until they reach the âge of 26, at
which time, if they have shown marked aptitude along
any particular line, they are assignée! to that department. If. however, they desire to leave the Collège,
they may do so at any time. If they stay, however,
they harelly ever leave until called by death. We have
at the présent time about 3,700 students between the
âges of 16 and 26, and about 1,500 from 26 and
upward.
"This Collège is elivieleel into four departments, the
Numea, the Terna, the Idosa and the Corosa, and
while I am Under-Professor of Archaeology, yet it
is the Prince's instructions that I give-you a général
outline of our everyday existence. The colors that
we wear ail have a meaning referring to the planets."
"What !" exclaimed Professer van de Gould. "Do
you mean to say that you are in communication with
the différent planets?"
"Yes," calmly replied Archa.
"How?" cried Ross.
"Patience, gentlemen, patience," he replied, as our
two doughty professors jumped to their feet, quivering
with excitement. "You will learn ail this in due time,
but for the moment I will simply state that it is through
the sixth, ninth and eleventh dimensions."
"Sixth, ninth and eleventh dimensions?" cried
Crayon. "Good heavens, man, we have been puzzling
our brains for centuries to find the fourth."
"I am aware of that fact, also," calmly replied Archa.
"But here we have a positive working knowledge up to
the seventeenth dimension."
"Which is?" cried Ross.
"The control of time and space," answered Archa.
"May I ask a question?" I said.
"Certainly."
"1 am an humble student of the mysteries of the
fourth dimension. Could you tell us something about
it briefly?"
"I would be very pleased to, but I am afraid that
your rninds at the présent time cannot comprehend it.
However, I will give you a rough outline.
"Of the three dimensions you are well aware. Of

the fourth, you have a vague knowledge, by reason of
the fact that you know of time, space and mimerais.
Lct us take for a moment the question of mimerais.
Your count, I believe, runs as follows: Units, tens,
hundreds, thousands, and then, in proper order, millions, billions, trillions, quadrillions, quintillions, sextillions, septillions, octrillions, nonillions, decillions. Beyond decillions, I do not think you compute. You represent, in short form, a decillion by the figures ICP
However, you cannot comprehend these figures. You
are also aware that Time has existed in the past, but
how far back you cannot compute. You also believe
that time will exist, but for how long you cannot estimate. You also know that space exists, but what its
realms and boundaries are, you know not. By the use
and practice of the fourth dimension, we are able to
reach back into the past centuries and extend our calculations into future centuries upon the slender but
indisputable line of numbers.
"By the aicl of this dimension and a System of wireless photography, we are able to photograph the planets
in any desired distance. However, up to this time we
have not been able to convey these directly to our
laboratories, but while suspended above the earth, they
are re-transferred through lenses, and by the aid of
electricity, so that our telescopes are able to receive
the impression. These, then are conveyed from our
observatories by comprcssed air chutes directly here."
"May I ask," inquired Sayre, "where your observatories are located ?"
"Yes," replied our informer, "they are concealed
within three extinct volcanos in the Andes Mountains."
It might be of interest to you gentlemen +0 know
that, to acquire a working knowledge of the figure Zaï,
it took 110 years of a score of scientists, working on
an average of 10 hours a day, to arrive at this calculation, and so difficult is the maze through which the
trained minci has to wend its way in arriving at these
calculations, that only those of us who are endowed
with super-brains can stand the strain. We now have
a score of professors working upon the calculations of
Sa. The calculation of Mach was discovered about
3,000 years ago, and, for a long time, sufficed. To
give you gentlemen a slight idea of the enormity of
the calculation Ch, which cornes between Mach and
Zal, imagine, if you can, your highest numéral, decillion.
This you will divide into four parts. Now, if you please,
multiply each part by one decillion a decillion times,
then mathematically join these four parts together in
the form of a square. In this square you will place
a sum equal to a decillion times a decillion times a
decillion, and repeat this multiplication until you have
arrived at a number equal to one decillion multiplied by
a decillion to the nth power. You will then have an
atom upon which you must build the superstructure
that in slight comparison is as large as the smallest
atom known to you, decreased by the largest, figure
known to you, and compared with the farthest distant
star. This, gentlemen, will give you a slight idea as to
our calculations. As you are doubtless aware, our
earth was made only yesterday, and will exist only
until tomorrow."
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"May I ask," inquired van de Gould, "what you
lake as the basis of your calculations?"
"Yes, Professer, our calculations are based upon
what you call Nature. When I was attending the
University here, in my 24th year, Gondola, the celeitrated chemist, gave us this thought, which I will give
to you: 'Nature lias no bankruptcy laws. She is inexorable in her exactions. Ali debts must be paid in
the coin of Nature's realm, the coin called energy. It
never varies ; it never expands ; it is never hoarded
and never hidden; it never goes ont of circulation.
Hcat. the original fountain of ail form of energy is
its father. The endless transformations never invade
the limbo of annihilation."
WITH hardly a moment's hésitation, Archa started
an entirely new line of instruction. "You will
note," he continued, "the costumes worn by our citizens. They each represent some lineal descent or office.
I do not think you have had the pleasure as yet of
meeting any of our females, have you?" he queried.
"Note, then, and remember. Maidens to the âge of
16 years wear around their left ankle a white woolen
bracelet, denoting innocence. Maidens from 16 to 21
wear a red woolen garter just below the knee and
above the calf ; while those over 21 wear a blue one
above their knee. If they are married, around the
upper edge of the blue is a small white band. The
red dénotés love; the blue, chastity and the white
fidelity.
"The différent marks worn by our citizens I will
not explain to you now for the reason that our two
collèges, the Incula and Xeoqua have each several secret
organizations which carry with them certain marks
of récognition and distinction. You will, therefore,
gentlemen, obey this positive injunction, never to question or ask the meaning of any device worn by anyone
you meet. If it is thought best and proper, it will be
explaincd to you later.
"Now gentlemen, just a word as to our founders.
Atlas was the founder of Atlantis. Neith is the god
without descent. Anta is the Goddess of War. Amset
is the god of the Deep or Lower Régions. If you
bave not already donc so, you will see certain inhabitants of our domains darker in hue and smaller in
stature than those you have seen. These are the people
of the deep, or the Deep Folk, descendants of longbanished tribes, who eke ont their existence in caverns
and abysses far beneath us, and who once in a while
wage a ferocious, terrifie, but as yet unsuccessful, warfare against us of the upper strata. Athena (Minerva)
is the guardian of the olive, and is the Goddess of the
Fruits. Eos (the Dawn) is the Goddess of Dawn
and of Light, while Fauna is the Goddess of the Chase
or of the Animais. We have few animais in Atlantis—
only the smaller ones, such as would correspond to
your rabbit, fox and the small deer. T give you this
briefly, so that you gentlemen will recognize the name
and what it stands for when you see it, also to warn
you to be very careful and considerate of the numerous temples, altars and shrines erccted and dedicated
to these gods and goddesses. I will frankly state to
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you, in confidence, that we of the two collèges long
ago abandoned the supposition that we were descendants from the gods. We do, however, recognize a
Suprême Deity, and one that follows closely along your
ideas, but this fact is not known to the général citizenry,
because, for political and other reasons, they are taught
to believe that the rcigning princes are descendants of
the gods. I am also instruçted to advise you that there
is one prince among the ten that we have now over us,
that does not welcome you to our realm. You will
meet him later. He is the Prince of the Ninth Day,
and lus name is Maut. Do not cross him in any way,
as we are afraid that his mind is affected, though he
still rules the Ninth Day. However, I do not think
he can do you any harm or in jury, because at a meeting
of the princes, held after your arrivai, his was the only
protesting voice against welcoming you to our domains.
"But corne let us take a walk through the collège."
We proceedcd with him.
As I have stated before, the building was of marble
and of huge proportions. Its width, I afterwards
learned, was about 1,600 feet. It was abundantly
lighted by huge Windows and openings at the top, and
also was fully equipped with lights and reflectors of
every description. Along the side of the building there
was operated a moving sidewalk. At the invitation of
Archa, we stepped upon the same, and he conducted
us first to the Médical Laboratory.
"Poor old Korn would have given his right eye to
be with us now," whispered Sayre to me, as we stepped
from the moving platform into the opening of the
most marvelous and stupendous laboratory I have ever
seen.
EXTENDING for hundreds of feet were numbers
of energetic people, both men and women, working with coils, test tubes, burners, electrical apparatus,
light shades, heating devices, balances, microscopes, retorts, and many other instruments unknown to us. The
height of this room was 60 feet, and Archa informed
us that there were four floors to this depgttment. "Of
course," he said, in his brisk voice, "we cannot show
you everything at this time, but here are a few of our
semi-modern instruments, that I do not think you are
acquainted with."
We walked over to a large table, and he called one
of the men working there to explain to us an oddlooking instrument similar to a pièce of hose, about as
large as your little finger.
"Nami, tell our visitors the meaning of this tube."
I cannot give you the médical tenus used, nor can
I recall the exact wording of his explanation, but, in
brief. it was this :
Whenever an inhabitant was afflicted with lung or
stomach trouble, this tube was inserted down the throat,
and so wonderful and compact was this instrument that,
by means of an electric spark. a moving picture was
taken of the workings of the heart, lungs and stomach.
The tube was then withdrawn, the film was developed
and enlarged, so that an exact reproduction of the
organs performing their functions could be thoroughly
diagnosed by the physicians. This invention had bcen
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made possible by the discovery and use of a substance
similar to glass, yet pliable like rubber.
Nami then took us a few paces further on, and
brought us into a chamber that contained a couch, upon
which was stretched a semi-nude body of a man. A
few feet distant was an animal, similar to our gray
squirrel. The man was sleeping peacefully, while the
animal was evidently in some pain, as was evidenced
by its jerky motions and a stifled squeal from time to
time. Attached to the right limb of the man was an
electric battery, and a wire reached over to the animal
and was attached to one of its legs, upon which was
a similar battery.
"You now observe," stated Nami, "one of our unique
and very satisfactory opérations. This man," pointing
to the patient, "was afflicted with rheumatism, and this
instrument," indicating the wire and battery, and also
pointing to a strange looking instrument standing nearby and which was connected with the battery both upon
the man and animal, "is used to draw the strain unduly
placed upon the patients muscles, and transfer it to
that of the animal, causing the pain to leave the patient
and enter the animal through this wire." I learned
later that it was known as a transfuser.
Many other marvelous and wonderful instruments
were shown to us in this department.
Nami also informed us that thcy put great stress
upon electrical internai baths, as well as the use of
light, air and certain herbs which were produced and
grown for that purpose in the Xeoqua Expérimental
Grounds, located about 1,000 miles distant.
We then visited the Electrical Department, and here
Sayre was in his glory. I will not go into détail at this
time, but mention only a few of the inventions and
arts we saw here. About the most remarkable, I think
was that of photography. The Atlantians had developed
this branch of light to such an extent as seemed almost
inconceivable. For instance, if a home mansion or
temple desired a wonderful marine view, the following
was the procédure : Upon the wall where the view was
desired was placed something that corresponds to our
négative. The room was then darkened, and through
an instrument upon this was flashed a picture of the
océan for several moments. The room was then darkened, and an application made to the subject. A thin
coating was then removed, and before your view was
presented a picture, in natural colors, of the océan in
motion, the waves rolling in and the spray dashing,
with the shimmer of the light making momentarily
rainbows of the most exquîsite tints; sunrise, fui! midday sun, sunset or cloud-effects could be had at will
by the opération of light-shades.
THE wireless téléphoné was perfected to such a
degree that every citizen who so desired, could
carry with him a small tube three incites long and one
inch in diameter, and knowing previously the pressure
needed to reach the stratum that would put him in
communication with the party he desired, by simply
pressing upon a small dial attached to this instrument
until the indicator reached the number desired, he was
instantly put into communication with his party, and,

holding it a few incites from his face, could send out
and receive communications as easily as if the party
were présent.
Ross was very much interested in their electric cockers, for I have neglected to state that ail of the cooking
and heating was donc by electricity, generated from
one plant and conducted by wireless throughout the city.
Sayre was much impressed with a strange-looking
instrument that resembled two brass rods standing
about ten feet apart, from which extended horizontally
a number of needles about three incites, and about oneeighth of an inch apart. These pôles were about ten
feet high.
"What is that?" asked Sayre of our guide.
"That is an instrument that we are now working
upon. Are you an electrician ?" he asked.
"Yes," replied Sayre, laughing, "but I cannot possibly expect to compete with you."
"Well, there is one point that our Chief Electrician
desires some information upon, and I will take pleasure
in introducing you to him, as you may be of some
assistance."
Little did I think at that time that this conversation
and the resuit of it would mean my release to the
surface of the earth.
We then passed into the Department of Music. This
was also electrically controlled, and in this manner :
In the temples and private homes, as well as, we
afterwards learned, in the concert and récréation halls,
were installed a number of golden wires, ncar the
ceiling. Just beneath these wires was a small bellowsshaped instrument, and attached to that was a sériés
of plugs. When it was desired to have music, a buiton
was pressed below this instrument, which indicated
the music desired, and automatically air was forced
out through the instrument directly upon the wires. I
have never heard such wonderful music as that produced by this instrument. You can imagine the plaintive and the throbbing notes produced. I heard many
of these play while in Cauphul, and the tendency of
the music was that of our nocturnes in a minor key,
though I did hear a few marches; and the instrument
played in the Temple of the Gods at the wedding we
witnessed of the Seventh Prince's daughter was beyond
ail description.
For hours our guide led us through this marvelous
university until our brains were weary and the senses
overwhelmed with the wonders that we saw and heard.
The next morning we were taken to the Collège of
Incula. We were asked if we desired to see their
courts and learn something of their laws. Upon our
unanimous approval, we were conducted to the outer
court and given in charge of one Neri, who would
correspond to one of our American attorneys. He
explained to us briefly their légal customs, which were
as follows:
They did not have a jury system. Ail cases, both
criminal and civil, were tried before nine judges.
These judges were appointed by the nine princes, each
prince appointing one judge, and the tenure of his
office was for life, unless he violated any of the set
codes and precepts, upon which violation he was put
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to death. Any testimony whatsoever involved in the
transaction was admissible. Hearsay and conjectures,
as well as opinions, were admitted as freely as conversations and statements by those who witnessed or
were conversant with the facts. Nor was there any taking advantage of technicalities, as is so often practiced
in our courts. The cases were usually tried within a
few days after the cause of action occurred, investigation having been in the meanwhile made by the deputies under the clerks, who registered the complaint.
If their report specified that a cause of action existed,
the case came to trial. There were yery few civil
actions, owing to the fact that their général laws of
codes prescribed the rules of business, and if any of
these rules were violated, and proof of the same was
had by a deputy, the offending party was either heavily
fined or his permit to transact his particular line of
business was taken away. There was no such thing
as damage suits for loss of lifc or for personal injury.
Neri, with great pride, gave us the leading criminal
case of their realm, which I will describe briefly so
as to give you an idea of their procédure:
CHUZIN, the beautiful daughter of the Fourth
Prince, in the reign of Mu, was married, much
against her will and her consent, to a nobleman some
thirty years her senior. He, being busy with State
atïairs, neglected his young wife. She, having nothing
else to do, schemed to have certain young officers of her
guard secretly brought before her. The man employed
by her as image-maker would, at her request, make a
small wooden image of her favorite, and after she
tired of him, he was killed. The small wooden image
was kept in her apartments. She followed this cruel
mode of entertainmcnt until she had over twenty
wooden statues. The bodies of her lovers were secretly
removed and destroyed, and great was the wonder of
the court as to what became of these men. It appears,
however, that one day she repented somewhat of having
killed her last favorite, and had placed upon the head
of his statue a ring worn by him at the time of his
death. When her husband paid her a visit, he observed
the ring upon the image and recalled the fact that he
had given this ring to a certain young officer in the
guard for services performed. Her husband said nothing to her about this, but found, through spies, that
two nights later his wife was to have an entertainmcnt
in her apartments. He secreted himself with some of
his own guards and attendants in the tapestry, and
observed her fondling her latest subject. She was observed, after she had heaped honors and praise upon
him, to give him a glass of wine, which he drank as
a toast to his mistress. He immediately fell over, and
soon expired. Her husband then burst into the room,
and she was taken prisoner and tried. At the trial, ail
of the law and former précédents in such cases were
called into question. The trial lasted for two years,
at the end of which four judges found her guilty, four
net guilty, and one refused to commit himself. The
matter was then taken up by the nine princes of the
realm, who sat as the highest tribunal, and their décision was practically the same—four to convict, four to
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acquit, and one non-committal. It was finally decided
to leave the matter in the hands of the Gods, and was
decided as follows: The young wife was blindfolded
and taken into a large vacant chamber. At one end
of the chamber was a prince who had found her guilty ;
at the other end of the chamber was a prince who had
found her not guilty. She was given nine moments
to walk around the room. and at the end of that time
the prince who was nearest her would find her innocent
or guilty. Her steps were left in the hands of the
gods. She stopped at the end of the nine moments
within three fcet of the prince who had found her
guilty, and the next day she was publicly executed by
having a silken cord tied around her neck, which
strangled her to death.
The prince suggested that if we were each lodged in
separate homes, we could become more proficient in
the language and customs of the Atlantians, who were
very proud of their progress.
The family I had the pleasure of residing with was
that of Jaro the Second, who was the Assistant Manager of Canals. He was employed by the city and
paid a salary therefor. As his home was typical of
the other well-to-do résidences of the city, I will briefly
describe it.
The building was one story high, built of marble
and coral and contained about fourteen rooms. The
rooms opened upon an enclosed patio, interior courtyard, which was quite large—I should say, at least 150
feet long—at one end of which were the baths, one
for the men and one for the women.
This family, spoke the English language very well,
and it was here that I met Nesta, who afterwards became my wife. I shall never forget the first time I
met her. She was seated upon a divan near the baths,
cross-legged, working upon some household article.
As this is not a love story and I do not desire at
this time to enlarge upon personal matters, and especially as my wife is somewhat sensitive on the subject,
I will simply state that for me it was the old story of
"love at first sight." Further developments will speak
for themselves.
A DAY or two later, we were strolling down the
avenue of Maut, the Prince of the Ninth Day,
and were observing the delicate shades and tints of
the flora. In the canal our attention was attracted by
a laborer, one of the Deep Folk, who was endeavoring
to reach some particular flower with a long pôle. As
he was leaning over the edge of the canal, Maut came
rapidly towards him and with a sardonic laugh, kicked
him into the water and then turned and rapidly walked
away. One or two other laborers there, did not darc
attempt a rescue of the unfortunate man, as it would
bring down upon them the displeasure of the erratic
prince. The water was quite deep, and I could see
that the man was struggling. As I was under no
obligation to the prince. I threw ofï my coat and plunged
into the water and pulled him to shore. As he struggled up the bank, he cast a look of hatred at the departing prince, who had not even turned around and muttered, "the day is approaching Maut for you, and woe
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unto you." Ile then turned and thanked me. saying
his name was "Xu" and that he would not forget my
service.
In going over my notes. I find reference to the entertainment of these wonderful people and at the earnest request of my good friend. Mr. Martz. the well
known coach at the Western University. I will give
an account of an evening spent with him, and our good
friend. the Prince of the third day.
We were conducted by our faithful friend and companion, Gauch, to the palace of the Prince, which was
situated about a quarter of a mile from the lofty temple
to Eos.
This building was similar to the other buildings of
royalty, and was constructed of différent colored marbles. the patterns and designs of which were so interwoven, that it made a most pleasing and harmonious
combination.
The banquet chamber, to which we were led. was
a room about 200 feet long. 150 feet wide. and possibly 50 feet high. The walls were hung with beautiful
tapestries, while directly over the Prince's throne was
a wonderful marine picture. The lighting effects were
so arranged that, as formerly mentioned, it gave the
impression of the sea in motion. Instead of chairs,
we reclined upon couches, thickly padded and covered
with brilliant robes. The guest could either sit or
recline, as he desired. while for each one was supplied
a stand similar to our smoking stands, upon which were
varions dishes of confections, fruits, sweetmeats and
nuts. By pressing a small button, wine would flow.
After we were seated, Ross smilingly remarked to me
that they reminded him of the water founts attached
to dental chairs, and I can think of no better description of them.
There were. I should judge, about 200 présent, and
after we were ail seated or reclined, the High Priest
of the Temple of Eos entered, followed by a number
of his deputies or under-priests. As this banquet was
given in honor of a fruitful year, these under-princes
bore vessels containing the first fruits. Many of the
fruits we did not recognize. but among them we noticed
the orange, pomegranate. date, grape and guava. As
the procession entered the room. the musical wires
near the ceiling commenced a very pleasing march.
This was continued while they circled the room three
times. They then hcaped their gifts in front of the
Prince, who was seated upon his throne, and chanted
the following incantation:
Thunder and lightning, brother and sister,
See, fair mistress, how thy brother
Breaks the shells in little pièces.
From the blows is boni the lightning,
From his blows, the hollow thunder,
Thou. too, Princess, drawest water,
Sendest rain and snow and hailstorms,
To such office, Viracocha,
Founder of the world and quickener,
Destined and created Thee.
(Note) : T am indebted to my wife for the wor3-

ings of these chants and legends, as she had learned
these by heart while she was still a school girl.
We ail noted the wordings and terms used, which
Ross informed us were similar to those of our Indians,
and van de Gould assured us that the folk lore and
traditions and, in many instances, the almost exact
wordings, were handed down through the past générations from the Atlantians, thence to the Mayas, and
from them to the North American Indian tribes.
SORAC, who was seated with us and held a post of
honor in the Temple, informed us that this invocation was given in honor of Light, the words relating
to the tradition that the sun and moon were brother
and sister and the sun had blackened the face of the
moon so that he could find his little sister in the day
time.
After this invocation there were many long and
wearied speeches, and it grew so tiresome that Ross
solemnly assured us that it reminded him exactly of
a banquet in Boston, and Sayre, who smiled openly at
this sally, was quickly given to understand by Gauch
that he had better behave himself, as this was a very
solemn occasion.
After the speeches and compliments, which were
given with many high-sounding and lofty words and
phrases passed back and forth, the stringed organ
sounded a lively air, and in trouped a bevy of dancing
girls. I must confess that their dancing did not differ
very much from that we see upon tlie stages in America.
They were very graceful in their movements and made
a very pleasing picture. The one thing that did astonish
us, however, and seemed ont of order, was that. whereas
our dancing girls are usually very scantily clad, these
dancing girls were dressed from head to foot, being
covered with beautiful feathers and plumage of the
most brilliant hues.
After this dance was over, the Prince made an address, at the close of which he paid us a few words
of welcome. We had been previously informed by
Gauch that this would be the case, but that we were
supposed not to pay any notice to it whatever, as it
was considered very bad form to make any reply to
an address of welcome ; yemr presence there was understood as your reply. I am sure it this practice was
carried out in the United States there would be less
tiresome stories and a great saving of meaningless
oratory.
At the conclusion of his address, at a signal from
the High Priest, we ail arose, and raising the forefinger
to our head as before explained, received the following
bénédiction: "When Time draws to an end, it is decreed that worship of the Gods shall also cease; then
shall the world be purified by fire, and happy he who
lives to see that day, if, with contrition, he has mourned
his sins."
The assembly then broke up into small groups, and
we were introduced to many of the citizens of the city.
Sorac then invited us to corne out in the garden, where
tach would be played for our benefit, explaining that
tach was a game. We went out into the courtyard and
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took our places with other spectators around an. enclossure about 25 feet long and 15 feet wide, at one end
of which was set up a stone, similar to a huge grindstone, about six feet high. in the center of which was
a drcular hole, possibly six inches in diamctcr. A line
was then drawn some cightecn or twenty feet from
this object, and two players, with sticks resembling
hockey sticks or golf clubs in their hands, each addressed
a bail something like our tennis balls, and tried to
drivé it through the hole in the center of the dise.
There were about five or six players upon each side,
one side, we were told, representing a certain secret
society of the university, and the other a similar society
from the priesthood. We were ail then asked to place
our bets, and a bookmaker with pad and pencil passed
among the gathering placing bets. No amounts were
specified ; you simply designated the side you thought
would win. The game then commenced, and it was
quite interesting to watch the skill with which one and
then the other deftly drove lus bail through the hole.
The game continued for about fifteen minutes, at the
end of which time it was announced that the priesthood
had won. Ross and van de Gould had placed their bets
upon the other side, and, much to our surprise and
merriment, they were gravely approached and told that
it was time to pay their bets, the payment being ail of
their wearing apparel. Ross, who had dressed somewhat fastidiously for this occasion, was for a moment
nonplussed, but entered into the spirit of the occasion,
and laughingly handed over his apparel, with the exception of his body tunic and sandals. The good grâce
with which these bets were paid had a great deal to
do with our popular réception among the citizens. We
learned afterwards that they considered this game
among them the most devilish and sporting event they
could contrive.
SAYRE was very much interested in the experiments
carried on in the Electrical Department, and spent
ail of his time working on the strange-looking machine
we had seen on our first visit there.
About four days afterwards, he informed us that
they had at last perfected the device, and that it would
be given a secret démonstration the ncxt day at high
noon, and that we were asked to be présent.
The following day we were ail on hand. Outside
of our immédiate party about twelve or fifteen scientists were présent, and the Commander-in-Chief of
War, a man who was also of the nobility.
The machine was set up in an enclosure that was
part of the University, and was similar to when we
first saw it. Its principal parts were two bronze-colored
pôles, about 15 feet high. These were placed some fifty
feet apart, and had extending from them, pointing
toward each other, a number of steel needles. We were
assemblcd about twenty feet away, and Sayre was given
the honor of turning on the electricity, or whatever it
was, because I never definitcly learned whether it was
electricity or some other process or discovery that they
used in its opération. However, as soon as it was turned
on, we detected a bluish sheet that seemed to exist
between the two pôles. We were then each given an
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object and told to throw it between the pôles, but.
much to our astonishment; as soon as the object reached
this bluish sheet, it instantly disappeared, and Sayre
then informed us that this instrument, when in opération, would immediately dissolve into infinitésimal atoms
any object that tried to pass between the two pôles.
The principle, it seemed, was on the basis that one
was a positive and one was a négative, and that between
the two a power fui current of some sort was passing
with such rapidity that any object touching it would
become annihilated.
A fier the démonstration, the Commander of War
was very pleased, and in token of his services rendered,
pinned upon the breast of Sayre a magnificent jeweled
emblem.
On our way home Sayre informed us that the Deep
Folk were again rising in rébellion, and that serions
difficulty had bcen experienced in some of the far-otf
provinces ; that they had perfected an electric gun which
was capable of destroying any object it reached with
its discharge, and that Argon, the Commander of War,
was much worried, fearing an attack upon the City,
and that it was his intention to immediately place around
the City a complété circle of these instruments, so that.
in the event that an attack was made, it would be possible to beat it off.
A few days later a controversy arose, as we were
informed, regarding some of the Deep Folk who had
presented a pétition to the Princes to be allowed to
enter the City as citizens. Jaro said that it had recently
been discovered that some of the Deep Folk had perfected certain workings with the dimensions, and that
their investigation had produced great excitement at
the University. The word dimension here is improper,
and I think the word used by the Atlantians is better ;
they call it metromes, which are as follows:
The Ist and 2nd are Négatives; the 3rd Positive;
4th Time ; 5th Space ; 6th Speed ; 7th Sound ; 8th
Thought; 9th Light; lOth Force; llth Equals or Exacts; 12th Absolute; other metromes based upon combination of the above were being determined and calculations fixed ; length and breadth were unknown to
exact science. Our conception of the 4th dimension is
an assumed or supposed dimension whose relation to
the recognized dimensions of known value, is analogous
to that borne by any one of these to the other two, to
explain équations containing four variables in analytical
geometry or as an entity beyond the limitations of
ordinary existence.
I have in my notebook a mass of data pertaining to
the workings of the above mentioned, but it is impossible to give any more mention of them at this time.
I have just receivcd a telegram that makes it imperative that I leave at once on the Relief Expédition and
I must of necessity bring this narrative to a close.
I shall never forget the last night I spent in Cauphul.
Events and happenings crowded upon each other with
such rapidity that my mind is still confused as to how
it ail happened, but, briefly, it was thus*
ABOUT six o'clock that evening, as we were havxng
dinner, the room was suddenly plunged into dark-
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ness, and as we felt our way ont into the street, we
found the whole city as black as night. Other families
were also coming out into the street, and we heard a
confusion of questions and voices. Suddenly, near
the Collège of Xeoyuoia arose an unearthly Sound, and
through the enunciator in every home we heard this
message: "The Deep Folk have attacked ; fly for your
lives." This was ail. I remember that Nesta clasped
me by the hand and said, "Corne, we will seek the subterranean cellar," and called to the other members of
her family. But suddenly a shower of death-dealing
missiles were scattered around us in a perfect hail,
seeming to corne from above, and we heard the cries
and groans of those who were struck. Fortunately for
us, the new electric machine, previously mentioned, was
in opération for about two hundred feet near by, and
we were protected from the storm of heavy materials
hurled in our direction. It was this, I believe, that
saved our lives.
Through the Stygian darkness, we fumbled our way
back and were about to enter the cellar when suddenly
a hand grasped mine, and a husky voice exclaimed,
"You befriended me once; corne with me now," and
I recognized'the voice of Nu. With Nesta by my side,
we followed our guide, who led us into the subterranean cellar, where he quickly flashed on an electric
spot-light. Conducting us through an almost forgotten
corridor and up to what appeared to be a solid wall,
he swiftly reached down, pressed a hidden spring. and
a door rolled back, exposing another cavern. Into this
we went, and after a short distance he led us to another
concealed door, which, when opened, revealed a tube,
such as was used in transportation from one end of
the domain to the other. We quickly took our seats, the
door was closed, and, with a slight shock, we knew we
were on our way—where, we did not know.
Throughout the journey, which must have lasted
several minutes, Nesta and myself sat helpless and
speechless. Whither we were bound, we knew not, and
while I was trying to collect my thoughts, I heard her
crying softly. I endeavored to comfort her, but through
her broken sobs she told me that it was what they
had long dreaded. that the Deep Folk would attack
and utterly destroy them.
A slight click, and the door was suddenly opened,
and our guide hurried us through another tunnel, where
we found another tube awaiting us. In this tube were
several other citizens. We were quickly shut up, and
the car in this tube started on its journey.
Four tintes we changed from tube to tube, until

finally we stopped and were led out into a large cavern.
which was lighted by a reflected light from above. My
Deep Folk friend. Nu, quickly came to us, and said
"Surface Man, is this woman your wife?"
"No," I said, "She is
"Then she must die," he said, and started to lead
her away.
"Stop," I cried, "I will marry her now."
"Tis well," he said. By so doing, you both escape. "We never forgive and we never forget, but
hasten," and following him we were led into another
chamber.
He left us for a moment alone, but quickly returned
with one of his own priests. Pointing to us, he said,
"Marry them," and we were married at once.
We were then blindfolded and placed in another
tube. We had the experience of going upward, and
soon found ourselves in an upper stratum, and could
hear the pounding of the océan. Our guide here removed our bandages, and pointing through a dimlv
lighted cavern, said, "Walk to the end of this cavern ;
there you will meet another; obey him," and giving
us a salute, turned and re-entered the tube and vanished.
We stumbled through the cavern for about seventyfive feet, and when we arrived at the opening, we found
ourselves upon a beach with the océan near us. It was
early in the morning, between day-break and sunrise.
As we came out of the opening, a man came toward
us, scanned our faces for a moment, and then abruptly
blindfolded us again.
We were then taken and placed in a boat, and given
something to drink. We did not regain consciousness
until we found ourselves upon the deck of the Spanish
Ship, Don Carlos bound from Rio Janeiro to Baltimore.
After we had recovered somewhat, we were informed
that we had been picked up a few hours before, in au
open boat, but that no naine appeared upon the boat.
It seemed that we had only been in it a short time and
there was much spéculation as to where we had corne
from. as the sea was quite calm and there was no sign
of a wreck anywhere.
Nesta and I determined to keep the facts of our
escape to ourselves, so we invented a story that satisfied the officers of the boat. This was easily done, as
we could not speak Spanish. The first mate only spoke
broken English.
In closing I will say that we are now working upon
a perilous venture. Will we fïnd the hidden Lost City
again? Was the insurrection subdued? Will our
friends be alive, waiting for us? Time only can tell.

THE END
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The fall breezes must have witnessed strange sights i s they whirled past bis window. Tbere was the old gentleman standing before the glass
jar, like an ascetic before a shrlne . . It became a serions business to him, this feeding of the child of
science that knew no satisfaction.
HE inhabitants of the îittle village of White
someone had to he blamed. There were those who
Manitou are uncertain as to vvho should be
condemned the hydro for extending its services to the
blamed. It was hardly fair to put ail the
village. Others held that the agent who sold the
omis on the meagre shouklers of Mr. Jones.
electric refrigerator to Jones was responsible. W'hich
leads to the conclusion that
In fact.it vvould
no one knew exactly what
be a rather difficult thing
had happened.
to do, because that gentleT M AGI ME a baseball llwl actimlly zvclghs a Utile over
Could it have been
man was resting peacefully
*■ ftflecit Ions. No one zeonld be strong enough to lifl such
suicide
?
about six feet underground
a bail; il zconld icqnire a high-pouicr derrick to lift it.
Absolutely not ! Did anyin the little churchyard.
Il'liai via!criai would such a bail contain ? There is no naine
for il. Nevcrlhcless. the inalcrial cxisls in one of our denses!
one ever hear of a man
Furthennore. no one was at
stars, such as the sinall satellite of Siriiis. which zeeighs nol
dropping through two plank
ail sure that he had any
only tnuch more lhan our ouui carlh, but ahnost as much as
floorings and crushing himshoulders at the time of his
our sun.
self flat on the basement
burial. He had been careHeavy as this inalcrial is. hozi'cver, science knows slill a
hcaider one—i.c.. Nenlroniiini. This cleinent weighs soute
floor to produce the simple
fully scooped into his coffin.
60,000,000
tons
fer
eubic
in
ch.
Neutron
is
the
naine
given
to
resuit
of leaving this world
the performers of the
the combination Proton-Electron. AIlhough it lias not been
behind
? Again, absolutely
ghastly deed looking the
produced as y ci, ncvcrthelcss it may cxisl. The mi ni mu m
not
;
in
the first place, it
other way. vvhile they did
dcnsily of solid Netronium is four trillion limes that of
water.
would
be
practically impostheir painful duty.
This
story
is
bascd
upon
these
premises.
Il
makes
cxsible
;
and
in the second
But here was the crux of
treinely inleresling reading.
place, the thoughts of such
the whole matter, in the
a gruesome procédure would
opinion of the villagcrs ;
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be too painful for most persons inclined to self-destruction. But since he was dead, obviously something must
bave killed him. Here are the facts related to me,
together with my own ideas on the case.
The year 1925 saw the advent of tlie hydro-electric
power line to White Manitou. The electric company
had thoughtfully installed a transformer on the main
power line and wired the two streets of the hamlet.
Of course, it was just as thoughtful to have a polite
young gentleman call once a month to collect promptly
ail that was coming to the company.
Shortly after the arrivai of the hydro an enterprising
refrigerator agent arrived in town. Within the first
half hour he had sold Mr. Jones an electric refrigerator
which immediately ensured lus success in White Manitou, for everyone knew that old Philander Jones would
not invest in anything which did not promise him a
sure return on his precious money.
Unfortunately he was not gifted with the foresight
to see that his latest purchase would give him a flying
start on the road to ruin. Within a week, he was
transformed from a rheumatic old miser clad in a suit
that was green with âge. into an enthusiastic old spendthrift with an intensely interested look on his face and
a weird brilliancy in his oyes never noted before. And
on what did he waste his once-treasured money? Wire,
copper tubing, air-pumps, steel cylinders, books and
eiectrical magazines were the least of his purchases.
It horrified the neighbors to see the amount of express
that arrived daily at old Philander's barn-like house.
Xor could his astonished fellow citizens grasp the
significance of ail this. Of course, not one of them
would admit his ignorance for a minute, but just the
same. some head-machinery that had been peacefully
rusting for many years had to do some nimble work
to get ont its owner's édition on time, explaining the
phenomenon. This hindered no one from broadeasting
his (and especiallv lier) personal views and even the
most bewildered needed no great amount of persuading
to hazard a guess. Most of them would admit: "The
poor old fellow's gone off his head ail right," secretly
or otherwise regretting that he had been so hasty in
buying the refrigerator. Or else. "Betcha anything
he's going to make a fortune ont of home-brew."
Whenever anyone summoned up his courage to talk
to him, the old man did not eut him off short. Instead,
he was a fountain of éloquence; but no one could follow his train of thought or grasp his ideas. He seemed
to be living in a différent world. Mr. Jones would only
discuss liquid air. absolute zéro and like foreign subjects, so that no one ever thought of chatting with him
a second time. Soon the old man became disgusted
and relapsed into his former gloom.
Perhaps if they had been able to look in through
the windows of the second story of his house, they
might have seen light ; but again they might not have.
At any rate, he had established an elaborate liquid air
plant in the second story of his house. There were
electric gas compressors into which cold water ran and
came out steaming. Philander presided over this like
a hoary old wizard.
"Only three more degrees." he exulted to the doc-

tor, who was bandaging a badly frozen finger for him.
"1 have it down to two hundred and seventy below
now. Only three more degrees. Tve a cup full of
liquid hydrogen up at the house now. Yott ought to
see how it sparkles ! It's as clear as crystal ! Oh
heavens ! only three more degrees." The doctor smiled
and agreed with him that it was wonderful, thinking
that poor Jones was at the mercy of an hallucination.
However, there was nothing to prove that he was dangerously insane; even if the women folk were afraid
of him.
Another month slipped by and Autumn arrived in
golden splendor. Every one became engrossed in the
fall rush, and they forgot mad Mr. Jones. Nor was
mad Mr. Jones worrying about them. Only one more
degree now and absolute zéro would be his for keeps.
ONE evening in the lirst week of September, the
lamp light showed in his window until twelve
o'clock. No one knew how much later it shone, for
no one was awake to see. If any one had been up ail
night, they would have seen the light until it was
drowned by the red rays of the rising sun. If this
mythical watcher had waited until half-past seven, he
might have been rewarded by a unique sight. At that
time the door of Mr. Jones' house was flung suddenly
open, and he rushed, hatless, into the street. He was
also coatless and bootless. He ran down the road
shrilly yelling at the top of his old voice : "Oh boy !
Hurrahl" and "Hurrah ! Oh Boy!"
AU the early risers of White Manitou came running
to gape at the weird spectacle. Mr. Jones seemed to
sense something wrong and stopped awkwardiy in the
middle of the road. Finally he seemed tô corne to tlie
conclusion that he had been shouting the wrong words.
At once his face cleared and he startcd his rheumatic
gallop down the short avenue again. "Eurêka," he
cried, and he made the whole town ring. Unfortunately
he tripped over a clod of earth and fell heavily upon
his chest, abruptly extinguishing his enthusiasm. He
arose dcjectedly and, gasping for breath, limped homeward.
He was deeply humiliated. He stayed indoors for
the next week and a half and would see no one. Then
he began to steal out at dusk and slyly pick up every
bit of iron he found lying about to carry it into the
house. He soon became bolder and made excursions
down the back lanes in the daylight. These raids of
Philander were always for the same thing—iron. His
plunder was armloads of old plow shares, old mower
guards ; anything and everything made of iron. He
must have gathered scrap iron enough to fill the house.
Yet after his death the only iron found there was one
old plow share and a baby-carriage wheel.
The short sunshiny days of autumn withered into the
snow-filled gloom of winter. No one paid any further
attention to the old man. At first it seemed as if he
had some great secret which he wanted to tell to any
one who would Hsten. But none of the villagers cared
to learn his secret. Sometimes he would waylay one
of the neighbors and try to tell him, but before poor
Jones could get fairly started. the man would turn

ABSOLUTE ZERO
coldly away or shrink from hini in fear. His émotions
came close to the surface in those latter days. Several
persons had observed pathetic tears in his eyes after
he had been shunned. One of these, tender-hearted
but quite timid. summoncd up his courage and returned
to the old man to speak to him. He no sooner approached Philander than he was met by such a storm of
imprécations and malédictions that he fled in terror.
The next morning Mr. Jones was found dead,
crushed to a shapeless pulpy mass. It appeared as if
something had fallen on him from a tremendous height
and had carried his body through two floors to the
basement. But this theory was proved impractical
owing to the fact that the rqpf of the house was uninjured.
I happened to be there when his body was removed
for burial. There were pièces of thick glass mingled
with the flesh. I made some investigations on my own
account but was unable to explain satisfactorily the results of my enquiries.
HERE is a brief outline of what apparently happened : Mr. Jones had for some reason crawled
under the table upon which much of the liquid air apparatus rested. Part of the mechanism, a large vessel
with double-thick walls. had fallen through and struck
the old man with such violence as to carry him through
the two floors. Further progress was arrested by the
concrète floor in the basement.
Here was the great difficulty. What had forced that
vessel downwards?
I wrote to one of my sciçntific-minded friends and
asked him to help me in my dilemma. A few days
later I received a post-card from him. "Neutronium.
Now figure it ont for yourself," it said. I gasped—the
whole thing was clear to me. I sat down and wrote the
détails of the tragedy.
A FEW months previously Mr. Jones had purchased
the electric refrigerator. and for some unknown
reason had become extremely interested in the mechanism and opération of the device. A thorough study
of the principle of réfrigération, based on the fact
that compression créâtes hcat. while the reverse opération produces cold. led him to investigate the process
of the manufacture of liquid air. He was not satisfied
with a theoretical knowledge of the subject and its applications. Being such a hardened old sceptic, he
wanted to see everything for himself. Accordingly, he
had installed a complété expérimental plant. The natural conséquence of his experiments with liquid air,
was that he should want to approach as close to absolute zéro as possible. Apparently he had reached the
goal of his desire—which proved to be his undoing.
A large glass vessel stood at one end of the sturdy
Httle table upon which rested much of the expérimental
apparatus. Over it was a spray nozzle through which
liquid hydrogen was forced. The evaporation which
occurred, turned a high percentage of the hydrogen
into a metallic powder that fell on the bottom of the vessel. This was evaporated by some method of his own
invention and as a resuit, absolute zéro (the greatest
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degree of cold possible) was produced. That is to
say—273 degrecs Centigrade or 0 degrees Absolute
scale. This process in an open vessel would apparently be very wasteful of hydrogen, but there was a
hood over it that captured the excess gas and carried
it to a liquefying machine.
During these investigations, he noticed a very peculiar phenomenon. A wire nail dropped into the vessel
melted away into nothing. accompanying its disappearance was a discharge of static electricity, which did not
raise the température within the container. This discovery gave him the greatest thrill of delight he had
felt in ail his dismal life. Every scrap of iron about
the house was thrown into the insatiable jaws of the
vessel. Profiting by painful experience, he hung several tufts of stranded wire over this strange création
to collect the powerful charges of electricity formed,
each time a piece of iron was placed in the jar.
The fall breezes must have witnessed strange sights
as they whirled past his window. There was the old
gentleman standing before the glass jar. like an ascetic
before a shrine. He would cautiously drop a piece of
métal into it and then nervously start back as a purple
haze sprang into being above it. It became a serions
business to him, this feeding of the child of science
that knew no satisfaction. One might almost compare it to an ancient heathen sacrifice. Scarcely a
moment went by but what a piece of métal was sinking
silently into apparent nothingness. Tons of iron and
steel found their way into a glass jar no bigger than
a magician's silk hat and into oblivion.
Then came the fatal morning. His nervous System
was strained to the point of breakdown. A careless
thrust of a piece of iron into the glass. A flash of
electric current that knocked him under the table. A
dcafening crash and Philander Jones was no more.
Neutronium! That was the answer. A single électron united with a single proton to form a substance of
which only one cubic inch would weigh sixty million
tons. The cold of the vessel had made the mad whirl
of the électrons about their nucleus cease. Electrical
conditions were suitable for the union which took place.
Oddly enough. the cold walls of the vessel retained the
neutronium which gathered on the bottom of it. The
deposit was only a slight discoloration but it weighed
many tons. The fact that the table collapsed the moment that Mr. Jones was beneath it was a strange coïncidence but may have been due to the extra vibration
caused by his fall. Once the tremendous weight started
in motion, it was almost resistless.
Mr. Jones was not a scientist. he was only an expérimenter of short experience ; hence he left no accounts of his experiments. It would have been intercsting had he donc so.
Some of my friends have found difficulty in accepting my explanation. They have questioned me until I
am sick and tired of answering them ; perhaps because
I am uncertain of the right answer. Why did the cold
not dissolve the walls of the vessel as it did the iron?
Why would no other substance but iron disappear?
Why did the table suddenly collapse instead of sagging
{Cont'mucd on page 948)

Me ROGER

BACON

FORMULA

3y Irvin Lester and Fletcher

Pratt

Author of: "The Great Steel Panic," and "The Octopus Cycle."

EDITOR'S NOTE:—This manuscript was fourni
among tlie papers of Edwin Hart, following the
death of that brijliant but unfortunate musician, last
June. Those who recall the occurrence will retnember that
he was found in lus room in a state resembling a cataleptic trance, and that he died without recovering consciousness. It is believed that lie had taken an overdose of some
drug whose nature has not yet been detennined. The
autopsy, however, failed to reveal any of the usual signs
of drug addiction in the body of the unfortunate Mr. Hart,
and we have only the following statement and conjecture
to support the theory. After ail, we know so little of the
mechanics of the brain, that the thing is quite possible.
His description of life on the planet Venus is certainly

The Old Man With the Ragged Coat

within the bounds of possibility, for one group of scientists
maintains that our sister world is perpetually doused in
rains as fervently as the other maintains that it has no
vvater vapor at ail. It is certainly rather a fantastic description to he the work of an actual observer, however,
and the police, following the discovery of the manuscript,
have niade a diligent but unavailing search for any trace
of the old man with the ragged coat. The publication of
this manuscript was withheld until the présent time at their
request, but it now seems certain that the old man with the
ragged coat will never be found, and in justice to the
memory of a fine musician, we feel that he should be allowed to présent his case, however fantastic it may seem
to the reader.

of a panhandfer. I turned : it was the old man with
the ragged coat.
|^-^ggi|T was in one of those so-called "cafétérias"
The village, as it is termed, has been the haunt of
many literateurs, and of mimerons oddities too.
kPPI i" Greenwich Village that I met the old man
with the ragged coat and plunged into the
"Pardon me, sir." he said. "but I heard you speak
MeM
remarkable sériés of adventures to which
of Roger Bacon with some appréciation back there. and
that meeting gave rise ; a place of marhlesince Bacon students are rare, made bold to seek your
topped tables and windows filled with vegetables of
acquaintance."
seed-catalogue dimensions flanked by uninviting pork
'Tm not much of a Bacon student, Tm afraid," I
chops, long since . grown
answered, "but I do think
flaccid on their platters.
the Bacon manuscripts.
The restaurant was someforged or not, are very re'DOGER BACON {about 1214-1294), a frauciscan monk.
thing of a meeting place for
markable
productions."
was also an eminent scientist. whose writings on physics.
the latter-day cognoscenti,
chemistry and philosophy, zvere far in advancc of the limes.
"Forged?" he said. with
Some of his writings are supposcd to be in ciphcr, and atand the old man with the
something approaching
tempts have been made to interpret them. He is said to hai e
ragged coat. I remembcr,
prcdicled many inventions, among them being gnnpoivdcr. heat. "1 do not deal in forhad been sitting quietly at
geries. . . . Oh, you mean
the air plane, the slcamship and the Iclescope. He was one
one end of the long table,
of the most far-sighted scientists of his day, and be cause of the Parma manuscripts.
sipping coffee, while the arsome of his vicies and théories c.rprcsscd in his writings, he
translatée! by New bold;
was accnsed of working with black magie, and was persc- those in which he describes
gument raged about him.
culed to a great extent.
I have never been deeply
annular éclipsés and plant
The accompanying slory. which is based npon a supposcd
impressed by the économie
reproduction.
But those
Roger Bacon formula. Iherefore, makes excellent reading.
In addition, it is a most unusual interplanelarlan slory that
théories of Karl Marx, and
are the least part of his
you will cherish for a long lime.
when someone mentioned
work. Roger Bacon, sir.
the "class struggle," I enwas the greatest scientist
tered my usual demurrer,
the world has ever seen. If
backing it by the statement that Marx had nothing
it had listened to him. it would now be six centuries
new to offer. "Why," I cried, "read old Roger Bacon !
further along the path of civilization."
That médiéval monk anticipated and answered every
"Yes?" I said encouragingly. The old man intertheory your muddy German had to offer, and besides
ested me.
had a grasp of général science that makes Marx look
"Can you spare a few moments to corne up to my
Hke an ignoramus." Naturally this touched off the explace. I have something that would interest you.
plosives, and in the end, overborne by press of numRoger Bacon, sir, made scientific discoveries that the
bers. I sought refuge in flight from the restaurant.
world is not even yet prepared for."
Somewhat annoyed by the argument, I was pacing
T fell into the old man's humor. Why not? The
along in moody silence, when I heard a step by my
night was young, and the hint of a discovery that "the
side, and an apologetic cough, that promised the onset
world is not even yet prepared for" promised well.
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The room was filled with an endless range of tables . . . they were composed of shimmering métal whlch I took to be silver. . . .
At these tables in high-backed, chair-Iike seats of the same métal, I saw long rffws of—beings I can only call them. They were
busily eating and ail talking at once, much like a terrestrial crowd.
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He led nie down crooked ways to Banks Street and
up interminable fiights oî a dark stairway in an evil-,
odored building to a door which was flung open on
a room surprisingly large, considering its location.
Its layout resembled the tovver of a médiéval alchemist more than any modem apartment. There
was a long laboratory table of black wood. stained and
scarred, on which an alembic (that now little-used
chemical tool) was distilling some pungent liquid over
a low flame. Ail around and about the alembic was a
furious litter of papers, chemical apparatus and bottled reagents. A cabinet held rolls of something that
by their appearance was sheepskin : a telescope stood
by the single window and a sextant was flung on the
low cot. To complété the picture, a huge armillary
sphere occupied the corner of the room between the cot
and the telescope.
"—the unity of ail the sciences," the old man with
the ragged coat was saying. "Roger Bacon's greatest
contribution to human knowledge. Your modem specialists are coming to realize that every expérimenter must
understand other sciences before he can read the riddle
of his own. What would the zoologist do without a
knowledge of chemistry, the chemist without geology,
the geologists without physics? Science, sir, is ail one.
And now let me show you—•"
HE drew from the cabinet one of the sheepskin rolls,
holding it ont for me to look at. It was covered with the crabbed and illegible script of the middle âges, made more illegible by the wear and tear of
centuries.
"A genuine Roger Bacon, sir, Hke ail these. You
know there are some years following his stay in Paris
that have never been accounted for? It was my theory
that he spent them at Citeaux, the headquarters of the
order of monks to which he belonged. I went to Citeaux. I found them restoring the place after the damage of the war. Heaven bless the war ! In some way,
ancient vaults under the abbey had been opened by the
effcct of the shellfire. I poked about them for days.
searching for some trace of the master, and I found
these—these ! They are thç greatest of Roger Bacon's
work."
"But did not the French government—?" I queried.
"French government! Bah! What does any government know about Roger Bacon ? They never heard
of these manuscripts. I saw to that. Immoral, perhaps, but necessary, believe me."
"Have you found anything interesting in them?"
"Interesting is hardly the word, sir," he gave a cackling laugh. "What would you say to an absolutely flat
statement of the nebular hypothesis? And the theory
of électrons and ions?"
"Is that ail there?" I asked with some astonishment.
My scientific knowledge is scant, indeed. but sufficient
for me to know that these are considérée! new things.
"Ail that and more. Did I not tell you Bacon made
discoveries still beyond the grasp of the world? Here.
read this—" he groped among the sheepskins, produced one and shoved it into my hand. "But wait,
you do not understand the médiéval script. Here is

the same script written ont in a modem hand. You
can read this, ail right."
His ■"modem hand" was almost as bad as the médiéval script, but I managed, after much close study, to
make ont this :
"De Transpositio mentis: He that would lett hys
spirit vade within the launds of fay and fell, shall drinke
of the drogge mandragordeum tille he bee sight out of
eyne, sowne out of ear, speache out of lips and time
out of minde. Lapped in lighte shall he then fare toe
many a straunge and horrid earthe beyond the boundes
of océan and what he seeth there shall stound him
much ; yet shall he return withouten any hurt."
"What do you make of it, sir?" the old man with
the ragged coat asked.
"That he was a drug addict," said I. "Mandragora
is a fairly wel! known narcotic—was, even in the middle
âges, I fancy."
"You are as bad as most of them," said the old man.
"You have missed ail the essentials. Modems will
never believe in anything except themselves. Now look
again ; he says not 'mandragora' but 'mandragordeum'
and it's no copyist's error, for it was written in Bacon's
own hand. Note also that he titles it 'de transpositio
mentis'—that is, 'concerning the transposition of the
mind.' Fie never imagined, as drug addicts do, that his
body was performing strange things. What Roger
Bacon is telling us here is, that there is a drug which
will bring about that dissociation of the mind and body.
which seems to occur under hypnotism, and 'withouten
any hurt.' Also he says 'lapped in light' which is
more than a hint of the use of the immense force and
speed of light. Modem science would not believe it.
I told you, sir, the world was not yet ready for ail of
Roger Bacon. Moreover—" and he paused with a
quick glance at me—"in another place he gives the
recipe for the drug mandragordeum, and I can assure
you. sir, it ismothing like mandragora. I have made it,
and experimented with its use; by its means I have
traveled where only planets have been before. and I
am here to tell it. It produces a powerful ionization of
the cells of the middle brain, by action on the pineal—
but you don't know what Fm talking about."
I looked hard at him. Was the old man mad, or had
he indeed hit upon some discovery of genuine value
among the sheepskins of this strange alchemist of
Lincoln ?
"You doubt me, sir? I grant it sounds incredible.
But here ; taste. try, drink this and see. It is the authentic drug mandragordeum of Bacon." He seized
the flask into which the alembic had been discharging
its contents and thrust it into my hand.
I hesitated, sniffed the flask. The odor was rather
pleasant than otherwise, spicy and strange. When I
touched a drop of it to my tongue, the flavor was that
of a warm, rich wine. So génial a liquor could not
be dangerous. I scated myself in the one chair the
room afforded, and leaned back, looking at the old man,
who watched me intently. After ail. he liked me and
believed me a fellow student of Roger Bacon. He
would not willingly do me harm. I sipped a Httle of
the liquor.

THE ROGER BACON FORMULA
Into the Ether
AT once room and surroundings were blotted ont in
an intense burst of ligbt, so brilliant that 1 closed
>- my eyes to shield them froni it. When I blinked
them open again the ligbt was still there ail about nie,
but it seemed to be gathered into me from an outside
source, as though I stood in a room penetrated by a
single shaft of brilliance which flooded me while I
gazed into the dark. I felt a sensation of lightness and
freedom. I looked about me.
To my astonisliment I was no longer in the laboratory. There was no trace of a room, only the winter
sky, with stars twinkling far off in the distance. I
looked down, and perceived that I was floating above
New York like a cloud. Beneath and behind me a long
Irai! of thin phosphorescence like a comet's tail led
straight to the roof of one of the many houses of the
city, evidently that from which I had corne. It held
me like a tether ; I could go only a certain distance
from it. I felt someone touching my hand, the light
about me burned lower, and abruptly, with another
flashing, I was back in the room.
The old man with the ragged coat was smiling into
my astonished face.
"An experience, sir, is it not?" he said. "You did
not drink enough to gain the full effect. Perhaps you
would care to try again?"
For answer I took the flask from his hand, and
closing my eyes, drank deep.
Again came the unbearable flash of light, the swift
sense of motion. I opened my eyes to see the lights of
New York gleaming far beneath, receding in the disTrïïîte as I gathered speed on my strange journey. The
long cord of light that had bound me to the room was
broken, trailed off behind me. I was alone in the universe !
Clear and bright, Venus hung like a lamp against
the vault of the sky. Toward lier, the most mysterious
of the planets, I resolved to direct my course if I could.
Perhaps I could discover something of what lay behind
those banks of cloud in which she is forever sheathed?
Could I make it? Old Friar Bacon had promised that
his drug should "let his spirit vade . . . toe many
a strange and horrid earthe beyond the boundes of
océan" and surely Venus met this définition well.
Beneath, the earth was fading to a black avall on
which land and sea were barely separable in the murk
of night. Suddenly I reached the limit of its shadow ;
the sun flashed blazing from behind it and T. beheld
the skies as no man on earth had ever seen them, with
sun and stars ail shilling together in steady brilliance,
the nearer planets standing ont like phases of the moon
against the intense blackness of space. My speed increased ; the Milky Way was a riot of geins, the moon
a tiny crescent barely visible at the outer edge of the
sun, on whose huge disk the diminishing earth had
sunk to a black dot.
Venus grew from the size of a candle-Iight to that
of a moon, from a moon to a great glowing shield of
purest silver," and from a silver shield to a whirling
and tossing mass of clouds that reflected the sun's
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rays with dazzling brilliance, a sea of clouds without
a horizon. 1 reached them, cleft the radiant depths and
at once was in a soundless and almost lightless mass of
mist, without other knowledge of my direction than that
furnished by the certainty that I was following a
straight course.
The cloud banks ccased and I experienced a sense
of the bitterest disappointment, for beneath me I saw
only an endless océan, heaving slowly under a heavy
ground swell and dotted with drops of rain from the
clouds I had just left. This, then, was "Venus, a silent
and sightless globe of water, without a trace of land
or life, inhabited by fishes, if by anything at ail. Not
till then did I rcalize how lonely we mcn are on our
planet with the universe ail around.
My flight over this océan was slower; I can only
explain it by the absence of light due to the cutting off
of most of the sun's rays by the perpétua! clouds.
Roger Bacon's drug, as the old man in the ragged coat
suggested, and as I was to be certain of later, undoubtedly makes use of some property of light, but the
scientific friends to whom 1 have suggested the idea
have laughed it to scorn, and I am not enough of a
scientist myself to tell how it ail is.
At last I perceived in the distance a place where the
clouds seemed to touch the surface of the sea. I drew
near ; it bccame évident that it was not the overhanging clouds but a thin mist that rose like steam, and
when I reached the spot I saw for the first time on that
strange plant a trace of land. But what a land !
The mist rose from a water-logged swamp ont of
which coiled a monstrous végétation of a sickly yellowish hue, quite without any touch of the green of earthly
growths. Here were gigantic mushrooms, twenty or
thirty fcet tall ; long, slender, reed-like stems that burst
at the top into a spreading tangle of branches ; huge
fungus-growths of fantastic and cloudy shape, and an
irregular, twisting growth resembling vines that twined
up and over the reed-like forms and clambered about
the giant fungi.
There was no clear delineation of shore and sea.
The swamp began with a tangle of branches rcaching
ont of the océan and simply grew thicker and heavier
as one progressed. At last the ground seemed to berising. I could catch glimpses of something that was
not water among the crowding growths.
Still there was no sign of life or movement. The
rain fel! ceaselessly, the clouds blotted out the sun.
And then—the first sign of anything more than inanimate nature on that macabre journey—I caught sight
of a growth, like the round bulb of the fungoids, but
too regular to be a fungus, among the tangle of végétation. I made my way toward it. It was a huge halforb of some material apparently harder and more permanent than the végétation, rising out of it ; a bail
without windows or other openings, save for one placed
at the side low down—a door of some kind. It stood
open.
I made my way in. The door itself was of extraordinary weight and thickness, and inside the room was
very dim. The only light was a pale luminescence like
that seen on the sea at night, issuing from some invis-
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ible source. As my eyes becamer accustomed to it, I
perceived that I was in a vast hall, whose ceiling vaulted
up behind me till it met a vertical wall at the other
end. I had not realized from the outside that the place
was so large. The apartment was without other archi.téctural features, save for a hole in the center o£ the
floor, set round with a curbing of some sort.
Approaching this with difficulty (and in the slowness
of ail my motions in comparatively dark places, I read
the confirmation of my theory that the drug mandragordeum enables the ionized particles of the brain to
use the power of light) I saw that the hole was a wide
well, in which the sheen of water could be seen not far
below. Out of the water rose a circular staircase, the
stairs of which were broad and fitted with low risers.
The People of Venus
FROM behind the vertical wall at the end of the
room came a confused shouting, and as I drew
near it in the dim light I saw that it was pierced by
doors, like that at the entrance, very thick and heavy.
These doors bore horizontal rods at one side which I
took to be the Venerian version of doorknobs ; and above
the terminations of the rods were deep slits which may
have been approximations of our keyholes. I am by
no means certain of this—indeed, ail through my visit
to this peculiar planet I was hampered by the fact that
I know little of mechanics or chemistry, and am only
able to offer observation and conjecture, and often
observation of the least importance, where the trained
scientist would have looked for the essential fact and
given conclusions.
I passed through the door. I do not know what I
expected, but it was certainly not what I saw. I was
in a hall even larger than the one I had just left (the
sizes of Venerian buildings are enormous), roofed,
however, above in the dimness. At each corner of
the room a circular staircase ran up to a floor above,
the stairs being of the same type as I had seen in the
well—wide and low.
The room was filled with an endless range of tables,
long and very low, like those in a kindergarten. They
were composed of a shimmering métal which I took to
be silver, but I may easily be mistaken about this, owing
to the dim light and my insufficient acquaintance with
mctals. At these tables in high-backed. chair-Iike seats
of the same métal, I saw long rows of—beings I can
only call them. They were busily eating and ail talking
at once, much like a terrestrial crowd. It was their
voices I had heard.
The Venerians bore a comic-supplement resemblance
to seals. They had the same short-barrel-like body, surmounted by the same long, narrow head, though the
heads of the Venerians were very high and deep as
became a grcater intelligence.
Their legs were pillar-like muscular appendages,
short, and terminating in flat, spiny fcet, webbed between the four toes. I learned later that while swimming, these feet trail behind them, furnishing at once
the propulsive force and direction for the effort. Accustomed as I was to the stout arms of earthly people,
it was something of a shock to observe that the Vener-

ians are quite without them, possessing instead three
groups of tentacles which dangle from their bodies.
Two of these groups are set at the place where the
short, thick neck joins the trunk and a third set, much
smaller, at the center of the back, high up. These
tentacles reach nearly to the floor when the Venerian
stands up at his full height of about four feet. Each
group contains four tentacles, ail of them being very
prehensile and capable of independent action, giving
the Venerian not only an excellent grip on anything but
also the power of taking hold of as many as twelve
objects at once. I am inclined to think that the tentacles of the back are just barely functional; only once
did I see a Venerian use them.
Their heads were, as I have said, long and narrow,
high and deep. The nostrils were wide and set right at
the top of the front of the head, the eyes behind them.
A pair of holes, which must be ears, are set low down
and at the back. The mouth is small, low down, and
in front. Altogether, the countenance resembles an
animal's face much more than that of a man.
The Venerians in the hall were entirely innocent of
clothing, and one and ail were covered with a rough,
coarse hair, except on their faces. Most of them wore
a type of bandolier or belt, supported by a strap
around the neck and in turn carrying a number of
pocket-like pouches held shut by clasps of peculiar design, whose exact nature my insufficient mechanical
knowledge did not allow me to déterminé.
Some of them bore weapons in their belts; short
spear- and knife-Iike objects, with handles set T-shape
for better grasping by Venerian tentacles, and also what
I later discovered were explosive weapons with a bulb
and tube above the T-shaped handle. Ail were eif-'
tirely of métal—evidently there can be no wood in a
land where the clouds are forever unbroken by any
shaft of sunlight.
The Venerians were eating with little metallic spades,
sharpened at the lower end for cutting. Their food
was brought up to them from somewhere below by
mechanical contrivances, which rose through the centers of the tables when they pulled small handles set
into the tables in front of them.
The fare was not vastly différent in appearance from
what one would have expected on earth under similar
circumstances ; it seemed to consist largely of fish and
fungoids, steaming hot and dressed with sauces.
The meal was now nearly over. Here and there a
Venerian rose and passed down to the door with quick,
shambling steps. I followed a pair of the weaponbearers. They went straight to the well in the outer
hall, and walking down the steps till they were waistdeep in the water below. turned suddenly and dived in.
Beneath, the well turned into a long passage entirely
under water and lit by the same dim radiance that
illumined the hall above.
The meaning of the bodily form of the Venerians
and their dim lights suddenly struck me. They were as
essentially water-living as we are créatures of the land,
and their eyes, accustomed to the phosphorescent glow
of the depths, could not bear any stronger light well.
The two I followed were amazing swimmers, moving
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through the long water-fiiled passage with wonderful
s^jeed and hardly any effort.
Abruptly it widened ; the light became stronger. The
weapon-carriers directed their course upward, came to
the surface (where I saw \ve were beyond the swamp
bclt and in the open water) and took fresh gulps of air
through their elevated nostrils. Then, diving down
again, deep beneath the surface, they coasted along
slowly. I caught a flash of something silvery ahead in
the water. So did the Venerians. One of them snatched
the buib-weapon from his bandolier, the other gripped
lus short spear ; both swam faster.
It was a huge fish. his head and body covered with
scaly plates. A long tail projected backward from this
coat of mail and two big paddles hung near his head.
A biologist friend to whom I have described it as a
product of the imagination assures me that the earth
once knew such monsters under the name of "ostracoderms."
It had secn the \7'enerians almost as soon as they had
caught the flash of its plates, and fled down the watery
lanes like an arrow—but not as fast as they.
The Venerian with the spear gained more rapidly
than the other, heading the fish off with his barbed
point and finally turning it hack toward his companion.
The other lifted his bulbous weapon; there were two
rnufflcd thuds, like the blows of a paddcd hammer, and
the seven-foot fish wavered, then stopped, his paddles
moving convulsivcly. The Venerian with the spear
ranged alongside him, dodged the sudden fierce reflex
swing of the armored jaws, and thrust the weapon in
just at the point where the bony plate of the head met
the cuirass of the body. The big fish heaved once more,
then paused and bcgan to sink slowly toward the bottom. but the two Venerians, each wrapping his tentacles
around the animal's tail. began to tow him slowly
toward the hall of the well.
Neither of them rose to the surface during ail this.
Their breathing apparatus must be marvelously adapted
to staying under water.
Marooned on a Planet
SUCH hunts as that I had just witnessed were evidently only one feature of Venerian life. It was
obvions that a people who could construct halls of
such cyclopean architecture as that I had seen, who had
attained such skill in the working of metals. as to produce the explosive weapons. and such mechanical ingenuity as to work ont the elaborate serving mechanism
in the dining hall, were a race of no small degree of civilization, and despite their aquatic habits, must possess
establishments of some size on the swampy land that
rcpresented continents on this strange planet.
Filled with the desire. to find these, I retraced my
journey to the hall of the well. I found the-outer room
now filled with a varied crowd of the Venerians, some
diving into the well and swimming off in varions directions, some merelv standing about and talking, and
others going ont of the door that led into the jungle of
fungi. I followed a party of the latter, as the most
likely to lead to something of interest.
They blinked as the bright light of the out-of-doors
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struck their eyes and I wondered what they would do in
the dazzling sunlight of earth. After a moment or two
they struck ont, a group of five or six, up a gentle slope
through the monstrous fungoid growths behind the hall.
The végétation was a perfect tangle. I wondered how
these Venerians with their short stumpy legs could
penetrate it, while off the beaten path, until I saw one
of them blundcr against the trunk of a sickly-hued treefungus ail of twenty feet high and send it crashing to
the ground as though it were paper. Then I realized
that the greater number of these fungoids were no more
solid than those of the earth-air blown things ready to
fall to pièces at a touch.
The slope became steeper as the Venerians pushed on,
kicking the big soft stems ont of their way when they
blocked the path. At last the track encountered a buttress of outcropping stone, where it wound around
ahead. The Venerians paused ; two of them who bore
the bulbous explosive weapons stepped to the front and
walking with some care, preceded the little group which
had suddenly grown silent.
What did they fcar? Some grisly monster of this
wet and steaming planet, I fancy. At ail events, as they
rounded the rock, one of them lifted his weapon and
fired in among the crowding growths. I caught a
glimpse of a pair of hungry eyes, heard the sloshing
thud of the fall of a big mushroom, the sound of heavy
footsteps and that was ail. The people of Venus, with
their dank climate and wildly growing végétation, must
be far doser to the primitive terrors of the beast-world
than are the people of the earth.
The Venerians followed their path through a little
vale, till it ended at another circular building like the
hall of the well. Within was the same phosphorescent
glow which seems to be universally used there as a
means of illumination ; a cold, pale light produced by
some means of which I am ignorant. Ail about the
outer room of this hall were shelves filled with tools,
with one Venerian in attendancc, while another stood at
the back before a window looking into a longer foom,
where one caught a glimpse of pulsating machinery.
The party I had followed, received tools from the
Venerian in the outer hall, and came ont again, following another path to the hillside behind the shop.
There, where a cliff towered ont of the lowland, they
entered a hole that had been dug in the stony face of
the hill, and drawing from the pouches at their belts
some balls that emitted the same light I had observed
everywhere on the planet, they plunged in.
I have probably observed the facts that are quite useless and meaningless about the mining opérations which
followed, but I set down what I saw, in the hope that
it will be significant to someone who understands more
of these things than I do.
The Venerians mine by means of a shafted tool which
is attached to a box about two feet square, by a métal
cord, the box standing on the floor behind the miner
and evidently furnishing the power for the opération.
At the working end of the shafted head is a circle of
powerful métal teeth, and beneath the teeth a basket of
some woven métal. The Venerian presses the tool
against the rock he is mining. It is pulverized by the
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teeth ( which spring into rapid motion with the pressure) and falls into the basket as a powder. Wlien the
basket is (illed, he takes it to the power box, and lifting
a lid at the rear of the box, empties it in and pulls a
small rod. Immediately the box emits a strong red
glow, and in a minute or two a bar of shining métal
is discharged at the back and a little bail, probably of
the residue or slag, drops ont of an aperture beside it.
When a pile of these métal bars had accumulated,
the Venerian picked them up and carried them back to
the hall of the machines, where lie turned them ovcr to
bis mate at the wimhnv, receiving in exchange a métal
loken which he dropped into one of his potiches.
I n the room behind the window the métal bars passed
into the grip of complicated machines, whence they issued as completed tools and utensils. I did not examine
these machines thoroughly ; my limited mcchanical
knowledge would bave madc such an examination fruitless in any case, and I was more interested in the
miner's box and its contents.
At each opération I watched the Venerian carefully,
hoping to learn the secret of its power, but so rapid
werc his motions that each time I was baffled. Nevertheless, I remained in the shaft where he was working;
sooner or later, I argued, he would fumble for a long
enough time to enahle me to gain an inkling of the
box's contents, and such an inkling, transmitted to one
of my engineering friends, might well have valuable results.
So much interested in it did I become, that I failed
to realize the passage of time. and during one of the
miner's visits to the hall of the machines, as I waited
near the mouth of the cutting, I suddenly realized that
it had grown dark. The miner, too, was gone an extraordinarily long time. I began to consider the possibility
that he had finished his work for the day and had gone
for good. There was, then, no sense in remaining
where I was. I determined to set ont on further explorations. To my utter horror I found I could not
move an inch.
Clearly the action of Roger Bacon's drug utilized the
force of light. But there was now noylight. The feeble
illumination of the miner's lamp even was gone ; the
day was donc. I became impatient, worried ; madc another effort at progress. No resuit. I felt as powerless as one does in a nightmare, utterly deprived of
motion. A cloud of fear began to close about me.
Outside there was the sound of some heavy beast
crashing through the lush végétation, the patter of the
unending Venerian rain, and then, far away, the slow
tolling of a gong. I was marooned on a planet millions
of miles from home and with no way of returning.
The Flash of Lightning
AT such moments, despite the statements of dramatic writers, one does not rave and storm. I
- thought instead of my body, back in the room on
Banks Street, and what the old man in the ragged coat
would do and say. as it sat there in his one chair, lifeless and somnolent. Would he dare to call in the police
or would he seek to dispose of it? Suppose T finally
obi dned release from my predicament and came flying

back across space to find my body beneath the cold
waters of the Hudson—woke to sudden strangulation at
the bottom of the river?
Or would I remain thus disembodied, an ionized
brain, afloat through ail eternity? It was a pretty académie problem, whose pleasure was somewhat lessened
by the fact that I was the object of what might be called
the experiment.
I tried again to move—hopeless—and remembered a
remark of Jack London's that the blackest thing in
nature was a hole in a box. That was exactly what I
was in—a hole in a box.
Then I wondered how long it would be beforc it
became light. The next morning—how long were the
days on Venus? For ail I knew they might be fifty or
sixty hours—quite long enough for the old man in the
ragged coat to décidé that I was never to return. And
what of the necessity for nourishment of that body 1
had left behind in the room on Banks Street? It was
in a state resembling a hypnotic trance. How long did
people live in a hypnotic trance? T tried to recall ail
I had heard or read on the subject and came to the conclusion that the evidence on the subject was somewhat
sketchy.
I was aroused from this reverie by a grunting sound,
like that made by a wallowing pig, near the mouth of
the cave, and saw a pair of wide-set and phosphorescent eyes gleaming in the inky black of the entrancc.
Apparently the animal, whatever it was, was disturbed
by the smell of the cave, for the grunts changed to a
grinding bellow and it backed ont. Followed another
sériés of grunts and the sound of heavy footsteps, and
then a sériés of angry snarls. I heard a sound of heavy
bodies hurled about. Two of the Venerian beasts werc
fighting outside my prison. Of ail the events on that
weird planet, this stands ont as the strangest—those
two monsters of what shape or size I do not know,
snarling and biting at each other in deadly combat, ont
there in the rain, while I lay without power of motion
within.
The battle trailed ofï to one side and ended in grunting moans which in turn faded into a sound suggestive
of eating. One of the beasts had been victorious and
was celebrating his conquest—noisily. Finally that
sound also ceased, and there was only the steady beat
of the rain.
It seemed to grow heavier. It must be raining barder,
I thought, and wondered what différence a heavy rain
made where it was always raining.
Far in the distance I heard the rumble of thunder. They had thunderstorms on Venus, then, just as on earth.
The rain fell harder : again came the roll of thunder,
nearer this time, and then peal on peal it was repeated,
while I could see lightning flickering among the distant
clouds. A new, wild hope rose in me. If one of those
lightning flashes came near enough—
But it seemed that it would not. The lightning
flashed among the distant clouds : the thunder continued
to roll, but the storm seemed to lté passing off to one
side and away from me. I was giving'up hope again
and resigning myself to the inévitable, when, with a
terrifie roll of thunder, there came a dazzling flash.
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In an instant I was ont of the cave and off. Outside
it was as dark as it had been before, but I was now in
the open where I coùld travel on any flash of lightning
that came. Eagerly I waited for the next, and with
its coming rose half a mile in the turgid atmosphère.
Another flash—and I was right among the clouds ; another—and I was half way through them. I believed
I could see the stars of space beyond. Yet another
lightning flash below me, and with feelings difficult to
imagine, I was ont of the atmosphère of that grira and
slimy planet and abroad on the ether once more. No
mariner ever welcomed land as I did the sight of the
sun.
. . . When I reached the earth and the room on
Banks Street, dawn was just breaking among the skyscrapers of New York. My body was cold and numb
when I stirred and opened my eyes to see the old man
with the ragged coat looking at me with an expression
of extreme anxiety. In his hand was a bottle of some
stimulant and my lips wcrc wet with it. where he had
forced a few drops into my mouth. I choked, gasped
and sat up, every motion a new agony, but an agony of
delight, for I was back on the familiar earth once more.
"I began to think you were not going to return," said
THE

the old man in the ragged coat. "Did you have an interesting journey?"
I shuddered at the thought and held up a detaining
hand. "What I want mostly is something to eat," I
said. "Perhaps I can tell you about it afterward."
But I never did—nor have I ever gone back to the
room on Banks Street where the old man with the
ragged coat keeps his Roger Bacon manuscripts and
makes experiments in médiéval alchemy.
For I have always been a little afraid, a little puzzled.
Was the drug he called "mandragordeum" after ail,
some narcotic, and was my strange voyage to Venus
only a drug-dream ? That the cells of the brain can be
ionized and float in space is something science is not
prepared to admit. T would not like to become the slave
of a drug more deadly than cocaine ; more deadly, because ifs dreams are more interesting and insidious.
And yet—and yet—my scientific friends tell me there
is nothing impossible in the life of Venus as I have
told it to them in hints and suggestions. I have been
studying electricity, and another trip would be worth
while, if only to learn the secret of the powerful and
compact storage battery in the miner's box; this much
I am certain of. Perhaps, some day—,
END

ABSOLUTE ZERO
By Harold Moorhouse Colter
(Continucd front fogc 939)
gradttally? Why were the pièces of glass, mingled with
his remains, not too heavy to lift?
These were the simplest questions put to me.
Iron is a conductor of heat and electricity to a degree that non-metallic substances do not approach.
That has been my answer to the first two questions.
The table was of very heavy material and the weight
must have borne directly down on one leg of it. When
Philander struck it, the slight déviation from the vertical made it snap under the weight, leading to the
collapse of the whole table and the subséquent disaster.

And when I have said that, I tackle the last with a
cheerful heart. Why were not the fragments of glass
mingled with his remains too heavy to lift? I said
that the only reason the neutronium had remained m
the first place was that the glass was chilled to the lowest degree of cold possible. When the vessel was
broken and away froni the cooling action of the hydrogen, it became warmed and the neutronium atoms
slipped through the loose molécules of the structure.
So let me triumphantly say that I have answered them
ail. Accordingly I lay down my pen.
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In this department we shall discuss, every monlh, topics of interest to readers. The editors invite correspondence on ail subjects
directly or indirectly related to the stories appearing in this magazine. In case a spécial personal answer is required, a nominal
fee of 25c to cover time and postage is required.

TRANSMISSION OF THOUGHT WAVES BY RADIO
aerial to the vibrations that our ears can décodé,
I confess that I know nothing about the waves
Editor, Amazixg Stories;
T have been a constant reader of your magazine we must first know the "wave-Iength." Also there above 550 meters. In my mind the thought waves
since the first issue. There has been much improve- must be an electrical charge. There may possibly bave to lie above those used in Europe. Of course
ment from the time 1 read the first issue and bc a charge of electricity in the brain but it can there may be a new circuit. The General Electric
Engineers have, and still are trying new hookups.
your Ouarterly -Magazines are even better than not be strong enough to aetuate a radio outfit. Of
late much of my work has been on short waves. We have not yet reached the end.
the momhly. Jules Verne, Edgar Allan Poe,
I-et's hear your end. That subjecl will always
H. G. Wells, and Murray Leinster are my favorite I am a radiotrician. Curious skip distances occur
interest me because it is so near my line.
authors. In your Annual, the outstanding story "Down under." We know that if we get down
Wishing you the best o' luck in your magazine.
was Edgar Rice Burroughs' "Masler Mind of far enough the waves are absorbed by the ground.
Mars."
It is my personal belief that the waves are below
H. W. Fhjlay,
There has been a question long in my mind the wavelengths now used or they must be far
149 Church St.,
Amsterdam, N. Y.
that I have wanted to ask you. In Vol. I, No. 9, above it. Also when around 5 meters there is little
there appeared a story, "The Télépathie Piek-up" above them. Also when around 5 meters there is
(We believe that it' is going too far to tafce
hy Samuel M. Sargent, Jr., that didn't seem right. little wire used. The circuit must he simple lieSuper Radio as the author termed it, is not ncces- cause the résistance in the wire tends to raise the seriously the idea that there are stich tfaings as
thought waves or that they are analogous to what
sary to'pick up thought waves. In order to change wavelength. It seems to me that that fact shuts
we may call radio waves.—Ediior.)
the electrical impulse thaï is given off the sending the low waves ont.
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Myself

Radio"

by Howard Clark^
during my sparc time. I actually
learned by doing. With the lessons I received a complété, expensive storehouse of apparatus with
which I was able to build radio
circuits and sets of almost every
description. Yet it cost me absolutely nothing extra.
As a resuit of this practical, technical working out of big radio
problems with a fine homelaboratory, I was able to earn
good money even before I had
completed my course! And it
wasn't long before I was able to
quit my régulât work entirely...
and branch out for myself irt
big paying radio jobs.
Today, I have more work than
I can take care of. And I often
make more money in a day tkaa
1 used to earn in a week.

"l'm sitting on top of the
world! My bank account
is growing fatter every day
. . . my home is ail paid
for .. . l've just ordered a
new car . . . and my wife
and I can at last enjoy life
in real style. It sure feels
great to he earning big
money. And to think how
it ail came abouti"
IT happened on a rainy Monday night. I was reading a
magazine while Mary was clearing away the supper dishes. Suddenly a funny cartoon caught my
eye . . . and I laughed out loud.
"Jim, you make me sick!" she
cried. "How can you laugh while
l'm nearly dying of wcariness!"
"But^Mary dear—"
"Don't dear me, you idiot!"
I was alarmed. "Great heavens, what's
wrong ?"
"Wrong?" she screamed,"here Idrudge
ail day, do my own housework, wash
ail the clothes, take care of the baby,
and worry about your meals. 1 never
get a moment of freedom . . . and
haven't a decent thing to wear even to
church ... yet you never seem to care!"
I was ashamed!
A feeling of shame swept over me. So
that was why she seemed so "moody"
the last few days! Likc a good sport
she had suffered in silence until she
couldn't keep it in any longer.Poor kid!
For hours after Mary had gone to bed
that night 1 kept staring into space.
What a mess I had made of our lives
. . . What a slave 1 had made of her.
Listlessly 1 kept thumbing the pages of
the magazine . . . thinking . . . thinking. Was there no way out of it?
Then suddenly ... as if by some kind
act of Providence .... 1 stopped before a story. It told of a fellow who
had made quite a fortune in an uncrowded profession. Fascinated, 1 read
on. It told of the brilliant opportunities in the radio industry ... of the
big incomes fellows like myself were
earning ... and of the ease with which
expert radio training could be acquircd.
But what impressed me most was the

fact that success was praçtically assured
by means of a new home-study laboratory method sponsored by three of
America's great corporations.
With gigantic enterprises like these
behind a school I needed no greater
guarantee .. . . so without a second's
further hésitation I tore the coupon
and mailed it.
A lucky event that changed
my life
It sure was my lucky day, when the
first lessons came in. 1 never dreamed
that learning radio was so easy. I didn't
know the first thing about it when I
started. Yet before many months were
over 1 was able to solve many of the
problems which command big pay.
Each subject was explained in simple
word and picture form. It carried me
along like a novel. From magnetism and
electricity the lessons took me step by
step through trouble-finding and repairing—through ship and shore and broadcasting apparatus opération and construction — through photoradiograms,
télévision and beam transmission.
I didn't have to give up my regular job.
I stayed right at home and learned

Read this thrilling
Free Book
Howard Clark's story is typical
of the success which scores of
other men have achieved . . . through
the "big-Ieague" training given by the
home-study course of the Radio
Institute of America ... the only school
in America sponsored by RCA, General
Electric and Westinghouse.
Radio needs you. Manufacturers,
dealers, broadeasting stations, ships
... ail need trained radio experts.
The pay is big. The opportunities are
limitless . . . The work is thrilling!
Find out ail about it. The Institute
has prepared an interesting, illustrated
booklet telling you ail you want to
know about this vast industry and
about the remarkable home-study
course that can fit you for a brilliant
radio career. Just mail the coupon below . . . the booklet is absolutely free. Radio Institute
*
of America, 326 Broad9?9 'M
way, New York.
'9//0,
Mail this
coupon
Radio Institute of America
Depr. M-L 326 Broadway, New York
Gentlemen: Please send me your big FREE
50-pagc book which tells about the great oppor»
tunities in Radio and about your famous laboratory-method of radio instruction at home.
Nome...
Address.
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SKINDCRVIKEN
Transmitter

Units
95c

Two for
m

$1.75

Have hundreds of uses. Every amateur should have
two or three of thcse ampliners iu his luboratory.
A FEW USES FOR THESE UNITS
"-LOUD SPCAKER
Hji*
RETRANSMISSIONO-J'AHCC

LJ

Bt/TTO-*

■MTCM

C"»Ci-3aom
^
Atctfvca
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• -TJ ^ —ÇA* W.I- C«**WCO
•BALOWIN PHONE AHPunca*
*2 PAGE INSTRUCTION BOOKLET
containing suggestions and diagrnins for innumerable
uses, furnished with cach unit.
WE PAY $5.00 IN CASH
for every new use developed for this unit
and accepted and published by us.
-

P. G. MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
A Modulation Transformer speoiallj* dcsigned for use with
the Skinderviken Transmitter Unit. Has many
oîher uses, Pri mary
résistance.
Hohm;sccondary, 55 *z
ohms.
For Sale at Leading Dealers
Or Order Direct, fsing Coupon Below
SEND NO MONEY
When the postman delivers your order you pay him for
whatever you bave ordered. plus a few cents postage.
PRESS
GUILD,30th
INC.
A-l-29
I6-I8-A—East
St.. New York, N. Y.
Plcase mail me at once as many of the foliowlng Items
a»....Skinderviken
I have Indicated.Transmitter Unlts at 95c. for 1; $l./6
for 2: S2.50 for 3: 83.20 for 4.
...When
.P. O.dellvered
Microphone
at 52. the cost of the
I wlllTransformera
pay the postman
items speclûed plus postage.
N'a me
Address
City
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INVENTIONS OF THE FUTURE. OUR MAGAZINE ENTITLED "A PROMOTER OF
MODERN SCIENTIFIC THOUGHT"
Editor, Amazing Stories:
I have never written îo you liefore although I
have heen an cuthusiastic reader of your several
magazines for many years. I also wish to congratulalc you on the Intelligent editing of your
magazines and the cold science and warm fiction
which you bleml into your scientific articles.
I was prompted to write to you as I concludcd
the final instalmcut of Edward Kl mer Smilh's superscientific, truly marvelous story, "The Skylark of
Space." I ha\ e read every story in your Amazing
Stories Magazine, Science and Invention and
your other scientific publications but my vote goes
tn.hiasedly to "The Skylark of Space."
I heg of you to induce Mr. Smith, with the aid of
his collaborator, Kcc llawklns Garhy, to produce
another story introducing the samc characters and
our friends on Osnome.
Vou, through the channel of your magazines, are
teachmg us humans how truly insignitîcant we
really are and what a long way we have to go to
reach the Infinité of Knowledge.
Evcn now while listening to the mosl marvelous
of modem inventions, the radio. I can dimly fecl
the puise of the thousaiuls and millions of future
générations who will be using inventions we cannot
vaguely imagine now. trying to impress us with
our duty to the future by aiding our présent
slruggles for scientific knowledge. M y aid is
going in the form of the several twcnty-five cent
pièces which 1 pass over the counter for your
magazines and also by inducing other people to
rend your magazine.
I cannot otïer any suggestion as to the improvements of your magazines for I feel that any suggestion I should olïer would he negligible to the
powerful promoter of modem scientific thought,
"The Amazing Stories Magasine."
I pass ou with the words below to the slogan of
ail truc Scientifictionitcs :
Extravagant Fiction Today—Cold Fact Tomorrow.
I romain, a fnithful adhèrent of your principles,
and magazines of fiction and fact,
JIowed T. Eradforde,
1610 Atherton Road,
Flint, Mich.
(Von have only followcd other correspondcnts in
adrairing the "Skylark of Space." It was a very
good flight of fancy with rjuite a lot of science in
it to justify its place in Amazing Stories. But
it is perfcctly clear. that no matter how well
meaning an editor is. he cannot please everybody.
Evcn this story. for instance, which lias dr.nwn so
much cuthusiastic comment from our readers. has
brought with a certain amount of adverse criticism
also. We do not include questions or criticisms on
the pitrely scientific angles on the stories. Wc mcan
merely the ^général brickhats and comment—constructive and otherwise—which inevitably follow a
story on which opinions are strongly divided. But
it would l>e niost mortifying if we printed a story
that pleascd nobody. and we like "The Skylark
of Space" so much that we are glad to fimd our
opinion confirmed by you and others of our readers.
—Editor.)

White

Magic

and its Laws
A Remarkable Book
LOANED
To

Ail

For

Seekers
Power

Whatever you imagine the power of Black
Magic niay be, remember there is a pure WHITE
MAGIC which is as potent for gooa.
With the higher occult laws and secrets of mystical pôwcr you can change the course of your
life and atlract success. health, happiness and a
devclopment of mentai foresight that will astound
you and surprise your friends.
The Rpsicrucians were the Master Mystics in
ail âges and today they arc organized in Lodges,
groups and collèges in'all parts of Ihc world. In
their tcachings they secretly préservé the ancient
wisdom that made the Pyramid in Egypt the marvel of today and the mystery temples of Greece
the most aliuring places of strange achievements.
Vou may sharc in this great knowledge if you
are more than a mere seeker for mystery and
magie. If,you really désire to master the arcane.
occult knowledge of the Masters. step by step,
and become a true Adept of the Rosicrucian Fraternity, you may have the doorway opened to
you.
The Rosicftician teachings containing the true
knowledge of the mystics are never published. in
books. But. you may borrow a book called "The
Lighl of Egypt," in which the strange story of
the Rosicrucians is told and an explanation of
how you may have the private tcachings of the
Rosicrucian^Fraternity in America.
Unless you are truly sinccre and. anxious to
study and gradually become developed in a superior manuer. do not ask for tliis book. Address
in confidence, giving naine and address in a letter (not on a postcard) :
Librarian CT
AMORG TEMPLE
Rosicrucian Parle
SAN JOSE,
CALIF.
(Not sponsoring Rosicrucian "Fellowships"
or "Societies")
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TAKING

iCTURES
THE REACTION MOTOR IN THE
"SKYLARK OF SPACE"
Editor, Amazing Stories:
There are two questions that ï would like to Worklng lu spare tlme, J. H. Wade raade
In two weeks. A. G. Mason earncd I Be a Movîo
ask in regard to the story entitled; "The Skylark of 8200
SI»
17 for
days"
work.for tlio wonderful I Operator
Space."
You.
too. acanfcwsoon
quailfy
IWe furnish
If a vacuum had been creatcd around the "Sky- opportunlties in this blg-pay profession.
and
FREE
BOOK
tellsmoney-maklng
how famous Iprojector
lark." would the occupants have been ablc to dis- CAMERA
Iteach you at
GIVEN
experts
teach
you
home. Gel n
charge thcîr "X-Plosîve" from the space flicr?
secrets of pnotography. In your spare tlme at ■Igood
job
or in our great New York Studios—how Iwlth pay
Wonldn't the sudden (too sudden) change from home,
Movie
holp
you gef a fine
position
or
si art your lor Vaudeville
the white hot beat to the snow and frost covered we
own
business—how
we
give
you
a
professional
caméra. Write today for Book and Job Chart. iThcatre.
space-flier have ordinarily split the métal?
N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY VWrUeforfoldcr
I am not usually critical in regard to stories of 19
West 33rd St.. New York. Dept. 103
the future, but these two questions came to my
mind as I was reading the last instalment of the
l'LL PAY YOU
H
story. It really was a very cleverly written picce
of scicntifiction.
The P?3Ct*ssiONS Colnmn is both amusing and
$20 A DAV
instructive- Keeii it up.
To Show My Mystery Lighter to
Booth Reed
Men. What Makes It Llghl? AU
Guarantecd. Sample WUh Sales
216 Euclid Ave..
TIan
Sample
Gnld write
or Silvcr
'ni
UFsrApriwGl NO wiwn
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ated50c.?1 00
lUGHTtl
CAN BLOW proposition. NEW METHOD
(The thrust given by a réaction motor is indeIT
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MFG.
C0.,
Desk
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(,
Bradpendent of a vacuum. Of course, space fliers.
ford. Pa.
which are absolutely imaginary and hypothetical,
have to have varions attributes given to them in
ce. etariK
stories. So we will have to suppose that the
Skylark is strong enough not to split. We think
se
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By
DR. DAVID H. KELLER, M.D.
Assistant Superintendent, Western
State Hospital, Bolivar, Tenn.
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Volumes
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Book
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CONTENTS
BOOK 1
Sex and Family Through the Ages
RcKinningSélection.—Varielies
of Llfp.—The Priiuitive
Nulurnl
of Marrleditome.—
Life.—
Tho l'lOxtilule.—Women's Sexual l'osiiio» Hcforo
l'hrl.-t.
-Woman'a
Sexual
Position
in
and America.—Féminine Indopendence.—TheKuropo
l'ursuit of Happiness.—The Unlvcrsal Panacea.
BOOK 2
The Sexual Education of the
Young Man
and Son.—Relation
Youn»:.Man.—
Man
toFather
Society.—The
Anatoiuy ofofthetheYoung
Tho
Sexual
Physiolojty
of
the
Youiik
Man.—
HyKlcne of the Sexual Life.—Nonnal View point
otmbniliiy
Young Man.—Prostitution.—Tho
Coj-i What
of Im-a
The Question of Disease.Young Man Sliould Know About Womeiî.—
Y'oulh Fricndsliiiis.—A Living Programme.
BOOK 3
The Sexual Education of the
Young Woman
Mother and Daushter,- Ilistory of the Yonne
Glvl.—The
r.lrl'.
Olllieallon
to Sinlely.—Tho
Anatomy of the Young
Giri.—Physiology
of the
Young Girl.—Psyeliology of the Young Girl.- Hygiène
of
the
Young
Girl.—The
Question
of
Prostitution.—The Cost of Immorallty.—-The
Working Girl.—What a Young Girl Sliould
Know About Mon,
BOOK 4
Love—Courtship—Marriage
Tho Awakening of Love.—The Grouih of Love
Love Education. — Natural Sélection. — The
Fcminlnc Viewpolnt of Engagement.—The Physlcnl
Préparation for Marriage.—Education
in
Happiness.—Adjustments
of Marriage.—The
lîaby In the Home.—The Perpétuai Honeymoon.
BOOK 5
Companionate Marriage
Birth Control
Divorce
The
Rcstiossness ofby Society.—The
Dawn
of Religion.—Marriago
Purehase.—The
Relation
of
Marriage to tho State.—The
Sexual Marriage.—
The
Gouipanlonate
Marriage.—Itirth
Control.—
Tho Question of Divorce.—The Rlghts of Childhood.—-The Happy Marriage.
BOOK 6
Mother and Baby
What Is a Rahy Worth?—The Physiology of
Pregnaïuy.—Preparing
for the Uaby.
—Préparations for the Confinemenl.—The
P.lrth
of the
lîahy.—The First Two Wecks.—Training tlie
Rabv.—The Slck Baby.—The Sexual Education
of the Child.—The Father of EU Rahy.
BOOK 7
Sexual Disease and Abnormalltles
of Adult Life
The Cause ef Fnhapttincss.—Syphilis—Gnnorrhea.—Abortion.—Autoeroticisni.—The
lloniosexual Life.—The Dark Corners of Life,—Types of
Krotle
Life.—Impôtency
In
the
Man.—Sterllity
—Ccllliacy lu the Adult Maie Cellbacy In tho
Adult Female.—The Normal Sex Life.
BOOK 8
Sexual Life of Men and Women
After Forty
The
Dangerous
Age,—The
Middlc Agcd
—The
M
iddle
Aged
MlddleWoman.
Agcd
Cellhafe.- Widow and Man.—The
Widower.—Middlc
Age
and Divorce.—Diseuses of M iddle Life.—The
Fountain of Vouth.—Secret of Youth.
BOOK 9
The Disease and Problems of
Old Age
Old Age and lis Problems.—The Pasl Treatnient of the Aged.—Seiillo Deeay.—The Sexual
Life in tho Aged.—The Art of Prolonging
Youth.—Physlca!
Diseaseofofthe
the Agcd
Aged.—Cellbacy
In the Aged.—Negleet
Growlng
Old Gtacefully.
BOOK 10
Sex and Society
Relation of the Indlvidual to Society.—Man's
Normal
Relation to Society.—The
Légal Relation
to the Sexes.—Illégal
Sexual Relations
Relween
Sexes.—Ahnormal
Sexual
Life.—Ahnormal
Relations Retween Parent and Child.—The Ahnormal
Sex
Life
of
Slhlings.—Erotirism
and
Modem Society.—Drug Addietion and Society.—
The Peehlemimled and Society.—The Pxychopathle Personalltles.—Slcrilizallon and Ségrégation.
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Parents have not as yet arrived at the state
where they can be perfectly frank in matters
of sCx with their children. But heuceforth,
Dr. Keller's valuable books can be safely entrusted to ail intelligent young people. The
older génération, themselves, will find much of
value in the sériés.
There is litlle question but that these books
will become famous, will blaze a new trail.
They will be read and reread for more thorough
compréhension of the subject matter involved.
The Sexual Education Sériés gives you fact
and knowledge contained in the highest type of
literature, with the exception that it is written
down to the understanding of the every-day
man and woman. girl and boy. The excellent
anatoraical drawings, which are profusely distributed through these books, are so mechanically Ircated lhat they will never arouse the
sensibilities of even the greatest prude, yet, they
arc an éducation in themselves. Dr. Keller has
torn the veil of ntystery front sex matters and
presented to the American public the truc facts of
sexual life. Hc luis dcbuukcd sex.
These books are printed in brand new type, the
subject matter has never been published beforc.
A number of volumes are profusively illustrated
with fine anatomîcal drawings. The size of each
volume is 4" x 6'J"—Just right for your pocket.
Spécial grade of egg-sheli paper used. Each volume
has 160 pages. 1,600 pages in ail. GOLD STAMPED.
Fill in the coupon
today. Rcgardless
MAIL THE COUPON NOW!
of your âge you
cannot afîord to bc r POPULAR BOOK CORPORATION,
without these valuable books. Every i 100 Park Place, New York.
set sent on apPleasc send me The Sexval Education Sériés, complété in 10 volumes,
proval. If you arc i as per advertisement. I will pay the Postman $3.50 npon arrivai of the
not entirely satisbooks.
are no extra charges of any kind whatsoever. If the books
fied, return them, ■ are not There
as represented, I will return them to you within 3 days after
and your money i receipt and you are then to return my money. (l-"ree delivery in U. S.
■will be refunded.
YOU ARE THE i only. 25c extra postage for foreign cotmtries.)
SOLE JUDGE.
Name
i
Address
Popular Book Corporation
■ City and State
100 PARK PLACE
NEW YORK
P l e a s e s a y you sa iv i t in AMAZING STORIES
Dr. Keller was choscn by the publishers of
these volumes as being one of the fe'w physicians
in America who could write on so délicate a
subject in language that even a child could understand. Heretofore, educational sex books
havc been written by professionals, usually in
such technical language lhat the non-professional reader could not understand it. Consequently, the Sexval Educational Sériés can
be read by anyone ; as a matter of fact, much
of the subject matter has been written for
young peuple.
While writing these books Dr. Keller wrote
a long lelter to the publishers. part of which
follows :
"My idea is to Write in simple language,
in a convcrsational or lecture style; or to
use the language of my wife. 'just as y ou
talk to us!' M y leifc is a collège gradua! e
and taught cighl years in the High Schools
of the South. One daughler is preparing
to sludy medicine and the olher is just
about to graduale front our local High
School, and / consider their advice and
opinion as a very good index of the ave rage
mentality of our cxpccted readers. .V/y
ultimalc aint is to makc the teorld a Utile
bcller place to U-ee in by cducating the
masses along the Unes which havc previously been inaccessible to the m. In writing. I am going to keep in mind THAT
WE WANT TO HELE FOLKS TO DECOME HAPPIER."
Most of the misery and suffering in human
life can be directly attributed to sex misinformation. Dr. Keller, in these books, offers a
solution for this evil as well as for other and
perhaps greater evils. The author knows his
subject as few other physicians in the country
know it, and as a well-known author, he is able
to wlite in such a way that there is nothing
offensive, evea for the most unsophisticated of
young girls.
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AMAZING STORIES NOT A DESCRIPTIVE
NAME. COVERS TOO "GRUESOME."
FEWER INTERPLANETARY TRAVEL
STORIES WANTED
Editor, Amazing Stories:
I have bcen a reader of Scientifiction for quite
a while and have found plenty of food for thought.
I have always wondcrcd why you acknowledge the
deficiency of your magazine by calling it as you
do. Your reasons for ils name are purcly psychological, so you say, but in calling it that you attract to it the_ people who waut to be amazed,
not those who want to read good Scientifiction.
1 would bave nothing to do vvith your publication
if I had not known frora Science and Invention
what its contents were to be. I venture to say
lhat more than three-quarters of your présent
readers have bcen readers of Science and Invention or have learned abolit Amazing Stories from
a friend.
I have not bought many of your issues because
of their exceptionally gruesome covers.
Many of your stories have been very good.
Please don't try to satisfy the demand for inlerplanetary stories. The real good ones of that
class are few and far between. The others just
go through tlie routine. It is certainly very queer
that every spacc flyer that starts for another
planet usually gets there or at least ont of the
carth's atmosphère to another world. In many of
your early issues I have noticed the tendency to
give détective stories. funny stories, gruesome
stories and adventure stories ail in the same magazine. Please do not try to incorporatc ail of these
into Scientifiction. There are separate magazines
for ail of them. Your authors have had a fine
time playing with the earth and have almost made
it corne to an end several times, but they never
seem to get enough courage to let this planet becom<? devoid of the genus humo. They may accept this as a challenge.
Dr. Keller, M. D. and Mr. E. R. Burroughs
are your trump cards at présent and you can't
play them too often.
''The King of the Monkey Men" was ont of
place in your Quarterly, You would have done
better if you had printed "Tarzan of the Apes."
One more thing about the authors. Xo matter
in what planet or in what strange place they find
their herocs, gold and other precious materials
arc as common as cobblestones and radium is
liable to be présent by the pound. Though every
author has expresscd bis ideas of the future, noue
have as yet said a word about sports that will be.
T think îhât many people have the same idea
as I have that Nature has made time for a purX»ose and it is not to be tampered with. If a man
will ever travel through time. ail we have to do
is to look back through the old newspapers and see
the notices of his arrivai.
I hope to see an iraprovement in the name and
the cover of Amazing Stories. Though it may
be a good point to send the magazine to subscribers in a plain wrapper so that those who
dislike to buy it at stands are forced into subscribing. I do not like to tear the cover off a
magazine once that I have got it. Maybe you
will be good enough to tear it off before distribution. thus saving many of us the trouble.
Dcspite my sarcasm, I wish you luck.
R. Ross
2930 Davidson Ave.
New York City.
(It is so clear as to be beyond démonstration that
a radical change of the name of a periodical which
has obtained so much popularity as has Amazing
Stories, is a very dclicaie matter. We have had
in mind for many months this very thing, but the
circulation of the magazine has increased so under
its original name, that it would make it appear a
stranger with in the gâtes if a totally différent
name were given. Even the editors would have a
certain fecling of having lost an old friend if such
a radical change were made.
We feel as you do about our interplanetary
stories. But the trouble is that our readers want
them; they tell us so in their letters. It is fair
to say the interplanetary stories must învolvc some
ahsurdities. The accélération has got to be such
that no living créature could stand it. We must
give some interplanetary stories. We hope that
your letter will be read by many of our présent or
prospective authors.
For possible sports of the future we mîght refer
you to Olsen's story and to Baron Muerichhausen,
as well as to various others of our stories, which.
in dealing with possible life and living on other
pîanets and even with the future on our own
planet, deal also with général phases of amusement
ami sports which seem most adaptable to the existing physical and spiritual conditions and environment.
We have nothing to say about the cover illustrations, so many people highly approve of them.—
Editor.)
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Plane and a subscription for a whole year—12 fat issues—
both for $1.00. Send the coupon now.

BOT M S, SI
PILOT GLEASON
Open Road for Boys Magazine
130 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.
Friend;
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A PLAGIARXSM IN XHE DISCUSSIONS
COLUMNS DETECXED
Editor, Amazing Stories:
Ever since I went "Off on a Cornet" with Jules
Verne, I have not missed a copy of "Amazing
Stories." I have found something worth while
in ail your stories, even those I did not like.
Up to your October issue I have had no occasion to contribute to the "Discussions" Column.
In this numher is a Ictter headed "An Anuising
Witty Rejoinder to Previous Correspondents" and
signed by one, G. N. Garrison 8 Oak Street, East
Orange, New Jersey.
Criticism is ail right, but let it bc original, and
if not, let crédit be given where due. I am sure
that you, Mr. Editor, arc unaware that G. N.
Garrison copied his "original sass" word for word.
Well, he did. What hc copied was copyrightcd in
1898 by Mrs. W. C. Brann. You will find the
original pièce of literature in "The Works of Brann,
the Iconoclast," \'oIume 3, page 98 under the title
of "Grammar Sharp."
1 believe in coincidcnccs, but this is not a case
of that. I know that the editor of "Amazing
Stories" wants to be fair, and I know that he
would not have given G. N. Garrison crédit for
such "au anuising and witty" Ictter had hc known
where G. N. got his humor and wit.
I hope that the smart and witty boy will stick to
his own ideas hereafter, and if he must criticize
anyone, let him think up his own ideas. and if he
can't, then surely hc must give the other thinker
crédit for Ihe ideas, especially on a copyrighted
article. I hope that G. X. G. sces this.
Yours for the good work that "Amazing
Stories" is so capably doing,
Lhslie F. Brunk, Esq.
Box 454
Fort Boyard
New Mexico
(Wc arc dccply indebted to our correspondent
for delecting the plagiarism in the Garrison communication in the Discussions Column in our
October issue. It is a sad commcntary on human
nature that so weak a passion as vanity should
lead a man to do such a thing. The stolen text
was allered to the extent of substituting the name
"Farnese" for "Jenks," changing an allusion to a
camp-meeting to "listening on the radio" and inserting "Newark Eve util g News" in place of the
r.amç"San'Antonio Express" which figured in the
original. William Cowper Brann who died in 1898
was a very forcefnl author and much that he wrote
npplies to the présent day. He was an Editorial
writer on many newspapers and his collected works
are slill read.—Editor.)
OUR CRITICS CRITICIZED ; IMAGINATION
IN SCIENCE; IMPOSSIBILITIES AND
THE FUTURE
Editor, Amazing Stories:
While glancing through a few copies of the
Amazing Stories Magazine. I noticed a number
of criticisms made by some of your readers. Therefore in defense of the magazine, I wish to make
a few comments about those readers. If I understand rightly, this magazine is of a Scientific
X'aturc but is meant to amuse only and not lo be
taken too seriously. So if the readers of this
magazine would remember this I don't think it
would be necessary to crilicize. And another thing
■is this: If the reader would stop and think that
the impossihilities of yesterday are the facts of
to-day, and that the imaginations of to-day may be
the facts of to-morrow, then I think the reader
would save his comments for other things. Of
course, these criticisms show good Judgment on the
reader's part, but, nevertheless, they go at it
too seriously. And one more word to the reader.
Any man or woman who reads a book, magazine
or paper that is published weekly or monthly, and
finds that hc must criticize, I would advise not
to read any more of its copies, as it will do him
more harm than good, for he is bound to l>e more
or less skcptical and therefore, he will not get
ail the good ont of the literature. The reason I
wrote this is because I am also a reader of your
magazine, and find it very amusing and my work
lieing along scientific Unes (as I am a Chemist,
Microbiologist and Electrical Engineer), I am not
aide to find so many impossibilities as some of
your readers do.
L. A. PUTNAM,
065 Hawley Rd.,
Milwaukee, Wisc.
(You speak of the comments on the magazine;
the fact that we have the warm appréciation of so
many readers, is the best indication that it needs
no defense, and if we would begin descriminating
against stories on the ground that they are impossible, we would be departing from our claims. It
would be hard to say anything is impossible in
the line of natural science.—Editor.)
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WE ARE ACCUSE0 OF "OVERBEARING AND
CRUSHING" THE COMMENTS OF OUR
CORRESPONDENTS. WE NEVER
KNEW WE DID THIS
E dit or, Amazinc Stories:
Unaccustomed as I am to public writing. il is
with the greatest of pleasure that I take my '"typewriter in hand" lo thank you for the years of
enjoyment you have given me since the first publication of Amazinc. Stokies.
In common with ail readers and laymen, I loo
think I could give you a bit of advice as how to
run our magazine.. However, X shall not criticize
any of the stories—for if 1 could do any better.
\ vvould be writing. But I do wish to criticize
your criticisms. The "Discussions" are the first
section of the book I turn to and I get almost
as much pleasure from them as from the text
itself. P»ut, like too many other magazines, you
have committed the abominalile éditorial fault of
calling for criticism and theu attempting to overbear and crush those commcnts by the mere wcight
of your position.
If the criticisms—which you called for—are good
enough to print, they ought to stand on their own
mer ils or at least be atlackcd from the standpoint
of logic and not' of "the author knows enough about
this subject, etc." Does one have to be a Bacon
lo criticize Shakespeare? In the Mardi issue you
have toned dowu a bit—but the praising of those
who agrée and the castigation of those who don't
could be decreased to a groat extent.
You write in the column that you will improve
the paper and pictures as soon as the circulation
will improve. This sounds like "some are seeking
for power in order to gain wealth; and others for
wealth toi gain power." How can you gel a bigger
circulation with a médiocre publication?
Now let's seltle that four dimensional argument
once for ail. Ilere are some quotations from the
"Fourth Dimension Simply Explained" by Henry
Mail ni 11 g. Ph.D. -a book containing prise H'inuiug
es sa y s ou the foitrth dimension.
II. Manning: "Xor on the other hand, will the
mosl cl a l>o rate development of the analogies of
différent kinds ever prove that it (the fourth
dimension) rcally exists."
Col. G. H. Fitch, U. S. A. Engîneers: "It 1s
impossible lo form a mental picture of the fourth
dimension."
E. M. Cutler. A.M.: "The fourth dimension
lias ' 110 real existence in the sensc in which the
exterual vvorld that we know by means of our
scnscs bas real existence. It is a philosophical and
metaphysical conception whose actual existence cannot lie demonsttatcd by observation or by logical
reasoning."
C. A. Richmond: "The fourth dimension is intangible. Mathematicians do not ask us to imagine
a fourth dimension, much less do they ask us lo
beiieve in it. It is not supposed that the most
skilled student in these subjects bas a mental picture of four dimensional space."
C. Bragdon: "The reality of the fourth dimension may be said to be an open question."
A. R. Crathorne: "To the- question if a fourth
dimension really exists, ail we can say is that it
is highly improbable."
P. L. Gunmaer: "No amount of reasoning will
prove the existence of such a space."
From a book cxplaining the fourth dimension.
•Nuff said. therc "ain't no such animal."
Incidcntally. l'm for a semi-monthly, less sériais,
and the Quarterly.
Milton Emleix.
608 Otves St., Sioux City, lowa.
(If there is one thing that delights the editor,
it is a good-sized brickbat. That makes him sit
up and take notice. Onc of onr cofrespondents
has donc this very well, and the first part of his
letter speaks for itself. The second part, which
relates to the fourth dimension, is very well taken.
but the trouble with il is that most of the quotations are antiquated by modem thinkers, particularly
the Einstein school, which considers that the fourth
dimension is the space-time conception. For instance, if you say the Cheops pyramid is so wide,
so long and so high, that, according to Einstein
and his followers, means nothing at ail, becausc its
position at a particular time is left out entirely.
Even to say that the pyramid was in a particular
position at 12 o'clock on Tuesday, September 4th,
1928, is not a complété statement, because it would
only hold truc for Egypt, but would make no référencé at ail as to what part of space the pyramid
was facing at that particular moment. The earth.
is spinning around its axis, and while thus spinning, is also rotating around the sun in its orbit.
Again. the entire planetarian system moves itself.
from which it will be seen that it becomes pretty
much of a complicaled statement to state exactly
where the pyramid was at Noon, Greenwich time.
Tuesday, September 4th, 1928.
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FreeBOOK
a World -Famous Flier shows
how ToU can get into

1 1ERE h the book
that tells exactly what
Aviation offers YOU. Walter
Traîi-blazer, pioneer.
explorer, author. inHinton—hero of historystructor. AVIATOR.
flights—gives you
The first man to pilot making
a plane across the At- the brass tacks of Aviation
lantic — the famous Today.
Hc shows you
NC-4—and first to fly
ichcre your opporfrom North to South exactly
America. First, too. tunities lie—exactly how to
fit yourself for them. Here is
to explore the jungle
fastnesses of the upper a book for men with too
Amazon. The man much backbone to stay
who was a crack flying
instructor for the chained to a small-pay job—
Navy during the War;
too much adventure in their
who today is training blood
for a humdrum grind
far-sighted men for
Aviation. Hinton is —too much good sound
ready to back YOU
business sense to let this
up to the limit. His opportunity
of a lifetime
Book is yours FREE
for the coupon below.
outgrow them!
T//E RICHES T, FASTES T GRO WING INDUS TR Y
THE WORLD HAS EVER KNOWN
Cities everywhere arc building more airports; 24-hour shifts are
racing construction on new plane and equipment plants. Air
Unes, air service of every kind is doubling and re-doubling itself
almost while you watchl Therc's no doubt about there being
BIG PAY plus a rea! future for YOU in Aviation. Your one
sure move is to get the rïght training—QUICKl
AVIATION IS READY—HINTON IS READY
NOW IT'S UP TO YOU
Hinton will train you for Aviation, right at home in spare-timeHis proved course teaches ail about plane construction, rigging,
repairs, molors, instruments, theory of flight, navigation,
commercial Aviation. Whether you plan to fly. or want one
of the forly Big Pay ground jobs, you must have this groundwork first. Hinton's Frec Book tells you how to start. Clip
the coupon and send it TODAYl
AVIATION INSTITUTE OF U. S. A.
WALTER HINTON, Président
1115 Connecticut Avenue
Washington, D. C.
WALTER H1NTON

Llcut. Walter Hinton,
5-N
Aviation Insticutc of U. S. A.,
1115 Connecticut Ave., Washington, D. C.
.Send mo your FREE book, "Rlch Rewarda In
Aviation,"
how you can give me my "ground
work" righttelllng
at home.
Street
I City.
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Instructions

a Télévision

For

Receiver

Thcre can be no question but that Télévision is here to stay. Like radio, ils sudden
popularity came practically overnight. It lias taken a decided grip on public opinion and
bids fair to sweep the enlife country in a never-bcforc-witnessed biaze ot enthusiasm.
So, fans! Dig out the old soldering iron, the bus bar and the rest of your paraphernalia
and gct to work on the latest hobby. Build yourself a Télévision Receivei.
Of course. Télévision is far from perfected. Il is slill in a inost clemcntary stage.
There is Httle use in trying to gloss over the truth. But a start lias been made and it
remains for the "fans" to do their share, as in radio, in helping to develop the new art.
In the lasl issue of TELEVISION' there are full instructions from whxch you ambitious
enlhusiasts can construct an efficient expérimental set. With this set you will bc able to
receive some of the Télévision programs now being broadeast. Experimenting will continually improve réception. Cet your copy of this new issue loday! Start to work on your
Telcvisor tonight! Be the first in your neighborhood to have a Télévision set. The old
"fan days" are here again. Don't miss the fun!
Partial List of Contents
How to Build a Télévision Receiver
Practical Démonstrations Scheduled for StaNew Jenklns Radio Movies
tion WRNY
New Belin Photo Transmitter
Campbell Swinton Tetevision System
Vacuum Caméras to Speed Up Télévision
Quartz Crystals Synchronize Télévision Sets
Infra-Red "Eye" Sees at Night
Baird Optical Lever Increases Speed
Valensl Télévision
Recording Pictures with Air Jet
Connection of Photo-Electric Cell
How to Build a Radio Photo Recorder
and many other articles of equal interest
|
!
•

|
|
1

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc.
230 Fifth Avenue, New York City, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Please forward to me a copy of TELEVISION, Enclos^d find 25 cents.
,
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1
■
|
l
|
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State

I

COPY

At ail newsstands, or write direct
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING GO., Inc.
230 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Easy Mon ey
$$sss»$
FirstclassSaxophonistsmake
big money and the work is
easy and pleasant.Youmwçht
easily become a wizard iike
Tom lîrownor a greal reconlmaker like Clyde Doerr or
Bennie Krueger or Joseph
Smith. $100 to $500 wcckly
is not unusual for such musicians to carn.
True Tone
Saxophone
The Buescher Saxophone is
the easiest of ail instruments
to play. Y ou don' t have to be
"talented." Besides being
easy to play, we make it easy
to pay for a Buescher SaxoEasy to Play y0
phone.a Play and earn while
Easy to F ay
rIttPs ïi
-xi-,
the idéal
instrument
for social entertainment. At parties, everywhere.
the Buescher Saxophone player is the center of
attraction.
Onlya Buescher gives you these extra features;
Snap-on Pads, ffreatest improvement, easy to replace, no
cementing — patented Automatic Octave ICey — perfect
Scalo Aecuracy—convenient
key arrangement.
on a
eTY-axTc*
BuescherTrombone
Saxophone.
Cor& TVîol
J. I ictl netf ny
Trumpet,
or other
instrument. Mention instrument in which you are interested for free lllustrated Literaturo.
BUESCHER BAND INSTRUMENT CO.
2637 Buescher Block (500) Elkhart, Indiana
$25.00 Drawing Course for $2.98
^fîaren'lIllustratc
you oftensome
wlshcd
you some
oould prelly
draw
cartoons.
Idca,lhat
sketch
lace, etc. ? You can do ail of these tliincs.
One or Amerlca's most famous Cartoonlsts
and lllustrators lias devclopcd a great,
simple system for succcss In ail branches
ot Commercial An. This system
rcvolulionlzed
the entiro
theory can
of
drawing.
It means
lhat drawing
bo as easy for you as wriling—
much simpler than learnlng short-«
h and. bookkeeplng or typewrltlng. L
uo are now placing this original system for
learnlng
Drawing.
Art and Carlooning. conof
esson8 %vll
étH B wlthln
lrcivij
over one.
500 illustra-.
tlohs,
of hevery
If y oui
« c-— ù fow hours cach week lo the
Course
WE
ABSOLU
TEL
Y
OUARANTEE
that you will learn to draw and draw well
hcforc you have half finished tho Course.
If *wo fall to make this clairn good we will
refund every cent pald us. By climlnatlng
a largo offlee force for answering correspond-,
cnco, expensive catalogs, etc., we are enabled,
lo make a peleo of $2.08, tho cheapest prlce i
ever known for a high-grade homo
study course. Many have sent us
Ictters slmilar to that of Hob't P.
Darls ofvvhrn
Deiroll. «ho «rote: "l ran't scc how you ask lo
v thelrs.
othersItwlth
Inferlor
gct fromLearn
$20 lo
$60 for
1s more
thanCourses
I expected."
to
draw. It is a blg asset, no matter what flcld you are In.
order
Send No Money FREE: JftheyouCourse
at once we will indude
Just
order
tho
Course,
and
on arrivai pay postmnn
drawing outflt.
39.98
consistlng of artlst's
plus a few cents poslago
pens. paper,
payment In full for .âge
tho £mcntlra pcnrils,
tliuinb tacks,
Course and Free Drawing Ouf fit. erasers,
enabling
you to
If net entirely satlsfled. retum etc.,
to work without
within
days andAddross
wc will: RE- go
FUND flve
MONEY.
an.v addltional cosf.
LEDERER SCH00L OF DRAWiNG. DcptT 260-U
Orders from outsldoChattanooga,
tho U..S.A. Tenn.
are payable $3.28 cas!
wilh order.
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AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept. 1422a 3601 Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO
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To an observer in. space,^ ancliored solidly, without any motion at ail, the top of the pyramid would
describe a most complicated figure within five seconds after Noon of that fateful Tucsday, as you
readily can sée.
So you see, there is a fourth dimension, and
while it may not agrée with the ideas of most
scientifiction writers, yct, you must admit, and
modem science ccrtainly does admit, that there
must be such a thing.—Editor.)
DR. MILES J. BREUER TAKES EXCEPTION
TO W. ALEXANDER'S STORIES DEALING
WITH TRANSPLANTATION OF ORGANS FROM ONE BODY TO
ANOTHER
Editor, Amazxkg Stories:
"Professor H. Ocus Pocus puffed at his cigar
and looked at me triumphantly.
'* 'What color do you want next?* hc inquired.
" 'Make it green!' I gasped in amazement.
" 'AH right. Green. With a cheesy consistency.
Look ! '
"Me pressed the button. Right before my eyes,
as I gazed ont of his observatory window, the
moon rapidly changed color and bccame a bright
green, its surface at the same time taking on a
texture faithfully suggestive of cheese. And before
my amazed eyes, he moved his levers and pressed
his buttons, and changed the moon to bright red
and then to pale lavender. He rolled it up the
sky, puffed it ont like a balloon, and shrivclled
it to a bright, sparkling point.
"Professor Pocus was the most distinguished
astronomer in the world. For many years he had
been changing the color of the moon, and pingponging it ail about the sky. Astronomers from
foreign nations made pilgrimages to his observatory
and univcrsally recognized him as the cat's whiskers
in astronomy—"
Does it sound just a littlc bit off to you?
Well, that is just thtf way Mr. W. Alexamler's
stories Sound to me. Ilerc cornes a new one (The
Ananias Gland) in which another wizard transplants organs from one body to another!
Just like that!
Xo one (including Mr. Alexander) who is not
a biologist, can grasp how excruciatingly absurd
the transplantation of stomachs and glands and
hearts looks in a story. If Amazing Stories were
some sort of a burlesque refusc-licap, the sport of
innocent clowns, lhat might gct by. But the stories
in this magazine are supposed to carry an air of
plausibility wilh them; they arc supposed to be
built on some sort of foundation that has at Icast
an appcarancc of being scienlific. Grecn-chccsc
phenomena should not appear in it, side-by-side with
the intelligent efforts of pcople who have worked
hard lo build up some scicntific ideas.
The facî of the matter is, the éditorial staff of
Amazing Stories seems to be thoroughly on its
tocs in respect to the physical sciences, but, revcnls bere and there, a distressing hiatus in the
biological sciences. Mr. Gernsback would never
permit such a raw fizzle as this to get by li^m in
the field of physics, chemistry, or astronomy. But
they get by him in the ficld of biology, espccially
the highly specialized department of biology.
Why not gct some one with a thoroughly trained
biological, espccially médical mind, to pass on that
cîass of matcrial?
Miles J. Rreuer, M.D.
Fédéral Trust Building,
Lincoln, Neb.
(Mr. Gernsback. who read the above by Dr.
Breucr, wishes to statc, without being discourteous,
that Amazing Stories tries to make it a rule
lhat the science in ail of the stories be as plausible
as possible. Very often référencé books of " varions
kimls are consulted and an otherwisc good story
is only rejected when it looks hopcless from a scienlific angle.
On the other hand. authors must be allowed a
good deal of leeway and poetic license.
Yet. the staff of Amazing Stories is pretty well
groundcd in the varions sciences, and biology is
no exception. We must disagree with Dr. Breucr
on the transplantation of glands, and we rcspectfully
refer lo one of the latest scicntific works entitled,
"The Conquest of Life," by Dr. Serge Voronoff.
Dr. Voronoff, for years, has transplantée! bundreds
of glands, particularly the interslitial gland from
malo monkeys into humans, with excellent rcsults.
Xot only that. he accomplished the much more
difficult feat of rejuvenating women by transplanting fcmale chimpanzecs' ovarîes into women. It
is known today, that these' transplantations were
a success.
German investigators have transpîanted heads
of insects which lived for a long time thercafter.
Only rcccntly a unique eye opération was performed—from last reports very succcssfully.
It is, of course, absurd, at the présent time, to
think of transplanting stomachs or hearts, but,
perhaps, a hundred years from now, it won't be
(fuite so absurd.—Editor.)
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"I Won't Be Clerk
Any Longer!"
How Higher Accountancy Helped P. S.
Blessing Increase His Salary 250%
years Philip
S. Blessingr
hard as a clerk
andForgotfour
nowhere.^
He learned
whatworked
every succeseful
man
knowa — opportunity without trained ability means notbing.
He decided to get that trained ability!
Within fifteen months after he started with LaSalle in
Higher Accountancy, Mr. Blessing was made Assistant
Treasurer of the Lancaslcr Brick Company, Lancaster, Pa;t
and
bis salaryeven
wasmore,
incrcased
it
has increased
until 137
nowper
it iscent.
250 perSince
centthen
larger
than when he enrolled. His employer. Clarence B. Horning.
General Manager, adds the vital point: " Wc believe he has
many successful years ahead ot him. His business progress
bas only begun.
■> Send for This Book— It*s Free
you ambitious
to make
a real
success
business—to
fitAre
yourself
for positions
paying
$3,000,
$5,000,in$10.000
a year
and even better? Then you will find LaSalle'a 64-page book.
"Accountancy.
the
Profession
that
Pays."
of
the
greatest
help and inspiration —and —LaSalle will send it to you
FREE. NOW.
For the sakc of a brighter future, clip and mail tbe
coupon
~Find Yourself Through LaSalle — ■■
LaSalle Extension University i
Dept. 1464-HR
Chicago
1 should be glad to have détails of your
salary-lncreasitig plan and a copy of
"Ten Years Promotion in One," ail
without obligation.
□ Higher Accountancy
□ Business Management
□ Modem Salesmanship
□ Traffic Management
n Rallway
Station
ri
«.
—
Management
UTelcgraphy
_
□ Law—Degrcc o£ LL.B. D Modem Forcmanshlp
□ Commercial Law
□ Expert Bookkeeping
□ Industriai Management D C. P. A. Coaching
□ Banking and Finance □ Business Engliah
□ Personnel Management □ Commercial Spanish
□ Modem
Business
□
Spcaking
Correspondence
O Effective
Stenotypy—Stenography
□ Crédit and Collection Correspondence
Name
Présent Position
——
Address
——
LEARN fte BANJO/»*
under HARRY RESER
the Worlds Greatest Banjoist
The Famous Leader of the widcly broadvCstcl
Clicquot
Club new
Kskimos
olTers
you
an amazingly
llanjo
coursebent.
by mail
anyonc,simple,
even wiihout
musical
can ruwhich
aster
at home in a few spare hours. Posltlvely the only lacrhod
of home learnlng through which a person of ordlnary Intelligence
te undersiand. may
The become
course ais Itanjoist.
in 5 unltsEach
of 4lesson
lessonseasyeach.
SEND NO MONEY—PAY AS YOU LEARN
No restrictions! No conditions! Take as few
or as many units as you wish. Send your
name
for cxplanalory
booklet.
tesilmonials,
etc. A postal
will "evldeme."
do.
Harry Reser's International Banjo Studio No. 2
118 West 4Gth Street, New York, N. Y.
Foreign Work!
I.ike to Travel?—Does Romantic.
Wealthy South America call you?
Uuusual opportunities for youug men.
American employées. Rare ami expenses furnished.
BIG PAY. Write for Free List.
SOUTH AMERICAN SERVICE BUREAU
14600 Aima Avenue
Détroit, Michigan
New Fall Issue of
RADIO LISTENERS' GUIDE
AND CALL BOOK
Be sure and obtain your copy of this bip book
of radio. A new, revised list of the call letters
for every broadeasting station in the country
togelher with a list of ail the short-wave stations
(an innovation) are just two of the many interesting features for the radio enthusiast. Full
constructibnal détails for building the latest,
improved radio receivers.
50 CENTS
THE COPY
At ail newsstands, or write direct
CONSRAD COMPANY. INC.
230 Fitth Avenue
New York, N. Y.
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MECHAN1CJThe greatest magazine on modem aviation ever pubiished. The
many ramifications of the aeronautical field that it covers can be
better appreciated by a glance at a synopsis of its contents.

MR. AUGUSTUS POST
Editor of Aero Mechanics
Mr. Augtistus Post, editor of Aero Mechanics. has bcen prominent in acronautical
circles throughout the country for over
twenty years, his experience and adveutures
have made aviation history and placed him in
a position to nass on to the readers of Aero
Mechanics _ nonest. accuratc and entirely
dependable information on every phase of
Aviation. Says the North American Rel'iew of Mr. Post: "A'o man in America
lias heen more continuously at the centre of
aeronautic activities in this country, and in
touch with more history-making airmen
here and abroad. than has Augustus Post
who. bcsides having the "history of the air'*
in his head, has personally participatcd in
some of the most thrilling adventures of
aviation."

Please

sa v

CONTENTS IN BRIEF:
Theory and Fundamental Principles of Flighl.
Stability—How an Aéroplane Flies.
Complété Design, Construction and Assembly.
Scale Drawings—Names of Parts.
Flying Instructions—How to Become a Flyer.
Motors—Lalest Inventions—Instruments, Use and Funclion.
Radio Installations.
Gliders.
Airporls and Lighting.
Glossary of Aeronautical Terms.
The Aéroplane Mechanic.
Model Making.
Airplane Time Table.
Aero Mechanics, written by Augustus Post, is the most complété
magazine of its kind ever pubiished. It deals with every phase of
aeronautical construction and opération, and its entire contents
is edited by Mr. Post, who is one of the best known pioneers
of aviation. Learn ail about this
great new field. Obtain your copy
Expérimenter Publishing Co.. Inc.
of Aero Mechanics today. Over
230 Fifth Ave., New York City, N. Y.
112 pages. Fully illustrated.
Gentlemen:
Large 9" x 12" size.
Enclosed find 50c, for which please send
me a copy of your remarkable new Aero
Mechanics.
THE (5t)C COPY
At AU Newsstands, or Write Direct
Kamc
Expérimenter Publishing Co., Inc.
Address
230 Fifth Avenue, New York City
City
State..
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